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CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018 CORE

Untreated observation without pathologic proof in patient at high risk for HCC
If cannot be categorized due to image degradation or omission

LR-NC

If definite tumor in vein (TIV)

LR-TIV

If definitely benign

LR-1

If probably benign

LR-2

If probably or definitely malignant but not HCC specific (e.g., if targetoid)

LR-M

Otherwise, use CT/MRI diagnostic table below
If intermediate probability of malignancy

LR-3

If probably HCC

LR-4

If definitely HCC

LR-5

CT/MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Observation size (mm)

No APHE

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

Count additional major features:

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

• Enhancing “capsule”
• “Nonperipheral “washout”
• Threshold growth

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4
LR-5

LR-5

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5

LR-4
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent

OPTN users in USA: see page 15 for conversion of LI-RADS® categories to OPTN Classes
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Overview

What is LI-RADS®?
The Liver Imaging Reporting And Data System (LI-RADS) is:
• A comprehensive system for standardizing the terminology, technique, interpretation, reporting,
and data collection of liver imaging
• A dynamic document, to be expanded and refined as knowledge accrues and in response to user
feedback
• Designed to improve communication, patient care, education, and research
• Supported and endorsed by the American College of Radiology (ACR)
• Developed by a multidisciplinary, international consortium of diagnostic and interventional
radiologists, hepatobiliary surgeons, hepatologists, and hepatopathologists. Contributors include
academic and community physicians as well as members in training.

LI-RADS may be used for clinical care, education, or research by:
•
•
•
•

Community and academic radiologists
Radiologists in training
Other health care professionals providing care to patients with liver disease
Researchers

LI-RADS is consistent with and fully integrated into:
• AASLD clinical practice guidance

LI-RADS is consistent with:
• NCCN guidelines

LI-RADS can be utilized by liver transplant centers in the United States.
• The conversion from LI-RADS categories to OPTN classes is straightforward. See page 15.
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Overview

LI-RADS® Algorithms
For surveillance of HCC
Ultrasound
LI-RADS®

In cirrhotic and other high-risk patients
Using unenhanced ultrasound

For diagnosis of HCC
CEUS
LI-RADS®

In cirrhotic and other high-risk patients
Using contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)

For diagnosis and staging of HCC
CT/MRI
Diagnostic
LI-RADS®

In cirrhotic and other high-risk patients, including liver
transplant candidates with HCC
Using CT, MRI with extracellular agents (ECA), or MRI with
hepatobiliary agents (HBA)

For assessing response of HCC to locoregional treatment
CT/MRI
Treatment
Response
LI-RADS®

Notes:

In cirrhotic and other high-risk patients, including liver
transplant candidates with HCC
Using CT, MRI with extracellular agents (ECA), or MRI with
hepatobiliary agents (HBA)

• Multiphase CT or MRI is sometimes used for HCC surveillance, depending on
regional guidelines, institutional preferences, and other factors. LI-RADS neither
recommends for nor against CT or MRI for this purpose, but LI-RADS may be used
to interpret and report those exams if performed.
• LI-RADS v2017 does not address treatment response with CEUS, or after systemic
therapy or surgery. These will be addressed in the next LI-RADS version.
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What’s New in LI-RADS® v2018?
Revised, simplified definition of threshold growth
• Threshold growth definition was simplified to: ≥ 50% size increase of a mass in ≤ 6 months.
• Rationale: simplicity; achieve concordance with definitions advocated by AASLD and OPTN.
• AASLD, OPTN, and LI-RADS now have the same definition for threshold growth.

⚠

Note: the following no longer meet criteria for TG but are considered subthreshold growth:
• New ≥ 10 mm observations in ≤ 24 months
• ≥ 100% size increase on imaging exams > 6 months apart

Revised, simplified criteria for LR-5:
• LR-5 criteria were revised to match those advocated by AASLD.
• The -g and -us designations were eliminated for simplicity.
• New LR-5 criteria are listed below and summarized in Diagnostic Table (page 8):
Size

10-19 mm

≥ 20 mm

Criteria

Comments

Nonrim APHE AND
• Nonperipheral “washout”

Does not provide exception
points for liver transplantation
in USA

Nonrim APHE AND both of the following:
• Nonperipheral “washout”
• Enhancing “capsule”

Equivalent to OPTN 5A

Nonrim APHE AND
• Threshold growth*

Equivalent to OPTN 5A-g

Nonrim APHE AND one or more of following:
• Nonperipheral “washout”
• Enhancing “capsule”
• Threshold growth*

Equivalent to OPTN 5B or 5X

* Note – apply v2018 definition of threshold growth: ≥ 50% size increase of a mass in ≤ 6 months
• Rationale: simplicity; closer concordance with AASLD and OPTN criteria.
• LI-RADS and AASLD now have identical criteria for definite HCC.
• LI-RADS and OPTN now have almost identical criteria for HCC, with one exception (below).

⚠

Exception: 10-19 mm + APHE + nonperipheral “washout” = LR-5, but does not meet
OPTN Class 5 criteria

v2018 also includes clarifications, corrections, new FAQs, and some formatting changes.
Most of these are in response to user feedback since v2017 release.
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What’s New

Why is an update needed in 2018?
The LI-RADS mission and long-term vision is to unify HCC diagnostic imaging criteria. Recently, a
critical milestone was achieved with integration of LI-RADS into the American Association for the
Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) 2018 HCC clinical practice guidance. This integration requires
revisions to the definition of the LI-RADS major feature threshold growth and to one LI-RADS
category 5 criterion (10-19 mm + arterial phase hyperenhancement + “washout” = LR-5).
Although our intended update cycle is every 3 to 4 years, the recent unification of LI-RADS with
AASLD necessitated the expedited release of version 2018 to reflect the above changes.
We hope you appreciate the necessity of this expedited update. We recognize the importance of
stability and plan a return to the 3- to 4-year update cycle, with the next major comprehensive update
anticipated in 2021 or 2022.
Thank you for your understanding and for using LI-RADS!
Respectfully,
The LI-RADS Steering Committee

Adrija Mamidipalli
Alessandro Furlan, Chair, Rad-Path WG
Alexander Towbin, Chair, Pediatrics WG
Amit Singal
Amol Shah
An Tang, Chair, International WG
Andrej Lyshchik, Co-Chair, CEUS WG
Ania Kielar, Co-Chair, Outreach & Education
Avinash Kambadakone, Chair, Technique WG
Aya Kamaya, Chair, Ultrasound WG
Claude Sirlin, Chair, Steering Committee
Cynthia Santillan
Demetri Papadatos
Donald Mitchell
Elizabeth Hecht, Co-Chair, Management WG
Eric Ehman
Evan Siegelman
Hero Hussain
Jason Birnbaum
Jay Heiken, Co-Chair, Hepatobiliary WG

Jeff Weinreb
Jonathan Hooker
Judy Wawira
Kathryn Fowler, Co-Chair, Management WG
Khaled Elsayes, Co-Chair, Outreach & Education
Lauren Hicks, ACR Staff
Marc Kohli, Chair, Tech & Apps WG
Matt McInnes, Chair, Evidence WG
Maxime Ronot, Chair, Benign Liver Lesions WG
Mustafa Bashir, Chair, Gaps in Knowledge WG
Mythreyi Chatfield, ACR Staff
Reena Jha
Richard Do
Rohit Loomba
Sasha Roudenko
Soudabeh Fazeli
Tom Hope
Victoria Chernyak, Vice-Chair, Steering Committee
William Hong
Yuko Kono, Chair, CEUS WG
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Getting Started

CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018

Apply in patients at high risk for HCC, namely those with:

✓

• Cirrhosis OR
• Chronic hepatitis B viral infection OR
• Current or prior HCC

Including adult liver transplant
candidates and recipients
posttransplant

Do not apply in patients:

✘

•
•
•
•

✓

Apply for multiphase exams performed with:

Without the above risk factors
< 18 years old
With cirrhosis due to congenital hepatic fibrosis
With cirrhosis due to a vascular disorder such as hereditary hemorrhagic
telangiectasia, Budd-Chiari syndrome, chronic portal vein occlusion, cardiac
congestion, or diffuse nodular regenerative hyperplasia

• CT or MRI with extracellular contrast agents (ECA) OR
• MRI with hepatobiliary contrast agents (HBA)

Do not assign LI-RADS categories for observations:

✘

• That are path-proven malignancies OR
• That are path-proven benign lesions of non-hepatocellular origin such as
hemangiomas
See page 50 for guidance on reporting path-proven lesions.
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Categories

CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018 Categories
Diagnostic
Categories
Not categorizable
(due to image omission or degradation)

LR-NC

Probably or definitely malignant,
not necessarily HCC

LR-1

Definitely benign

LR-2

Probably benign

LR-3

Intermediate probability of malignancy

LR-4

Probably HCC

LR-5

Definitely HCC

LR-M

LR-TIV

Treatment Response
Categories
LR-TR Nonevaluable

Treated,
Response not evaluable
(due to image omission or degradation)

LR-TR Nonviable

Treated,
Probably or definitely not viable

LR-TR Equivocal

Treated,
Equivocally viable

LR-TR Viable

Diagnostic categories are assigned in 4 steps
(pages 8-10)

Tumor in vein

Treated,
Probably or definitely viable

Treatment response categories are assigned in 4 steps
(pages 11-12)
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Step 1. Apply CT/MRI LI-RADS® Diagnostic Algorithm
Untreated observation without pathologic proof in patient at high risk for HCC
If cannot be categorized due to image degradation or omission

LR-NC

If definite tumor in vein (TIV)

LR-TIV

If definitely benign

LR-1

If probably benign

LR-2

If probably or definitely malignant but not HCC specific (e.g., if targetoid)

LR-M

Otherwise, use CT/MRI diagnostic table below
If intermediate probability of malignancy

LR-3

If probably HCC

LR-4

If definitely HCC

LR-5

CT/MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Observation size (mm)

No APHE

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

Count additional major features:

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

• Enhancing “capsule”
• “Nonperipheral “washout”
• Threshold growth

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4
LR-5

LR-5

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5

LR-4
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
OPTN users in USA: see page 15 for conversion of LI-RADS® categories to OPTN Classes
Categories
(page 7)

Major features
(page 20)

LR-NC Definition
(page 8)

Tumor in Vein
(page 21)

LR-1 & LR-2 Examples
(page 27)

LR-M Criteria
(page 22)
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Step 2. Optional: Apply Ancillary Features (AFs)
Ancillary features may be used at radiologist discretion for:
Improved detection, increased confidence, or category adjustment
For category adjustment (upgrade or downgrade), apply ancillary features as follows:
≥ 1 AF favoring malignancy: upgrade by 1 category up to LR-4
(Absence of these AFs should not be used to downgrade)

LR-1

LR-2

LR-3

✘

LR-4

LR-5

≥ 1 AF favoring benignity: downgrade by 1 category
(Absence of these AFs should not be used to upgrade)

If ≥ 1 AF favoring malignancy and ≥ 1 AF favoring benignity:
Do not adjust category
Ancillary features cannot be be used to upgrade to LR-5

Ancillary features favoring malignancy
Favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in
particular
• US visibility as discrete nodule
• Subthreshold growth
• Restricted diffusion
• Mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity
• Corona enhancement
• Fat sparing in solid mass
• Iron sparing in solid mass
• Transitional phase hypointensity
• Hepatobiliary phase hypointensity

Ancillary features favoring benignity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size stability > 2 yrs
Size reduction
Parallels blood pool
Undistorted vessels
Iron in mass, more than liver
Marked T2 hyperintensity
Hepatobiliary phase isointensity

Favoring HCC in particular
• Nonenhancing “capsule”
• Nodule-in-nodule
• Mosaic architecture
• Blood products in mass
• Fat in mass, more than adjacent liver
If unsure about presence of any ancillary feature: characterize that feature as absent
Definitions of imaging phases
(page 19)

Definitions of ancillary features
favoring malignancy (page 24)

Definitions of ancillary features favoring
benignity (page 25)
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Step 3. Apply Tiebreaking Rules if Needed
If unsure about presence of TIV, do not categorize as LR-TIV

No TIV

LR-TIV

If unsure between two categories, choose the one reflecting lower certainty

Lower certainty of
benignity

Lower certainty of
malignancy

LR-4
LR-1

LR-2

LR-5

LR-3

Lower certainty of
hepatocellular
origin

LR-M

Step 4. Final Check
After Steps 1, 2, and 3 –
Ask yourself if the assigned category seems reasonable and appropriate

If YES: You are done, move on the next observation (if any).
If NO: Assigned LI-RADS category may be inappropriate, so reevaluate.
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Step 1. Apply LI-RADS® CT/MRI
Treatment Response Algorithm

Treated observation
If treatment response cannot be evaluated
due to image degradation or omission

LR-TR Nonevaluable

Otherwise, use
CT/MRI treatment response table
If probably or definitely not viable

LR-TR Nonviable

If equivocally viable

LR-TR Equivocal

If probably or definitely viable

LR-TR Viable

CT/MRI Treatment Response Table
Response Category

Criteria

LR-TR Nonviable

• No lesional enhancement OR
• Treatment-specific expected enhancement pattern

LR-TR Equivocal

Enhancement atypical for treatment-specific expected enhancement
pattern and not meeting criteria for probably or definitely viable

LR-TR Viable

Nodular, masslike, or thick irregular tissue in or along the treated
lesion with any of the following:
• Arterial phase hyperenhancement OR
• Washout appearance OR
• Enhancement similar to pretreatment

Definitions of treatment response features
(page 26)
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Step 2. Measure Viable Tumor Size
How to measure thick irregular
viable tumor

Nonenhancing
area

Size of equivocally, probably, or
definitely viable tumor

How to measure nodular
viable tumor

Longest dimension through
enhancing area of treated lesion,
not traversing nonenhancing area

Nonenhancing
area

Enhancing
area

Treatment
Response

Largest
enhancing area

Step 3. Apply Tiebreaking Rule if Needed
If unsure between two categories, choose the one reflecting lower certainty as illustrated below

Lower certainty of
nonviability

LR-TR Nonviable

Lower certainty of
viability

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Viable

Step 4. Final Check
After Steps 1, 2, and 3 Ask yourself if the assigned response category seems reasonable and appropriate

If YES: You are done, move on the next observation (if any).
If NO: Assigned LI-RADS category may be inappropriate, so reevaluate.
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Technique

CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018
Technical Recommendations
CT
Recommended equipment

• Multidetector CT with ≥ 8 detector rows

Required images

• Arterial phase (late arterial phase strongly preferred)
• Portal venous phase
• Delayed phase

Suggested images

• Precontrast, if patient has had locoregional treatment
• Multiplanar reformations

MRI with extracellular contrast agents or gadobenate dimeglumine
Recommended equipment

• 1.5T or 3T
• Torso phased-array coil

Required images

• Unenhanced T1-weighted OP and IP imaging
• T2-weighted imaging (fat suppression per institutional preference)
• Multiphase T1-weighted imaging
• Precontrast imaging
• Arterial phase (late arterial phase strongly preferred)
• Portal venous phase
• Delayed phase

Suggested or optional
images

•
•
•
•

Diffusion-weighted imaging
Subtraction imaging
Multiplanar acquisition
1- to 3-hr hepatobiliary phase with gadobenate dimeglumine (same
sequence type as for multiphase, may use higher flip angle to
increase T1 contrast)

MRI with gadoxetate disodium
Recommended equipment

• 1.5T or 3T
• Torso phased-array coil

Required images

• Unenhanced T1-weighted OP and IP imaging
• T2-weighted imaging (fat suppression per institutional preference)
• Multiphase T1-weighted imaging
• Precontrast imaging
• Arterial phase (late arterial phase strongly preferred)
• Portal venous phase
• Transitional phase (2 to 5 minutes after injection)
• Hepatobiliary phase (same sequence type as for earlier phases,
may use higher flip angle to increase T1 contrast)

Suggested or optional
images

• Diffusion-weighted imaging
• Subtraction imaging
• Multiplanar acquisitions
Definitions of phases
(page 19)
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CT/MRI LI-RADS®-Based Management:
Suggested Imaging Workup Options & Time Intervals
Below are management suggestions by AASLD and LI-RADS in consensus.

Untreated observations
Multiphase CT or MRI
No
observation

Categorize each untreated observation detected

Negative

LR-NC

Return to
surveillance
in 6 months

Repeat or
alternative
diagnostic
imaging
in ≤ 3
months

LR-1

LR-2

Return to
Return to
surveillance surveillance
in 6 months in 6 months
Consider
repeat
diagnostic
imaging
in ≤ 6
months

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5

LR-M

LR-TIV

Repeat or
alternative
diagnostic
imaging
in 3-6
months

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for tailored
workup

HCC
confirmed

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for tailored
workup

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for tailored
workup

Often
includes
biopsy

May
include
biopsy

If biopsy

If biopsy

If biopsy

Pathology
diagnosis

Pathology
diagnosis

Pathology
diagnosis

May
include
biopsy

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for
consensus
management

Treated observations
Multiphase CT or MRI

Categorize each treated observation detected
LR-TR Nonevaluable

LR-TR Nonviable

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Viable

Continue monitoring in ≤ 3
months with:

Continue monitoring in ≤ 3
months with:

Continue monitoring in ≤ 3
months with:

•
•

•
•

•
•

Multi-disciplinary
discussion for consensus
management

Same modality, OR
Different modality

Same modality, OR
Different modality

Same modality, OR
Different modality

Often
includes retreatment
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Management

OPTN and LI-RADS® (for LI-RADS Users in USA)
• OPTN system assigns HCC exception points for liver transplant candidates with HCC in USA
• CT/MRI LI-RADS can be applied to liver transplant candidates meeting LI-RADS eligibility criteria
(See page 6).
• Basic information regarding LI-RADS and OPTN is provided below:
Imaging
technique

OPTN technical requirements are nearly identical to LI-RADS, except LI-RADS
provides guidance for use of gadoxetate disodium.

Reporting

Observations contributing to OPTN staging (i.e., LR-5, LR-5g, path-proven HCC)
should be reported with the following information:
• Size or size of the viable tumor if treated
• Major features used for categorizing
Although they do not meet OPTN 5A or 5B criteria:
• LR-M and LR-TIV should be reported, as they may affect pretransplant workup
and/or transplant eligibility
• LR-4 and 10-19 mm LR-5 observations with nonrim APHE and nonperipheral
“washout” but without enhancing “capsule” or threshold growth should be reported,
as there is high likelihood they represent HCC, and their presence may suggest
multifocal HCC

Caveats

OPTN and LI-RADS criteria for definite HCC are identical except for:
10-19 mm observations with nonrim APHE + nonperipheral “washout” but without
enhancing “capsule” or threshold growth:
• OPTN: these are not assigned any OPTN Class.
• LI-RADS: these are categorized LR-5 (consistent with AASLD).
Implication: Some LR-5 observations do not count as OPTN 5.
OPTN and LI-RADS populations differ:
• OPTN: applies to all transplant candidates
• LI-RADS: applies only to transplant candidates meeting eligibility criteria (page 6)
Implication: OPTN may be applied in some transplant candidates for whom LI-RADS is
not recommended due to incomplete validation of imaging for noninvasive diagnosis of
HCC. This includes pediatric patients and vascular causes of cirrhosis.
More detailed information on OPTN tumor staging and LI-RADS
(Manual, pending)
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Reporting

CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018 Reporting:
Considerations Before Issuing a LI-RADS® Report
Use your judgment and common sense
If a patient has multiple observations:
• Decide whether to report observations individually, in aggregate, or as a combination of both,
with the goal of communicating your findings and impression most clearly.
Tailor your recommendations to your patient.
• Page 14 provides general guidance for imaging workup options, but optimal management may
vary depending on the observation or patient.

Is any observation path-proven to your knowledge?
If an observation has been biopsied and there is no uncertainty about the path diagnosis (i.e., the
path diagnosis is a malignant entity such as HCC or the path diagnosis is a non-hepatocellular
benign entity such as hemangioma), report the path diagnosis rather than the LI-RADS category.
If an observation has been biopsied but there is either uncertainty about the path diagnosis or the
path diagnosis is a potential HCC precursor (i.e. regenerative or dysplastic nodule), report the LIRADS category and the path diagnosis together. See page 31 for further guidance and rationale.

Is there tumor in vein?
If yes, report the likely etiology. Most LR-TIV observations are HCC but some may be iCCA, cHCCCCA, or other non-HCC malignancies. See page 21 for further guidance.

Is there a LR-M observation?
If yes, report the likely etiology if possible. The differential diagnosis of LR-M includes iCCA, cHCCCCA, other non-HCC malignancies, as well as HCC with atypical imaging features. See page 23 for
for further guidance.

Avoid language that compels biopsy or other invasive procedure
If consideration for liver biopsy is appropriate, the following phrases might be used:
•
•
•
•

“Options for diagnostic workup include ____ and possibly biopsy.”
“If distinction between HCC and ___ would be helpful, biopsy may be considered.”
“Biopsy may be necessary to distinguish between HCC and ___.”
“…probably HCC. To establish a definite diagnosis, biopsy may be considered.”
16
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Reporting

CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018 Reporting:
Considerations Before Issuing a LI-RADS® Report
Is your patient a liver transplant candidate in the USA?
If yes, the LI-RADS category needs to be converted to OPTN Class by the radiologist or transplant
team. The conversion is straightforward if the following are reported: size, major features, and
number of LR-5* observations and of path-proven HCCs – or the viable tumor size if treated. For
more advanced disease, report the presence of nodal or distant metastasis and LR-TIV
observations. Also, report LR-M observations as these may affect transplant eligibility.
* Remember that although categorized LR-5, 10-19 mm observations with nonrim APHE and
nonperipheral “washout" as the only additional major feature are not considered OPTN Class 5A for
HCC exception points in the USA
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Reporting

CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018 Reporting:
Untreated
observation
No observation

LR-NC

Reporting requirement
Should be reported in
Impression.

“There are no reportable LI-RADS
observations.”

Must be reported in
Impression.

Provide causative technical limitations
or artifacts, and work-up suggestions.

Summarize in aggregate OR
LR-1

Recommended report content

Provide category range and
approximate number of observations.

LR-2

Report in Impression if: was
suspicious nodule on the
antecedent ultrasound or was
LR-4, -5, or -M on prior.

LR-3

Report in Impression if: no
higher category observations
or was LR-4, LR-5, or LR-M on
prior.

Provide major features, growth, and
contributory ancillary features. Indicate
relevant change since prior.

Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.

Provide major features, growth,
contributory ancillary & other features.
Indicate relevant change since prior.

May summarize in aggregate
for clarity.

For LR-M: indicate likely etiology if
possible (see page 23)

Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.

Indicate likely etiology (see page 21);
describe vessel(s) involved and
categorize parenchymal mass if any

LR-4
LR-5
LR-M

LR-TIV

Treated
observation
LR-TR Nonevaluable

LR-TR Nonviable
LR-TR Equivocal
LR-TR Viable

Reporting requirement
Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.

Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.
May summarize in aggregate
for clarity.

If downgrading from prior exam, provide
rationale.

Recommended report content
Provide causative technical limitations
or artifacts, and work-up suggestions.
Provide pretreatment category and size,
current response category.
For TR viable or equivocal: Report
viable tumor size (or range if in
aggregate), criteria for viability, and
change since prior.

All reported observations should include
• Identifier: sequential number or other unique identifier, kept fixed on all exams.
• Series & image number where size is measured. If possible, also save key images on PACS.
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LI-RADS® CT/MRI Phases
Arterial phase
(AP)
Early AP

Late AP

In LI-RADS, the arterial phase refers to the hepatic arterial phase unless
otherwise specified. The arterial phase is a postcontrast injection time
range with the following characteristics:
• Hepatic artery and branches are fully enhanced.
• Hepatic veins not yet enhanced by antegrade flow.
Two subtypes:
• Early AP: Subtype of AP in which portal vein is not yet enhanced.
• Late AP: Subtype of AP in which portal vein is enhanced.
Late AP is strongly preferred for HCC diagnosis and staging, because the
degree of enhancement in HCC usually is higher in the late than in the
early AP. Some HCCs may show hyperenhancement only in the late AP.

Extracellular phase
(ECP)

Portal venous phase
(PVP)

Delayed phase
(DP)

Postcontrast phase in which liver enhancement is attributable mainly to
extracellular distribution of a contrast agent. Operationally, this refers to:
• PVP and DP if an extracellular agent or gadobenate is given.
• PVP only if gadoxetate is given.
Postcontrast injection time range with the following characteristics:
• Portal veins are fully enhanced.
• Hepatic veins are enhanced by antegrade flow.
• Liver parenchyma usually is at peak enhancement.

Postcontrast phase acquired with extracellular agents or gadobenate after
the portal venous phase and with the following characteristics:
• Portal and hepatic veins are enhanced but less than in PVP.
• Liver parenchyma is enhanced but usually less than in PVP.
Typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection.

Transitional phase
(TP)

Postcontrast phase acquired with a hepatobiliary agent after
the extracellular phase, before the hepatobiliary phase, and with the
following characteristics:
• Liver vessels and hepatic parenchyma are of similar signal intensity.
• Both the intracellular and extracellular pools of the agent contribute
substantially to parenchymal enhancement.
Typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection of gadoxetate.
Typically not obtained with gadobenate.

Hepatobiliary phase
(HBP)

Postcontrast phase acquired with a hepatobiliary agent where:
• Liver parenchyma is hyperintense to hepatic blood vessels.
• There is excretion of contrast into biliary system.
Typically acquired about 20 minutes after injection with gadoxetate.
Typically not obtained with gadobenate. If obtained, typically acquired 1-3
hours after injection with gadobenate.
HBP is suboptimal if liver is not more intense than hepatic blood vessels.
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LI-RADS® Major Imaging Features
Nonrim APHE

Nonrim-like enhancement in arterial phase unequivocally greater in whole or
in part than liver. Enhancing part must be higher in attenuation or intensity
than liver in arterial phase. Contrast with rim APHE (inclusion criterion for
LR-M, page 22).

Nonperipheral
“washout”

Nonperipheral visually assessed temporal reduction in enhancement in
whole or in part relative to composite liver tissue from earlier to later phase
resulting in hypoenhancement in the extracellular phase:
• portal venous or delayed phase if ECA or gadobenate is given
• portal venous phase if gadoxetate is given
Can apply to any enhancing observation, even if no APHE. Contrast with
peripheral “washout” (inclusion criterion for LR-M, page 22) or TP or HBP
hypointensity (ancillary features favoring malignancy, page 24).

Enhancing “capsule”

Size

Smooth, uniform, sharp border around most or all of an observation,
unequivocally thicker or more conspicuous than fibrotic tissue around
background nodules, and visible as as enhancing rim in PVP, DP, or TP.
Contrast with nonenhancing capsule (ancillary feature favoring HCC, page
24) or corona enhancement (ancillary feature favoring malignancy, page 24).

Largest outer-edge-to-outer-edge dimension of an observation:
• Include “capsule” in measurement.
• Pick phase, sequence, plane in which margins are clearest.
• Do not measure in arterial phase or DWI if margins are clearly visible on
different phase (size may be overestimated in arterial phase due to
summation with periobservation enhancement and is not measured
reliably on DWI due to anatomic distortion).

Threshold growth

Size increase of a mass by ≥ 50% in ≤ 6 months
• Apply threshold growth only if the observation unequivocally is a mass.
Do not apply threshold growth if there is a reasonable possibility that the
observation is a pseudolesion such as a perfusion alteration. See page 57
for discussion on how to differentiate masses from pseudolesions.
• Apply threshold growth only if there is a prior CT or MRI exam of sufficient
quality and appropriate technique to gauge if growth has occurred. Do not
assess threshold growth by comparing to prior US or CEUS exams.
• Measure on same phase, sequence, and plane on serial exams if
possible.
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LI-RADS® Tumor in Vein
Tumor in vein
LR-TIV

Unequivocal enhancing soft tissue in vein, regardless of visualization of
parenchymal mass

Additional clues to diagnosis of tumor in vein:
Imaging features that suggest tumor in vein but do NOT establish its presence are listed below:
•
•
•
•

Occluded vein with ill-defined walls
Occluded vein with restricted diffusion
Occluded or obscured vein in contiguity with malignant parenchymal mass
Heterogeneous vein enhancement not attributable to artifact

If these features are seen, scrutinize vein for enhancing soft tissue.

Categorization:
Categorize as LR-TIV.

Reporting:
Indicate in report most probable etiology.
See below for guidance:

LR-TIV

If contiguous with targetoid mass

“LR-TIV, may be due to non-HCC malignancy”

If contiguous with LR-5 mass

“LR-TIV, definitely due to HCC”

Otherwise

“LR-TIV, probably due to HCC”
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LR-M Criteria
Targetoid mass (see below for definition and imaging appearances)
OR
Nontargetoid mass with one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•

Infiltrative appearance. See page 28.
Marked diffusion restriction. See manual (pending).
Necrosis or severe ischemia. See manual (pending).
Other feature that in radiologist’s judgment suggests non-HCC
malignancy (specify in report). See manual (pending).

No tumor in vein
Not meeting LR-5 criteria

Targetoid, definition
Target-like imaging morphology. Concentric arrangement of internal components.
Likely reflects peripheral hypercellularity and central stromal fibrosis or ischemia.
Characteristic of
• Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA)
• Combined HCC-cholangiocarcinoma (combined HCC-CCA or cHCC-CCA)
• Other non-HCC malignancies
Can be seen in HCC with atypical appearance.
Therefore, targetoid appearance suggests non-HCC malignancy but does not exclude HCC.

Targetoid mass, imaging appearance on various phases or sequences
Targetoid dynamic enhancement:
Rim APHE

Spatially defined subtype of APHE in which arterial phase enhancement is
most pronounced in observation periphery

Peripheral
“washout”

Spatially defined subtype of “washout” in which apparent washout is most
pronounced in observation periphery

Delayed central
enhancement

Central area of progressive postarterial phase enhancement

Targetoid appearance on DWI or TP/HBP:
Targetoid
restriction

Concentric pattern on DWI characterized by restricted diffusion in
observation periphery with less restricted diffusion in observation center

Targetoid TP or
HBP appearance

Concentric pattern in TP or HBP characterized by moderate-to-marked
hypointensity in observation periphery with milder hypointensity in center
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LR-M Criteria
Reporting:
The differential diagnosis of LR-M includes
• More common: HCC with atypical imaging features, iCCA, cHCC-CCA
• Less common: other primary or metastatic malignancies, benign entities such as sclerosing
hemangiomas and abscesses
If possible, radiologists should indicate in their report the most probable etiology for each LR-M
observation, as this information may influence management, including the need and urgency for
biopsy.
The algorithm below provides imaging-based guidance for determining and reporting the most
probable etiology among the more common causes. Elevations in circulating tumor biomarkers such
as AFP and CA 19-9, if available, can also refine the differential diagnosis (see FAQs page 39).

LR-M

If infiltrative appearance

“Probably represents HCC”

If there is at least one imaging feature suggesting hepatocellular origin
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

⚠

Fat in mass
Iron in mass
Blood products in mass
Nodule in nodule architecture
Mosaic architecture
Nonenhancing capsule appearance
Intrinsic T1 hyperintensity
HBP hyperintensity > liver (if HBP is adequate)

“May represent HCC with atypical
features or cHCC-CCA”

If targetoid

“Most likely represents iCCA, cHCCCCA, or HCC with atypical features”

Otherwise

“Etiology uncertain”

Algorithm above is not exhaustive. It addresses only the more common diagnostic
considerations encountered in at-risk patients.
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LI-RADS® Ancillary Imaging Features Favoring Malignancy
& The Imaging Modalities in Which They Are Visible
Ancillary features favoring malignancy, not HCC in particular
CT

MRI MRI
ECA HBA

Feature

Definition

US visibility as
discrete nodule

Unenhanced US visibility as discrete nodule or mass
corresponding to CT- or MRI-detected observation

+

+

+

Subthreshold growth

Unequivocal size increase of a mass, less than threshold
growth. See page 20 for definition of threshold growth.

+

+

+

Corona
enhancement

Periobservational enhancement in late arterial phase or
early PVP attributable to venous drainage from tumor

+

+

+

Fat sparing in solid
mass

Relative paucity of fat in solid mass relative to steatotic
liver OR in inner nodule relative to steatotic outer nodule

+/–

+

+

Restricted diffusion

Intensity on DWI, not attributable solely to T2 shinethrough, unequivocally higher than liver and/or ADC
unequivocally lower than liver

—

+

+

Mild-moderate T2
hyperintensity

Intensity on T2WI mildly or moderately higher than liver
and similar to or less than non-iron-overloaded spleen

—

+

+

Iron sparing in solid
mass

Paucity of iron in solid mass relative to iron-overloaded
liver OR in inner nodule relative to siderotic outer nodule

—

+

+

Transitional phase
hypointensity

Intensity in the transitional phase unequivocally less, in
whole or in part, than liver

—

—

+

Hepatobiliary phase
hypointensity

Intensity in the hepatobiliary phase unequivocally less, in
whole or in part, than liver

—

—

+

Ancillary features favoring HCC in particular
CT

MRI MRI
ECA HBA

Feature

Definition

Nonenhancing
“capsule”

Capsule appearance not visible as an enhancing rim. See
page 20 for definition of enhancing “capsule”.

+

+

+

Nodule-in-nodule
architecture

Presence of smaller inner nodule within and having
different imaging features than larger outer nodule

+

+

+

Mosaic architecture

Presence of randomly distributed internal nodules or
compartments, usually with different imaging features

+

+

+

Fat in mass, more
than adjacent liver

Excess fat within a mass, in whole or in part, relative to
adjacent liver

+/–

+

+

Blood products in
mass

Intralesional or perilesional hemorrhage in the absence of
biopsy, trauma or intervention

+/–

+

+

+ usually evaluable

– not evaluable

+ / – may or may not be evaluable

ADC = apparent diffusion coefficient, DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging, ECA = extracellular agent,
HBA = hepatobiliary agent, PVP = portal venous phase, T2WI = T2-weighted imaging
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LI-RADS® Ancillary Imaging Features Favoring Benignity
& The Imaging Modalities in Which They Are Visible
Ancillary features favoring benignity
CT

MRI MRI
ECA HBA

Feature

Definition

Size stability ≥ 2
years

No significant change in observation size measured on
exams ≥ 2 years apart in absence of treatment

+

+

+

Size reduction

Unequivocal spontaneous decrease in size over time, not
attributable to artifact, measurement error, technique
differences, or resorption of blood products

+

+

+

Parallels blood pool
enhancement

Temporal pattern in which enhancement eventually
reaches and then matches that of blood pool

+

+

+

Undistorted vessels

Vessels traversing an observation without displacement,
deformation, or other alteration

+

+

+

Iron in mass, more
than liver

Excess iron in a mass relative to background liver

+/–

+

+

Marked T2
hyperintensity

Intensity on T2WI markedly higher than liver and similar to
bile ducts and other fluid-filled structures

—

+

+

Hepatobiliary phase
isointensity

Intensity in hepatobiliary phase nearly identical to liver

—

—

+

+ usually evaluable

– not evaluable

+ / – may or may not be evaluable

ECA = extracellular agent, HBA = hepatobiliary agent, T2WI = T2-weighted imaging
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LI-RADS® Treatment Response Features
Viability

Presence of live tumor cells within or along the margin of a treated
lesion.
Radiologic viability is not synonymous with pathologic viability as
imaging is not sensitive to microscopic or small foci of residual
tumor.

Treatment-specific expected
enhancement

Expected temporal and spatial pattern of posttreatment
enhancement attributable to treatment-related changes in
parenchymal perfusion.
For some treatments, early posttreatment enhancement patterns
may not reliably differentiate viable from nonviable tumor. In the
early postprocedural period for such treatments, the most
appropriate response category may be LR-TR Equivocal.

No lesional enhancement

Absence of enhancement within or along the margin of a treated
lesion.
Note: complete disappearance after locoregional treatment is
considered equivalent to absence of enhancement.

Posttreatment
APHE

Nodular, masslike, or thick and irregular APHE contained within or
along the margin of a treated lesion suggests posttreatment tumor
viability.

Posttreatment “washout”

Nodular, masslike, or thick and irregular washout appearance
contained within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests
posttreatment tumor viability.

Posttreatment enhancement
similar to pretreatment

Nodular, masslike, or thick and irregular enhancement similar to
pretreatment enhancement in all postcontrast phases contained
within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests
posttreatment tumor viability, even in the absence of APHE or
washout appearance.
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LR-1 and LR-2

Examples of LR-1 and LR-2 Entities
Definite:

LR-1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cyst
Hemangioma
Perfusion alteration (e.g., arterioportal shunt)
Hepatic fat deposition/sparing
Hypertrophic pseudomass
Confluent fibrosis or focal scar

Spontaneous disappearance
List above not meant to be exhaustive

Probable:
•
•
•
•
•
•

LR-2

Cyst
Hemangioma
Perfusion alteration (e.g., arterioportal shunt)
Hepatic fat deposition/sparing
Hypertrophic pseudomass
Confluent fibrosis or focal scar

Distinctive nodule without malignant imaging features (see below)
List above not meant to be exhaustive

Solid nodule < 20 mm distinctive in imaging appearance compared to
background nodules AND with no major feature of HCC, no feature of
LR-M, and no ancillary feature of malignancy.
Distinctive nodule without
malignant features

Common examples:
•
•
•
•
•

T1 hyperintense
T2 hypointense
Siderotic
HBP hyperintense
Any combination of above

No APHE, WO, capsule, or growth
No feature of LR-M (see page 22)
No ancillary feature of malignancy
(see page 24)

If ≥ 20 mm, categorize as LR-3 or higher depending on imaging features

⚠

Caution: Nodules with features suggestive of focal nodular hyperplasia
(FNH) or hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) usually should be categorized
LR-3. With caution, they may be categorized LR-2. They should not be
categorized LR-1.
Rationale: these are diagnoses of exclusion in high-risk patients.
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Observation with Infiltrative Appearance
Observation with
infiltrative appearance

Observation with non-circumscribed margin (indistinct transition)
thought to represent malignancy with permeative growth pattern.

Terminology:
• Malignancies with permeative growth pattern are frequently termed “infiltrative”.
• LI-RADS prefers the term infiltrative appearance. Rationale: may represent true infiltration of
tumor cells into liver parenchyma, confluence of tiny nodules, or both. The distinction is difficult.

Differential diagnosis for malignancies with infiltrative CT and MRI appearance:
• Common: HCC
• Uncommon: iCCA, cHCC-CCA, metastasis to liver from extrahepatic primary, lymphoma

CT and MRI detection of malignancies with infiltrative appearance:
• May manifest as diffuse ill-defined mass, often involving more than one segment
• Despite large size, may be difficult to detect
• Pre-contrast imaging may help.
• Careful analysis of all available images frequently is necessary.
• Suggestive features (partial list):
• Tumor in vein (often first and most helpful clue)
• Obscured or non-visualized veins not attributable to chronic benign occlusion
• Heterogeneous attenuation/signal intensity
• Mild-to-moderate T1 hypointensity, T2 hyperintensity, restricted diffusion
• Heterogeneous enhancement in one or more phases
• Presence of multiple vague or ill-defined nodules
• Architectural distortion
Pitfall: Some benign processes may have infiltrative appearances and be misinterpreted as
malignant. Examples: focal or regional alteration in perfusion, fat deposition, iron deposition. Clue:
these do not invade veins, obscure vessels, or distort parenchymal architecture.
LI-RADS categorization of ill-defined observations:
Ill-defined observation without pathologic proof in patient at high risk for HCC
If tumor in vein

LR-TIV

If thought to represent benign focal or regional alteration in
perfusion, fat, iron, or other nonneoplastic parenchymal process

LR-2

If meets criteria for LR-5 (e.g., APHE + “washout”)

LR-5

Otherwise

LR-M
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FAQs

Getting Started
What is a LI-RADS observation?
An observation is a distinctive area compared to background liver at imaging. It may be a lesion
(mass or nodule) or pseudolesion (e.g., perfusion alteration, hypertrophic pseudomass, or artifact).

The term “observation” is clunky. Can I use another term?
“Observation” generically applies to any apparent abnormality detected at imaging. As a generic
term, it is preferred over “lesion” or “nodule”, since some observations (e.g. perfusion alterations,
artifacts) may represent pseudolesions rather than true lesions or nodules. For these reasons, the
LI-RADS decision tree and algorithm use the generic term “observation”. In clinical, educational, and
research settings, however, use of narrower terms may provide clearer and more succinct
communication. Depending on the context, it is acceptable to use the narrowest term for which there
is certainty. For example, if there is certainty that a given observation is a true lesion rather than a
pseudolesion, then the term “lesion” is acceptable. If there is certainty that the given observation is a
nodule, then the narrower term “nodule” is acceptable. For more information, see Manual (pending).

Why does LI-RADS not apply to patients without risk factors, to patients < 18 years old, or to
patients with cirrhosis due to congenital hepatic fibrosis?
The positive predictive value of imaging for HCC may not be sufficiently high in such patients.

Why does LI-RADS not apply to patients with cirrhosis due to a vascular disorder such as
hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, Budd-Chiari syndrome, chronic portal vein occlusion,
cardiac congestion, or diffuse nodular regenerative hyperplasia?
Such conditions are associated with formation of benign hyperplastic nodules that may resemble
HCC on imaging, potentially causing false positive diagnoses.

I am not sure if my patient has cirrhosis. Can I apply CT/MRI LI-RADS?
You can apply LI-RADS and provide a conditional category. For example: “25 mm mass with APHE
and washout appearance. If the patient has cirrhosis or chronic hepatitis B, this meets criteria for LR5 (definitely HCC).”

My institution is a transplant center and is required to use the OPTN system. Can I use LIRADS instead of or in addition to OPTN?
Yes, you may use LI-RADS in any patient with cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis B, or current or prior HCC.
This includes liver transplant candidates and/or recipients with any of those risk factors.
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Getting Started
My patient has active extrahepatic primary malignancy. Can I use LI-RADS?
Yes. LI-RADS may be applied, but assignment of LR-5 should be done with caution because LIRADS imaging criteria and observation categories were not developed or validated in this setting.
Concurrent extrahepatic malignancy reduces the positive predictive value of LR-5 for HCC,
especially if the primary tumor is hypervascular. If in doubt, categorize as LR-M rather than LR-5;
consider additional imaging and multidisciplinary discussion.

Can I use the LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm in a patient who has cirrhosis and heart failure?
Yes. LI-RADS can be used in a patient with cirrhosis and heart failure, as long as the cirrhosis is not
due to the heart failure or other vascular disorder (see page 4).

Why does LI-RADS not apply to single-phase CT or MRI exams?
Characterization of all LI-RADS major imaging features is possible only if multiple imaging phases
are acquired. See page 13 for LI-RADS technical recommendations.

How do I interpret and report observations on single-phase CT or MRI in at-risk patients?
Provide your best diagnosis or differential diagnosis. Suggest multiphase CT or MRI if a formal LIRADS categorization would help in patient management.

Why shouldn’t I assign a LI-RADS category for path-proven malignancies and for path-proven
benign lesions of non-hepatocellular origin?
LI-RADS is intended to clarify communication. Assigning a LI-RADS category to a pathologically
proven lesion (in which there is now certainty about the diagnosis) may cause confusion, especially
for LI-RADS categories that convey some uncertainty (i.e., LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, or LR-M).

Should I assign a LI-RADS category to path-proven benign lesions of hepatocellular origin
(e.g., regenerative or dysplastic nodules)?
These are exceptions to the prior rule. For path-proven regenerative or dysplastic nodules, assign a
LI-RADS category in addition to the path diagnosis. Assigning LI-RADS categories alleviates
potential harm from false-negative pathology, facilitates monitoring of nodules for possible
progression, and informs management decisions.
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What’s New
Why did LI-RADS change the LR-5 criteria?
To achieve congruency with the new AASLD criteria released in 2018.

How will this affect the specificity of LR-5 for diagnosis of HCC?
The revised criteria are slightly less stringent; some specificity reduction is expected. The reduction
is likely to be small, however, as prior studies have shown that in high-risk patients, the combination
of 10-19 mm size, nonrim APHE, and nonperipheral “washout” provides > 90% specificity for HCC.

Why did LI-RADS eliminate the –us and –g designations?
For simplicity and based on feedback from international users that the designations are irrelevant
outside the United States and introduce unnecessary complexity.

Why did LI-RADS v2018 change the definition of threshold growth?
For simplicity and concordance with AASLD and OPTN criteria.
To ensure that measured change represents actual growth, not measurement error, LI-RADS
suggests a 5-mm size increase threshold.
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What’s New
How does the change in definition impact the characterization of growth?
The impact on categorization is summarized below:

Prior Exam
≤6
months
earlier

≥ 50%
size increase

>6
months
earlier

≥ 100%
size increase

≤ 24
months
earlier

LI-RADS
v2017

LI-RADS
v2018

Threshold
growth

Threshold
growth

Threshold
growth

Subthreshold
growth

Threshold
growth

Subthreshold
growth

Current Exam

=

=

=

New
≥ 10 mm

How do the changes introduced in v2018 impact categorization?
The impact on categorization is summarized below:
LI-RADS
v2017
Visible on
antecedent
surveillance US
+
Size
10-19 mm

LR-5us

LR-5

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5g

LR-5

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
10-19 mm

LI-RADS
v2018

Nonperipheral
“washout”

+
Nonrim
APHE

≥ 50% size
increase in
≤ 6 months

All others
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What’s New
How do the changes introduced in v2018 impact categorization? (Cont’d)
The impact on categorization is summarized below:

+
Size
10-19 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
10-19 mm

+

+

+
Size
≥ 20 mm

+
Enhancing
“capsule”

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5

LR-4

LR-5

LR-4

LR-5

LR-4

LR-5

LR-4

New
observation
≥ 10 mm

≥ 100% size
increase in
> 6 months

+
Nonrim
APHE

LI-RADS
v2018

Enhancing ≥ 100% size
“capsule” increase in
> 6 months

Nonrim
APHE

Size
≥ 20 mm

+

LI-RADS
v2017

New
≥ 10 mm
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What’s New
I am a radiologist at a transplant center in the USA. What are the key differences between
LI-RADS 5 and OPTN Class 5?
There is only one substantive difference between LI-RADS 5 and OPTN Class 5:
LI-RADS
v2018
+
Size
10-19 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

=

LR-5

OPTN
Not definitely HCC
(Not Class 5)

Nonperipheral
“washout”

What are other differences?
Other differences relate to nomenclature. For example:

Features

LI-RADS v2018

OPTN

10-19 mm + APHE + TG

LR-5

OPTN 5A-g

10-19 mm + APHE + nonperipheral “washout” +
enhancing “capsule”

LR-5

OPTN 5A

20-50 mm + APHE + 1 or more additional major features

LR-5

OPTN 5B

> 50 mm + APHE + 1 or more additional major features

LR-5

OPTN 5X

LR-TIV

OPTN 5X

LR-M

Does not meet
criteria for HCC

Enhancing soft tissue in vein

One or more features of LR-M
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LI-RADS® Diagnostic Categories
What are LI-RADS diagnostic categories?
They are categories reflecting the probability of HCC, non-HCC malignancy or benignity.

Do LI-RADS diagnostic categories correspond exactly to histological categories?
No, the categories reflect probabilities; they do not correspond to exact histological categories.
For example, while all LR-1 observations are benign, not at all benign entities can be categorized
LR-1. In particular, regenerative nodules and low-grade dysplastic nodules cannot be categorized
LR-1 because imaging cannot definitively exclude malignant foci in such lesions.
Similarly, all LR-5s are HCC, but not all HCCs can be categorized LR-5. In particular, HCCs < 10
mm, HCCs without APHE, and HCCs with atypical features (e.g., rim APHE) cannot be LR-5.

What is the differential diagnosis of each diagnostic category?
All LR-1s are benign, non-hepatocellular lesions and pseudolesions
Large majority of LR-2s are benign; a small fraction are dysplastic or malignant
LR-3s vary from benignity to dysplastic nodules to HCCs
Most but not all LR-4s are HCC
Almost all LR-5s are HCC
Most but not all TIVs are due to HCC
Most LR-Ms are non-HCCs
Malignancy,
not HCC

Some LR-Ms are HCCs
with atypical features

HCC
HGDN

Many LR-3s are vascular pseudolesions

LGDN
RN
Benign,
not HC
LR-1

LR-2

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5

TIV

LR-M

A fraction of LR-Ms
are unusual benign lesions
(e.g., sclerosing hemangiomas)

HC = hepatocellular. HGDN = high=grade dysplastic nodule. LGDN = low-grade dysplastic nodule. RN = regenerative nodule
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LI-RADS® Diagnostic Categories
What is the percentage of HCC and malignancy associated with each LI-RADS category??
The percentage (with 95% confidence intervals) associated with LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, LR-5, and
LR-M is summarized below:

LR-5

100
95% HCC
98% malignancy
90
LR-4

80
74% HCC
81% malignancy

Percentage of HCC

70
60

LR-M

50
LR-3
40

37% HCC
39% malignancy

30

LR-2
37% HCC
94% malignancy

20
16% HCC
18% malignancy

10
LR-1
0
0

⚠
Estimates may be inflated
by selection bias for
histology-sampled lesions

0% HCC
0% malignancy
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Percentage of overall malignancy

⚠

The above graph represents preliminary, non-peer reviewed data from the literature using
versions 2014 and 2017. Data using version 2018 are not yet available.

Reference
Lim C, van der Pol C, McInnes MDF et al. (unpublished)
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What are LI-RADS treatment response categories?
They are categories reflecting the probability of viability after locoregional treatment.

Do the LI-RADS treatment response categories correspond exactly to histological viability?
No, the categories reflect probabilities, they do not correspond to exact histological viability.
For example, noninvasive imaging cannot exclude small foci of live tumor cells. Hence, LR-TR
nonviable means there is no evidence of gross viable tumor, but it does not exclude histological
viability.
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Why doesn’t LI-RADS have a category for path-proven HCC analogous to BI-RADS 6?
Biopsy plays a less important role in the workup and management of HCC in at-risk patients than it
does in breast cancer. Nevertheless, such a category may be useful in some situations and a Path
category is being considered for the next LI-RADS major update in 2021 or 2022.

How do I determine if an observation is noncategorizable (LR-NC)?
An observation is considered noncategorizable if it cannot be categorized meaningfully because key
phases were omitted or degraded, preventing assessment of one or more major features. As a direct
result, reasonable categories range from those where cancer is unlikely (LR-1 or LR-2) to those
where cancer is likely (LR-4, LR-5, LR-M).
Do not assign LR-NC if the range of categories can be narrowed to LR-1 vs LR-2 or to LR-4 vs LR-5
vs LR-M.
Do not assign LR-NC if categorization is challenged only by unusual imaging features or by inability
to characterize ancillary features.

What is the difference between LR-5 and LR-M?
LR-5 indicates 100% certainty of HCC. LR-M indicates high certainty of malignancy but the features
are not specific for HCC.

Why does LI-RADS have a LR-M category?
LR-M was created to categorize observations that are highly likely to be malignant but which lack
imaging features specific for HCC. The differential diagnosis for such observations includes HCC
with atypical features and non-HCC malignancies such as iCCA and cHCC-CCA. The distinction
between these various malignancies can be important due to potential differences in prognosis and
management. For example, liver transplantation is usually contraindicated in patients with iCCA or
cHCC-CCA, whereas liver transplantation can be a curative treatment in patients with HCC. The
presence of LR-M alerts the treating team and the patient to the possibility of a cancer other than
HCC, information that may influence patient management.

Does LR-M exclude HCC?
LR-M does not exclude HCC. The differential diagnosis for LR-M includes HCC with nonspecific
imaging features in addition to iCCA and other malignancies. Based on current data, about 1/3 of
LR-M observations are HCC, about 2/3 are non-HCC malignancies, and about 5% are benign.
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If the distinction between HCC, iCCA, and cHCC-CCA may be clinically important, why not
just have a separate LI-RADS category for each tumor type?
There is not yet sufficient scientific evidence to develop imaging criteria and categories that
differentiate these tumor types with 100% certainty. Hence, LI-RADS has a single category, M, to
indicate a high likelihood of the presence of one of these types.
As mentioned on page 23, however, there are times when imaging features allow the radiologist to
narrow the list of likely tumor types. In those circumstances, communicating clearly the most likely
tumor type(s) may help guide patient management even if there is less than 100% certainty. See
page 23 for guidance on reporting LR-M.

How do I categorize a mass with infiltrative appearance not meeting LR-TIV or LR-5 criteria?
LR-M. Infiltrative appearance suggests malignancy but does not provide 100% certainty for HCC.
Non-HCC malignancies and some benign processes may have an infiltrative appearance. See page
28. Moreover, imaging criteria to reliably differentiate infiltrative-appearing HCC from non-HCC
malignancy have not been validated yet. Therefore, LR-M is the most appropriate category.
Nevertheless, since the majority of mases with infiltrative appearance in at-risk patients are HCC,
consider including in your report a statement that the most likely etiology is HCC.
• For example: “LR-M with infiltrative appearance, likely represents HCC that does not meet LR-5
criteria.” See page 28.

On page 23, LI-RADS indicates that elevated levels of circulating biomarkers such as AFP
and CA 19-9 can help narrow the differential diagnosis of LR-M. What defines elevated AFP
and CA 19-9 levels and how do I interpret the elevations?
There are no simple cutoffs for interpreting AFP or CA 19-9 levels. The “normal” values for these
biomarkers are ≤ 10 ng/mL and ≤ 37 Units/mL, respectively, but interpretation of values above these
levels can be challenging. Values depend on the etiology of the underlying liver disease and may
fluctuate with changes in liver disease activity. For these reasons, low-level elevations have a low
positive predictive value for HCC or CCA. Conversely, very high values, e.g. AFP >400
ng/mL, provide high specificity but low sensitivity. Often, the trend over time is more helpful than a
one-time value. For example, a rise in the AFP level from 20 to 60 ng/mL is suggestive of HCC,
whereas a one-time value of 60 ng/mL is not as informative. Another challenge is the limited
knowledge of how well these biomarkers differentiate cHCC-CCA from HCC or iCCA. Interpretation
of biomarker elevations can also be difficult if a patients has lesions with different imaging
appearances, as it is possible to have synchronous cancers, e.g. HCC in an LR-5 lesion and iCCA in
an LR-M lesion. Research is needed to better understand the interpretation of AFP, CA 19-9, and
other emerging biomarkers.
Despite the caveats above, some guidance is helpful and provided on the next page.
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Below is a general guide for interpreting AFP elevation:
• Marked elevation of AFP (≥ 200 ng/mL) à high probability of HCC
• Moderate elevation of AFP (≥ 100 ng/mL) àmoderate to high probability of HCC
Below is a guide for interpreting CA 19-9 elevation:
• Marked elevation of CA 19-9 (≥ 200 Units/mL) à high probability of iCCA
• Moderate elevation of CA 19-9 (≥ 100 Units/mL) à moderate to high probability of iCCA
Radiologists are encouraged to interpret biomarker values in the context of multidisciplinary
discussion.

How do I categorize a tumor in vein?
LR-TIV. Tumor in vein indicates malignancy. Although HCC is the most common cause, other
tumors can grow into vessels such as iCCA, cHCC-CCA, and rarely metastases to the liver.
Scrutinize the images for a contiguous parenchymal mass. The LI-RADS category of a contiguous
mass (if present) can help you suggest the most likely etiology of the tumor in vein. While this
information does not alter the category, it may influence patient management and should be reported
if possible.
• Examples:
• “LR-TIV contiguous with LR-4 parenchymal mass, probably due to HCC.”
• “LR-TIV contiguous with LR-5 parenchymal mass, definitely due to HCC.”
• “LR-TIV contiguous with LR-M parenchymal mass, may be due to nonHCC malignancy.”
• “LR-TIV contiguous with infiltrative-appearing parenchymal mass,
probably due to HCC.”

See page 21

Why did LI-RADS change LR-5V to LR-TIV?
Since non-HCC malignancies (e.g., iCCA, cHCC-CCA) can cause tumor in vein, categorizing all
observations with tumor in vein as LR-5V (i.e., definitely HCC with tumor in vein) is incorrect.

The LI-RADS diagnostic table includes observations without APHE or any additional major
feature. I am confused. How could such an observation be visible in the first place?
Observations without APHE or any additional major feature may be visible based on ancillary
features favoring malignancy, ancillary features of benignity, or other imaging features (e.g., T1
hyperintensity, T2 hypointensity, DWI hypointensity, HBP hyperintensity).
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Can you explain how to categorize distinctive nodules < 20 mm without associated major
features or LR-M features?
A distinctive nodule < 20 mm without associated major features or LR-M features usually is
categorized LR-2. Examples include siderotic nodules, T1 hyperintense nodules, T2 hypointense
nodules, DWI hypointense nodules, and HBP hyperintense nodules.
If the nodule has one or more ancillary features (AFs) favoring malignancy and no ancillary features
favoring benignity, it should be upgraded to LR-3. Examples include steatotic nodules, T2
hyperintense nodules, diffusion restricting nodules, and HBP hypointense nodules.
The algorithm below explains how to categorize such nodules, based on presence of AFs.

Distinctive nodule <20 mm:
• No APHE, “washout”, “capsule”, or threshold growth
• No feature of LR-M
Examples

No AF of
malignancy

≥ 1 AF of
malignancy
AND
≥ 1 AF of
benignity

≥ 1 AF of
malignancy
AND
No AF of
benignity

Comments

LR-2

•
•
•
•
•

LR-2

Nodule with both
• Intralesional fat (AF of
malignancy) AND
• Spontaneous size
reduction (AF of benignity)

The presence of
conflicting AFs precludes
category adjustment.

Nodule with ONE OR
MORE of the following:
• Intralesional fat
• T2 hyperintensity
• Diffusion restriction
• HBP hypointensity

The presence of one or
more AF of malignancy
excludes LR-2
categorization and places
the nodule in the top left
cell of the CT/MRI
Diagnostic table (see
page 8) – i.e., LR-3.

LR-3

Siderotic nodule
T1 hyperintense nodule
T2 hypointense nodule
DWI hypointense nodule
HBP hyperintense nodule

This is a LR-2 distinctive
nodule without malignant
features (see page 20,
page 22, page 24).

AF = ancillary feature
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Can you explain how to categorize distinctive nodules ≥ 20 mm without associated major
features or LR-M features?
It depends on whether such nodules have ancillary features (AFs).
If they have no AFs or if the radiologist elects not to apply AFs, then these nodules are categorized
LR-3 since they land in the second cell from left on the top row of the CT/MRI Diagnostic table:

CT/MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Observation size (mm)

No APHE

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

Count additional major features:

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

• Nonperipheral “washout”
• Enhancing “capsule”
• Threshold growth

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4
LR-5

LR-5

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5

These include T1 hyperintense nodules, T2 hypointense nodules, DWI hypointense nodules, and
HBP hyperintense nodules.
If, on the other hand, the nodule has one or more AFs favoring malignancy, the nodule has no AFs
favoring benignity, and the radiologist elects to apply the AF(s), then it is categorized LR-4.
Examples include steatotic nodules, T2 hyperintense nodules, diffusion restricting nodules, and HBP
hypointense nodules.

With respect to distinctive nodules lacking major features and LR-M features, why are those
measuring < 20 mm categorized LR-2 or LR-3 (if there are AFs favoring malignancy) whereas
those measuring ≥ 20 mm are categorized LR-3 or LR-4 (if there are AFs favoring
malignancy)?
Due to the difference in size. Nodules ≥ 20 mm are more likely to be malignant than nodules < 20
mm and so should be assigned a higher category.
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Why can’t ancillary features be used to upgrade to LR-5?
Ancillary features increase diagnostic confidence and modify the probability of malignancy. The
features do not have sufficient specificity for HCC to allow upgrading to LR-5, however.

Why did LI-RADS make ancillary features optional?
This was done to encourage more radiologists to adopt LI-RADS by reducing its complexity. As new
users become familiar with LI-RADS, they can use ancillary features to further improve their practice.

What should I do if some ancillary features favor malignancy and others favor benignity?
Do not change category (see page 9).

What if there many more ancillary features favoring malignancy and than favoring benignity?
Do not change category (see page 9).

Why does the tiebreaking rule choose the category reflecting lower certainty?
This maintains 100% certainty for LR-5 and LR-1. For example, if there is doubt about whether an
observation is definitely or probably benign, then it cannot be considered definitely benign. The rule
also helps achieve 100% positive predictive value of LR-5 for HCC. If there is uncertainty between
LR-5 and LR-4 or between LR-5 and LR-M, the tiebreaking rule selects LR-4 or LR-M, respectively.

Does a category of LR-3 or LR-4 exclude non-HCC malignancy?
No. LR-3 and LR-4 criteria are not specific for hepatocellular origin and so do not exclude non-HCC
malignancy. Thus, a small minority of LR-3 or LR-4 observations may be non-HCC malignancies.

Step 4 of the LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm is to assess if the assigned category seems
reasonable and appropriate and to reevaluate if not. Can you provide an example?
One example would be a observation with rim APHE that has unequivocally decreased in size over
serial exams without treatment and in which size reduction is not attributable to resorption of blood
products. Although rim APHE usually prompts a categorization of LR-M, the spontaneous size
reduction would be unusual for a malignant neoplasm and suggests an alternative diagnosis such as
a sclerosing hemangioma. In this case, the best category would be LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 depending
on the confidence level.
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LR-4
LR-5

How do I categorize observations that land in the “diagonal” LR-4 or LR-5 cell?
Observations in this cell should be categorized LR-4 OR LR-5 as follows

10-19 mm observation with nonrim APHE and exactly one additional major feature

if enhancing “capsule”

LR-4

if “washout”

LR-5

if threshold growth
(equivalent to OPTN 5A-g)

LR-5

Regarding 10-19 mm observations with nonrim APHE and exactly one additional major
feature, how do LI-RADS v2018, AASLD 2018, and OPTN categories compare?
Exactly 1 additional
major feature

+
Size
10-19 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
10-19 mm

+
Size
10-19 mm

OPTN

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5

Does not meet
HCC criteria

LR-5

LR-5

OPTN 5A-g

Nonperipheral
“washout”

+
Nonrim
APHE

AASLD
2018

Enhancing
“capsule”

+
Nonrim
APHE

LI-RADS
v2018

Threshold
growth
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What is a treated observation?
An observation that has been treated by locoregional therapies such as radiofrequency ablation,
percutaneous ethanol ablation, cryoablation, microwave ablation, transarterial embolization or
chemoembolization, doxorubicin-eluting bead chemoembolization, transarterial radioembolization,
and external beam radiotherapy. See Manual (pending).

What about observations treated by systemic therapy?
LI-RADS v2018 does not address systemic treatment response assessment.

Can I use LI-RADS Treatment Response algorithm in a patient that underwent both
locoregional therapy and systemic therapy?
Yes. In patients undergoing systemic therapy, radiologists at their discretion may apply the treatment
response algorithm to assess lesions after locoregional therapy. Radiologists may not apply this
algorithm to assess the treatment response of other lesions in such patients, however.

How do I determine if a treated observation is nonevaluable?
A category of LR-TR Nonevaluable should be assigned if treatment response cannot be
meaningfully evaluated due to inappropriate imaging technique or inadequate imaging quality. Do
not assign a response category of nonevaluable if image quality is adequate, even if imaging
features are difficult to characterize or interpret. See Manual (pending).

What if the arterial phase is inadequate but the portal venous phase shows unequivocal
enhancement? Is that Nonevaluable or Equivocal?
Assign a response category of LR-TR Equivocal. Consider immediate repeat imaging or, if needed
to ensure an adequate arterial phase, alternative imaging.

What is the optimal follow-up interval to assess treatment response?
Optimal follow-up intervals depend on the treatment, institutional guidelines, and reimbursement
constraints. In general, follow-up CT or MRI is recommended every 3 months, although initial
imaging at 1 month may help after certain treatments. See page 14.
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Are there any pitfalls in assessing response too soon after treatment?
Treatment-related changes in parenchymal perfusion may resemble or obscure tumor enhancement,
potentially leading to false positive or false negative assessment of viability. This pitfall is particularly
relevant for radioembolization or external beam radiation therapy, where lesions may retain APHE
and even grow slightly for the first several months after treatment.

What should I do if I am unsure about tumor viability versus posttreatment change?
Categorize as LR-TR Equivocal if image quality is adequate. See page 12.

Does LR-TR nonviable exclude microscopic viability?
No. LR-TR nonviable means there is no evidence of gross viable tumor, but small foci of live tumor
cells cannot be excluded by noninvasive imaging.

How do I distinguish residual tumor from new tumor adjacent to a treated observation?
In contrast to new tumor in adjacent liver, residual tumor usually arises within or at the margin of the
treated observation. No single threshold distance from the margin reliably distinguishes a new lesion
from a marginal recurrence. Use your judgment to make the distinction and apply the corresponding
LI-RADS algorithm (CT/MRI Treatment Response or Diagnostic). Example: a new observation has
features indicating de novo origin (e.g., nodule in nodule) and/or excluding metastasis from the
treated lesion (e.g., differences in fat, iron, HBP intensity): this should be considered a new tumor.

How do I assess the response of tumor in vein to treatment?
This can be challenging. Apply the LI-RADS treatment response criteria as best you can.

How do I categorize and report a new tumor in vein that arises adjacent to a treated
observation?
The new tumor in vein should be categorized as LR-TIV and reported as “new LR-TIV adjacent to a
treated observation”. The treated observation should be categorized and reported as any other
treated observation. Rationale: the finding of new tumor in vein should be communicated to the
treating physician as LR-TIV, as this new finding can affect the management of the patient,
regardless of the treatment response category of the treated observation.
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Do I need to assess response of each observation if the number of observations is large?
If there are a large number of treated observations with similar posttreatment imaging features and
likely representing similar response, you may assess treatment response in aggregate.

How do I categorize the treatment response of an observation that completely disappears
after treatment?
As nonviable – i.e., LR-TR nonviable.

How do I assess the treatment response of an observation that develops along the surgical
margin of a resected tumor?
New observations located along the surgical margin should be categorized using the LI-RADS
treatment response algorithm as nonevaluable, nonviable, equivocal, or viable.

How do I assess an observation that develops remote from the surgical margin of a resected
tumor?
An observation that develops remote from the surgical margin after hepatectomy should be
categorized using the LI-RADS diagnostic response algorithm as LR-NC, LR-TIV, LR-1, LR-2, LR-3,
LR-4, LR-5, or LR-M.
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What modality and contrast agent type does LI-RADS recommend for diagnosis or staging?
LI-RADS provides guidance on proper imaging technique for each modality (CT, MRI) and agent
(ECA, HBA) but does not recommend any particular modality or agent. The choice of modality and
agent depends on patient preference, tolerance, and safety; numerous factors that may affect image
quality or exam feasibility; prior imaging modality and agent; and institutional and radiologist
expertise. Radiologists are encouraged to tailor the modality and agent to the individual patient.

What about for monitoring treatment response?
Although treatment response may be monitored with CT or MRI and with any contrast agent:
• MRI may be preferable to CT after iodized oil-TACE because high-density oil within an embolized
tumor may obscure residual or recurrent tumoral enhancement
• MRI with an extracellular agent may be preferable to MRI with gadoxetate, which is prone to
arterial phase motion artifacts. In patients in which detection of new lesions is considered more
important than assessing response of treated lesions, gadoxetate-MRI may be appropriate.
Radiologists should tailor the modality and agent to the individual patient and applied treatment.

Can I use LI-RADS for interpretation and reporting if recommended images are omitted?
Yes. A specific LI-RADS category often can be assigned even if recommended images are omitted.
For example, an exam with only arterial and delayed phase images would allow confident LR-5
categorization if those images depicted a mass with APHE, “washout”, and “capsule”.

Are LI-RADS technical recommendations for CT and MRI consistent with OPTN?
Yes. See page 15 for brief review of OPTN & LI-RADS. See Manual (pending) for detailed review.

Why does LI-RADS use “transitional phase” rather than “delayed phase” for gadoxetate?
For gadoxetate-enhanced MRI, the period from 2-5 minutes postinjection represents a transition
from extracellular-dominant (i.e., portal venous phase) to intracellular-dominant (i.e., hepatobiliary
phase) enhancement, and so is termed the “transitional phase”. During this period, both the
intracellular and the extracellular pools of gadoxetate contribute substantially to parenchymal
enhancement. This is fundamentally different from the conventional delayed phase using other
agents, where enhancement reflects extracellular distribution of contrast material.
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Why is the late arterial phase strongly preferred? And what is the optimal scan delay?
Late arterial phase is strongly preferred, because HCC enhancement is usually higher in the late
than in the early arterial phase and some HCCs show enhancement only in the late arterial phase.
The optimal delay depends on the modality (CT/MRI); type, volume and concentration of contrast
agent; rate of contrast injection; timing method (fixed/bolus tracking/timing run); and number and
time to K-space center of arterial phases (for MRI). See Manual (pending).

How do I gauge if liver enhancement is adequate during the hepatobiliary phase (HBP)?
Liver enhancement during the HBP is adequate if the parenchyma is unequivocally hyperintense
relative to hepatic blood vessels. It is suboptimal otherwise. The mechanism for suboptimal HBP
enhancement is not well understood but probably reflects reduced number of functional hepatocytes
or dysfunctional cellular transport mechanisms. Pitfall: visible excretion of gadoxetate into bile duct
does not indicate adequate liver enhancement. See Manual (pending).

If HBP is suboptimal, should I delay the acquisition or increase the flip angle?
Delaying the HBP acquisition may improve image quality in cirrhotic livers with diminished function,
but has unknown impact on diagnostic accuracy. Increasing the flip angle improves lesion-to-liver
contrast-to-noise ratio for metastases in normal livers, but has unknown impact on image quality and
diagnostic accuracy in cirrhotic livers with diminished function.

If liver enhancement during the HBP is suboptimal, how do I characterize observations that
are hypointense, isointense, or hyperintense relative to liver?
See FAQ/imaging features on page 56.
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LI-RADS indicates that it may be appropriate to recommend alternative diagnostic imaging in
≤ 6 months if there is no observation. Can you explain the rationale?
In most cases in which no observation is detected at multiphase CT or MRI, return to routine
surveillance in 6 months suffices. However, there may be cases where the antecedent screening test
is so strongly positive (e.g., a definite solid nodule on ultrasound or a markedly elevated AFP) that
alternative imaging may be needed to exclude a false negative result on the initial CT or MRI. In
such cases, use your judgment for recommending the appropriate alternative imaging exam and
time interval. If available at your institution, CEUS may be particularly helpful in cases in which
screening ultrasound detected a solid nodule that was not identified at follow-up diagnostic
multiphasic CT or MRI.

Does optimal patient management derive directly from the LI-RADS category?
No, optimal management is determined by a combination of the LI-RADS category and a clinical
assessment that integrates patient preferences, co-morbidities, hepatic disease burden, eligibility for
liver transplantation, socioeconomic and health insurance status, and appointment availability. Since
radiologists may not know all relevant factors, multidisciplinary discussion for consensus-based
management may be helpful in difficult cases.

If I think that biopsy will be needed to establish a diagnosis, should I recommend this?
It is reasonable to state that biopsy might be necessary to establish a diagnosis, but there are factors
other than the imaging test itself that might influence a decision to biopsy, as mentioned above.
Beyond providing information to be considered, it is best to not compel a clinician to undertake an
invasive procedure, since there may be reasons unknown to the radiologist why this may not be
appropriate for a given patient.

I am concerned my clinical colleagues will not want me to recommend imaging follow-up time
frames in my reports. Am I required to include that information in my reports?
No, the follow-up time frames listed on page 13 are typical times, but use your judgment about
whether to include specific time frames in your reports.
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The management for LR-3 is different in the CEUS and CT/MRI algorithms. Why is that?
As shown by two recent studies1,2, most CT- or MRI-detected LR-3 observations are benign
perfusion alterations or indolent lesions that can be followed safely without multidisciplinary
discussion (see Manual, pending).
Less is known about the natural history of LR-3 observations detected at CEUS, but indirect
evidence suggests that such observations warrant close scrutiny. By definition, all CEUS
observations are visible on precontrast B-mode images. In a cirrhotic liver, sonographically visible
nodules have high probability of being HCC, unless contrast enhancement features are diagnostic of
hemangioma or other benign entity. Verifying the high HCC probability, a recent retrospective study3
found that 60% (45/75) of CEUS LR-3 observations are HCC (see CEUS manual, pending).

References
1. J-Y Choi et al. Indeterminate observations (Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System Category
3) on MRI in the cirrhotic liver: fate and clinical implications. AJR 2013. PMID 24147469
2. M Tanabe et al. Imaging outcomes of Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System Version 2014
Category 2, 3, and 4 observations detected at CT and MR Imaging. Radiology 2016. PMID
27115054
3. E Terzi, L. De Bonis, S. Leoni, et al. Dig Liv Dis, 2017; 49, Suppl 1, e22
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How many observations should I report individually?
Use your judgment in deciding how many observations to report individually, in aggregate, or as a
combination of both to convey clinically relevant findings and impression most clearly.

What should I report if I see no concerning observations?
LR-1 and LR-2 observations can be reported in aggregate in the Findings. The Impression should
convey a simple summary statement such as “no LI-RADS observations suspicious for malignancy”.
How should I report a treated observation?
Report the current response category and current tumor viable size if appropriate. Also, whenever
possible, report the pretreatment LI-RADS category (or path diagnosis), and the pretreatment size.

For example:

• LR-TR Nonviable, (pretreatment LR-5, 22 mm)
• LR-TR Viable 20 mm, (pretreatment, LR-5, 32 mm)
• LR-TR Equivocal 15 mm, (pretreatment path-proven HCC, 21 mm)

Any special reporting considerations for transplant candidates with HCC?
A standard CT/MRI LI-RADS report contains the needed information for transplant candidates with
HCC: number and size of LR-5 observations and path-proven HCCs, or their viable tumor sizes if
treated by a locoregional therapy. List major features for each LR-5 observation to enable
conversion to OPTN classes. Remember that although categorized LR-5, 10-19 mm observations
with APHE and washout appearance as the only additional major feature do not qualify as OPTN
Class 5A for HCC exception points for liver transplant in the USA Also report LR-M and LR-TIV
observations, as these may affect pretransplant workup and transplant eligibility.

What should I report if an observation is biopsied and has a path-proven diagnosis?
This depends on the path diagnosis:
• If malignant or if benign of non-hepatocellular origin (e.g., hemangioma): report observation’s path
diagnosis, clinically relevant imaging features, and change since prior: e.g., ”path-proven
hemangioma, stable in size and other imaging features since prior.”
• If benign of hepatocellular origin (e.g., regenerative or dysplastic nodule): report observation’s LIRADS category and pathology diagnosis, imaging features, and change since prior: e.g., “LR-4
with path diagnosis of dysplastic nodule, has new APHE and interval growth from 12 to 16 mm.”
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Reporting
What if the path diagnosis is discordant with the LI-RADS category?
Indicate in your report there is discordance, providing the LI-RADS category and the path diagnosis.
Explain briefly why this represents a discordance. Consider multidisciplinary discussion with
consensus review of the histology, imaging, and other clinical data to adjudicate the discordance.

If I am not supposed to assign a LI-RADS category for path-proven observations, why am I
supposed to report their imaging features and change since prior?
Radiologists should continue to characterize major features and key ancillary features for biopsyproven observations as changes in these features may be clinically relevant. Examples: “Pathproven cholangiocarcinoma with interval growth, based on imaging, from 22 mm to 28 mm” or “Pathproven HCC with interval development, based on imaging, of tumor in vein”.

How should I report LR-TIV?
Indicate most likely etiology (HCC, non-HCC, unsure) if possible. See page 21 for guidance. Also
describe vessel(s) involved as well as presence and size of associated parenchymal mass.

Why should I report the most likely etiology of TIV if possible?
One of the main goals of LI-RADS is to facilitate clear communication. Sometimes imaging features
allow the radiologist to narrow the list of likely TIV etiologies. In those circumstances, communicating
clearly the most likely etiology may help guide patient management even if there is less than 100%
certainty. See page 21 for guidance on reporting LR-TIV.

How should I report LR-M?
Report major features, growth, contributory ancillary and other features. Indicate relevant change
since prior. Indicate most likely etiology if possible. See page 23 for guidance.

If imaging does not differentiate the various LR-M tumor types with 100% certainty, why
should I report the most likely etiology when possible?
One of the main goals of LI-RADS is to facilitate clear communication. Sometimes imaging features
allow the radiologist to narrow the list of likely tumor types. In those circumstances, communicating
clearly the most likely tumor type(s) may help guide patient management even if there is less than
100% certainty. See page 23 for guidance on reporting LR-M.
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Reporting
What should I report if an observation met threshold growth criteria previously but not on the
current exam?
As discussed on page 57, if a mass meets the threshold growth criterion at any point, threshold
growth is characterized as present on all subsequent exams (i.e., threshold growth “positivity” carries
over to future exams). Therefore continue to characterize threshold growth as being present. Report
the change in size from the most recent prior and, if possible, the date when the threshold growth
criterion was last met. See page 57.

What should I do if the LI-RADS category assigned using LI-RADS criteria does not
adequately convey the actual likelihood of malignancy based on my judgment?
Report LI-RADS category and your judgment assessment: e.g., “LR-4, highly likely to be HCC.”

What should I report for LR-NC observations?
Report causative technical limitations or artifacts, and work-up suggestions. In particular indicate
whether the causative technical limitation or artifact is resolvable using the same imaging method or
whether a different modality or contrast agent is needed to yield a high quality exam in the future.

What should I report if there are no concerning observations but one or more required
sequences is missing or degraded by severe artifact?
Report that although there are no concerning observations, the exam is limited technically, which
may reduce sensitivity for small masses. Suggest consideration for repeat imaging with the same (if
the limitation is resolvable) or other (if the limitation is not resolvable) method.

Where do I find report templates to use in my practice and examples of LI-RADS reports?
These can be downloaded here (pending).
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Imaging Features

Is there a minimum size for application of APHE, “washout”, and “capsule”?
No. It suffices that the presence of these features be definite in the judgment of the radiologist.

On what plane should I measure observation size?
For standardization, favor the axial plane. However, you may measure on a different plane on which
margins are undistorted and well visualized. Use the same plane on future exams to assess growth.

Does washout appearance apply only to observations with APHE?
No, “washout” may apply even in the absence of APHE, as long as there is some enhancement.

Do washout appearance and APHE need to coincide in the same part of an observation?
No, APHE and washout appearance do not need to coincide in the same part. For example, a 25
mm mass with APHE in one part and “washout” in another part may be categorized LR-5.

Why does “washout” require comparison to composite liver tissue rather than nodules?
Historically, the literature in this field has assessed observation "washout" relative to the background
liver —which we interpret as composite liver parenchyma— rather than nodules in particular. Until an
alternative comparator is shown to be superior, we will preserve the current approach.

Why can’t I evaluate “washout” in the transitional phase when performing gadoxetate-MRI?
With gadoxetate-MRI, portal venous phase “washout” is relatively specific for HCC. However,
transitional phase hypointensity lacks specificity because background liver uptake of the contrast
agent is sufficiently high that cholangiocarcinomas and other non-HCC malignancies may appear
hypointense. See Manual (pending).
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Imaging Features
Why does LI-RADS make a distinction between features that favor malignancy in general vs.
features that favor HCC in particular?
Most features favoring malignancy are nonspecific, occurring in HCC and non-HCC. However, some
features are specific for HCC and may help differentiate HCC from non-HCC.

If liver enhancement during the HBP is suboptimal, how do I characterize observations that
are hypointense, isointense, or hyperintense relative to liver?
If an observation is hypointense in the hepatobiliary phase, it may be characterized as such despite
suboptimal hepatobiliary phase parenchymal enhancement. However, if an observation is isointense
or hyperintense, characterization of hepatobiliary phase intensity may be unreliable.
See related questions in FAQ/Technique on page 49.

LR-M criteria seem most applicable to iCCA. What about other non-HCC malignancies?
LR-M criteria were formulated based on limited available evidence, most of which concerns HCC vs.
iCCA differentiation. There is not yet sufficient evidence to formulate criteria for other non-HCC
malignancies (primary or secondary). Fortunately, other malignancies are rare.

How do I differentiate HCC, cholangiocarcinoma, and hepatocholangiocarcinoma?
Some imaging features indicate hepatocellular origin (see below). The presence of such features
excludes malignancies of non-hepatocellular origin such intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA) but
they do not exclude combined hepatocellular carcinoma-cholangiocarcinoma (cHCC-CCA), which
contain both hepatocellular and cholangiocellular elements. Implication: for malignant masses with
hepatocellular features, the differential diagnosis is HCC and cHCC-CCA; differentiation of HCC
from cHCC-CCA may not be possible.

What features suggest hepatocellular origin?
Fat in mass, blood products in mass, nodule-in-nodule, mosaic architecture, intrinsic T1
hyperintensity, HBP isointensity or hyperintensity, enhancing or nonenhancing “capsule”.
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Imaging Features
Why does growth apply only to masses?
Conceptually, growth refers to enlargement of a mass by spreading or expansion. Nonmass lesions
like focal fat deposition may enlarge due to deposition of fat in adjacent hepatocytes but this does
not represent spreading or expansion of the previously steatotic hepatocytes. More importantly, this
provision preserves specificity for HCC by preventing attribution of growth to nonmass benign
processes such as arterial perfusion alterations which may appear larger on one exam than on a
prior due to changes in arterial phase timing or other factors. The provision that growth only applies
to masses prevents false categorization of these benign vascular pseudolesions as LR-5.

How can I differentiate an arterial phase hyperenhancing mass with threshold growth from a
benign vascular pseudolesion that appears larger on one exam than on a prior?
Features that favor mass over a vascular pseudolesion include visibility on other phases and/or
sequences and mass effect (e.g., contour abnormality; displacement or distortion of vessels or
ducts). Features that favor a vascular pseudolesion include occultness on all other phases and
sequences, peripheral location, geographic or wedge shape (on source or multiplanar reformatted
images), and absence of mass effect.
MRI with a hepatobiliary agent can help differentiate an arterial phase hyperenhancing mass from a
vascular pseudolesion. The former tends to be distinctive from background liver in the hepatobiliary
phase due to differences in signal intensity, texture, or other features. The latter tends to be occult.
See manual (pending).

If a mass met the threshold growth criterion previously but not on the current exam
compared to the most recent prior exam(s), is threshold growth present or absent?
If a mass meets the threshold growth criterion at any point, threshold growth is characterized as
present on all subsequent exams. Rationale: growth rates of malignant tumors may fluctuate and
therefore may not meet the threshold growth criterion on every examination. See page 54 for
reporting guidance.
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Abbreviations
AASLD

American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases

ACR

American College of Radiology

ADC

Apparent diffusion coefficient

AF

Ancillary feature(s)

AFP

Alpha-fetoprotein

AP

Arterial phase

APHE

Arterial phase hyperenhancement

CEUS

Contrast-enhanced ultrasound

cHCC-CCA

Combined hepatocellular carcinoma-cholangiocarcinoma

DP

Delayed phase

DWI

Diffusion-weighted imaging

ECA

Extracellular agent

ECP

Extracellular phase

FNH

Focal nodular hyperplasia

HBA

Hepatobiliary agent

HBP

Hepatobiliary phase

HC

Hepatocellular

HCA

Hepatocellular adenoma

HCC

Hepatocellular carcinoma

HGDN

High-grade dysplastic nodule

iCCA

Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma

LGDN

Low-grade dysplastic nodule

MDD

Multidisciplinary discussion

NCCN

National Comprehensive Cancer Network

OPTN

Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network

PVP

Portal venous phase

T2WI

T2-weighted imaging

TACE

Transcatheter arterial chemoembolization

TIV

Tumor in vein

TP

Transitional phase

WO

“Washout” or washout appearance
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What is LI-RADS®?
The Liver Imaging Reporting And Data System (LI-RADS) is:
• A comprehensive system:
• it standardizes terminology, technique, interpretation, reporting, and data collection of liver
imaging in patients at risk for or with HCC
• It addresses the entire spectrum of lesions and pseudolesions in such patients
• A dynamic system:
• It will expanded and refined as knowledge accrues and in response to user feedback

LI-RADS is designed to enhance communication and to improve quality and safety

LI-RADS is developed by a multidisciplinary, international consortium of diagnostic and
interventional radiologists, hepatobiliary surgeons, hepatologists, and hepatopathologists.
Contributors include academic and community physicians as well as members in training.

LI-RADS may be used for
Clinical care
• Clinical care
• Education
• Research

Research

Education

LI-RADS may be used by:
•
•
•
•
•

Community and academic radiologists
Radiologists in training
Other health care professionals providing care to patients with liver disease
Educators
Researchers

LI-RADS is supported and endorsed by the American College of Radiology (ACR)

LI-RADS is consistent with and fully integrated into AASLD clinical practice guidance

LI-RADS is consistent with NCCN guidelines

LI-RADS can be utilized by liver transplant centers in the United States. The conversion from
LI-RADS categories to OPTN classes is straightforward. See page 11-10.
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LI-RADS® Mission, Vision, and Goals
LI-RADS mission
To standardize the terminology, technique, interpretation, reporting, and data collection of liver
imaging for clinical care, education, and research in patients at high risk for or with HCC.

LI-RADS vision
To improve the outcomes of patients with liver disease through a unified, comprehensive system for
liver imaging. The initial focus of LI-RADS is on patients at high risk for or with HCC.

LI-RADS goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop and promote consistent terminology in clinical care, education, and research
Increase the knowledge of radiologists and other specialists about imaging diseases of the liver
Improve radiologist’s diagnostic skills
Reduce imaging interpretation variability and errors
Promote clear communication with referring clinicians
Enhance understanding by patients
Facilitate quality improvement and research
Contribute to optimal patient management

LI-RADS development
LI-RADS was developed and iteratively refined by a blend of evidence, expert opinion, a desire for
congruency with other systems, and user feedback

Evidence
Expert opinion
User feedback
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LI-RADS® History
LI-RADS was developed and refined over years by a growing consortium of contributors:

2006

Embryonic versions of LI-RADS created at Thomas
Jefferson and UC San Diego, modeled after BI-RADS®

2008

ACR LI-RADS committee launched

2011

v1.0 criteria & lexicon for CT, MRI-ECA

2013

v2013: add algorithm & atlas for CT, MRI-ECA

2014

v2014: add MRI-HBA, simplify algorithm

2017

v2017: add US, CEUS, treatment response; further
simplify algorithm

2018

v2018: modify LR-5 criteria for concordance with
AASLD; simplify threshold growth definition for
concordance with AASLD and OPTN; create manual

4 contributors
from 2 institutions in
USA

> 250 contributors
from > 100 institutions
from > 30 countries
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LI-RADS® International Consortium
The LI-RADS international consortium currently includes > 250 members from > 100
institutions from > 30 countries

Updated November 2018

Updated on November, 2017

Want to join or contribute?
Please email RADS@acr.org
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LI-RADS® Organization
LI-RADS is led by a Steering Committee which is supported by the ACR and oversees a
writing group and various working groups

Steering
Committee

Supports

Sirlin
Chernyak

Oversees activities of working groups and writing group
Approves new content
Guides overall direction

Writing Group
Sirlin & Chernyak

AASLD
NCCN
OPTN
RADLEX

Harmonizes with

Creates major
documents,
integrates output
of working
groups

Working Groups
Focused activities and deliverables

Research &
Development

Benign Lesions

CEUS

Evidence

Ronot

Kono

McInnes

Hepatobiliary
Agents

International

Management

Tang

Hecht & Fowler

Pediatrics

Rad Path

Reporting

Technique

Towbin

Furlan

TBD

Kambadakone

Treatment
Response

Tech & Apps

Ultrasound

Kohli

Kamaya

Heiken & Fowler

Do

Bashir

Outreach &
Education
Kielar & Elsayes

Harmonizes with

Collaborates with

Reporting & PACS
Industry

Society of Abdominal
Radiology
HCC Disease Focus Panel
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LI-RADS® Algorithms

Surveillance ultrasound for HCC
in high-risk patient a

Non-multiphase CT or MRI
in high-risk patient c

Multiphase CT or MRI
in high-risk patient b

Surveillance US
LI-RADS® Algorithm
If observation detected incidentally,
If observation detected,
but not fully characterized
proceed to diagnostic algorithm
If US-3

Diagnostic imaging for HCC
with multiphase CT, MRI, or CEUS

If CT or
MRI with ECA or
MRI with HBA

If
CEUS

CEUS Diagnostic
LI-RADS® Algorithm

CT/MRI Diagnostic
LI-RADS® Algorithm
If locoregional treatment
Treatment response assessment
with multiphase CT or MRI d

CT/MRI Treatment Response
LI-RADS® Algorithm

Footnotes
a. US surveillance in highrisk patient

Most national and international clinical practice guidelines recommend US for HCC
surveillance in high-risk patients.

b. Multiphase CT or MRI in
high-risk patient

Some high-risk patients may undergo multiphase CT or MRI for HCC surveillance (depending
on regional guidelines, institutional preferences, and other factors) or for other reasons. LIRADS recommends neither for nor against CT or MRI for HCC surveillance.

c. Non-multiphase CT or
MRI in high-risk patient

High-risk patients may have observations detected incidentally at non-multiphase imaging.

d. Treatment response
assessment with CT/MRI

LI-RADS v2018 does not address treatment response with CEUS, or after systemic therapy
or surgery.
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LI-RADS® Populations:
Surveillance, Diagnosis, Staging, Treatment Response
Introduction
This chapter reviews eight key concepts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Screening and surveillance
Diagnosis
Staging
Treatment response
Target population for screening and surveillance
Target population for diagnosis
Target population for staging
Target population for treatment response

It also briefly reviews the imaging methods recommended for screening and surveillance, diagnosis,
staging, and treatment response assessment.
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Terminology and Definitions
Screening and surveillance
Surveillance. Surveillance refers to the programmatic and repeated application of tests to detect a
disease of interest (i.e., HCC in this case) in a well-defined target population.
• Such a program utilizes standardized tests (e.g. laboratory or imaging) to detect disease before
symptoms manifest.
• The goal of early detection is to permit application of effective and possibly curative therapy to
prolong or improve quality of life even after adjusting for lead time and length biases.
• To be successful, a surveillance program should incorporate quality control processes and be
paired with effective call-back and diagnostic procedures.
Screening. The initial application of a test or tests in a surveillance program is called screening. This
aims to detect prevalent disease (i.e., HCC present at time of initial testing) in the target population.
Subsequent application of the same test or tests at a standard, repeated time interval is called
surveillance. It aims to detect incident disease (i.e., HCC that develops after initial testing).
Ideally, surveillance tests should be safe, inexpensive, and acceptable to patients, while having high
sensitivity and wide availability. Specificity is also important to reduce the frequency of false-positive
interpretations, which trigger unnecessary follow-up procedures and may cause physical and/or
psychological harms to patients.

Diagnosis
Diagnosis refers to the process by which more definitive tests are applied to establish the presence
of disease. Usually, these provide more complete characterization of suspicious abnormalities
detected during surveillance or of lesions discovered incidentally on exams done for other purposes.
Ideally, diagnostic tests should have high specificity, so the presence of disease (i.e., HCC) can be
confirmed, while assessing the entire liver, so that the intrahepatic burden of disease can be defined.
Imaging plays a critical role in HCC diagnosis: unlike most human cancers, the diagnosis of HCC
sometimes can be established, and treatment rendered, based on noninvasive imaging without
biopsy confirmation. Even when biopsy is needed, imaging usually is required to guide the biopsy
and to inform additional diagnostic and therapeutic decisions.
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Staging
Staging refers to the process of determining the extent to which the cancer has spread.
There are many staging systems for liver cancer. All incorporate data on the number and size of
HCC nodules in the liver, the presence of vascular invasion, and the presence of extrahepatic
metastases; these data are determined mainly by imaging with biopsy reserved for safely accessible
lesions in difficult cases.
Some staging systems such as BCLC also incorporate functional status, because this information
helps to determine prognosis and guide treatment selection.

Treatment response assessment
Treatment response assessment refers to the process of determining the tumor burden after a
therapy has been applied.
For HCC, this assessment is made mainly on imaging, based on changes in the size and
enhancement patterns of treated tumors. Assessment of treatment response is a rapidly evolving
field that requires awareness of the applied treatment(s) and their chronology, as well as familiarity
with the expected imaging appearances associated with each therapy.
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Target population for screening and surveillance
The target population for screening and surveillance refers to the group of individuals in whom
screening and surveillance is judged to be cost effective. In general, these are individuals with
substantially elevated risk of developing the disease in question (i.e., HCC in this case) and in whom
the detection of early asymptomatic disease can prolong or improve the quality of life by enabling
timely application of effective treatments. A necessary requirement is that patients’ overall health is
sufficiently good that they can tolerate and benefit meaningfully from those treatments.

Target population for diagnosis
The target population for diagnosis refers to the group of individuals in whom a particular type of
diagnostic test (such as multiphase CT or MRI) or a particular diagnostic system (such as LI-RADS)
is judged to be accurate.
Similar to screening and surveillance, the accuracy of diagnostic tests relies on the pre-test
probability of disease. Hence, diagnostic algorithms such as LI-RADS should be applied only in
high-risk populations. However, to achieve the required high positive predictive value, there is an
additional criterion – these individual must have low risk of developing other conditions that may be
mistaken for the disease in question by the diagnostic tests or system. This is explained in more
detail on page 2-7.

Target population for staging
The target population for staging refers to the group of individuals in whom a diagnosis of a
particular disease is established (HCC in this case) and in whom staging is desired. It is usually a
subset of the target population for diagnosis.

Target population for treatment response
The target population for treatment response refers to the group of individuals in whom a
locoregional treatment was applied a particular type of tumor (i.e., HCC or presumed HCC in the
case of LI-RADS). It is usually a subset of the target population for diagnosis and staging.
The LI-RADS treatment response categories apply only to observations treated with locoregional
therapies. Radiologists should use their judgment or response criteria such as modified RECIST to
assess response after systemic therapy or resection.

The next few pages discuss the following populations in more detail:
• Target population for HCC screening and surveillance
• Target population for HCC diagnosis
2-4
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Target Population for HCC Screening and Surveillance
Target population for HCC screening and surveillance
• This target population is defined by estimated cost effectiveness: namely, adult patients in whom
screening and surveillance is estimated to be cost effective for prolonging or improving the quality
of life. Prerequisites are that patients have high risk for developing HCC and sufficiently good
overall health to tolerate and benefit meaningfully from treatment if found to have cancer.
• Various major societies have issued guidelines defining this target population.

HCC surveillance recommendation by major societies for adults
North American
societies
JSH 2014

APASL
2010

KLCSGNCC 2015

EASLEORTC
2012

AASLD
2018

US
LI-RADS
2017

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Other causes of
cirrhosis

+

—

+

+

+

+

Cirrhosis, Child-Pugh C,
not awaiting liver transplant

—

—

—

—

—

—

Cirrhosis, Child-Pugh C,
awaiting liver transplant

—

—

—

+

+

+

Non-cirrhotic HBV carriers

+

—

—

+a

+b

+

Chronic HCV with bridging
fibrosis but not cirrhosis

+

—

—

+

—

—

Chronic HCV without
bridging fibrosis or cirrhosis

+

—

—

—

—

—

HBV cirrhosis
HCV cirrhosis

ChildPugh
A or B

“+”: Recommended; “—”: Not recommended; JSH - Japan Society of Hepatology; APASL - Asian Pacific Association for
the Study of the Liver; KLCSG-NCC - Korean Liver Cancer Study Group and the National Cancer Center; EASL-EORTC European Association for the Study of the Liver-European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer; AASLD American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases
a. EASL-EORTC recommends surveillance in chronic HBV carriers with active hepatitis or family history of HCC
b. AASLD recommends surveillance in chronic HBV carriers if Asian men > 40 yo, Asian women > 50 yo, African or
African American, or family history of HCC.

! Note: US LI-RADS 2017 has adopted the same target population for surveillance as AASLD
⚠ Note: no society recommends routine surveillance in children, regardless of risk factors
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Target Population for HCC Screening and Surveillance
• In addition to those listed on the prior page, numerous other factors convey HCC risk.
• In general, these additional risk factors do not elevate the risk of HCC sufficiently to justify routine
screening and surveillance. Enrollment in a surveillance program is not formally recommended by
major societies since the cost effectiveness is thought to be low.
• These additional risk factors are listed below:

Additional risk factors for HCC (routine surveillance usually not recommended)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HBV carriers: Asian men < 40 yo, Asian women < 50 yo
HBV carriers: high viral load
HBV and HCV coinfection
Non-cirrhotic NASH
Older age
Male sex
Diabetes mellitus
Obesity
High AST or ALT
Low platelet count
Excess alcohol consumption
Family history of HCC
Aflatoxin exposure
Smoking

⚠
In absence of cirrhosis or
other risk factors listed on
prior page, these additional
risk factors do not warrant
enrollment of patients into a
screening and surveillance
program

HBV: hepatitis B virus, HCV: hepatitis C virus, NASH: nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, AST: aspartate
aminotransferase, ALT: alanine aminotransferase
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Target Population for HCC Diagnosis
Target population for HCC diagnosis
• This target population is defined by by a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, where the patient
should have at least one inclusion criterion and none of the exclusion criteria.
• These criteria describe patients in whom the pretest probability of HCC is sufficiently high and the
pre-test probability of lesions mimicking HCC is sufficiently low that an observation meeting HCC
imaging criteria can be assumed confidently to be HCC.

LI-RADS Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria

Rationale

Cirrhosis

•
•
•
•

Chronic HBV
carriers

• Chronic HBV carriers have elevated risk of developing HCC even in the
absence of cirrhosis, mainly because HBV has direct oncogenic effects.
• 20-50% of chronic HBV carriers with HCC have no cirrhosis.
• HCC is the most common cancer in chronic HBV carriers.

Current or prior
HCC

• Patients with current or prior HCC are included in the high risk population,
although scientific evidence for this is lacking.
• This assumption is concordant with clinical practice, where a new lesion
that meets imaging criteria for HCC is treated as HCC without
confirmatory biopsy in patients with current or prior HCC.

Exclusion criteria

Rationale

Cirrhosis due to
congenital hepatic
fibrosis or vascular
disorders

• Patients with cirrhosis from congenital hepatic fibrosis or from vascular
disorders frequently have arterialized nonmalignant hepatocellular
nodules that may resemble HCC.
• The high prevalence of nonmalignant lesions whose imaging appearance
resembles HCC lowers the PPV of imaging for HCC diagnosis.

Age < 18 years

• Performance of LI-RADS has not been validated in pediatric populations.

Patients with cirrhosis have substantially elevated risk of developing HCC.
70-90% of patients with HCC have underlying cirrhosis.
HCC is by far the most common cancer in cirrhosis.
Imaging can provide near-100% PPV for HCC in patients with cirrhosis.
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Target Population for HCC Diagnosis
LI-RADS diagnostic criteria apply ONLY in patients with or at high risk for developing HCC. The
criteria do NOT apply in general population.
Example: CT

Pre

Arterial Phase

PVP

3-min DP
23 mm

APHE
(nonrim)

If patient is high risk for
HCC

“Washout”
(nonperipheral)

“Capsule”
(enhancing)

If patient is NOT high risk
for HCC

LR-5

LR-5

LR-5

Provide the most reasonable differential
diagnosis without using LI-RADS

CT above was performed in 53-year-old woman with NO risk factors for HCC. LI-RADS was NOT
applied. Further workup eventually established a diagnosis of focal nodular hyperplasia. Had LIRADS been applied, patient would have been diagnosed incorrectly with HCC, with potential for
serious psychological, physical, and financial harms.
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Target Populations Compared:
Screening/Surveillance vs. Diagnosis
The screening/surveillance target population and the diagnostic target population may differ
In some patients, LI-RADS is applicable for diagnosis but screening and surveillance are not
appropriate (e.g. patients with cirrhosis and short life expectancy due to non-hepatic disease).
In some patients, screening and surveillance may be performed but the LI-RADS diagnostic
algorithm should not be applied (e.g., patients with endstage liver disease due to vascular
disorders).
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Recommended Imaging Methods
HCC Screening and Surveillance
Recommended imaging methods for HCC screening and surveillance
The recommended initial imaging method for HCC screening and surveillance is ultrasound.
• Rationale:
• Ultrasound is safe, well tolerated, and widely available.
• Ultrasound has been validated for HCC screening and surveillance in prospective studies.
• Ultrasound is advocated for this purpose by all major societies.
The use of AFP in addition to imaging is optional. See AASLD guidelines.

What about CT or MRI for HCC screening and surveillance?
LI-RADS recognizes that many imaging centers perform contrast-enhanced CT or MRI rather than or
in addition to ultrasound for HCC screening and surveillance, due to sonographic limitations in obese
patients and in those with severe parenchymal heterogeneity due to cirrhosis.
LI-RADS recommends neither for nor against the use of contrast-enhanced CT and MRI for
screening and surveillance, deferring the choice of modality to radiologists, referrers, institutions,
and patients.

What about abbreviated MRI for HCC screening and surveillance?
LI-RADS recognizes that some imaging centers perform abbreviated or focused MRI rather than or
in addition to ultrasound for HCC screening and surveillance. These abbreviated or focused MRI
protocols are shortened versions of complete MRI protocols, typically consisting of only a few
sequences, and require about 10 minutes of scan time. Some of these protocols utilize extracellular
agents and others utilize hepatobiliary agents. See Chapter 12 for discussion of extracellular and
hepatobiliary agents.
There is insufficient data for LI-RADS to recommend for or against abbreviated MRI using either type
of contrast agent for HCC screening and surveillance.
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Recommended Imaging Methods
HCC Diagnosis
Recommended imaging methods for HCC diagnosis
The recommended imaging methods for HCC diagnosis are CEUS, multiphase CT, multiphase MRI
with ECA, and multiphase MRI with HBA.
• Rationale:
• Performed properly and interpreted stringently, each of these methods can establish the
diagnosis of HCC noninvasively.
Although published studies suggest that MRI may have slightly higher sensitivity with similar
specificity compared to CEUS or multiphase CT, LI-RADS recognizes that many factors beyond
reported diagnostic accuracy inform the selection of optimal imaging methods in individual patients.
These factors overlap and include:
• Patient factors: preferences, concerns, and convenience, breathhold capability, claustrophobia,
liver function, renal function, body habitus, presence of co-morbidities such as allergies, ascites or
renal failure that may affect image quality or exam safety
• Institutional factors: available technology and expertise, appointment scheduling and backlog
• Lesion factors: number, size, LI-RADS category, and imaging features of observations on prior
exams if any
• Financial: exam charge, insurance authorization and reimbursement
For these reasons, LI-RADS recommends neither for nor against any particular imaging method.
Instead, it recommends that the choice of method be tailored to the individual patient.
Multidisciplinary discussion is often helpful for guiding the optimal approach.
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Recommended Imaging Methods
HCC Staging
Recommended imaging methods for HCC staging
The recommended imaging methods for staging hepatic tumor burden are multiphase CT,
multiphase MRI with ECA, and multiphase MRI with HBA.
• Rationale:
• Each of these methods can visualized the entire liver and assess the hepatic tumor burden.
• CEUS is not recommended for routine staging because this method does not reliably assess
the entire liver.
The recommended imaging methods for staging extrahepatic tumor burden are:
• Chest CT for detecting or excluding metastases in the thorax
• Whole-body bone scan for detecting or excluding skeletal metastases
• Optional: pelvic CT or MRI for detecting or excluding metastases in the pelvis
HCC staging decisions should be made by a multidisciplinary team.

The distinction between imaging contexts may be blurred.
Screening/surveillance vs. diagnosis
• Some imaging centers perform multiphase contrast-enhanced CT or MRI for screening and
surveillance, particularly in patients with technically limited ultrasound, large body habitus, or
cirrhotic liver with innumerable nodules preventing identification of distinctive nodules. In such
instances, the same modality is the screening/surveillance test as well as the diagnostic test.
• Some patients with cirrhosis may not be in active surveillance programs, either because their
cirrhosis is clinically silent and therefore unknown, or because they are noncompliant with
surveillance recommendations. Such patients may have abnormalities detected incidentally on
imaging done for other reasons, rather than on a screening ultrasound.
• In patients with an abnormality detected at surveillance ultrasound, CT or MRI may identify
additional abnormalities that were not visible on ultrasound but need characterization.
Diagnosis vs. staging
• Multiphase CT or MRI are used for diagnosis of HCC and for staging the hepatic tumor burden.
Thus, the same modality is used to establish the diagnosis of HCC and its intrahepatic extent.
• LI-RADS provides the same imaging criteria for all observations, including the index lesion(s)
detected at screening or surveillance as well as any additional lesions encountered during
diagnostic workup or follow up.
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Recommended Imaging Methods
Terminology
LI-RADS adopts the terminology used by clinical practice guidelines
• LI-RADS refers to unenhanced US as a “screening or surveillance” test and refers to CEUS,
multiphase CT, and multiphase MRI as “diagnostic” tests to maintain concordance with clinical
practice guidelines.
• Use of the terms “screening or surveillance” vs. “diagnostic” in this context are intended to clarify
the setting in which these imaging modalities are used and are not intended to imply differing
levels of quality or value between these modalities.
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Summary of LI-RADS® Target Populations
US

CEUS

CT/MRI

CT/MRI

Screening &
surveillance

Diagnosis

Diagnosis &
staging

Treatment
response

Apply in patients undergoing US for
HCC screening & surveillance a
Cirrhosis of
any etiology,
adult

Noncirrhotic
HBV

Comment:

Child-Pugh A or B

✓

Child-Pugh C awaiting
liver transplantation

✓

Asian male > 40 yo

✓

Asian female > 50 yo

✓

African or North
American black

✓

Family history of HCC

✓

LI-RADS recognizes that US may be
suboptimal for HCC screening and
surveillance due to severe
parenchymal heterogeneity and/or
obesity.
Some centers may elect to perform
CT or MRI instead of US for
screening and surveillance in select
patients.
LI-RADS recommends neither for nor
against the use of these modalities
for this purpose.

Apply in patients at high risk for HCC:
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Without the above risk factors

✘

✘

✘

< 18 years old

✘

✘

✘

With vascular disorders b or cirrhosis due
to congenital hepatic fibrosis

✘

✘

✘

Cirrhosis
Chronic HBV
Current or prior HCC

Including liver
transplant
candidates
and recipients

Do not apply in patients

Not
applicable

a. Listed above are the groups recommended by 2018 AASLD guidance for screening and surveillance. Other regional
clinical practice guidelines may expand the groups to potentially include:
• Adults with cirrhosis of any cause, regardless of Child-Pugh score
• Some adults with chronic HBV infection even in the absence of cirrhosis
• Some adults with chronic HCV infection even in the absence of cirrhosis
See your regional HCC clinical practice guidelines for details.
b. Vascular disorders of the liver include
• Chronic vascular outflow obstructions (cardiac congestion, pulmonary hypertension, Budd-Chiari)
• Chronic sinusoidal obstructions (diffuse nodular regenerative hyperplasia)
• Chronic inflow obstructions (occlusion or absence of portal vein)
• Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia
Note: some vascular disorders can cause cirrhosis and others can mimic cirrhosis. See Chapter 4.
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LI-RADS® Target Populations – Caveats
CEUS

CT/MRI

CT/MRI

Diagnosis

Diagnosis &
staging

Treatment
response

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

✓

✓

✓

✓

Apply to observations
Visible at precontrast ultrasound

✓

Do not apply to observations
Invisible at precontrast ultrasound

✘

Apply for CEUS performed with
Pure blood-pool agents a

✓

Do not apply for CEUS performed with
Combined blood-pool and Kupffer-cell agents b

✘

Apply for multiphase exams
CT or MRI with extracellular agents

Not
applicable

MRI with hepatobiliary agents
Do not assign LI-RADS diagnostic categories to pathproven:
Malignancies

✘

✘

—

Benign lesions of non-hepatocellular origin such as
hemangiomas

✘

✘

—

Assign LI-RADS treatment response categories after:
Locoregional treatment

Pending

Do not assign LI-RADS treatment response categories
after:
Systemic treatment or surgical resection

✘

Not
applicable

✓

✘

a. Blood-pool agents include Lumason® (in USA)/SonoVue® (outside USA) and Definity® (in USA, Canada)/ Luminity®
(outside USA, Canada)
b. Currently, the only combined blood-pool and Kupffer-cell agent is Sonazoid®
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Liver Anatomy
Background
Assessment of vascular and biliary anatomy and presence of anatomic variants may be important for
interventional or surgical planning.
Evaluation of hepatic volume can be helpful in estimating functional liver reserve, selecting an
appropriate treatment, and determining the prognosis.
• Liver volumes vary between patients and are related to patient body surface area and weight.
• Average liver volume in healthy patients is 1,225 cm3 (±217).
• As cirrhosis progresses, segmental atrophy leads to decrease in liver volume. Mean liver volumes
are 1,100 cm3 (±337) in Child-Pugh class A, 1,040 cm3 (±365) in Child-Pugh class B, and 800 cm3
(±205) in Child-Pugh class C.

Sector and segmental anatomy: overview
Use of standardized, segmental anatomy facilitates communication of observation location and
treatment planning.
Historically, the convention for liver anatomy has been controversial and there are several systems
that propose slightly different terminology to identify liver anatomy:
• Couinaud’s system: Divided anatomic units into segments 1-8, based on portal scissura
• Bismuth, Healey & Schroy, and Goldsmith & Woodburne: Further revised Couinaud’s system with
1) division of liver in two lobes and further into left lateral and medial sectors and right anterior
and posterior sectors, and the caudate lobe, and 2) division of segments using hepatic veins and
fissures
• Federative committee on anatomical terminology (FCAT): Combines the concepts of both above
systems and proposed international standard
• International Hepatopancreaticobiliary Association (IHPBA): Proposed terminology for surgical
resection based on anatomical/functional sections: left hemiliver-lateral and medial section, right
hemiliver-anterior and posterior section
Both FCAT and IHPBA systems are used commonly in America, recognize the smallest functional
units of liver as segments (named according to Couinaud system), and use the nearly
interchangeable terms sector or section.
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Sector and segmental anatomy: overview
The liver is divided into right and left lobes or hemilivers by the plane of middle hepatic vein. This
plane runs from the left of the IVC to the left of the gallbladder fossa (Cantlie’s line).
The right lobe is divided into anterior and posterior sectors or sections by the plane of the right
hepatic vein.
The left lobe is divided into a medial and lateraI sectors or sections by an oblique plane connecting
the left hepatic vein and the falciform ligament.
The liver is divided into upper and lower segments at the level of main portal vein (MPV) bifurcation.

Segment I:

Caudate

Segment II:

Superior left lateral sector/section

Segment III:

Inferior left lateral sector/section

Segment IVa:

Superior left medial sector/section

Segment IVb:

Inferior left medial sector/section

Segment V:

Inferior right anterior sector/section

Segment VI:

Inferior right posterior sector/section

Segment VII:

Superior right posterior sector/section

Segment VIII:

Superior right anterior sector/section

II
VIII
VII

I

III
IV

VI

V
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Sector and Segmental Anatomy
Segment I: Caudate lobe
Bounded anteriorly and medially by the fissure for ligamentum
venosum

Segment II: Superior segment of the left lateral sector/section
Bounded medially by falciform ligament and inferiorly by plane of
MPV, also known as the posterior lateral sector (Bismuth, FCAT)
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Sector and Segmental Anatomy
Segment III: Inferior segment of left lateral sector/section
Bounded medially by the falciform ligament and superiorly by the
plane of the MPV bifurcation, also referred to as lateral anterior
sector (Bismuth, FCAT)

Segment IV: Left medial sector/section
Bounded laterally by falciform ligament and medially by Cantlie’s line
• IVa: Superior to the MPV bifurcation
• IVb: Inferior to the MPV bifurcation
IVa

IVb
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Sector and Segmental Anatomy
Segment V: Inferior segment of the right anterior sector/section
Bounded anteriorly by the gallbladder fossa and posteriorly by the
plane of the right hepatic vein, superiorly bounded by the plane of
MPV bifurcation

Segment VI: Inferior segment of the right posterior
sector/section
Bounded anteriorly by plane of the right hepatic vein and superiorly
by the plane of the MPV bifurcation
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Sector and Segmental Anatomy
Segment VII: Superior segment of the right posterior
sector/section
Bounded anteriorly by the plane of the right hepatic vein and
inferiorly by the plane of the MPV bifurcation

Segment VIII: Superior segment of the right anterior
sector/section
Bounded anteriorly by the plane of the gallbladder fossa and middle
hepatic vein, posteriorly bounded by the plane of the right hepatic
vein and inferiorly by the plane of the MPV bifurcation
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Arterial, Portal, and Biliary Anatomy
Radiologists should be aware of anatomic variants in arterial supply, portal venous supply, and
biliary drainage as these may affect treatment planning.
The next few pages illustrate the most common variants.
It is not necessary for radiologists to memorize the names of the variants, as they can be reported
descriptively.
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Arterial Anatomy
Michel Classification

RHA

LHA

LHA
RHA

LHA
LGA

LGA

Type I
55-80%

Type II
3-10%

SMA

RHA and LHA arise from
CHA

RHA

SMA

RHA arises from CHA;
replaced LHA from LGA

LHA

RHA

aLHA

LHA

aRHA

LGA

Type V
3.-8%

LHA

Type VI
2-7%

SMA

RHA and LHA arise from
CHA; accessory LHA from
LGA

LGA

RHA

Type III
4-11%

SMA

LHA arises from CHA;
replaced RHA from SMA

SMA

RHA and LHA arise from
CHA; accessory RHA from
SMA

RHA: right hepatic
artery
LHA: left hepatic
artery
LGA: left gastric
artery
SMA: superior
mesenteric artery
aRHA: accessory
RHA
aLHA: accessory
LHA

LGA

Type VII
<1%

SMA

Replaced RHA and LHA

aLHA

aRHA

LGA

Type IV
~1%

LHA

RHA
LGA

RHA

SMA

RHA and LHA arise from
CHA; accessory RHA and
LHA

LHA
LHA

RHA

aLHA
RHA

LGA

SMA

RHA
aRHA

Type VII
0.4-2%

LHA
LGA

SMA

Replaced RHA or LHA with other hepatic artery being an
accessory one

RHA

Type IX
1-4%

LHA
LGA

SMA

The hepatic trunk arises as
a branch of the SMA

LGA

Type X
<1%

SMA

The hepatic trunk arises
from the left gastric artery
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Portal Venous Anatomy
The standard portal venous anatomy consists of the main portal trunk branching into the right and
left portal veins, with the right portal vein subsequently dividing into anterior and posterior branches.
II

VIII

II

VIII

V

IV

RAPV

III

LPV

VII

V

RAPV

III

LPV

VII

RPPV

RPPV

VI

VI

RPV

Standard anatomy

Main portal vein trifurcation into right anterior, right
posterior and left portal vein (7-9%)

(65-80%)

II

VIII
V

IV

RAPV

IV

II

VIII
III

V
VII

LPV

RAPV IV

III

LPV
VI

VII
VI

RPPV

Right posterior portal vein as first branch of main portal vein
(5-13%)

II

VIII
V

Segment VII branch as separate branch of right portal vein
(1-3%)

RAPV

VII

IV

III
LPV

VI

RPV

RAPV: right anterior portal vein
RPPV: right posterior portal vein
RPV: right portal vein
LPV: left portal vein

Segment VI branch as separate branch of right portal
vein(1-6%)
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Biliary Anatomy
The standard biliary anatomy consists of the right hepatic duct and left hepatic duct joining together
to form common hepatic duct.
SII

RPD
RAD

SII

RPD

SIII
RAD

SIII

CHD: Common hepatic duct
RHD: Right hepatic duct
LHD: Left hepatic duct

LHD

RHD

LHD

CD

RAD: Right anterior duct
RPD: Right posterior duct
SII: Duct to segment II

CD

SIII: Duct to segment III
CD: Cystic duct
Acc: Accessory duct

Standard anatomy (63%)

Triple confluence (10%)

SII

SII

RPD

SIII

RAD

SIII

RAD

SII
SIII

RAD
RPD

RPD

CD

Right posterior segmental duct drains anomalously into LHD (11%), CHD (6%) or cystic
duct (2%)
RPD

SII

RPD

SIII

RAD

SII

SIII

RAD

RHD

LHD

Acc

RHD

LHD

SIII

LHD

CD

CD

CD

SII

LHD

LHD

LHD

RPD
RAD

RHD drains into cystic duct
(<1%)
RPD

RAD

SII
SIII

RHD

Acc
CD

CD
CD

Accessory duct arises either from CHD (3%) or RHD (3%)

Ducts of segments II and III drain
individually into CHD (1%)
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Cirrhosis
Introduction
This chapter reviews in question and answer format the imaging manifestations of cirrhosis.
Understanding these manifestations is essential to the proper application of LI-RADS for the
following reasons:
• Cirrhosis is the primary risk factor for developing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
• In patients with cirrhosis, multiphase CT and MRI performed and interpreted according to LIRADS specifications can establish the diagnosis of HCC definitively, obviating the need for
invasive biopsy and histologic confirmation.
• Cirrhosis-associated abnormalities in and outside the liver may reduce diagnostic accuracy:
• Hepatic pseudolesions, parenchymal heterogeneity, and background nodularity may reduce
sensitivity (see page 4-5).
• Altered imaging appearance of both benign and malignant lesions may confound
interpretation.
• Extrahepatic abnormalities may reduce image quality (see page 4-5).

What is cirrhosis?
• Cirrhosis is an advanced stage of chronic liver disease resulting from repetitive liver injury and
cumulative liver damage.
• Cirrhosis is characterized by the complete replacement of normal parenchyma by innumerable
regenerative nodules surrounded by fibrotic bands (“scars”).
Explant

Ex-vivo T1

Innumerable parenchymal regenerative nodules with intervening fibrosis =
cirrhosis

• Cirrhosis may be accompanied by profound alterations in the hepatic microcirculation with
formation of abnormal microscopic connections between hepatic arterioles and portal venules, socalled arterioportal shunts.
• Additionally, there is variable loss of hepatocellular function, depending on the severity of
parenchymal damage.
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Background
What causes cirrhosis?
• The causes of cirrhosis and their prevalence vary geographically.
• In the United States, the most common etiologies of cirrhosis are nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH), chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV), and excess alcohol consumption. Other relatively
common etiologies include chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV), hereditary hemochromatosis (HH),
primary biliary cholangitis (PBC), and autoimmune hepatitis (AIH).

Why is cirrhosis clinically important?
• Cirrhosis has a wide clinical and pathophysiologic spectrum, ranging from normal function to
fulminant hepatic failure.
• Cirrhosis can cause morbidity and mortality due to complications such as hepatic dysfunction,
liver failure, and portal hypertension.
• Cirrhosis is also a major risk factor for primary liver cancer, especially HCC:
• About 80% of HCC cases develop in patients with cirrhosis.
• Patients with cirrhosis have a 2-8% annual risk of developing HCC.
• HCC incidence depends on the etiology of cirrhosis and the presence of additional risk factors.
• Compared to the general population, patients with cirrhosis and other chronic liver diseases are
also at increased risk for developing:
• Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA)
• Combined hepatocellular-cholangiocarcinoma (cHCC-CCA)

Most common malignant neoplasms associated with cirrhosis and their definitions
Malignancy

Definition

Hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC)

Malignant neoplasm with hepatocytic differentiation (cytology
and architecture)

Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
(iCCA)

Malignant neoplasm with cholangiocytic differentiation
(cytology and architecture)

Combined hepatocellular and
cholangiocarcinoma
(cHCC-CCA)

Malignant neoplasm with varying degrees of hepatocytic and
cholangiocytic differentiation, either admixed or as separate
areas within the same tumor (cytology and architecture)

For more information on these neoplasms, see Chapter 5
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Background
How does cirrhosis affect options for and outcomes of treatment of HCC and other primary
liver carcinomas such as iCCA and cHCC-CCA?
• Cirrhosis limits options for and outcomes of treatment of HCC.
• Underlying liver dysfunction reduces hepatic reserve, which precludes surgical resection in most
patients and increases morbidity after locoregional treatment.
• Even after successful surgical or locoregional treatment for HCC, the background liver remains a
source for future HCCs.

Is there a curative option for HCC?
• The only way to cure HCC and reduce risk of recurrence is transplantation
• By replacing the cirrhotic liver with a healthy organ, liver transplantation restores function and
reduces the risk of future cancer.
• Due to donor organ scarcity, however, only a minority of transplant candidates receive a
transplant.
• As biopsy confirmation of imaging-diagnosed HCCs is not required, transplantation for HCC cure
requires high imaging specificity to allocate donor organs appropriately.

What is the annual incidence of HCC associated with the commonest etiologies of cirrhosis?

Etiology

Annual HCC incidence

HCV
HBV
Alcohol
Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
Hereditary hemochromatosis
Primary biliary cholangitis
Auto-immune hepatitis

2-8%
2.5%
1%
2%
3-4%
2%
?

• In the above conditions, the risk of HCC is sufficiently high that HCC surveillance is warranted
and LI-RADS is applicable for noninvasive diagnosis of HCC (see page 2-5).
• Risk factors are additive, and patients with multiple risk factors are at higher risk.
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Background
Besides cirrhosis, what are other risk factors for HCC development?
• Other risk factors include
• Precirrhotic chronic HBV – even in the absence of cirrhosis, the risk of HCC in adult chronic
HBV carriers can be sufficiently high to warrant HCC surveillance and to justify the use of LIRADS for noninvasive diagnosis of HCC.
• Precirrhotic chronic HCV
• Precirrhotic NASH
• Excess alcohol consumption, obesity, diabetes, old
age, male sex, smoking, family history of HCC

In the absence of cirrhosis, the risk
of HCC is too low to warrant
surveillance for HCC (surveillance is
not considered cost effectives) or to
justify the use of LI-RADS for
noninvasive diagnosis of HCC

• See Chapter 2 for more information

Is cirrhosis reversible?
• Early cirrhosis is potentially reversible.
• Advanced end-stage cirrhosis is irreversible: while some of the scars may regress if the inciting
cause is removed, the liver will not return to normal structure or function.

Does cirrhosis reversal reduce HCC risk?
• Reversal of cirrhosis is thought to reduce HCC risk but the magnitude of the reduction is not well
understood.
• In particular, it is not known when the risk falls low enough that surveillance is no longer indicated
or that application of diagnostic CT/MRI LI-RADS is no longer applicable.
• This is an area for future research; little is currently known about the impact of novel anti-viral and
anti-fibrotic therapies on HCC risk.

Does clearance of HBV and HCV reduce HCC risk?
• Effective treatments for HBV and HCV are now available. These treatments can result in a
sustained viral response.
• Similar to cirrhosis reversal, clearance of HBV and HCV is thought to reduce HCC risk but the
magnitude of the reduction is not well understood.
• This is an area for future research; little is currently known about the impact of novel anti-viral and
anti-fibrotic therapies on HCC risk
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Background
Why is cirrhosis relevant to HCC imaging?
• Cirrhosis is relevant to HCC imaging for two major reasons:
• Cirrhosis portends a high enough pre-test probability of HCC to allow non-invasive imaging
diagnosis of HCC.
• Cirrhosis-associated abnormalities may reduce diagnostic accuracy for HCC.
• These factors are discussed below:

Cirrhosis portends a high enough pre-test probability of HCC to allow non-invasive imaging
diagnosis of HCC
For most etiologies of cirrhosis (see page 4-2), the pre-test probability of HCC and of non-malignant
lesions resembling HCC is sufficiently high and low, respectively, that lesions meeting stringent HCC
imaging criteria can be confidently assumed to be HCC.
This enables diagnosis of HCC based on imaging alone. Biopsy confirmation of imaging-diagnosed
HCCs is not required routinely, although biopsy may still be desired in some situations (e.g., for
molecular characterization, or if needed for a clinical trial).
Imaging-based diagnosis of HCC may be difficult in the patient with cirrhosis, however (see below).

Cirrhosis-associated abnormalities may reduce diagnostic accuracy for HCC
Vascular pseudolesions and non-tumoral parenchymal lesions may obscure small masses (reducing
sensitivity) or may be mistaken for HCC (reducing specificity). These include:
• Arterioportal shunt (page 15-25), confluent hepatic fibrosis (page 15-18), focal scar (page 15-23),
hepatic hypertrophic pseudomass (page 15-21), hepatic parenchymal fat deposition (page 15-14).
The cirrhotic liver also contains a spectrum of nodules with wide-ranging imaging manifestations and
biological behaviors. These further complicate HCC imaging (see page 5-2).
Liver dysfunction may lead to inadequate hepatobiliary contrast agent uptake.
Third spacing may dilute intravascular contrast material, reduce the magnitude of vascular,
parenchymal, and tumor enhancement, and compromise the quality of enhanced images.
Hemodynamic vascular alterations may delay the arrival of contrast material to the liver and to the
tumor, potentially causing arterial phase mistiming.
Ascites may cause severe artifacts at MRI, obscuring true lesions in or outside the liver.
Encephalopathy and other co-morbidities may decrease patient compliance.
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
What are the Imaging manifestations of cirrhosis?
• The cirrhotic liver is carved into innumerable nodules by fibrous scars. Since the nodules and
scars may be imperceptible, however, the cirrhotic liver may appear normal at imaging.
• ⚠Thus, a normal-appearing liver at US, CEUS, MRI, or CT does not exclude cirrhosis.
US

CT

Explant

Coarsened echotexture
without discrete
parenchymal nodules

Minimal surface nodularity
without discrete
parenchymal nodules

Numerous nodules with
intervening fibrosis = cirrhosis

• Certain morphological, parenchymal, vascular, biliary, and extrahepatic alterations of cirrhosis
may be visible at imaging, however, especially if the cirrhosis is advanced or long standing.
• These alterations and their imaging manifestations are listed in the next several tables.
• By being familiar with these imaging findings, radiologists may be alerted to the possibility of
cirrhosis even if the history is omitted or unknown.
• "If the presence of cirrhosis can then be confirmed – for example by reviewing the electronic
medical record or by communicating with the referrer – LI-RADS can be applied.
• "If the presence of cirrhosis cannot be confirmed but the imaging findings are compelling, LIRADS can be applied conditionally: e.g., “If the patient has cirrhosis, the observation meets
criteria for LR-5, definitely HCC”.
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Morphological alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging
Anterolateral flattening
Nodular contour

Atrophy of segments
5, 6, 4A, 4B

Surface
retraction
Left lateral segment
hypertrophy
Expanded perihilar
space

Prominent fissures

Expanded
gallbladder fossa

Caudate lobe hypertrophy

Right posterior hepatic notch

Morphological alteration

Imaging manifestation

Presence of regenerative
nodules immediately
under liver capsule

• Surface nodularity
• High specificity for cirrhosis in right clinical setting.
• ⚠ Specificity is imperfect, however, as some non-cirrhotic
conditions may manifest surface nodularity (see page 4-18).
• Provides low sensitivity for early cirrhosis (liver may be smooth)

Surface nodularity
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Morphological alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging (Cont’d)

Morphological alteration

Imaging manifestation

Global atrophy

• Small liver volume
• Generalized hepatic contraction with expansion of following spaces
• Space between liver and anterior abdominal wall
• Perihilar, gallbladder fossa and ligamentum teres spaces

Small liver volume

Expansion of perihilar space

Expansion of the space
between liver and anterior
abdominal wall

Expansion of ligamentum teres
space

Expansion of gallbladder fossa
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Morphological alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging (Cont’d)

Morphological alteration

Imaging manifestation

Segmental volume
redistribution

• Relative or absolute hypertrophy of caudate (S1) and/or lateral left
section (S2 and S3)
• Atrophy of anterior right section (S5, S6) and/or medial left section
(S4A and S4B)
• Increased caudate-right lobe ratio
• Anterolateral flattening

Anterolateral flattening

Regional or focal
parenchymal contraction

Hypertrophy of the caudate lobe

Atrophy of medial left (S4A-4B)

• Notching of posterior right lobe, medially
• Liver surface retraction associated with areas of confluent fibrosis

Liver surface retraction

Notching of the posterior right
lobe
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Parenchymal alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging

Parenchymal alteration

Imaging manifestation

Parenchymal nodules

• Parenchymal nodules may or may not be visible. If visible, these
vary widely in size and other imaging features. See page 5-2.

US

PVP CT

Discrete parenchymal nodules are not discerned

Fibrotic scars surrounding
parenchymal nodules
(scars typically have high
water content and are
devoid of hepatocytes)

T2

Pre

Numerous parenchymal nodules of variable size and
variable signal on both T1w and T2w

• May be visible at CT or MRI as a diffuse lacework of thin bands.
• Tend to be mildly hypoattenuating on unenhanced CT, hypointense
on T1w images, hyperintense on T2w and low-b-value DW images
• Enhance progressively on dynamic vascular phases to become
hyperattenuating or hyperintense in the PVP and DP
• Tend to be hypointense on HBP T1w images
• Usually imperceptible on ultrasound although they may contribute to
generalized parenchymal heterogeneity

T2

Pre

AP

DP

High signal

Low signal

Little or no enhancement
on AP

Enhancement on DP
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Parenchymal alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging (Cont’d)

Parenchymal alteration

Imaging manifestation

Confluent hepatic fibrosis
(broad, mass-like areas of
scar tissue) page 15-18

• Characteristically pyramidal in shape with concave borders
• Radiate from hilum to liver periphery
• Retract liver surface
• Similar intensity and enhancement characteristics as fibrotic scars
• May resemble iCCA, a typically fibrotic tumor that similarly may be
retractile and show progressive dynamic-phase enhancement
• !Key difference: confluent fibrosis lacks densely cellular and
vascularized rim, and so, does not have targetoid appearance
typical of iCCA. See page 16-205 for targetoid appearance.
T2

Capsular retraction

Wedge-shaped, radiates from
hilum to periphery

Nonspecific parenchymal
heterogeneity

T2

• If the above parenchymal alterations are beneath the size threshold
of imaging, the parenchyma may appear mottled or coarse without
distinct internal nodularity or scarring.
Pre

PVP

Heterogeneous and mottled parenchyma on various sequences
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Parenchymal alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging (Cont’d)

Parenchymal alteration

Imaging manifestation

Fat

• Diffuse, regional, or focal hepatic fat accumulation (steatosis).
• Frequently occurs in NASH, alcoholic liver disease, hepatitis due
to certain genotypes of HCV
• Fat regresses as cirrhosis progresses and hepatocellular function
worsens. The heavily scarred, end-stage liver is devoid of fat.
IP (TE = 4.6 ms)

OP (TE = 2.3 ms)

Diffuse loss of signal in the liver parenchyma on the opposed phase compared
with in phase sequence confirms steatosis

Iron

• Diffuse, regional, or focal hepatic iron overload (siderosis).
• Cirrhosis due to hereditary hemochromatosis is almost always
associated with iron overload.
• Cirrhosis due to other chronic liver disease (e.g., HBV, HCV,
alcohol-induced liver disease, NASH) may be associated with
iron overload.
IP (TE = 4.6 ms)

OP (TE = 2.3 ms)

Note observation
with iron sparing
(ancillary feature
favoring malignancy
(see page 16-289)
Diffuse loss of signal in the liver parenchyma on the longer echo GRE sequence
compared with shorter echo sequence confirms iron deposition
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Vascular alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging

• Hepatic artery enlargement, ± tortuosity (corkscrew appearance)
• Portal vein and/or portal vein branch
•
•
•
•

dilation (≥ 15 mm in diameter for main portal vein)
caliber reduction with long-standing reduction in portal flow
chronic thrombosis
chronic sclerosis

• Distortion of intrahepatic veins including narrowing of intrahepatic cava and hepatic veins
• Formation of intrahepatic and extrahepatic portal-systemic collaterals (see below)
• Development of microcirculatory arterioportal shunts (see page 15-25)
• Cavernous transformation with occlusion or near occlusion of portal vein or its major branches

Axial AP

Coronal MPR AP

Tortuous intrahepatic arteries (corkscrew appearance)

Axial AP

*

Coronal MPR AP

Axial AP

Coronal MPR AP

Multiple tortuous collaterals in the expected location of the
main portal vein (chronic PV thrombosis with cavernous
transformation)
Axial AP

Coronal MPR AP

*

Dilated main portal vein (3 cm in diameter) with a thrombus
(*) and narrowed lumen (arrow); calcifications in the
periphery of thrombus indicate chronicity

Attenuated main portal vein (0.6 cm in diameter)
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Functional alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging with hepatobiliary agents

Altered
expression
levels of
hepatocyte
transporters

• Reduced expression of hepatocyte bilirubin (organic anion transporting
polypeptide, OATP) transporters, sometimes with preserved or even enhanced
expression of hepatocyte nonspecific (multidrug resistant associated protein,
MRP) exporters.
• Depending on the balance of hepatocellular uptake and excretion, as well as
other factors, there may be diminished enhancement of the liver parenchyma
during the hepatobiliary phase after administration of a hepatobiliary agent with
preserved enhancement of the bile duct lumen.
• ⚠Thus, enhancement of the bile duct lumen does not indicate adequate
hepatocellular uptake for diagnosis of HCC.
• See Chapter 13.
Adequate HBP
Pre

20 min HBP

Enhancement of the parenchyma greater than the
intrahepatic vasculature

Suboptimal HBP
Pre

20 min HBP

Parenchyma enhances similar to the intrahepatic vessels;
note the preserved gadoxetate excretion in the bile ducts
(arrow)

Pre

20 min HBP

Parenchyma enhances similar to the intrahepatic vessels; no
gadoxetate excretion in the bile ducts
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Biliary alterations of cirrhosis that may be evident at imaging

Peribiliary
cysts

• Representing cystic dilatation of obstructed periductal glands, these tubular
structures parallel the large intra and extrahepatic bile ducts and are located on
both sides of the intrahepatic portal vein branches.
• These rare lesions are markedly hyperintense on T2w images and have
imperceptible, non-enhancing walls.
• No communication with the biliary tree is evident after administration of
hepatobiliary agents.
T2

Peribiliary cysts: Tiny cystic structures
along the portal venous branches

Musculoskeletal manifestations that may be evident at imaging

Sarcopenia

• Progressive and profound atrophy of abdominal wall, psoas, and paraspinal
muscles may be evident

Initial CT

CT 4 years later

Normal psoas and paraspinal
muscles

Atrophy of psoas and paraspinal
muscles
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Manifestations of portal hypertension that may be evident at imaging

Portal-systemic
collaterals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

esophageal
paraesophageal
left gastric
retrogastric
gastrorenal
perisplenic
splenorenal
paraumbilical
caput Medusae
paravertebral (retroperitoneal)
hemorrhoidal

Paraesophageal varices
Axial

Esophageal varices

Coronal

Recanalized paraumbilical vein: within the ligamentum teres
space, extending toward the umbilicus

Gastric varices

Perisplenic varices
MIP

Splenorenal shunt

3D

Splenorenal shunt
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Imaging Manifestations of Cirrhosis
Manifestations of portal hypertension that may be evident at imaging (Cont’d)

Spleen

• Splenomegaly
• Gamna-Gandy bodies: small deposits of iron and calcium within fibrous and
elastic fibers in the spleen from microhemorrhages due to portal hypertension.
TE 2.3 ms

TE 4.6 ms

Gamna-Gandy bodies: numerous foci of signal void, more pronounced on the longer echo GRE sequence

Fluid
retention

• ascites
• mesenteric, omental and retroperitoneal edema
• enlarged perihepatic and retroperitoneal lymphatics
CT

Large ascites

Submucosal
edema

• wall thickening of

•
•
•
•

gallbladder
stomach (portal gastropathy)
jejunum
right colon (portal colopathy)
T2

Gallbladder wall edema
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Frequently Asked Questions
Are there any etiology-specific imaging manifestations?
Certain imaging features are characteristic of particular etiologies of cirrhosis although they are not
specific enough to render a definitive diagnosis

Size

• Alcoholic liver disease, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, primary
biliary cirrhosis: cirrhotic liver may be diffusely enlarged. It does not
become globally atrophic until cirrhosis is advanced
• Viral hepatitis: cirrhotic liver is usually small, even in early cirrhosis

Segmental volume
redistribution

• Alcoholic liver disease: caudate enlargement and right posterior
hepatic notch
• Primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC): massive enlargement of central
portions of the liver with severe atrophy of the liver periphery

Confluent hepatic
fibrosis

• Alcoholic liver disease, PSC

Other

• PSC: biliary stricturing and fibrosis, patchy peribiliary enhancement
due to active cholangitis
• Congenital hepatic fibrosis: biliary sacculations (as well as renal
tubular ectasia)
• Primary biliary cirrhosis: periportal haloes
• Wilson disease: honeycomb pattern of ≥ 10 mm regenerative nodules
• Alcoholic liver disease, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, certain
genotypes of hepatitis C viral infection: steatosis (in early cirrhosis)

What conditions other than cirrhosis may manifest with liver surface nodularity?
Although liver surface nodularity is the most specific imaging feature of cirrhosis, conditions other
than cirrhosis may be associated with liver surface nodularity.

Examples of conditions
other than cirrhosis that
may be associated with
liver surface nodularity

•
•
•
•
•

“Pseudo-cirrhosis” in patients with treated metastases
Regeneration after massive hepatic failure
Miliary metastases
Sarcoidosis
Diffuse nodular regenerative hyperplasia
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Frequently Asked Questions
Can cirrhosis be diagnosed on conventional imaging?
• When present in the appropriate clinical context, liver surface nodularity, segmental volume
redistribution, and other morphological and parenchymal alterations described earlier suggest the
possibility of cirrhosis.
• However, no feature is sufficiently specific to permit a reliable diagnosis of cirrhosis by itself.
• Thus,
the diagnosis of cirrhosis should not be rendered based on imaging in a clinical vacuum
while radiologists may suggest the possibility of cirrhosis if there is definite liver surface
nodularity, non-invasive diagnosis requires that the clinical and laboratory features are
consistent with cirrhosis.

Are there advanced quantitative imaging methods to diagnose cirrhosis?
• Advanced quantitative imaging methods to diagnose cirrhosis have been developed. The leading
method for this purpose is MR elastography (MRE), discussed briefly below. Other methods are
described in the referenced articles at the end of the chapter.
• MRE estimates the stiffness of the liver indirectly by analyzing the propagation of shear waves
through the liver. The stiffness is reported in kiloPascals or kPa. The central concept is that as
fibrosis (scarring) develops, the liver becomes progressively stiffer, because the fibrotic tissue
imparts rigidity. A stiffness value ≥ 3.6 kPa indicates with with high sensitivity and specificity the
presence of advanced fibrosis (either severe fibrosis or cirrhosis). MRE can be done on routine
clinical MR scanners but requires the acquisition of specialized hardware to generate the shear
waves and software to visualize and analyze the shear waves.

Are there any blood tests that can diagnose cirrhosis?
• Many blood tests or combinations of blood tests can be used to diagnose cirrhosis.
• One of the simplest is the AST to platelet ratio index (APRI). The key concept is that the
combination of a high AST (large numerator) and low platelet count (small denominator) indicates
advanced fibrosis.
• Although APRI is not accurate as advanced imaging methods such as MRE for diagnosis of
fibrosis it is based on common, routine blood tests.
• An elevated APRI can increase the radiologist’s diagnostic confidence about the presence of
cirrhosis if imaging features of cirrhosis are equivocal.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is nodular regenerative hyperplasia (NRH), what causes it, and how is it diagnosed?
Definition
In NRH, small (usually 1 mm) regenerative nodules are diffusely encountered throughout the hepatic
parenchyma. Fibrosis is minimal or absent (the presence of fibrous septa between the nodules
excludes the diagnosis of NRH).
Causes
NRH develops as response to anomalous portal hepatic blood flow that can occur in a large number
of conditions including autoimmune, inflammatory and neoplastic diseases and exposure to
immusuppressant and chemotherapeutic drugs.
NRH and non-cirrhotic intrahepatic portal hypertension (NCIPH)
In NCIPH the blood flow obstruction occurs in the intrahepatic portal venous branches (the main
portal vein is patent and there is no cirrhosis). NRH is one of the histological entities that can be
seen in NCIPH – other entities include sinusoidal obstruction syndrome, perisinusoidal fibrosis,
hepato-portal sclerosis, incomplete fibrotic septa.
NRH and LI-RADS
NRH is relevant to LI-RADS because the associated morphologic changes may mimic cirrhosis. The
available published data on the imaging appearance of NRH is scant and the diagnostic accuracy
limited.
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Summary
Cirrhosis is the primary risk factor for developing HCC.
In patients with cirrhosis, multiphase CT and MRI performed and interpreted according to LI-RADS
can establish the diagnosis of HCC definitively, obviating the need for invasive biopsy and histologic
confirmation. The premise is that the pre-test probability of HCC and of non-malignant lesions
resembling HCC is sufficiently high and low, respectively, that lesions meeting stringent HCC imaging
criteria can be confidently assumed to be HCC.
Although cirrhosis allows the application of noninvasive imaging to diagnose HCC, cirrhosisassociated abnormalities in and outside the liver may reduce diagnostic accuracy.
Cirrhosis is an advanced stage of chronic liver disease resulting from repetitive liver injury and
cumulative liver damage. It is characterized by the complete replacement of normal parenchyma by
regenerative nodules surrounded by fibrotic bands (“scars”), alterations in the hepatic
microcirculation, and variable loss of hepatocellular function.
In the United States, the most common etiologies of cirrhosis are NASH, chronic HCV, and excess
alcohol consumption. Other relatively common etiologies include chronic HBV, hereditary
hemochromatosis (HH), primary biliary cholangitis (PBC), and autoimmune hepatitis (AIH)
Besides cirrhosis, there are many other risk factors for HCC development, including HBV carrier state
without cirrhosis, precirrhotic HCV, precirrhotic NASH, excess alcohol consumption, obesity,
diabetes, old age, male sex, smoking, family history of HCC. Other than HBV carrier state, none has
been shown to elevate the risk sufficiently to apply LI-RADS.
The cirrhotic liver may have a normal imaging appearance at US, CEUS, CT, and MRI. Thus, a
normal imaging appearance does not exclude cirrhosis.
Certain morphological, parenchymal, vascular, biliary, and extrahepatic alterations of cirrhosis may
be visible at imaging, however. Their recognition alerts the radiologist to the possibility of cirrhosis. In
general these features lack perfect specificity and so do not establish the diagnosis of cirrhosis in a
clinical vacuum. Radiologists that suspect cirrhosis based only on imaging features should confirm
the diagnosis by reviewing the EMR or other means before applying LI-RADS. Alternatively, they can
apply LI-RADS conditionally.
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Cirrhosis-Associated Lesions and Pseudolesions
Introduction

This chapter reviews imaging manifestations of various lesions and pseudolesions that can be
encountered in patients with cirrhosis.

What lesions are encountered at imaging in the cirrhotic liver?
As illustrated below and discussed on the pages that follow, the cirrhotic liver may contains a wide
spectrum of lesions and pseudolesions at imaging.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RN
LGDN
HGDN
eHCC
pHCC

See Chapter 9

Not unique
to cirrhosis

iCCA
cHCC-CCA
Mets (rare)
Lymphoma (rare)

Lesions
Pseudolesions

Cirrhosisassociated
hepatocellular
nodules

NonHCC
malignancy
Nonhepatocellular
benign

•
•
•
•

Treated
lesion
Confluent
fibrosis
or
focal
scar
Nonmass
lesion

Cysts
Microcystic biliary hamartomas
Peribiliary cysts
Hemangiomas

Artifact

Vascular
pseudolesion

Hypertrophic
pseudomass

Focal or regional
• Fat deposition
• Fat sparing
• Iron deposition
• Iron sparing
• Hemorrhage (especially after biopsy)
• Edema (usually not detectable by imaging)
• Infarction (rare)
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Cirrhosis-Associated Hepatocellular Nodules
What are cirrhosis-associated hepatocellular nodules?

• These nodules are composed of hepatocytes (hence “hepatocellular”) and they are strongly
associated with underlying cirrhosis (hence “cirrhosis-associated”).
• They represent a clinical and biological continuum ranging from benignity to overt malignancy.
• For simplicity and clinical utility, they are classified into five distinct categories based on their
pathological features.
• !Note that classification is based on gross and microscopic pathology, not on imaging or
molecular characterization.

Regenerative
nodules (RNs)

Low-grade
dysplastic
nodules (LGDNs)

• Also known as cirrhotic nodules
(CNs) or cirrhotic regenerative
nodules, RNs are histologically
nonneoplastic, benign lesions
representing a regenerative
response to repetitive injury.
• Resembling other background
nodules, they have no distinctive
pathologic features. Thus, they are
rarely if ever more steatotic or
siderotic than the rest of the liver.

• LGDNs are histologically benign
clonal expansions of cells with no
cellular atypia.
• Since they are clonal populations,
they typically have distinctive
phenotype compared to background
nodules.
• Grossly, they differ in size, color, or
degree of bulging from background
nodules
• They are usually ≥ 8 mm
• LGDNS may be be more steatotic or
siderotic than the rest of the liver

⚠
Despite histological benignity
and lack of cellular atypia, RNs
and LGDNs may contain
molecularly aberrant cells that
may become neoplastic. Since
these cells cannot be seen with
noninvasive imaging, neither CT
nor MRI can reliably categorize
RNs or LGDNs as definitely
benign even if they have
no malignant imaging features.
Thus, nodules thought to
represent RNs or LGDNs cannot
be categorized LR-1. They can
be ignored or they can be
categorized LR-2 or higher.

!
The presence of steatosis or
siderosis virtually excludes RN.
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Cirrhosis-Associated Hepatocellular Nodules
High-grade
dysplastic
nodules
(HGDNs)

• Representing clonal expansions of neoplastic cells, HGDNs are premalignant
lesions with high risk of transformation to HCC.
• Histologically, they are characterized by cellular and architectural atypia
insufficient for diagnosis of HCC.
• !A key distinguishing histologic feature from eHCC is the absence of stromal
invasion (see below).
• Like LGDNs, they differ in size, color, or degree of bulging from background
nodules at gross pathology, and they usually measure ≥ 8 mm
• The nodules may be steatotic or siderotic.

HCC

• Malignant neoplasm composed of cells with hepatocellular differentiation
Subdivided into early and progressed

Early HCC
(eHCC)

• Analogous to carcinoma-in-situ, eHCC is the earliest histologically definable
stage of HCC development (hence “early” HCC).
• With little if any capacity to invade vessels or metastasize, the tumor is not
overtly malignant but it has high risk of progressing to overt malignancy.
• Histologically, the lesion is characterized by well-differentiated cells
resembling HGDN
• !A key distinguishing histologic feature from HGDN is the presence of stromal
invasion, defined as the presence of tumor cells in the stroma of the
intranodular portal triads and/or in the fibrous scars surrounding the nodules
• Unlike progressed HCC (below), the nodule exhibits “replacing growth”: the
tumor cells gradually encroach into the surrounding parenchyma without
destroying underlying architecture
• Due to the replacing growth, the lesion appears vaguely nodular at gross
pathology, with indistinct margins that blend into surrounding tissue
• A tumor capsule is not present,
• eHCC is often steatotic; some studies suggest that of all cirrhosis-associated
HC nodules, eHCC has the highest frequency of intralesional fat
• eHCC is rarely siderotic as the cells are felt to be iron “resistant”
• eHCCs are often undetectable at imaging. When visible, they tend to be well
defined despite their vaguely nodular pathologic appearance.
• Usually ≤ 1.5 cm in size
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Cirrhosis-Associated Hepatocellular Nodules
Progressed HCC
(pHCC)

• pHCC is an overtly malignant cancer with capacity for vascular invasion and
metastasis (hence, “progressed”).
• It is usually composed of moderately or poorly differentiated cells.
• Unlike the replacing growth of eHCC, pHCC exhibits “expansile growth”: the
cells destroy normal hepatic architecture and compress adjacent
parenchyma.
• The parenchymal compression may induce the formation of a tumor capsule.
Hence, pHCC may be encapsulated.
• Even if unecapsulated, it has a distinctly nodular morphology, with sharply
defined margins.
• pHCC is rarely steatotic or siderotic
• It is sub-divided into small (<2 cm) and large (≥ 2 cm).
• Large tumors may be aggressive and they may penetrate the tumor capsule
if present.
• Very aggressive tumors may exhibit permeative growth.
• This is sometimes described as “infiltrative” HCC.
• Radiologists should be aware, however, that the term infiltrative HCC has
not been used consistently in the radiology literature and is sometimes
used as as synonym for diffuse HCC.

➤ Table on next page summarizes the distinguishing features of the various nodules
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Cirrhosis-Associated Hepatocellular Nodules
Table. Cirrhosis-Associated Hepatocellular Nodules
Size

Biology

Histology

Gross Pathology

RN

Usually
< 1 cm

“Benign” *

No cytologic atypia or
architectural changes

Identical to
background liver

LGDN

Usually
< 1 cm

“Benign” *

No cytologic atypia
Mild architectural
changes
clonal features
steatosis
siderosis

Distinctive in color,
texture, or degree of
bulging

HGDN

Usually
< 1.5 cm

Premalignant

Cellular atypia
Mod architectural
changes
Clonal features
steatosis
siderosis

Distinctive in color,
texture, or degree of
bulging

eHCC

Usually
< 1.5 cm

Microinvasive cancer,
analogous to
“carcinoma-in-situ”
No vascular invasion
Rare metastases

Well-differentiated
malignant cells
“Stromal invasion”
Often steatotic
Iron resistant

Vaguely nodular
Indistinct margins
No capsule

Small
pHCC

< 2 cm

Malignant
vascular invasion
metastases

Moderately
differentiated
malignant cells
Rarely steatotic
Iron resistant

Distinctly nodular
Well-defined margins
Capsule frequent

Large
pHCC

≥ 2 cm

More aggressive
Frequent vascular
invasion
Frequent metastases

Moderately to poorly
differentiated
Rarely steatotic
Iron resistant

Distinctly nodular,
Well defined margins
Capsule frequent
May become diffuse
(“infiltrative”)

* Although they are considered “benign”, RNs and LGDNs may contain molecularly aberrant,
neoplastic cells. Despite the molecular aberrations, the cells may be normal phenotypically,
undetectable by noninvasive imaging or routine histology.
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: Pathology
What are the morphological patterns of HCC?
The gross morphological patterns of HCC have been classified as follows:

• Eggel H (1901): nodular; massive; diffuse
• Trevisani F (1993): nodular solitary; multinodular; massive; diffuse
• Liver cancer study group of Japan (2000): simple nodular; simple nodular with extranodular
growth; confluent multinodular growth
Below we elaborate on the classification system developed by the Liver cancer study group of
Japan.

Morphological patterns on pathology (classification system of Liver cancer study group of Japan)
Nodular
• Simple nodular
• Indistinctly (vaguely) nodular
• Nodular growth with a vaguely nodular appearance, lack of capsule and vascular invasion
and it is usually well-differentiated and smaller than the distinctly nodular type. Early HCC
is a small (usually < 1.5 cm) lesion with a indistinctly nodular pattern.
• Distinctly nodular
• Nodular growth with a clear demarcation with or without a capsule or fibrous septa and is
the gross morphological manifestation of a progressed HCC.
• Nodular with extranodular growth
• Nodular growth with extension of tumor beyond the expected boundary of the dominant nodule
• Confluent multinodular
• Confluence of variably sized tumor nodules into a single conglomerate mass
Multifocal
• Two or more nodules with any combination of the above described growth patterns
Diffuse
• Spread of multiple small tumor nodules throughout large contiguous portion of liver or whole liver.
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: : Pathology
Indistinctly nodular

Distinctly nodular

Distinctly nodular

Simple nodular

Nodular with extranodular growth

Simple nodular with
extranodular growth

Confluent
multinodular

Diffuse
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: Imaging
Nodular

Nodules manifest as distinct, typically circumscribed lesions. The pathology classification of
indistinctly vs. distinctly nodular does not apply to imaging, where most detectable nodules appear
circumscribed, including those that would be poorly marginated at gross pathology.

Nodular with extranodular growth
Extranodular growth manifests as focal extension of tumor beyond the expected margin of a nodule,
irregular margins of a nodule, or satellite nodules. Satellite nodules are defined as small nodules
with the same imaging pattern as a dominant nodule located no more than 2 cm from the margin of
the dominant nodule.

Confluent multinodular
Synchronous or metachronous nodules, which due to proximity and growth, have become confluent,
and resemble a single mass.
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: Imaging
Multifocal

Synchronous or metachronous nodules, which are not necessarily contiguous, and may manifest in
variety of the nodular growth patterns listed above.

The individual nodules may represent multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis, intrahepatic metastases
from a primary HCC, or a combination of both pathways.
A clue to multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis is the presence of multiple nodules with variable
appearances whose imaging features suggest different points along the hepatocarcinogenesis
spectrum (see Chapter 6).
A clue to metastatic spread is the presence of a dominant mass in conjunction with satellite nodules
and/or more remote intrahepatic nodules with similar imaging features (see Chapter 6).
However, imaging cannot distinguish multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis from intrahepatic metastatic
spread reliably, and the clinical relevance of distinguishing these pathways has not been
established. For these reasons, LI-RADS does not recommend that radiologists attempt to make the
distinction in their reports.
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: Imaging
Diffuse

Segmental or lobar distribution of micronodules, which often have a “infiltrative” or “permeative”
appearance on imaging. Commonly associated with tumor in vein.
Features:
• AP:
• Mild heterogeneous arterial-phase hyperenhancement, or
• Wedge-shaped arterial-phase hyperenhancement mimicking transient hepatic intensity
difference
• PVP/DP
• Subtle, usually miliary, “washout”
• T2 and DWI
• Typically hyperintense on T2- and diffusion-weighted sequences. Often more conspicuous on
T2 and diffusion weighted sequences than on multiphase contrast enhanced T1-weighted
sequences.
• Other: Tumor in vein is often present and can be a key diagnostic clue.
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: Imaging
Example: Nodular
AP

PVP

Well-defined, round nodule or mass with APHE, WO and “capsule”

Example: Nodular with extranodular growth (two different patients)

AP

AP

Delayed

Non-circular or
irregularly shaped
mass, indicating growth
beyond/outside of the
initial mass.

May also be seen as
adjacent satellite
nodule(s) around a
mass
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Morphological Patterns of HCC: Imaging
Example: Confluent multinodular

AP

PVP

Multiple confluent nodules

Example: Diffuse
AP

PVP

DWI

Typically, a wedge-shaped region of APHE, multifocal “washout”, diffusion
restriction, and T2 hyperintensity. Tumor in vein is usually present and occurs in the
vascular distribution of the tumor
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Diffuse HCC: Pitfalls

Benign conditions and non-HCC malignancies may be mistaken for diffuse HCC
• Confluent hepatic fibrosis:
• Clues to the correct diagnosis of confluent fibrosis: often in the anterior and medial hepatic
segments, typically associated with capsular retraction, enhances progressively on delayed
phase images (using ECA). See page 15-18.
• Geographic fat deposition:
• Clues to the correct diagnosis of fat deposition: signal loss on opposed-phase T1w GRE,
especially if uniform or homogeneous, is key for proper diagnosis. See page 15-14.
• Severe micronodular cirrhosis:
• Often has heterogeneous AP enhancement as well as progressive enhancement of lace-like
fibrosis in the delayed phase. The intervening liver parenchyma is hypoenhanced relative to
the fibrosis in the delayed phase, which mimics the appearance of “washout”.
• Clues to the correct diagnosis of severe micronodular cirrhosis: involves entire liver.
• Other malignancies:
• iCCA: targetoid appearance (see page 16-205). TIV possible but rare
• Diffuse metastatic disease (“pseudo-cirrhosis”): diffuse hepatic metastases with marked
alteration of the hepatic morphology mimicking cirrhosis. Usually in patients receiving
chemotherapy for metastatic breast cancer (not a LI-RADS population).

Diffuse HCC may be difficult to detect despite its large size
•
•
•
•
•

APHE may be subtle or absent
WO may be subtle or absent
Hepatobiliary uptake may be similar to that of background cirrhotic liver
The mass may blend imperceptibly with background cirrhotic liver
The heterogeneity of diffuse HCC may resemble the heterogeneity of cirrhosis
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Diffuse HCC: Practical considerations

Diffuse HCC: clues to diagnosis

!

Tumor in vein is often the first clue to the presence of diffuse HCC in the liver
parenchyma.
• If tumor in vein is detected or suspected, scrutinize the adjacent liver parenchyma
for diffuse HCC.
Alpha-fetoprotein is often markedly elevated.

Diffuse HCC: MRI vs. CT

!

MRI offers potential advantages over CT for detection of diffuse HCC due to multiple
contrast mechanisms.
• If diffuse HCC is suspected on CT, consider multiphase MRI, including DWI, if
possible.

!

Diffuse HCC: biopsy
• Tissue sampling may be required in ambiguous cases.

Diffuse HCC: Terminology
The LI-RADS RAD-PATH committee prefers the use of the term “diffuse HCC” and discourages the
use of the following terms:
•
•
•
•
•

Massive HCC
Extensive HCC
Infiltrative HCC
Cirrhotico-mimetic HCC
Cirrhosis-like HCC

Rationale
• The term diffuse HCC is preferred to convey the idea of the spread of tumor nodules in a large
portion of liver parenchyma and to avoid confusion with the “infiltrative” growth of a progressed,
nodular HCC.
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Histologic vs. LI-RADS Categories
Is there a correspondence between histologic and LI-RADS categories?

As illustrated in the diagram below, histologic and LI-RADS categories do not have a 1:1
correspondence. The histologically defined nodules overlap in imaging features relevant to LI-RADS
categorization. Hence, each histologic category may correspond to a range of LI-RADS categories.

The vast majority of RNs are NOT assigned LI-RADS categories since they closely resemble other
background nodules at imaging (i.e., they are not distinctive and so not LI-RADS observations).
Atypically an RN may be distinctive: the expected category range for such RNs is LR-2 to LR-4, with
LR-2 by far the most common.
LGDNs: expected category range is LR-2 to LR-4, with LR-2 most common

HGDNs: expected category range is LR-2 to LR-4,
with LR-3 most common

Early HCCs: expected category range is
LR-2 to LR-5, with LR-4 most common

pHCCs: expected category range is
LR-3 to LR-5, with LR-5 most common.
Atypical pHCCs with targetoid
appearance or other LR-M features
are categorized LR-M

LR-M
LR-5
LR-4
LR-3
LR-2
LR-1

—

—

—

—

—

RN

LGDN

HGDN

Early
HCC

Progressed
HCC

note that none of
these nodule types
should ever be
categorized LR-1
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What about FNH and HCA? Why are these lesions not mentioned in the prior slides as
examples of hepatocellular lesions encountered in cirrhosis?
Although relatively frequent hepatocellular nodules in patients without cirrhosis, focal nodular
hyperplasia (FNH) and hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) are uncommon in patients with cirrhosis.
Moreover, FNH and HCA may overlap in appearance with HCC. For these reasons, FNH and HCA
are diagnoses of exclusion in high-risk patients.
To discourage radiologists from inappropriately suggesting the diagnosis of FNH or HCA in cirrhosis,
these lesions are purposely omitted from the preceding pages.

So how should nodules with features highly suggestive of FNH or HCA be categorized?
They usually should be categorized LR-3.
With caution, they may be categorized LR-2.
They should not be categorized LR-1 or LR-5.
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What are non-HCC malignancies?
Non-HCC malignancies include intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA), combined hepatocellularcholangiocarcinoma (HCC-CCA), metastasis to liver from extrahepatic site, and lymphoma

What is the relative proportion of the various types of malignancy in cirrhosis?
This is not yet well understood. As an order of magnitude, it is about 90% : 6% : 4% : <1%

iCCA ~6%

Other (met or lymphoma) < 1%

cHCC-CCA ~4%

HCC ~90%

What is iCCA?
iCCAs are cancers composed of cells with cholangiocyte differentiation. They are the second most
common primary liver cancer in cirrhosis.
iCCAs have a vascularized cellular rim and a fibrotic core. This architecture accounts for their
characteristic targetoid imaging appearance: AP rim enhancement, peripheral washout appearance,
progressive central enhancement, and target appearance at DWI and in the HBP. Small iCCAs may
be diffusely hypercellular without a prominent central stroma and overlap in appearance with HCC,
however. Additionally, some HCCs may have a targetoid appearance due to central fibrosis, fat, or
hemorrhage.

What is cHCC-CCA?
cHCC-CCAs are malignancies composed of cells with both cholangiocellular and hepatocelluar
differentiation. The two cells types may be mixed together or may be in separate components of the
tumor. They are the third most common primary liver cancer in cirrhosis.
Their imaging appearance is not yet well understood. Emerging reports suggest they resemble
iCCAs in appearance although they may exhibit hepatocellular features such as intralesional fat.
Depending on their degree of hepatocellular differentiation, it may be impossible to differentiate
some cHCC-CCAs from HCC.
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Why are iCCA and cHCC-CCA important?
Although neither is as common in cirrhosis as HCC, these non-HCC malignancies are more common
in patients with cirrhosis than in the general population.
iCCAs tend to metastasize to extrahepatic sites early in their development. Liver transplantation is
not done for these lesions except under investigational protocols, because of high post-transplant
recurrence risk.
The prognosis and biology of cHCC-CCA is not yet well understood. Conservatively, these tumors
are assumed to have poor prognosis and biology, similar to iCCA.
Non-HCC malignancies are relatively common in cirrhosis and require different treatment than HCC.
Hence, a diagnostic test such multiphase CT or MRI imaging study should differentiate HCC from
iCCA and from cHCC-CCA.
Unfortunately, perfect differentiation between HCC and these other malignancies is not always
possible due to overlap in imaging features.

!
The LI-RADS categorization algorithm is designed to maximize specificity for HCC, with an
unavoidable trade-off in sensitivity.

When observations have classic features for HCC, they should be categorized LR-5, with the
understanding that this category virtually excludes the possibility of iCCA or other non-HCC
malignancy.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to completely exclude all non-HCC malignancies, especially cHCCCCAs. Depending on their degree of hepatocellular differentiation, cHCC-CCAs may overlap
substantially in appearance with HCC.
When observations have features suggestive of iCCA or other non-HCC malignancy, they should
be categorized LR-M, with the understanding that this category does not exclude HCC, since
some HCCs may have a targetoid appearance of other atypical features.
HCCs with targetoid appearance include those with a central fibrous stroma (e.g., scirrhous
HCC), progressed HCCs with intralesional fat (e.g., steatohepatitic HCC), and HCCs with
intralesional hemorrhage or necrosis.
➤ These concepts are illustrated in the next two slides
➤ See also page 8-5.
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Summary
Although the most common liver cancer in cirrhosis is HCC, patients with cirrhosis are also at
increased risk for developing iCCA and cHCC-CCA. Differentiation of HCC from these other cancers
is important due to differences in prognosis and treatment.
Patients with cirrhosis also may have a plethora of benign and premalignant lesions. These may
obscure true HCCs (lower sensitivity) or be mistaken for HCCs (lower specificity).
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What are the LI-RADS categories associated with the most common malignancies in
cirrhosis?
The diagram below illustrates the range of LI-RADS categories that should be assigned to the most
common malignancies in cirrhosis.
Most early HCCs , if discernible, are categorized LR-4, although they may be categorized
LR-2 to LR-5, depending on features

About ½ of pHCCs can be categorized LR-5
Atypical pHCCs with targetoid appearance or other LR-M features are categorized
LR-M
Some pHCCs are categorized LR-3 or LR-4 due to absence of one or more major
HCC features

Most cHCC-CCAs can be categorized LR-M
Some cHCC-CCAs may be categorized LR-4 due to lack of
targetoid appearance or other LR-M features
cHCC-CCAs that are predominantly hepatocellular may be
categorized LR-5 due to unavoidable overlap in appearance
with HCC
Most iCCAs can be categorized LR-M
Some iCCAs may be categorized LR-4 due to
lack of targetoid appearance or other
LR-M features, especially small iCCAs

LR-M

—

LR-5
LR-4

—

—

cHCC-CCA, iCCA should
not be categorized LR-3

—

—

—

pHCC, cHCC-CCA, iCCA
should not be categorized
LR-2

—

—

—

—

Malignant tumors should
not be categorized LR-1

Early
HCC

Progressed
HCC

cHCC-CCA

iCCA

LR-3
LR-2
LR-1
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What are the the most common malignancies in cirrhosis associated with each LI-RADS
category?
The diagram below illustrates the expected differential diagnosis for LI-RADS categories. Only
cancers that are relatively common in cirrhosis are shown.

Some observations categorized as LR-M ultimately prove to be benign.
Examples include sclerosing hemangiomas which may have rim APHE, infarcted regenerative nodules,
and rare perfusion alterations with rim pattern

Malignant

Differential Diagnosis

LR-M

iCCA, HCC > cHCC-CCA >> benign

LR-5

HCC >> cHCC-CCA

LR-4

HCC > benign > cHCC-CCA, iCCA

LR-3

Benign, HCC

LR-2

Benign > HCC

LR-1

Benign

Benign

Early
HCC

Progressed
HCC

cHCCCCA

iCCA
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What are non-hepatocellular benign lesions?
Non-hepatocellular benign lesions include cysts, microcystic biliary hamartomas, peribiliary cysts,
and hemangiomas
Some of these are more common in patients with cirrhosis than in the general population. Some are
less common but may have unusual imaging appearances, challenging the interpretation.

What are cysts?
Cysts are benign cystic lesions lined by biliary epithelium but without connection to the biliary system.
Cysts are the most common non-hepatocellular focal lesions in cirrhosis. They tend to involute and
become small as cirrhosis develops. At CT, tiny cysts may be difficult to characterize but at MRI the
diagnosis is straightforward.

What are microcystic biliary hamartomas?
Microcystic biliary hamartomas are focally dilated, disorganized bile ducts surrounded by
fibrocollagenous stroma. They usually do not communicate with the biliary tree.
Microcystic biliary hamartomas are seen rarely in cirrhosis. The imaging diagnosis is the same as in
the normal liver.

What are peribiliary cysts?
Peribiliary cysts are cystic dilations of the peribiliary glands. They are unique but rare manifestations
of cirrhosis.
They develop when fibrotic bands obstruct the peribiliary glands, causing them to dilate into cysts.
Since they course along the portal tracts, the cysts may be mistaken at imaging for dilated bile ducts.
One clue is that they tend to be more bulbous than bile ducts. In challenging cases, a hepatobiliary
agent may be administered as the obstructed glands do not communicate with the biliary system.

What are hemangiomas?
Hemangiomas are benign vascular malformations composed of disorganized blood vessels and
spaces.
Hemangiomas are relatively frequent in patients with early cirrhosis but infrequent in patients with
advanced cirrhosis, because they involute as cirrhosis progresses and eventually disappear or
become so small that they escape detection. As they involute, they become fibrotic (“sclerosing
hemangioma”) and develop unusual imaging features, which challenges diagnosis. See page 15-4.
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What non-mass benign lesions are commonly encountered in cirrhosis?
Non-mass benign lesions include focal or regional
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fat deposition
Fat sparing
Iron deposition
Iron sparing
Edema
Hemorrhage

excess lipid in hepatic parenchyma relative to surrounding liver
paucity of lipid in hepatic parenchyma relative to surrounding liver
excess iron in hepatic parenchyma relative to surrounding liver
paucity of iron in hepatic parenchyma relative to surrounding liver
edema in hepatic parenchyma (often not discernible at imaging)
hemorrhage in hepatic parenchyma (most commonly seen after biopsy)

These lesions are important mainly because they may cause diagnostic errors, either by obscuring
true HCC nodules or by being falsely misinterpreted as HCC nodules.
Infarction is another non-mass benign lesion. It is not listed above due to its rarity.

What is confluent fibrosis?
Confluent fibrosis is a macroscopically evident benign process of scarring in the liver parenchyma
caused by conglomeration of dense fibrotic tissue into a confluent mass.
Confluent fibrosis is important because it may cause diagnostic errors, either by obscuring true tumor
nodules or by being falsely misinterpreted as as a fibrotic tumor such as iCCA. A key distinguishing
feature is that confluent fibrosis does not exhibit the targetoid appearance characteristic of iCCA and
other fibrotic tumors.
Confluent fibrosis also may be a clue to to the etiology of liver disease, as it is more common in
alcoholic liver disease and in PSC than in NASH or viral liver.
See page 15-18 for imaging appearance of confluent fibrosis.

What are focal scars?
A focal scar is a macroscopically visible scar limited to a small area of hepatic parenchyma.
Pathologically it is the same as confluent fibrosis, only smaller, and so it has similar enhancement
characteristics of confluent fibrosis. It often manifests as a thin band and rarely causes diagnostic
confusion with a neoplastic mass.
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What is a pseudolesion?
A pseudolesion is an area of parenchyma that appears abnormal at imaging without a corresponding
pathologic abnormality. Examples include:
• Vascular pseudolesion
• Hypertrophic pseudomass
• Imaging artifact or anatomic structure (e.g., intrahepatic varix) mistaken for a lesion

What is a vascular pseudolesion?
Vascular pseudolesions are areas of the liver that appear abnormal at imaging due to alterations in
perfusion but without a causative parenchymal abnormality.
Most commonly, these manifest as ill-defined, wedge-shaped, or geographic areas of arterial phase
hyperenhancement. Typically they are small, located peripherally, and occult on all non-arterial phase
images, although they may be faintly hyperenhanced in the extracellular phases, faintly hyperintense
on T2w and DW images, and faintly hypointense on HBP T1w images.
As they are not true lesions, they exert no mass effect, although their small size may complicate
reliable assessment of this feature.
The most common cause is arterioportal shunting caused by cirrhosis-associated alterations in the
cirrhotic microcirculation. High-pressure contrast-enhanced arterial blood enters the sinusoid rapidly
through the microscopic shunt, leaks rapidly into the interstitium, and causes transient arterial-phase
hyperenhancement of the affected parenchyma.
These hyperenhancing pseudolesions are especially common at MRI, in part due to the high
sensitivity of MRI to contrast enhancement, although they may occur at CT.
They may cause diagnostic errors, either by obscuring true HCC nodules or by being falsely
misinterpreted as HCC nodules.
Lack of visibility on non-arterial phase images (e.g., T2w images, DW images, and, if obtained HBP
images) are clues to the correct diagnosis.
They are not visible at and so do not cause diagnostic confusion at CEUS, perhaps because CEUS
microbubbles are blood pool contrast agents that do not leak into the liver interstitium.
Sometimes, vascular pseudolesions manifest as areas of nonmasslike portal or delayed phase
hypoenhancement. Absence of mass effect suggests the correct diagnosis.

What is a hypertrophic pseudomass?
It is a hypertrophic area of liver surrounded by atrophic, fibrotic liver parenchyma. It may have a
bulging appearance at imaging and resemble a mass.
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What are the LI-RADS categories associated with the most common benign entities in
cirrhosis?
The diagram below illustrates the range of LI-RADS categories that should be assigned to the most
common benign entities in cirrhosis.
Virtually all cysts should be categorized LR-1. Atypical cysts can be categorized LR-2.

Most hemangiomas can be categorized LR-2. Since hemangiomas in cirrhosis
frequently lack classical imaging features, they usually cannot be categorized LR-1.
Sclerosing hemangiomas may have rim APHE and other features suggestive of
non-HCC malignancy, resulting in LR-M categorization.

Confluent fibrosis usually can be categorized LR-1 but the
range spans from LR-1 to LR-4. Rarely, confluent fibrosis may
have malignant imaging features without meeting LR-5 criteria,
resulting in LR-M categorization.

Most vascular pseudolesions can be
categorized LR-2 but the range spans from
LR-1 to LR-4. Rarely, a pseudolesion may
simulate rim enhancement, resulting in
LR-M categorization.

LR-M
LR-5

—

—

—

—

Cyst

HG

Confluent
fibrosis

Vascular
pseudolesion

Benign entities
should not be
categorized LR-5

LR-4
LR-3
LR-2
LR-1
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Hepatocarcinogenesis
Introduction
This chapter reviews, in a questions & answers format, key concepts in hepatocarcinogenesis.
• Knowledge of hepatocarcinogenesis and familiarity with the associated imaging features can
encourage radiologists to apply LI-RADS appropriately, diagnose HCC accurately, differentiate
HCC and its precursors from other malignant entities that may arise in cirrhosis, and understand
the mechanisms by which HCC forms and spreads.
• Although the focus is on hepatocarcinogenesis, the chapter also reviews the development of two
non-HCC malignancies associated with cirrhosis: iCCA and cHCC-CCA.

What is hepatocarcinogenesis?
• Hepatocarcinogenesis is the process by which HCC forms.
• It is a complex process characterized by progressive cellular and molecular dedifferentiation of
hepatocytes.
• Eventually, the neoplastic hepatocytes may acquire an overtly malignant phenotype and
biological behavior.
• Overtly malignant cells have the capacity to invade vessels (i.e., penetrate the vessel wall to enter
the vessel lumen) and metastasize (i.e., spread via the circulation).

What is multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis?
• Numerous HCCs may develop independently in different parts of the liver. This is termed
multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis, since there are multiple “centers” of HCC emergence.
• In multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis, each HCC follows its own path, with its own molecular
alterations, and its own history of histological precursors. Thus, each HCC may have a unique
histologic phenotype and a unique CT or MRI appearance.
• The HCCs may be far apart and/or they may be clustered in a segment of the liver, presumably
reflecting a regional “field effect”.
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Multistep vs. De Novo Hepatocarcinogenesis
What is the difference between multistep vs. de novo hepatocarcinogenesis?
• At a molecular level, hepatocarcinogenesis is always multistep: i.e., multiple molecular
alterations are required to transform a benign hepatocyte into a malignant cell. These alterations
may be genetic or epigenetic:
• Genetic changes are mutations in the actual DNA sequence. These result in changes in the
structure and function of expressed proteins.
• Epigenetic changes are modifications of DNA such as methylation that modify gene activation
but do not change the underlying sequence. These result in increased or decreased
expression levels of proteins.
• At a histological level, hepatocarcinogenesis may be multistep or de novo:
• Multistep hepatocarcinogenesis refers to the successive emergence within larger precursor
nodules of histologically definable, more aggressive inner nodules. Each new nodule is
thought to represent a clonal population of cells with a survival advantage compared to the
surrounding cells. Over time, the more aggressive inner nodules replace the outer nodules.
The initial nodules are histologically benign. Subsequently, progressively more neoplastic
nodules emerge until an overtly malignant phenotype is achieved (i.e., HCC). For example:
• RN à LGDN à HGDN à eHCC à pHCC OR
• RN à HGDN à pHCC

Note that histologically defined steps
can be “skipped”

• De novo hepatocarcinogenesis refers to the emergence of HCC without histologically
definable precursor lesions. In this case, overtly malignant pHCCs arise without passing
through intermediate histological steps.

Do most HCCs arise from multistep or de novo hepatocarcinogenesis?
• This is unknown.
• Single-center research studies have reported that a substantial proportion of imagingdiagnosed HCCs have no retrospectively detectable precursor lesions on prior imaging exams,
but this does not exclude the possibility of histologically recognizable precursors.
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Hepatocarcinogenesis and Imaging Correlates
What pathophysiological alterations occur during multistep hepatocarcinogenesis?
Characteristic pathophysiological alterations occur during histologically defined multistep
hepatocarcinogenesis, as listed below and illustrated on the figure on the next page.
The characteristic alterations include the following:
• Nodule growth
• Progressive reduction in portal triads due to stromal invasion with portal triad destruction, as well
as other mechanisms.
• Emergence and development of unpaired arteries, usually beginning in HGDN, due to release of
angiogenic factors.
• Initial reduction in arterial flow (DNs and eHCC), followed by an increased amount of flow (pHCC),
followed by a decrease (infiltrative HCC), reflecting the temporal changes in intranodular density
of both normal and tumoral arteries.
• Progressive reduction in relative OATP expression.
• Exception: Approximately 5% of pHCCs have preserved or elevated OATP expression.
• Capsule formation induced by expansile growth with transformation to overt malignancy (pHCC).
• Capsular penetration with infiltrative growth for very aggressive tumors.
• Propensity to accumulate iron early in hepatocarcinogenesis (some LGDNs and HGDNs) followed
by loss of iron or “iron resistance” later (eHCCs and pHCCs).
• Propensity to accumulate fat during early and middle phases of hepatocarcinogenesis (some
LGDNs, some HGDNs, and up to 40% of eHCCs) followed by loss of fat with transformation to
overt malignancy (pHCC).
• Exception: Steatohepatitic HCC (ShHCC) is a variant of pHCC that accumulates fat.
• Reduction in cell size (small cell change).
Although hepatocarcinogenesis may be de novo, not multistep, understanding the alterations
accompanying multistep hepatocarcinogenesis is broadly relevant to HCC imaging, regardless of
any individual tumor’s unique hepatocarcinogenesis pathway.

➤ These alterations are illustrated and their imaging relevance summarized in the figure and
table on the next two pages, respectively.
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Multistep hepatocarcinogenesis and its accompanying pathophysiological alterations
Cirrhotic
nodule

Low-grade High-grade
dysplastic dysplastic
nodule
nodule

Portal triads decline in
density

Small
Progressed
HCC

Early
HCC

Unpaired arteries
increase in density

Large
Progressed
HCC

Capsule may
form
Transcapsular
infiltration

Arterial flow increases from eHCC to
pHCC (formation of unpaired arteries)

Relative
arterial flow

Arterial flow declines from CN to eHCC
(due to reduced portal triad density)
Arterial flow declines in infiltrative
HCC (switch to glycolytic metabolism)
OATP progressively declines
in majority of HCCs

Relative
OATP
expression

OATP increases in
~5% of pHCCs

Iron accumulation (if any)
peaks in LGDNs then declines

% of
nodules
with iron

Iron accumulation is
rare in overt HCC

Fat accumulation (if any)
peaks in eHCCs then declines

Fat accumulates in some pHCCs
(e.g, steatohepatitic HCCs)

% of
nodules
with fat

Cell size

Cells get smaller as
cancer progresses
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Alterations of hepatocarcinogenesis and their imaging correlates
Alteration

Imaging correlations

Nodule growth

Size is a predictor of malignancy in cirrhosis
•
< 10 mm: rarely malignant
•
10-19 mm: may be malignant
•
> 20 mm: usually malignant

Initial decrease in arterial flow

Arterial phase hypo- or isoenhancement is characteristic of
LGDN, HGDN, and eHCC

Subsequent increase in arterial
flow

Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) is characteristic of
pHCC

Decline in arterial flow with
diffuse growth

Diffuse HCCs may show little or no APHE

Reduction in portal venous inflow
within tumor

Contributes to washout appearance

Capsule formation

Contributes to capsule appearance

Small cell change

Contributes to diffusion restriction

Fat accumulation

Intralesional fat favors HGDN, early HCC, or, if nodule has
propgressed features, steatohepatic pHCC

Iron accumulation

Virtually excludes HCC. Siderotic nodules usually are LGDNs
or HGDNs. However, development of an iron sparing inner
nodule within a siderotic outer nodule suggests incident HCC.

Clonal expansion

Accounts for nodule-in-nodule appearance, a classic but
uncommon imaging feature of HCC
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Mechanisms of Carcinogenesis
Why does cirrhosis predispose to HCC formation?
Although cirrhosis is strongly associated with HCC, cirrhosis per se may not be the primary inciting
factor. Rather, cirrhosis and hepatocarcinogenesis are parallel processes that progress together
over many years or even decades from a common cause – chronic inflammation.
• Chronic inflammation plays a pivotal role in HCC development by causing repeated cycles of
cellular injury, death, and regeneration.
• This cycle promotes aberrant cell signaling, epigenetic alterations, and mutations. Hepatocyte
proliferation in response to injury leads to clonal propagation of these molecular abnormalities.
• Reactive oxygen species and nitrogen intermediates released by inflammatory infiltrates are
thought to be important in inducing the epigenetic and genetic changes.
• These molecular alterations begin during a prolonged preneoplastic phase that begins years or
decades before cirrhosis is established.
• As liver disease progresses and cirrhosis becomes established, the genetic and epigenetic
alterations escalate during A neoplastic phase, characterized by more extreme genomic changes,
including chromosomal deletions and rearrangements, aneuploidy, gene amplifications, other
mutations, and extensive DNA methylation. These alterations combine to result in cells which
have autonomous growth potential and ability to invade vessels and metastasize.
• Commonly implicated molecular processes include inactivation of the tumor suppressor genes
p53 and Rb, activation of the Wnt/β-catenin and EGFR cellular proliferation signaling pathways,
and cirrhosis-related host immunosuppression.
In summary, despite the many etiologies of chronic liver disease, chronic inflammation provides a
common pathogenic mechanism that may culminate in HCC.

Why does HBV predispose to HCC formation?
In addition to inciting chronic inflammation and the cascade of events described above, HBV can
induce hepatocarcinogenesis directly by integrating into the host genome, resulting in host DNA
microdeletions and other mutations. Additionally expression of viral proteins can activate
transcription of cellular proliferation genes. These factors combine to increase the risk of developing
HCC among HBV carriers even in the absence of cirrhosis or chronic inflammation.

Besides HBV, are there other mutagens that may result in HCC?
Aflatoxin-B1 has a specific mutagenic effect, inactivating the p53 tumor suppressor through
modification of a particular amino acid in the protein. Although it does not play a major role in HCC
development in the United States, the specific aflatoxin-B1-associated mutation may contribute to
HCC formation in up to 30-60% of patients in aflatoxin-endemic areas such as eastern Asia and subSaharan Africa.
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Why does cirrhosis predispose to cHCC-CCA and iCCA formation?
• Although not well understood, it it is believed that chronic inflammation – the same common
pathogenic mechanism driving HCC formation – also drives formation of cHCC-CCA and iCCA.
• cHCC-CCA and iCCA are thought to arise via de novo carcinogenesis from transformation of
hepatic progenitor cells or from de-differentiation of mature hepatocytes into progenitor cells.
These progenitor cells can differentiate along cholangiocellular or hepatocelluar pathways.
• Under the oncogenic conditions associated with chronic liver disease (e.g., chronic inflammation),
differentiation and clonal expansion of these progenitors may result in populations of neoplastic
cells. Hepatocellular and cholangiocellular differentiation lead to HCC and iCCA, respectively.
Sometimes, the differentiation may occur along both pathways simultaneously or in parallel; the
resulting tumors have mixed populations of cells, with some resembling HCC and others
resembling iCCA – so-called cHCC-CCAs.
• Evidence: many HCCs, iCCAs, and cHCC-CCAs express “stem’-” like molecular markers,
presumably reflecting their origin from progenitor cells or transition through a progenitor state.
• Since they do not arise from multistep hepatocarcinogenesis, iCCAs and cHCC-CCAs do not pass
through histologically intermediate stages. Precursor lesions have not been described.

Oncogenic transformation
Hepatocytes

HCC
Oncogenic transformation

Normal differentiation

Hepatic
progenitor cells

Hepatic cancer stem

cHCC-CCA

Dedifferentiation

Differentiation under
oncogenic stimuli

Cholangiocyte
Normal differentiation

iCCA

Dedifferentiation

Oncogenic transformation
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Mechanisms of Spread
How does HCC spread?
Regardless of how they develop (multistep or de novo hepatocarcinogenesis) or from what cell of
origin (hepatocyte or progenitor cell) pHCCs can spread through several overlapping pathways:
• Growth – direct extension into surrounding parenchyma. Growth may be expansile or diffuse.
• Although invasion of adjacent parenchyma is common, invasion by HCC directly through the
liver capsule into surrounding organs is unusual.
• Invasion of sinusoids and vessels with subsequent hematogenous dissemination:
• To the parenchyma, immediately adjacent to the primary tumor (satellite nodules), usually via
transtumoral sinusoids and portal venules.
• To the parenchyma, remote from the primary tumor (distant intrahepatic metastases), usually
via altered intrahepatic portal circulation in areas with biphasic or reversed flow
• To distant organs (lungs, bone, adrenals).
• Back to the liver via the systemic circulation.
• Lymphatic spread to local or regional lymph nodes.
• Spread within the lumen of a vein.
• Tumor can spread along the inside of the vein (tumor in vein) and into its branches. This may
be microscopic or macroscopic.
• Portal veins are invaded more commonly than hepatic veins, because blood drains from HCCs
via transtumoral sinusoids and portal venules, rather than through hepatic venules.
• Although not a form of “spread” per se, HCCs may arise at multiple locations in the liver
independently (multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis). See page 6-1.

Extrahepatic
metastasis via
systemic circulation

Metastasis to remote liver
via intrahepatic circulation

Expansile
growth
New

New HCCs arising
independently
(multicentric
hepatocarcinogenesis)

New

Metastasis to remote liver via
systemic circulation
Diffuse
growth

Macrovascular invasion
(tumor in vein)
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How do iCCA and cHCC-CCAs spread?
• iCCAs and cHCC-CCAs spread through similar mechanisms as HCC.
• Both iCCA and cHCC-CCA may be associated with vascular invasion, intrahepatic metastases,
and growth within the lumen of a vein (tumor in vein).
• iCCAs tend to metastasize to extrahepatic sites early in their development. Liver transplantation is
not done for these lesions except under investigational protocols, because of high post-transplant
recurrence risk.
• For cHCC-CCAs, the risk of extrahepatic dissemination is not well known. Conservatively, clinical
guidelines assume these tumors have high rates of extrahepatic dissemination.

What processes cause some HCCs, iCCAs, and cHCC-CCAs to be multifocal?
Multifocality may be attributable to to one or both of the following basic mechanisms:

• Intrahepatic
hematogenous
metastasis from a
primary tumor

• Multicentric
carcinogenesis

• The metastatic tumors are usually located near the primary tumor
(satellite nodules) but they may be located in remote parts of liver.
• Remote intrahepatic metastases may reflect
• spread of tumor cells within the liver via an altered intrahepatic
circulation OR
• return to the liver after initial escape into the systemic circulation.
• The process of HCC, cHCC-CCA, or iCCA carcinogenesis may
occur synchronously or metachronously in different parts of the liver
(multicentric carcinogenesis).

When multiple tumors are detected, can imaging differentiate whether they arose from
intrahepatic hematogenous metastasis vs. multicentric carcinogenesis?
Reliable differentiation is usually not possible, but some imaging findings favor hematogenous
metastasis and others favor multicentric carcinogenesis:
• Favoring hematogenous metastasis: presence of numerous smaller nodules resembling a larger,
presumably primary mass. The smaller nodules have features of overt malignancy despite small
size, reflecting their aggressive biology and capability of metastasis.
• Favoring multicentric carcinogenesis: phenotypically diverse nodules spanning the histological
spectrum from HCC precursors to progressed HCC. Nodules meeting LR-5 criteria may have
different imaging appearances. For example, some may contain fat while others do not. Some
nodules may have features of non-HCC malignancy.
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Summary
Hepatocarcinogenesis is a complex process by which HCC forms, characterized by progressive
cellular and molecular dedifferentiation of hepatocytes.
At a molecular level, hepatocarcinogenesis is always multistep: i.e., multiple molecular alterations
are required.
At a histological level, hepatocarcinogenesis may be multistep or de novo. Multistep
hepatocarcinogenesis refers to the successive emergence within larger precursor nodules of
histologically definable, more aggressive inner nodules. De novo hepatocarcinogenesis refers to the
emergence of HCC without histologically definable precursor lesions.
It is not known whether most HCCs arise from multistep or de novo hepatocarcinogenesis.
Numerous HCCs may develop independently in different parts of the liver. This is termed multicentric
hepatocarcinogenesis.
Characteristic pathophysiological alterations occur during histologically defined multistep
hepatocarcinogenesis.
Although hepatocarcinogenesis may be de novo, not multistep, understanding the alterations
accompanying multistep hepatocarcinogenesis is broadly relevant to HCC imaging, regardless of
any individual tumor’s unique hepatocarcinogenesis pathway.
Chronic inflammation provides a common pathogenic mechanism that may culminate in HCC.
Although HCC occurs most often in cirrhotic livers, cirrhosis is probably not a premalignant condition
per se, but a parallel process that occurs in response to the same inflammatory insults that drive
hepatocarcinogenesis.
In addition to inciting chronic inflammation, HBV can induce hepatocarcinogenesis directly by
integrating into the host genome, resulting in host DNA microdeletions and other mutations.
Aflatoxin-B1 has a specific mutagenic effect. The specific aflatoxin-B1-associated mutation may
contribute to HCC formation in up to 30-60% of patients in aflatoxin-endemic areas.
cHCC-CCA and iCCA are thought to arise via de novo carcinogenesis from transformation of hepatic
progenitor cells or from de-differentiation of mature hepatocytes into progenitor cells. Under the
oncogenic conditions associated with chronic liver disease (e.g., chronic inflammation),
differentiation and clonal expansion of these progenitors along hepatocellular or cholangiocellular
pathways leads to HCC and/or iCCA, respectively. Sometimes, the differentiation may occur along
both pathways simultaneously or in parallel, resulting in cHCC-CCAs.
HCCs, cHCC-CCAs, and iCCAs may spread inside and outside the liver via several mechanisms.
Multifocality of these tumors is common and may be attributable to intrahepatic metastasis from a
primary tumor, multicentric carcinogenesis, or both.
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The LI-RADS® Observation
Definition
Area distinctive compared to background liver at imaging.

Cirrhotic liver with innumerable
nodules and diffuse fibrotic
bands :
do any areas look
distinctive?

✓

✗

There is one distinctive area
compared to background liver =
LI-RADS calls this an
“observation”

Background nodules and
diffuse fibrotic bands are not
“observations” since they all
look similar – i.e., none are
distinctive

An observation may be a true lesion (if there is a corresponding pathologic abnormality) or a
pseudolesion (if there is not).

Terminology
Observation generically applies to any apparent abnormality detected at imaging.
As a generic term, it is preferred over lesion or nodule, since some observations (e.g. perfusion
alterations, artifacts) may represent pseudolesions rather than true lesions or nodules.

Usage
For simplicity and consistency, the LI-RADS decision tree and algorithm use the generic term
“observation”. In clinical practice, however, use of narrower terms may provide clearer and more
succinct communication. Radiologists and clinicians may use the narrowest term for which there is
certainty. For example, if there is certainty that a particular observation is a solid nodule , then the
term “nodule” is acceptable. Similarly, if there is certainty that an observation is a cyst or a
hemangioma, then the term “cyst” or “hemangioma”, respectively, is acceptable. On the other hand,
if there is uncertainty about whether an observation is a true lesion or a pseudolesion, the term
“nodule” or “lesion” or “focal liver lesion” is misleading and the term “observation” is preferred. “
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Categorization
Untreated observations without pathologic proof. These are categorized LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4,
LR-5, LR-M, LR-TIV. A category of LR-NC is assigned for observations that cannot be meaningfully
categorized due to image omission or degradation. If an observation is biopsied, the pathology
results may supersede the LI-RADS category
LI-RADS Untreated observation

LI-RADS Diagnostic Category

LR-NC
LR-1
LR-2
LR-3
LR-M

LR-4
LR-5

LR-TIV

See Chapter 8 and LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm for more information on categorization.

Treated lesions. These are assigned treatment response categories: LR-TR Nonviable, LR-TR
Equivocal, LR-TR Viable. A response category of LR-TR Nonevaluable is assigned if treatment
response cannot be meaningfully evaluated due to inappropriate imaging technique or inadequate
imaging quality.
See pages 8-15, 8-16, 8-17, 8-18 and Chapter 9.

Reporting
Observations that meet LR-3, LR-4, LR-5, LR-M, or LR-TIV criteria should be reported. Aggregate
reporting may be appropriate in some circumstances. LR-1 or LR-2 observations may be reported at
radiologist’s discretion.
See Chapter 14 for more information.
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Observation Types
There are two main observations types:
• Lesions
• Pseudolesions

Imaging
“Observations”
Lesions

Pseudolesions

✓ Abnormality
on imaging
✓ Abnormality
on imaging

✗ No abnormality
on pathology

✓ Abnormality
on pathology

• Lesions have a corresponding abnormality on pathology
• Pseudolesions have n0 corresponding abnormality on pathology
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Observation Types
Lesions and pseudolesions each have several subtypes

Lesions

Pseudolesions

Treated
lesion
Artifact

Mass

Vascular
pseudolesion

Confluent
fibrosis or
scar
Nodule

Hypertrophic
pseudomass

Nonmass
lesion

• Fat deposition or sparing
• Iron deposition or sparing
• Hemorrhage or edema

• These are defined and discussed on the next several pages
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Lesions
Lesion
Area of parenchyma that is abnormal. It may be a mass or a non-mass lesion.

Treated lesion
Lesion treated by locoregional therapy

Mass
Space-occupying lesion visible as a defect within hepatic parenchyma:
• Replaces, displaces, compresses, or destroys parenchymal architecture
• May be expansile (most tumors), retractile (confluent fibrosis, some tumors), or diffuse (many
poorly differentiated, aggressive tumors)
• May be contained within the liver or exophytic
• May be solid, cystic, or solid and cystic
• May encase, obstruct, invade, or grow into vessels or bile ducts
• May deform the liver surface
• May have circumscribed margin (abrupt transition between lesion and surrounding tissue) or noncircumscribed margin (indistinct transition)
Multiplanar imaging (acquired or reconstructed) may increase the confidence for characterizing an
observation as a mass.

Nodule
Spherical or ovoid mass < 20 mm.
• At imaging, nodules manifest as distinct, usually circumscribed lesions. The parenchymal
displacement, compression, or destruction evident at pathology evaluation may be difficult to
appreciate at imaging due to their small size.
• At gross pathology, nodules are classified as vaguely nodular (poorly marginated) vs. distinctly
nodular (sharply marginated). This distinction does not apply to imaging, where most detectable
nodules appear circumscribed, even those that would be poorly marginated at gross pathology.
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Lesions
Confluent fibrosis
Macroscopically evident benign process of scarring in the liver parenchyma.
See Chapter 4.

Focal scar
Macroscopically visible scar limited to a small area of hepatic parenchyma.

Non-mass lesion
Macroscopic benign, non-neoplastic, alteration in liver parenchyma:
• Parenchymal fat deposition/sparing
• Parenchymal iron deposition/sparing
• Parenchymal edema, hemorrhage, contusion, infarction
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Mass vs. Nodule
Mass = Space-occupying lesion visible as a
defect within hepatic parenchyma, which
replaces, displaces, compresses, or
destroys parenchymal architecture.

Margin of mass
may be
circumscribed

Margins may be circumscribed (abrupt
transition between lesion and surrounding
tissue) or uncircumscribed (gradual
transition). Growth pattern may be expansile
(most tumors), retractile (confluent fibrosis
and some tumors), or diffuse (poorly
differentiated tumors).
Nodule = Spherical or ovoid mass < 20 mm.
Although they displace, compress, or
destroy underlying parenchyma at
pathologic evaluation, nodules may not
display these characteristics at imaging due
to their small size. Margins are usually
circumscribed at imaging, even for nodules
that would be poorly marginated at gross
pathology.

Margin of mass may
be
uncircumscribed

Mass

Nodule

!
A nodule is a subtype of mass:
all nodules are masses,
not all masses are nodules.

Rationale for distinction
Nodules may not display the imaging features characteristic of larger (≥ 20 mm) masses – i.e.,
displacement, compression, or destruction of the parenchymal architecture.
While arbitrary, the nodule size threshold (< 20 mm)
• reflects one of the size thresholds used in the LI-RADS diagnostic table as a major imaging
feature of HCC.
• is consistent with the current terminology in the liver imaging and pathology literature, which
labels masses measuring < 20 mm as "small".

Terminology
•
•
•
•
•

The term “mass” refers to large (≥ 20 mm) masses as well as to nodules.
The term "nodule" refers specifically to spherical or ovoid masses measuring less than 20 mm.
The term “nodule” is preferred to "small mass”.
The term “large mass" is preferred to "large nodule”.
The term "macronodule" is discouraged to avoid confusion.
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Non-Mass Lesions
Parenchymal fat deposition

Focal or regional excess lipid in hepatic parenchyma relative to
surrounding liver

Parenchymal fat sparing

Focal or regional paucity of lipid in hepatic parenchyma relative to
surrounding liver

Parenchymal iron deposition

Focal or regional excess iron in hepatic parenchyma relative to
surrounding liver

Parenchymal iron sparing

Focal or regional paucity of iron in hepatic parenchyma relative to
surrounding liver

Parenchymal edema

Focal or regional edema in hepatic parenchyma

Parenchymal hemorrhage

Focal or regional hemorrhage in hepatic parenchyma.

Parenchymal contusion

Focal or regional contusion in hepatic parenchyma.

Hepatic infarction

Focal or regional ischemic necrosis of hepatic parenchyma
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Pseudolesions
Pseudolesion
Area of parenchyma that appears abnormal at imaging without actual abnormality:
•
•
•
•

Vascular pseudolesion
Hypertrophic pseudomass
Artifact
Anatomic structure mistaken for a lesion

Vascular pseudolesion
Pseudolesion due to focal or regional perfusion alteration, such as a transient hepatic intensity
difference (THID)/transient hepatic attenuation difference (THAD), or arterioportal shunt.

Hypertrophic pseudomass
Hypertrophic area of liver surrounded by atrophic, fibrotic liver parenchyma. May have a bulging
appearance at imaging and resemble a mass.

Artifact
Spurious signal alteration that may be mistaken for parenchymal abnormality.
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LI-RADS Diagnostic Categories
Background
Each LI-RADS diagnostic category reflects a probability of HCC, non-HCC malignancy or benignity.
LI-RADS categories do not correspond exactly to histologic categories.
• All LR-1 observations are benign, but not all benign entities can be categorized LR-1.
• In particular, RNs and LGNDs cannot be categorized LR-1 because imaging cannot definitely
exclude malignant foci in such lesions.
• Similarly, all LR-5s are HCC, but not all HCCs can be categorized LR-5.

The differential diagnosis for each LI-RADS category
All LR-1s are benign, non-hepatocellular (HC) lesions and pseudolesions
Vast majority of LR-2s are benign, with only small fraction being dysplastic or malignant
LR-3s vary from benignity to dysplastic nodules to HCCs
About 80% of LR-4s are HCC, but the differential diagnosis is broad
All LR-5s are HCC, most are pHCC
Most TIVs are due to pHCC
Minority is due to non-HCC malignancy
~ 50% of LR-Ms are HCC
~ 50% of LR-Ms are non-HCC malignancy

Malignancy,
not HCC
These HCCs are atypical
and so do not meet
LR-5 criteria

pHCC
eHCC
HGDN
LGDN

Many LR-3s are
vascular pseudolesions

RN
Tiny fraction of LR-Ms
are unusual benign lesions
(e.g., sclerosed HGs)

Benign,
not HC
LR-1

LR-2

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5

LR-TIV

LR-M
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LI-RADS Diagnostic Categories
Percentage of HCC and malignancy associated with each LI-RADS category
The percentage (with 95% confidence intervals) associated with LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, LR-5, and
LR-M is summarized below:

LR-5

100
95% HCC
98% malignancy
90
LR-4

80
74% HCC
81% malignancy

Percentage of HCC

70
60

LR-M

50
LR-3
40

37% HCC
39% malignancy

30

LR-2
37% HCC
94% malignancy

20
16% HCC
18% malignancy

10
LR-1
0
0

⚠
Estimates may be inflated
by selection bias for
histology-sampled lesions

0% HCC
0% malignancy
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Percentage of overall malignancy

⚠

The above graph represents data from the literature using versions 2014 and 2017. Data
using version 2018 are not yet available.
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LI-RADS Diagnostic Categories
Cumulative incidence of progression to LR-5 or LR-M of untreated observations categorized
with LI-RADS v2014

Initial
category

LR-4

Study

LI-RADS
Scoring

Cumulative incidence (%) of
progression to
LR-5 or LR-M
Modality

N
By 3
mo

By 6
mo

By 12
mo

By 24
mo

Tanabe
2016

Research

Mixed

52

24%

30%

36%

53%

Sofue
2017

Research

ECA-MRI

181

7%

27%

47%

68%

Hong
(abstract)

Clinical

Mixed

133

25%

32%

44%

46%

Tanabe
2016

Research

Mixed

166

0%

1%

3%

6%

Hong
(abstract)

Clinical

Mixed

187

3%

7%

11%

15%

Tanabe
2016

Research

Mixed

63

0%

0%

0%

0%

Hong
(abstract)

Clinical

Mixed

43

2%

2%

6%

6%

Hong
(abstract)

Clinical

Mixed

10

0%

0%

0%

0%

LR-3

LR-2

LR-1

N = number of observations. ECA = extracellular agent
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LI-RADS Diagnostic Categories
LI-RADS Categories and modality
Emerging evidence (based on v2014) suggests that LI-RADS categories assigned by CT vs. MRI
may be discordant:
• When the same group of observations is imaged by both CT and MRI, the LI-RADS categories
are discordant in 36-71%.
• MR categorizes benign lesions as LR-1 more commonly than CT:
• Of observations categorized LR-1 on MR, 26-30% are categorized LR-3 on CT.
• Excluding the LR-1 category, MR-assigned categories are often higher than CT-assigned
categories:
• Of observations categorized LR-5 on MRI, 12-31% are categorized LR-4, 12% are categorized
LR-3, and 15-29% are not seen on CT.
• As illustrated in Figure below, however, MR-assigned categories can be lower than CTassigned categories.

Example: Discordance between CT and Gx-MRI (performed within 3 weeks of each other)
AP

PVP

AP

PVP

17 mm with APHE. No WO or ‘”capsule”.

17 mm with APHE and WO. No ‘”capsule”

LR-3

LR-5
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Burden of Proof: LR-5, LR-TIV
LR-5

LI-RADS strives to achieve high positive predictive value for HCC.
The category LR-5 is reserved for observations that, by meeting stringent LI-RADS 5
imaging criteria, can be diagnosed as HCC with 100% certainty in the appropriate
patient population.
• The burden of proof lies on establishing a noninvasive diagnosis of HCC: A LR-5
category is not appropriate if there is any doubt about whether LI-RADS 5 criteria
are met.
• If there is doubt, do not categorize as LR-5. Instead, categorize as LR-M, LR-4, or
other as appropriate.

LR-TIV

LI-RADS strives to achieve high positive predictive value for tumor in vein.
The category LR-TIV is reserved for observations that, based on the unequivocal
presence of enhancing soft tissue in vein, can be diagnosed as tumor in vein with
100% certainty in the appropriate patient population.
• The burden of proof lies on establishing a noninvasive diagnosis of tumor in vein:
A LR-TIV category is not appropriate if there is any doubt about the presence of
enhancing soft tissue in vein.
• If there is doubt, do not categorize as LR-TIV. Instead, categorize as LR-5, LR-M,
LR-4, or other as appropriate. Also report the extent of any venous thrombosis or
occlusion, if present.

Tradeoffs

To achieve such high positive predictive value for HCC and tumor in vein,
stringent criteria are required and LI-RADS applies only in specified
populations.
An unavoidable tradeoff of high specificity is modest sensitivity. Thus,
•
•
•
•

Not all HCCs can be categorized LR-5
Not all cases of tumor in vein can be categorized LR-TIV
A category other than LR-5 does not exclude HCC
A category other than LR-TIV does not exclude tumor in vein.

An unavoidable tradeoff of specifying certain populations is that LI-RADS does not
apply to the general population or to most patients with chronic liver disease in the
absence of cirrhosis. See Chapter 2 for more information.
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Observations with Pathological Diagnosis
Pathology-diagnosed lesions should not be assigned a LI-RADS category
Instead, such observations should be assigned their pathological diagnosis.
Examples:
•
•
•
•
•

Path-proven HCC
Path-proven iCCA
Path-proven cHCC-CCA
Path-proven metastasis to liver
Path-proven hemangioma

Reporting:
• Report the pathological diagnosis, relevant imaging features, and any change since prior imaging
Rationale:
• LI-RADS is intended to clarify communication. Assigning a LI-RADS category to a pathologically
proven lesion (in which there is now certainty about the diagnosis) may cause confusion,
especially for LI-RADS categories that convey some uncertainty (i.e., LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, or LR-M).

Exception: lesions with a pathological diagnosis of a benign or premalignant hepatocellular
entity should be assigned a LI-RADS category.
Examples:
• Dysplastic nodule
• Regenerative nodule
Reporting:
• Report the LI-RADS category and the path diagnosis, relevant imaging features, and any change
since prior imaging
Rationale:
• Sampling error is a frequent cause of false-negative pathology in biopsied liver lesions of
hepatocellular origin. While a biopsy diagnosis of a malignant entity such as HCC is definitive, a
biopsy diagnosis of a regenerative or dysplastic nodule does not exclude HCC.
• Additionally, dysplastic nodules are considered premalignant and may progress to HCC. See
Chapter 6.
• Assigning a LI-RADS category alleviates potential harm from false-negative pathology, facilitates
monitoring of nodules for possible progression, and informs management decisions.
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LR-NC: Noncategorizable
Conceptual definition: Observation that cannot be meaningfully categorized because image
omission or degradation prevents assessment of one or more major features.
CT/MRI criteria:
Both of the following:
• One or more major features cannot be assessed because of image omission or degradation
AND
• As a direct result, possible categories range from those in which cancer is unlikely (LR-1 or LR2) to those in which cancer is likely (LR-4, LR-5, LR-M)

⚠

• Do NOT assign LR-NC if the images required for major feature characterization were of
acceptable quality.
• Do NOT assign LR-NC for observations in which categorization is challenged only by
unusual imaging features or by inability to characterize ancillary features.

Management
options

Repeat diagnostic imaging if the technical limitation can
be resolved.
Alternative diagnostic imaging if imaging with alternative
modality or alternative contrast agent is reasonably likely
to confer diagnostic advantage.

Usually ≤ 3 months

Multidisciplinary discussion if no alternative imaging is
appropriate.
See Chapter 11 for more information.
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LR-1: Definitely Benign
Conceptual definition: 100% certainty observation is nonmalignant
Criteria: LI-RADS does not provide criteria for most entities that may be categorized LR-1, but
instead provides examples
Examples:
Definite:
• Cyst (page 15-2)
• Hemangioma (page 15-4)
• Perfusion alteration (e.g., arterioportal shunt) (page 15-25)
• Hepatic fat deposition or sparing (page 15-14 and 15-16)
• Hypertrophic pseudomass (page 15-21)
• Confluent fibrosis or focal scar (page 15-18 and 15-23)
Definite spontaneous disappearance
List above not meant to be exhaustive

Pathways to
LR-1

LR-1 not modified by ancillary features
LR-2 downgraded to LR-1 with ancillary features favoring benignity

If unsure

LR-1 vs. LR-2 à LR-2

Management
options

Return to routine surveillance at standard time interval (usually 6 months).

Pathological
correlation

• 0% of LR-1 are HCC.
• 0% of LR-1 are malignant.

⚠

See Chapter 11 for more information.

Caution: Nodules with features suggestive of FNH or HCA usually should NOT
be categorized LR-1. With caution, they may be categorized LR-2.
Rationale: these are diagnoses of exclusion in high-risk patients.
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LR-2: Probably Benign
Conceptual definition: High probability but not 100% certainty observation is nonmalignant
Criteria: LI-RADS does not provide criteria for most entities that may be categorized LR-2, but
instead provides examples
Examples:
Probable:
• Cyst (page 15-2)
• Hemangioma (page 15-4)
• Perfusion alteration (e.g., arterioportal shunt) (page 15-25)
• Hepatic fat deposition or sparing (page 15-14 and 15-16)
• Hypertrophic pseudomass (page 15-21)
• Confluent fibrosis or focal scar (page 15-18 and 15-23)
Distinctive nodule without malignant imaging features (page 15-26)
List above not meant to be exhaustive

Pathways to
LR-2

LR-2 not modified by ancillary features
LR-1 upgraded to LR-2 with ancillary features favoring malignancy
LR-3 downgraded to LR-2 with ancillary features favoring benignity

If unsure

LR-2 vs. LR-1 à LR-2
LR-2 vs. LR-3 à LR-3

Management
options

Return to routine surveillance at standard time interval (6 months)
Consider repeat diagnostic imaging in ≤ 6 months
Consider multidisciplinary discussion for individualized workup.
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Pathological
correlation

• ~ 13% (8-22%) of LR-2 are HCC.
• ~ 14% (9-21%) of LR-2 are malignant.

Natural history

0-6% of LR-2 observations progress to LR-5 or, rarely, to LR-M by 12 months.

⚠

Caution: Nodules with features suggestive of FNH or HCA usually should NOT
be categorized LR-1. With caution, they may be categorized LR-2.
Rationale: these are diagnoses of exclusion in high-risk patients.
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LR-3: Intermediate probability of malignancy
Conceptual definition: Nonmalignant & malignant entities each have moderate probability

CT/MRI criteria:
Nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement:
• < 20 mm with no additional major features
Arterial phase hypo- or isoenhancement:
• < 20 mm with ≤ 1 additional major feature OR
• ≥ 20 mm with no additional major features

Nonperipheral “washout”

Additional major features:
Enhancing “capsule”

Threshold growth

Pathways to
LR-3

LR-3 not modified by ancillary features
LR-2 upgraded to LR-3 with ancillary features favoring malignancy
LR-4 downgraded to LR-3 with ancillary features favoring benignity

If unsure

LR-3 vs LR-2 à LR-3
LR-3 vs LR-4 à LR-3
LR-3 vs LR-M à LR-3

Management
options

Repeat diagnostic imaging in 3-6 months.
Alternative diagnostic imaging in 3-6 months.
MDD for individualized workup (if MDD is likely to be beneficial or is required for
LR-3 by institutional guidelines).
See Chapter 11 for more information.

LR-3 examples

See page 8-21.

Pathological
correlation

• ~ 38% (31-45%) of LR-3 are HCC.
• ~ 40% (31-50%) of LR-3 are malignant.

Natural history

3-11% of LR-3 observations progress to LR-5 or, rarely, to LR-M by 12 months
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LR-4: Probably HCC
Conceptual definition: High probability but not 100% certainty observation is HCC

CT/MRI criteria:
Nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement:
• < 10 mm with ≥ 1 additional major feature OR
• 10-19 mm with “capsule” as the only additional major feature OR
• ≥ 20 mm with no additional major feature
Arterial phase hypo- or isoenhancement:
• < 20 mm with ≥ 2 additional major features OR
• ≥ 20 mm with ≥ 1 additional major feature

Nonperipheral “washout”

Additional major features:
Enhancing “capsule”

Threshold growth

Pathways to
LR-4

LR-4 not modified by ancillary features
LR-3 upgraded to LR-4 with ancillary features favoring malignancy
LR-5 downgraded to LR-4 with ancillary features favoring benignity

If unsure

LR-4 vs LR-3 à LR-3
LR-4 vs LR-5 à LR-4
LR-4 vs LR-M à LR-M
LR-4 observations should be of hepatocellular origin. If there is reasonable doubt
about hepatocellular origin, categorize as LR-M.

Management
options

MDD may be needed for consensus management. If neither biopsy nor treatment
is planned: repeat or alternative diagnostic imaging in ≤ 3 mo.
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Pathological
correlation

• ~ 74% (67-80%) of LR-4 are HCC
• ~ 80% (75-85%) of LR-4 are malignant.
• LR-4 does not exclude non-HCC malignancy. A small non-HCC malignancy
may fail to demonstrate LR-M imaging features

Natural history

~36-47% of LR-4 observations progress to LR-5 or, rarely, to LR-M by 12 months.
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LR-5: Definitely HCC
Conceptual definition: 100% certainty observation is HCC

CT/MRI criteria:
Nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement AND:
• 10-19 mm with nonperipheral “washout” OR
• 10-19 mm with threshold growth OR
• ≥ 20 mm with ≥ 1 additional major feature

Nonperipheral “washout”

Additional major features:
Enhancing “capsule”

Threshold growth

Pathways to
LR-5

LR-5 not modified by ancillary features

If unsure

LR-5 vs LR-4 à LR-4
LR-5 vs LR-M à LR-M
LR-5 vs LR-TIV à LR-5

Management
options

Multidisciplinary discussion for staging and individualized treatment.
Biopsy is not needed to confirm the diagnosis of HCC but may be obtained in
some settings (e.g., for clinical trials requirements or molecular characterization).
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Differential
diagnosis

There is no DDx. LR-5 is intended to convey 100% certainty of HCC. Emerging
data suggests the actual specificity of LR-5 is < 100%, however (see below).

Pathological
correlation

•
•
•
•

~ 94% (92-96%) of LR-5 are HCC.
~ 97% (95-99%) of LR-5 are malignant.
LR-5 has modest sensitivity for HCC.
Not all HCCs can be categorized as LR-5.
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LR-TIV: Malignancy with tumor in vein (TIV)
Conceptual definition: 100% certainty there is malignancy with tumor in vein

CT/MRI criterion:
Presence of definite enhancing soft tissue in vein, regardless of visualization of parenchymal mass

Suggestive but not definitive features of tumor in vein :
•
•
•
•

Occluded vein with ill-defined walls
Occluded vein with restricted diffusion
Occluded or obscured vein contiguous with malignant parenchymal mass
Heterogeneous vein enhancement not attributable to artifact

!

Hint: If any of these features are present, scrutinize vein for enhancing soft tissue.

Pathways to
LR-TIV

Tumor in vein with detectable parenchymal mass
Tumor in vein without detectable parenchymal mass
Tie-breaking rules and ancillary features do not lead to a diagnosis of TIV, as TIV
must be unequivocally present.

If unsure

LR-TIV vs LR-5 à LR-5
LR-TIV vs LR-M à LR-M

Management
options

Multidisciplinary discussion for staging and individualized treatment.
Biopsy may be needed to determine type of malignancy (HCC, ICC, other).
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Differential
diagnosis

Most LR-TIVs are HCC. Some are iCCA or cHCC-CCAs.
There should be no uncertainty about the presence of tumor in vein. LR-TIV is
intended to convey 100% certainty for tumor in vein.

Pathological
correlation

• LR-TIV has modest sensitivity for malignancies with macrovascular invasion.
• Not all macrovascular-invasive malignancies can be categorized as LR-TIV.
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LR-M: Probably or definitely malignant, not HCC specific
Conceptual definition: High probability or 100% certainty observation is malignant but features
are not HCC specific
CT/MRI criteria:
OR
Targetoid mass with any of following
Imaging appearance on various phases or
sequences:
• Targetoid dynamic enhancement, any of
following:
• Rim APHE
• Peripheral washout appearance
• Delayed central enhancement
• Targetoid diffusion restriction
• Targetoid TP or HBP signal intensity

Nontargetoid mass with one
or more of the following:

No tumor in vein
Not meeting LR-5
criteria

•
•
•
•

Infiltrative appearance
Marked diffusion restriction
Necrosis or severe ischemia
Other feature suggesting
non-HCC malignancy
(specify in report)

Pathways to
LR-M

Meets LR-M criteria and there is no definite tumor in vein

If unsure

LR-M vs LR-3 à LR-3
LR-M vs anything else (LR-4, LR-5, LR-TIV) à LR-M

Management
options

Multidisciplinary discussion for staging and individualized treatment.
Biopsy may be needed to determine malignancy type (HCC, ICC, other).
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Differential
diagnosis for
LR-M

•
•
•
•

HCC not meeting LR-5 criteria
iCCA or cHCC-CCA
Other: metastases to liver, undifferentiated carcinoma or sarcoma, lymphoma
Rarely, a benign entity

Pathological
correlation

•
•
•
•

~ 36% (25-48%) of LR-M are HCC.
~ 93% (87-97%) of LR-M are malignant.
LR-M does not exclude HCC.
Some HCCs and rare benign lesions may be categorized as LR-M. .
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LR-TR Nonevaluable
Conceptual definition: Treatment response cannot be meaningfully evaluated due to
inappropriate imaging technique or inadequate imaging quality.
Criterion:
Lesional enhancement cannot be characterized because of omission of recommended contrast
phases or image degradation.

⚠

• Do NOT assign LR-TR Nonevaluable evaluable if the recommended contrast phases
were acquired and are of acceptable quality.
• Do NOT assign LR-TR Nonevaluable for treated lesions in which response
categorization is challenged only by unusual imaging features.

Management
options

Continue posttreatment monitoring with same modality in ≤ 3 months.
• Preferred option if the nonevaluability was due to a correctable technical error
or artifact.
Continue posttreatment monitoring with alternative modality in ≤ 3 months.
• Suggested option if imaging with a different modality or contrast agent would
confer diagnostic advantage.
See Chapter 11 for more information.
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LR-TR Nonviable
Conceptual definition: Low or negligible likelihood of viable tumor after treatment

Criteria:
One of the following:
• No lesional enhancement OR
• Treatment-specific expected enhancement pattern
Treatment-specific expected enhancement patterns:
Depending on the treatment, expected post-treatment patterns include:
• Thin rim of enhancement around ablation zone or embolized tumor
• Geographic zone(s) of perilesional enhancement without washout appearance
• Non-masslike foci of perilesional enhancement without washout appearance

If unsure

LR-TR Nonviable vs. LR-TR Equivocal à LR-TR Equivocal

Management
options

Continue posttreatment monitoring with same modality in ≤ 3 months.
• Preferred option in most cases.
Continue posttreatment monitoring with alternative modality in ≤ 3 months.
• Suggested option if imaging with a different modality or contrast agent would
confer diagnostic advantage.
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Pathological
correlation

• The absence of lesional enhancement does not imply complete pathologic
response.
• Imaging is insensitive to microscopic or small foci of residual tumor that may
be detectable only at histologic evaluation.
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LR-TR Equivocal
Conceptual definition: The presence and the absence of viable tumor after treatment each have
moderate probability
Criterion:
Enhancement not expected for specific treatment and not meeting criteria for probably or definitely
viable

⚠

Equivocal viability should be applied only when confident differentiation of viable vs
nonviable tumor cannot be made despite technically adequate imaging.

If unsure

LR-TR Equivocal vs. LR-TR Nonviableà LR-TR Equivocal
LR-TR Equivocal vs. LR-TR Viable à LR-TR Equivocal

Management
options

Continue posttreatment monitoring with same modality in ≤ 3 months.
• Preferred option in most cases.
Continue posttreatment monitoring with alternative modality in ≤ 3 months.
• Suggested option if imaging with a different modality or contrast agent would
confer diagnostic advantage.
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Examples of
equivocal
viability

• Rim APHE thicker than expected but not discretely nodular
• Progressive or mild enhancement within lesion that on pre-treatment imaging
showed APHE and “washout” (may represent fibrosis)
• Arterial phase is inadequate but portal venous phase shows enhancement
• Resolving lesional enhancement days to weeks after ablation*
* Tumor enhancement may resolve gradually after treatment. Differentiating
resolving enhancement from viable tumor may be difficult, especially in the days
to weeks after treatment. Follow up to document resolution may be needed.
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LR-TR Viable
Conceptual definition: High or definite likelihood of viable tumor after treatment

Criteria:
Nodular, mass-like, or thick irregular tissue in or along the treated lesion with any of the
following:
• Arterial phase hyperenhancement OR
• Washout appearance OR
• Enhancement similar to pre treatment

If unsure

LR-TR Viable vs. LR-TR Equivocal à LR-TR Equivocal

Management
options

Multidisciplinary discussion for consensus management. Often includes
retreatment.
See Chapter 11 for more information.

Enhancement
similar to
pretreatment

Even if still viable, tumors that on pretreatment imaging lacked APHE or washout
appearance are unlikely to show these features after treatment. In such cases,
lesional dynamic enhancement similar to pretreatment usually indicates viable
tumor.
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The

LR-4
LR-5

Diagonal Cell

Categorization
As shown in the LI-RADS CT/MRI Diagnostic Table, observations that measure 10-19 mm, have
nonrim APHE, and have exactly one additional major feature* are categorized as follows:

10-19 mm observation with nonrim APHE and exactly one additional major feature*

if enhancing “capsule”

LR-4

if “washout”

LR-5

if threshold growth
(equivalent to OPTN 5A-g)

LR-5

* Additional major features = nonperipheral “washout”, enhancing “capsule”, threshold growth
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Categorization of Distinctive Nodules
< 20 mm and Without Major Features or LR-M features

Distinctive nodules < 20 mm and without major features or LR-M features can be categorized LR-2
or LR-3, as shown below:
Distinctive nodule <20 mm:
• No APHE, “washout”, “capsule”, or threshold growth
• No feature of LR-M
Examples

No AF of
malignancy

≥ 1 AF of
malignancy
AND
≥ 1 AF of
benignity

≥ 1 AF of
malignancy
AND
No AF of
benignity

LR-2

•
•
•
•
•

LR-2

Nodule with both
• Intralesional fat (AF of
malignancy) AND
• Spontaneous size
reduction (AF of benignity)

LR-3

Siderotic nodule
T1 hyperintense nodule
T2 hypointense nodule
DWI hypointense nodule
HBP hyperintense nodule

Nodule with ONE OR
MORE of the following:
• Intralesional fat
• T2 hyperintensity
• Diffusion restriction
• HBP hypointensity

Comments

This is a LR-2 distinctive
nodule without malignant
features.

The presence of conflicting
AFs precludes category
adjustment.

The presence of one or
more AF of malignancy
excludes LR-2
categorization and places
the nodule in the top left cell
of the CT/MRI Diagnostic
table – i.e., LR-3

AF = ancillary feature

* In general, a distinctive solid nodule should not be categorized LR-1 because malignancy cannot
be excluded with complete certainty.
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Common LR-3 Examples
< 20 mm NAPH (see page 15-30), otherwise occult
< 20 mm, “washout”, no APHE or “capsule”
< 20 mm, hepatobiliary phase hypointensity, otherwise occult
< 20 mm, hypersteatotic, no APHE, no “washout”, no capsule”
< 20 mm, restricted diffusion, no APHE, no “washout”, no capsule”

* In general, a distinctive solid nodule should not be categorized LR-1 because malignancy cannot
be excluded with complete certainty.
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Cases illustrating Cells in LI-RADS Diagnostic Table
The following pages illustrates every cell in the CT/MRI LI-RADS Table
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LR-5: Definite HCC
Example: Example: 47 mm observation in a 68 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

Enhancing “capsule”

Nonperipheral “washout”

Nonrim APHE

Note:
This case also illustrates mosaic architecture (AF-M)

Size = 47 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✓
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-5: Definite HCC
Example: 29 mm observation in a 85 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

29 mm

Nonrim APHE

No “washout” or “capsule”

CT 3 months ago: Size 8 mm
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

8 mm

Nonrim APHE

No “washout” or “capsule”

Note: In this case, size is measured in the AP as the observation is only visible in the AP.
LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✓

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-5: Definite HCC
Example: 17 mm observation in a 78 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

Nonrim APHE

5 min DP

Nonperipheral “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Size = 17 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-5: Definite HCC
Example: 24 mm observation in a 55 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

Enhancing “Capsule”

Nonrim APHE

Nonperipheral “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Size = 24 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 17 mm observation in a 69 year-old man with chronic hepatitis B
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

Nonperipheral “washout”

No enhancing “capsule””

No APHE
MR-ECA 6 months prior

Current study

TG

≥ 50% size increase
in ≤ 6 months

Size = 6 mm

Size =17 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✓

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 32 mm observation in a 67 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

Enhancing “capsule”
Nonperipheral “washout”

No APHE

Size =32 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✓
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 21 mm observation in a 63 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

Nonperipheral “washout””

Equivocal enhancing “capsule”
= NO enhancing “capsule”

No APHE

Size = 21 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 7 mm observation in a 32 year-old man with chronic hepatitis B
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

Nonperipheral “washout”

No enhancing “capsule”

Nonrim APHE

Size =7 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 8 mm observation in a 90 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP
Enhancing “capsule”

Nonrim APHE

Nonperipheral “washout”

Size = 8 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✓
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 25 mm observation in a 57 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

No “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Nonrim APHE

20 min HBP
Nonenhancing “capsule”

Note:
Observation has nonenhancing “capsule”.
This is AF favoring HCC in particular
But it cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5

Size = 25 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:
• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

No APHE

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-4: Probable HCC
Example: 19 mm observation in a 54 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP
Enhancing “capsule”

No “washout”

Nonrim APHE

Size = 19 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✓
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-3: Intermediate Probability of Malignancy
Example: 14 mm observation in a 50 year-old woman with hepatitis B
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

No “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Nonrim APHE

Note:
This observation is an example of a NAPH (see
page 15-30)

Size = 14 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-3: Intermediate Probability of Malignancy
Example: 6-mm observation in a 76 year-old woman with chronic hepatitis B
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

No “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Nonrim APHE

Note:
This observation is an example of a NAPH (see
page 15-30)

Size = 6 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-3: Intermediate Probability of Malignancy
Example: 37 mm observation in a 66 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

Nonenhancing “capsule”

No APHE

20 min HBP
HBP hypointensity

No “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Note:
Observation has two AFs favoring malignancy:
• nonenhancing “capsule”
• HBP hypointensity
Radiologists at their discretion may apply these
features to upgrade to LR-4
Size = 37 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-3: Intermediate Probability of Malignancy
Example: 17 mm observation in a 66 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

Nodule-in-nodule

No APHE

No “washout”
No enhancing “capsule”

Size = 17 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✘
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LR-3: Intermediate Probability of Malignancy
Example: 18 mm observation in a 46 year-old man with cirrhosis
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP
Nonperipheral “washout”

No enhancing “capsule”

No APHE

Size =18 mm

LI-RADS diagnostic table assigns LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5

MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)

• Enhancing “capsule” ✘
• Nonperipheral “washout” ✓
• Threshold growth ✘

LR-4
LR-5

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

Observation size (mm)
Count additional major features:

No APHE

LR-4
LR-5
LR-5

LR-5
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized based on one additional major feature:
• LR-4 – if enhancing “capsule”
• LR-5 – if nonperipheral “washout” OR threshold growth

If unsure about the presence of any major feature: characterize that feature as absent
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LI-RADS® Treatment Response
LI-RADS Treatment Response Assessment is:
• A system for standardizing the image acquisition, interpretation, reporting, and data collection for
HCC and other malignant lesions treated with locoregional therapy in high-risk patients .
• Intended for routine clinical practice, education, and research.
• A dynamic document, to be expanded and refined as knowledge accrues and in response to user
feedback.
• Supported and endorsed by the ACR.
• Developed by an international and multidisciplinary LI-RADS Treatment Response Working
Group of diagnostic and interventional radiologists, hepatologists, and radiation oncologists
through literature review and expert consensus.

Why is LI-RADS Treatment Response Assessment important?
• Enables clear communication between radiologists and other specialists caring for patients after
locoregional therapy.
• Provides standardized terminology to facilitate data collection, quality assurance, and research.
• Provides a simple, practical system suitable for routine clinical practice for assessing treatment
response in individual lesions.
• Prior systems (see below) were developed for clinical trials, emphasize overall patient response,
and are not as well suited for routine clinical practice.

What are prior treatment response systems?
• RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors), modified RECIST (mRECIST), and
EASL (European Association for the Study of Liver Disease) provide criteria to assess overall
patient response in clinical trials and retrospective studies assessing treatment response for HCC
patients, rather than to assess individual tumors in routine clinical practice.
• Concepts from mRECIST were adapted into the LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm for
assessment of viability and tumor size measurements following treatment.

Why is LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm needed?
• Earlier versions of LI-RADS used LR-Treated as a placeholder; this category indicated whether a
treatment had been applied but did not attempt to categorize the response. The new LI-RADS
Treatment Response Algorithm provides standardized terminology as well as a comprehensive
but simple system to assess treatment response, suitable for routine clinical practice.
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LI-RADS® CT/MRI Treatment Response: Populations

Apply in patients to assess response for path-proven or presumed (e.g. LR-4,
LR-5, LR-M) malignancy after locoregional treatment:

✓

✘

• Locoablative OR
• Transcatheter OR
• External radiation

Locoablative therapies: radiofrequency, microwave,
ethanol ablations and cryoablation.
Transcatheter therapies: bland embolization,
chemoembolization with or without drug-eluting
beads, and radioembolization.

Do not apply for treatment response assessment after:
• Systemic therapy

Future versions of LI-RADS may address treatment
response after systemic therapy.

Apply with caution for treatment response assessment after:

⚠
✓

• Surgical resection
• Locoregional treatment
in combination with
systemic therapy

May apply with caution for postsurgical patients when
assessing recurrence at the surgical margin, or in
patients who undergo combined locoregional and
systemic therapy.

Apply for multiphase exams performed with:
• CT or MRI with extracellular contrast agents (ECA) OR
• MRI with hepatobiliary contrast agents (HBA)

Do not apply to:

✘

• CEUS

• CEUS remains an area of active investigation for
treatment response, and may be included in future
iterations of LI-RADS Treatment Response
Assessment.
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Pretreatment vs Posttreatment Imaging
Pretreatment Imaging
The roles of pretreatment imaging are to help:
• Diagnose and stage patients (see Chapter 10)
• Inform patient prognosis and management (see Chapter 11)
Some pretreatment imaging findings influence therapy selection, especially the number, size,
location (e.g., proximity to major vessels and bile ducts) and appearance of tumors.
In most centers performing locoregional therapy for HCC, a multidisciplinary group (e.g. tumor
board) helps select the most appropriate treatment option for a particular patient.

Posttreatment imaging
The roles of posttreatment imaging are to help:
• Assess treatment response, including residual tumor viability.
• Diagnose and stage untreated tumors elsewhere in the liver.
• Inform patient prognosis and management, including need for retreatment with same therapy or
alternative therapy.
Posttreatment imaging usually is performed with CT or MRI (see Chapter 12).
• Centers with the requisite expertise may assess treatment response with CEUS.
• CEUS LI-RADS Treatment Response Assessment algorithm is in development.
Follow-up posttreatment imaging may vary, depending on institution protocol, but is generally
performed at: 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months and 12 months, and about every 3 - 6 months
thereafter.
Optimal imaging follow-up depends on the therapy used, planned future treatments (e.g. right
followed by left hepatic radioembolization), and multidisciplinary discussion.
The interpretation of posttreatment imaging depends on the locoregional therapy used and the time
interval since treatment. These issues are discussed in the remainder of this section.
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Locoablative Therapies
What should the radiologist know?
Tumor ablation is defined as the direct application of tissue-destroying chemical material (i.e. nonenergy) or energy to eradicate focal tumors.
LI-RADS has adopted the unified terminology of ablative therapies released in 2014 by the
International Working Group on Image guided Tumor Ablation, Interventional Oncology Sans
Frontières Expert Panel, Technology Assessment Committee of the Society of Interventional
Radiology, and the Standard of Practice Committee of the Cardiovascular and Interventional
Radiological Society of Europe.
• Energy-based locoablative therapies apply energy to destroy tissue:
• Heat: i.e., radiofrequency ablation (RFA), microwave ablation (MWA)
• Cold: i.e., cryoablation
• Other forms of energy under investigation:
• irreversible electroporation (IRE): high-voltage, low energy DC current to create nanopores
in the cell membrane, inducing cell death by initiating apoptosis.
• ultrasound
• laser
• Chemical-based therapy: e.g. percutaneous ethanol ablation (PEA).

Definitions of energy-based therapies

Radiofrequency Ablation
(RFA)

Thermal ablative technique that creates heat with medium frequency
alternating current (~350–500 kHz) to kill cells.

Microwave Ablation
(MWA)

Thermal ablative technique using electromagnetic waves (~900-2450
mHz). Repeated short-duration high-voltage electrical pulses injure the
cell membrane to kill cells.

Cryoablation

Thermal ablative technique in which rapid gas expansion by inserted
cryoprobes generate subzero cytotoxic temperatures to kill cells.

Percutaneous Ethanol
Ablation (PEA)

Image-guided injection of ethanol into a mass to cause chemicallyinduced coagulation necrosis in situ.
9-4
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Locoablative Therapies
Complications relevant to radiologists
Thermal ablation-induced damage to adjacent structures within the ablation zone, including biliary
injury and bowel perforation.
Abscess can form in the ablation zone. Note that gas may be seen in the absence of infection for
days or sometimes weeks post ablation.
Arteriovenous shunt can develop along the probe tract.
Thrombosis of vessels, such as portal vein branches, can occur with RFA, MWA and PEA - more
frequently with MWA compared to RFA due to higher power used. When both portal vein and
hepatic artery are thrombosed, segmental or lobar infarction can occur.
Liver “cracking” causing catastrophic hemorrhage can occur during cryoablation.

Posttreatment
PVP
Venous thrombosis

Treated HCC
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Transcatheter Tumor Therapies
What should the radiologist know?
Transcatheter tumor therapy is defined as the intraarterial delivery of therapeutic agents via selective
catheterization of arteries supplying the targeted lesion(s).
The unique dual blood supply of the liver and arterial dependence of HCC, as well as most liver
metastases, provides the rationale for the use of transarterial embolization techniques. A
transarterial approach allows for targeted therapy for malignant tumors that limits the impact of
treatment on the remaining non-tumor bearing parenchyma.
The need for multiple treatment sessions is common and does not constitute treatment failure,
particularly for bulky or bilobar disease, as well as for tumors with multiple feeding arteries.

Definitions of transcatheter tumor therapies

Embolization
(TAE)

Blockade of hepatic arterial flow with vascular occlusion
particles (gelatin sponge, polyvinyl alcohol, or calibrated
microspheres) to induce ischemia and necrosis. Ethiodized oil
is no loger used.

Conventional Chemoembolization
(TACE)

Transarterial infusion of single or multiple chemotherapeutic
agents with or without ethiodized oil and with or without
concurrent or tandem embolization with vascular occlusion
particles (see TAE above).

Drug eluting beads
chemoembolization (DEB-TACE)

Transarterial administration of microspheres onto which
chemotherapeutic medication is loaded or adsorbed to provide
sustained in-vivo drug release.

Ttransarterial embolization
(TARE), sometimes known as
radioembolization (RAE)

Transarterial infusion of radioactive substances such as
microspheres containing yttrium-90 (90Y), iodine-131 (131I), or
similar agents.
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Transcatheter Tumor Therapies
Complications relevant to radiologists
With TAE, complications include post-embolization syndrome (including nausea, vomiting, pain,
fever; seen in up to 80% of patients) and non-target embolization (including: pancreatitis, pulmonary
emboli, and ischemic cholecystitis). Rare events include liver failure, liver abscess, bile duct injury
and cardiac arrhythmias.
With any transcatheter tumor therapy, patients with intratumor AV shunts or other vascular
abnormalities are at risk for unintended drug delivery to extrahepatic structures. Shunts or other
vascular abnormalities discovered during intraprocedural angiography may require embolization
prior to treatment delivery.
For TARE, the potential harm of nontarget embolization of extrahepatic organs (lungs, GI tract) is
particularly high. Hence, hepatic angiography mapping and intra-arterial 99mTc-MAA scintigraphy are
performed routinely in advance to detect and quantify pulmonary and gastrointestinal shunting.
When necessary, preemptive embolization of shunting vessels is performed.
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External Beam Radiation Therapy
What should the radiologist know?
External beam radiotherapy (EBRT) delivers focused radiation beams from external sources to
targeted tumor areas in the liver.
EBRT using image guidance and complex treatment planning is referred to as Stereotactic Body
Radiotherapy (SBRT) or Stereotactic Ablative Radiotherapy (SABR).
SBRT/SABR provides an appealing alternative to other more invasive locoregional therapies for
selected patients with liver-confined tumors. It can also be considered in patients with liver-confined
tumors that are unsuitable or refractory to other locoregional therapies.

Complications relevant to radiologists
Normal liver tissue adjacent to a treated tumor may be injured by radiation, a process called
radiation-induced liver injury (RILI).
Changes in the CT attenuation or MR signal intensity and enhancement pattern of the liver due to
RILI may evolve over months.
Late complications from EBRT include parenchymal scarring, capsular retraction, and biliary dilation.

Key Technical Details
The planning target volume (PTV) is the the volume of tissue comprising the entire tumor volume
(TV) plus a margin to account for uncertainties in tumor localization. Some tissue outside of the PTV
(“penumbra”) unavoidably receives low- and intermediate doses of radiation.

Planning target volume (PTV) =
Tumor volume + margin

Tumor
Volume

Tissue outside PTV receiving radiation
(“penumbra”)

Local control is the absence of disease progression on imaging studies in the treated field, (e.g.
stable disease, partial response, or complete response by RECIST and mRECIST).
Local progression or recurrence occurs when local control fails, i.e., with growth of targeted tumor or
new tumor developing within or the PTV.
9-8
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Imaging Techniques
What should the radiologist know?
Imaging is necessary after locoregional therapy to assess treatment response. The aim of imaging is
to identify treatment success, complications, or presence of viable tumor, which may prompt
retreatment or alternative therapeutic approaches.
The Treatment Response Algorithm is based on posttreatment contrast enhancement patterns.
Treatment-related changes in parenchymal perfusion may resemble or obscure tumor enhancement,
potentially leading to false-positive or false-negative assessment of viability.
Multiphase CT and MRI are currently accepted imaging modalities for response assessment, with
contrast enhanced US (CEUS) still under investigation and reserved for select centers with the
requisite expertise. Concepts relevant to each modality are described briefly below.

Contrast-enhanced CT (CECT)
In contrast to pretreatment imaging of HCC, noncontrast CT is helpful to identify the presence of
iodized oil or hemorrhage and to more reliably characterize arterial phase hyperenhancement of
viable tumor. Assessment of APHE on CECT can be challenging after therapies (e.g. TACE) that
use iodized oil, which is hyperdense on precontrast CT and may obscure APHE.

MRI
Iodized oil is minimally seen on MRI, therefore, MRI is a potential alternative to CECT where
hyperdense iodized oil limits the utility of CT.
LI-RADS ancillary features, such as T2 hyperintensity, diffusion restriction, and delayed hepatobiliary
phase T1 hypointensity (with gadoxetate disodium), may help identify sites of suspected viable
tumor on postcontrast imaging. However, these features themselves are not currently incorporated
into the Treatment Response Algorithm, which is based entirely on vascular enhancement features.
Subtraction imaging can help assess arterial phase and later enhancement, when T1 hyperintense
signal is present on pretreatment imaging. The use of subtraction imaging for assessing washout
appearance has not been established and should be used with caution.

Contrast-enhanced US (CEUS)
CEUS can assess treatment effect in a single lesion immediately post ablation, and enables
additional ablation in the same treatment session when indicated. Iodized oil is minimally seen on
CEUS, therefore, CEUS is a potential alternative to CECT where hyperdense iodized oil limits the
utility of CT.
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Treatment Response Algorithm)
The Treatment Response Algorithm was created to standardize the reporting of treated
observations, regardless of the pretreatment LI-RADS category and varying enhancement patterns,
subjected to any one or more locoregional therapy(ies).

The response algorithm is similar to mRECIST in that it is based mainly on imaging assessment of
arterially enhancing tumor, but it expands upon the mRECIST definition of tumor viability.

If locoregional treatment, assess treatment response
If treatment response cannot be evaluated
due image degradation or omission

LR-TR Nonevaluable

Otherwise, use
CT/MRI treatment response table
If probably or definitely not viable

LR-TR Nonviable

If equivocally viable

LR-TR Equivocal

If probably or definitely viable

LR-TR Viable

If treatment response cannot be evaluated due to image artifacts or omission, the treated lesion is
categorized LR-TR Nonevaluable. Otherwise, the CT/MRI Treatment Response Table (page 9-11)
should be applied.
Treated lesions should be measured by following the measurement instructions (page 9-13).
The Treatment Response Algorithm is applied lesion by lesion. Thus, one lesion may be LR-TR
Nonevaluable while another may be LR-TR Nonviable. However, multiple LR-TR Nonviable
observations may be reported in aggregate at the discretion of the radiologist. Further guidance is
available in the Reporting of Treated Observations (page 9-15) and in the Chapter 14.
Assessment of response at the patient level, or at the level of a hepatic lobe or segment for
transcatheter therapy, is also performed at the discretion of the radiologist. Patient-level response
may be addressed by using existing response criteria used in clinical trials, such as mRECIST, but is
beyond the scope of the current version of LI-RADS.
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CT/MRI Treatment Response Table
If a treated observation is evaluable, the treatment response criteria for Nonviable, Equivocal, or
Viable disease should be applied:

Definitions of posttreatment response categories

Response Category

Criteria

LR-TR Nonviable

No lesional enhancement OR
Treatment-specific expected enhancement pattern

LR-TR Equivocal

Enhancement atypical for treatment-specific expected enhancement
pattern and not meeting criteria for probably or definitely viable.

LR-TR Viable

Nodular, mass-like, or thick irregular tissue in or along the treated
lesion with any of the following:
• Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) OR
• Washout appearance OR
• Enhancement similar to pre treatment
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CT/MRI Treatment Response Table
LR-TR Nonviable
Absence of lesional enhancement favors nonviability.
Terminology: Nonviable was chosen over ‘necrotic’ by the LI-RADS Tumor Response Working
Group given that pathologic necrosis may not be present even in the absence of enhancement.
A few treatment-specific enhancement patterns may persist despite successful locoregional therapy,
such as thin rim enhancement after embolization. These patterns should be recognized by the
radiologist as LR-TR Nonviable. Examples are provided on the following pages.

LR-TR Viable
APHE in a nodular, mass-like, or thick irregular pattern is commonly recognized as viable disease
after locoregional therapy.
Washout appearance alone can be seen in viable disease, including for tumors that do not have
APHE before treatment.
Some untreated tumors show atypical enhancement patterns, such as peripheral or rimenhancement. Similar enhancement after treatment should be recognized as viable disease.
While growth of an enhancing portion of the tumor on follow up imaging is often interpreted as
evidence of tumor viability, it does not supplant the criteria for LR-TR Viable. Growing lesions usually
display more nodular or mass-like enhancement over time. Thus, there is no threshold growth
criterion for LR-TR Viable.
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Treatment Response Measurements)
After applying the Treatment Response Algorithm, LR-TR Viable and LR-TR Equivocal tumors
should be reported whenever possible with a single dimension measurement across the enhancing
tumor, excluding intervening nonenhancing areas.
Measurements can be performed on the arterial phase (for lesions with APHE) or other phases (e.g.
for lesions with washout appearance), in any standard orthogonal imaging plane.

How to measure thick irregular
viable tumor

Nonenhancing
area

Enhancing
area

How to measure nodular viable
tumor

Nonenhancing area

Largest
enhancing area

The LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm and measurement guidelines are modeled after
guidelines from mRECIST which specify that enhancing tumors should be measured on arterial
phase. However, LI-RADS also allows measurement of tumors lacking APHE.
The use of a single dimension for viable tumor measurements has shown substantial to excellent
agreement within the context of mRECIST.
When reporting a single dimension for viable tumor is deemed insufficient by the reporting
radiologist, they are encouraged to provide additional information on the treated lesion in their report
to help guide the referring physician, which is further expanded on page 9-15.
Reporting the pretreatment LR-category and size for comparison provides the referring physician an
estimate of the magnitude of response, which is further expanded on page 9-15.
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Treatment Response Tie-Breaking Rules)
Apply tiebreaking rules if needed. In unsure between two categories, choose the one reflecting
lower certainty, i.e. LR-TR Equivocal.

Lower certainty of
nonviability

LR-TR Nonviable

Lower certainty of
viability

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Viable
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Reporting of Treated Observations)
Overview
A full outline of posttreatment reporting is included in the reporting chapter (see page 14-14). Briefly,
for patients with limited disease, report each treated observation individually, and include the
observation’s pretreatment LI-RADS category and size for comparison. For example:
•
•

LR-TR Nonviable (pretreatment LR-5, 22 mm)
LR-TR Viable 20 mm (pretreatment, LR-5, 32 mm)

Providing the pretreatment category and size aids in identifying a patient’s eligibility for
transplantation after treatment. In combination with the pretreatment size, providing the
posttreatment size of viable tumor succinctly summarizes the magnitude of response.

Local tumor progression
Local tumor progression consists of new foci of disease in tumors that were previously considered
as completely treated. The distinction between locally recurrent tumor or new disease growing
adjacent to the original targeted area is often impossible, with no clear guidelines to distinguish
between the two. If the radiologist identifies new disease separate from the treated area, the LIRADS CT/MRI Diagnostic Algorithm should be applied.

Downstaging
Downstaging refers to the application locoregional therapy to reduce the size and/or number of
viable tumors. Patients downstaged from stage ≥ 3 to stage ≤ 2 may be eligible for liver
transplantation exception points. Radiologists should report the number and size of viable tumors.
Such patients should be discussed at multidisciplinary conference (tumor board).

Nonviable tumor detected only after treatment
Occasionally, a nonviable tumor is detected by imaging only after treatment, with no corresponding
observation on pretreatment imaging. In this scenario, a pretreatment category should not be
assigned. Instead, the report should indicate that a nonviable treated observation is visible
posttreatment, that its current category is LR-TR Nonviable, and that it was not seen pretreatment.
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Reporting of Treated Observations)
Congruency with OPTN in transplant candidates
OPTN designates treated OPTN-5 lesions as OPTN-5T.
The (T) qualifier applies only to treated OPTN-5 lesions, including path-proven HCCs. It indicates
that a treatment has been performed but does not reflect the presence or absence of viable tumor.
OPTN does not provide guidance on assessing treatment response. Thus, there are no OPTN
classes analogous to LR-TR Nonevaluable, Nonviable, Equivocal, or Viable.
Patients who are awarded exception points for HCC are evaluated repeatedly (every ≤ 3 months) to
determine if they remain within T2 stage. While treatment response is essential for directing
management, the treatment response (LR-TR category) does not impact exception point status.
Thus, an OPTN 5T lesion remains OPTN-5T regardless of lesion viability. Nevertheless, unequivocal
progression of treated viable tumors to beyond Stage T2 may result in the patient’s removal from the
transplant list.
Patients with OPTN-5X observations do not qualify for automatic exception points as they are
beyond T2 stage. These patients may still be considered for transplantation through regional review
boards if they are downstaged successfully (see prior page).
Because OPTN is aimed at regulating MELD exception point status for transplantation eligibility, the
system focuses only on definite HCC. OPTN does not provide guidance for treated or untreated
observations that are probable or definite malignancies but that do not meet OPTN-5 criteria. These
observations include LR-4, LR-M, and TIV. Most times these observations are managed through
multidisciplinary discussion to establish T stage and transplant eligibility through pathological
confirmation, additional or follow-up imaging, and/or correlation with serological tumor markers.
LR-TIV and OPTN-5X are not synonymous. LR-TIV definitely due to HCC is classified OPTN-5X, but
OPTN-5X also applies to T3 stage or T4 stage disease without TIV. LR-TIV due to a non-HCC
malignancy makes the patient ineligible for transplant but is not assigned an OPTN Class, since the
malignancy is not a definite HCC.
Similarly, nonviable tumors detected at imaging only after treatment, with no corresponding
observation on pretreatment imaging, do not count as OPTN 5T, unless they are biopsied and
shown at microscopic examination to contain viable HCC cells.
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Posttreatment Imaging Appearances
What should the radiologist know?
The radiologist should be aware of the type of locoablative therapy(ies) used and the intended
targets: tumor(s), segment, or lobe. Discussion with the treating interventionalist is helpful when
needed.
As previously discussed, posttreatment imaging is interpreted according to the Treatment Response
Algorithm. Multiplanar reconstructions with CT and MRI can be helpful in evaluating for off-axial
marginal residual tumor, for example at the superior rim of a treated cavity.
This chapter will illustrate the expected posttreatment appearances after locoregional therapy, for
commonly used energy-based and transcatheter tumor therapies, as well as external radiation
therapy. Familiarity with common posttreatment appearances specific to individual locoregional
therapy is necessary to distinguish between expected posttreatment enhancement patterns that
imply nonviable disease from enhancing treated observations consistent with viable disease.

Common findings after locoregional therapy
Foci of gas can be seen for days or even weeks after locoablative and transcatheter tumor therapy.
These are thought to represent nitrogen bubbles formed by negative pressure from contracting
necrotic tumor, and should not be misinterpreted as gas from abscess or infection.
T1 and T2 signal intensity may be variable posttreatment due to the presence of blood products.
• Coagulation necrosis after MWA, RFA or PEA can cause T1 hyperintensity. Subtraction imaging
on MRI may help to identify areas of enhancing tumor when T1 hyperintense signal is present.

3 days posttreatment after PEA
Pre

Gas bubbles

1 month posttreatment
Pre

Gas bubbles resolve over time

1 month posttreatment after RFA
Pre

T1 hyperintensity due to coagulation
necrosis
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Posttreatment Imaging: RFA and MWA
What should the radiologist know?
The RF or MW ablation zone typically goes beyond the pretreatment tumor border with a margin of
at least 5 mm, which should not be confused with increased lesion size. Ideally, no residual
enhancement should be present after treatment (LR-TR Nonviable)

Pre

Blood products

AP

PVP

DP

No enhancement
LR-TR Nonviable

Reduction in size of the ablation zone begins around 6 months posttreatment, but the ablation zone
may not disappear completely – a residual ablation zone can persist indefinitely
PVP
1 month posttreatment after RFA

Nonenhancing ablation zone

PVP
3 months posttreatment

PVP
9 months posttreatment

Ablation zone contracting over time

LR-TR Nonviable

A linear area of nonenhancement can be seen corresponding to an RFA or MWA electrode track
that is often ablated during removal to reduce the risk of hemorrhage and seeding.
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Posttreatment Imaging: RFA and MWA
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Perilesional hyperemia may be seen posttreatment, which resolves over time. When uncertain
between perilesional hyperemia and residual viable tumor, assign a response of LR-TR Equivocal.

Pretreatment

Posttreatment after ablation

AP

Pre

APHE

AP

Heterogeneous attenuation due to
coagulation necrosis

Perilesional irregular APHE

LR-TR Equivocal

Nodular or thick, rind-like area of enhancement is interpreted as LR-TR Viable.

Posttreatment after RFA

Posttreatment after MWA

Pre

AP

Pre

AP

Hyperdense coagulation
necrosis in the ablation
zone

Nodular APHE

T1 hyperintense
coagulation necrosis

Nodular APHE

LR-TR Viable

LR-TR Viable
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Posttreatment Imaging: Cryoablation
What should the radiologist know?
Ablation zones shrink over time and sometimes disappear completely, or result in focal hepatic
atrophy, including capsular retraction or distortion of adjacent vessels.
A thin rim of peripheral enhancement (reactive hyperemia) around the ablation zone immediately after
cryoablation and can last for up to several months.
Small gas bubbles can be seen in the ablation zone immediately after treatment, can persist for up to
several weeks, and should not be interpreted as abscess in asymptomatic patients.
Low signal on noncontrast T1W imaging in the ablation zone is common in contradistinction to
increased signal after RFA or MWA.
Residual HCC may lack a washout appearance on the delayed phase images for up to 9 months after
cryoablation; lack of this feature does not exclude viable tumor.
Biliary duct dilation is often seen after cryoablation, with damage to more central bile ducts, eventually
resulting in segmental or lobar ductal dilation.

Posttreatment after cryoablation
Pre

AP

PVP

Expected posttreatment thin rim enhancement
Ablation zone

LR-TR Nonviable

Posttreatment after cryoablation
Pre

T1 hypointense ablation
zone

AP

PVP

Nodular APHE

No “washout”

LR-TR Viable
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Posttreatment Imaging: PEA
What should the radiologist know?
The treated area may be the same size or larger than the tumor before treatment initially.
By several months after treatment, the ablation zone decreases in size due to fibrosis and retraction.
Areas of nodular or focal enhancement along the periphery or within the treated mass during the
arterial or portal venous phases favors viable tumor.
On precontrast CT, a treated mass may demonstrate gas bubbles several days post treatment if the
gas was introduced during instillation of ethanol and for up to a month post treatment if the gas is
associated with tumor necrosis (particularly if PEA was used as an adjunct to MWA or RFA).
On precontrast MRI, treated areas may demonstrate low signal intensity on T2-weighted images and
high signal intensity on T1-weighted images, reflecting coagulation necrosis.

Pretreatment
AP

3 month posttreatment after PEA
PVP

AP

PVP

APHE

“Washout”

AP

PVP

AP

Minimal nodular
enhancement

LR-5

LR-TR Equivocal

Pretreatment

3 month posttreatment after PEA

AP

PVP

APHE

“Washout”

LR-5

AP

PVP

No “washout”

Nodular APHE

LR-TR Viable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TAE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)
Thin linear rim enhancement of granulation tissue at the treated lesion’s margin may persist for
months to years. Ill-defined geographic enhancement surrounding a treated lesion may be a
transient posttreatment perfusional alteration, but should be scrutinized on subsequent studies to
exclude viable tumor .

AP: Pretreatment

AP: 3 month posttreatment after TAE

AP: 6 month posttreatment

APHE

Expected posttreatment thin
enhancing rim

Thin rim of enhancement
decreases over time

LR-TR Nonviable

LR-TR Nonviable

A noncontrast CT or cone beam CT can be performed within 20 minutes of treatment completion to
evaluate as a marker technical success the distribution of retained contrast material administered
during the procedure. Incomplete coverage of the tumor is associated with residual tumor and may
prompt further intervention, such as percutaneous ablation.

AP: Pretreatment

APHE

20 min posttreatment
after TAE

AP:
3 month posttreatment

PVP:
6 month posttreatment

Ideal contrast retention
posttreatment

No enhancement

No enhancement

LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TAE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

AP: Pretreatment

APHE

AP: 3 months posttreatment
Possible
nodular APHE

Enlarging
nodular APHE

LR-TR Equivocal

AP: Pretreatment

AP: 2 months posttreatment

AP: 6 months posttreatment

LR-TR Viable

AP: 12 months posttreatment AP: 18 months posttreatment

Nodular
APHE
APHE
No enhancement

LR-TR Nonviable

No enhancement

LR-TR Nonviable

LR-TR Viable

Randomly dispersed foci of gas within the treated lesion may be seen on CT for 2 weeks
posttreatment. Gas typically resolves within 2 weeks, but can be present for 4 weeks.
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Posttreatment Imaging: TACE and DEB-TACE
What should the radiologist know?
A thin, smooth, linear enhancing rim at the margin of the lesion may persist for months to years while
ill-defined regional or geographic hyperenhancement surrounding the treated tumor may be a
transient post-procedural perfusion alteration.
Other forms of arterial enhancement, particularly nodular enhancement or thick, irregular, or
asymmetric rim enhancement within or along the margin of the treated lesion favors viable tumor. On
portal venous and delayed phases, viable tumor may or may not show washout appearance.
With TACE, ethiodized oil uptake in the tumor is intrinsically hyperdense to surrounding
parenchyma, making it challenging to assess APHE. On short-term posttreatment follow up (~4
weeks), more oil uptake by tumor is associated with higher technical success rates, but if the
evaluation of tumoral enhancement is impaired on CT, the LR-TR Nonevaluable category should be
applied.
With TACE, both tumor with ethiodized oil uptake and necrotic tumor have low signal intensity on
post-gadolinium MRI with no enhancement on subtraction imaging.
There is no retention of iodinated contrast after successful treatment with DEB-TACE, and most
treated tumors will hypoattenuating on noncontrast CT compared to adjacent parenchyma. Drug
eluting beads are not visible on MRI.

Pretreatment
AP

Posttreatment after TACE
PVP

AP

PVP

APHE, “washout” and “capsule”

Expected thin rim of enhancement

LR-5

LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TACE and DEB-TACE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Posttreatment
CT 9 months

Pretreatment
AP

PVP

Posttreatment MRI 12 months after TACE

AP

APHE, “washout” and “capsule”

AP

PVP

Hyperdense
ethiodized oil

No residual enhancement on MRI

LR-TR Nonevaluable

LR-TR Nonviable

While ethiodized oil
uptake throughout the
tumor is associated with
a good response, it
precludes assessment
of posttreatment
enhancement on CT

Since ethiodized oil is barely or not visible on
MRI, uptake of oil by tumor does not affect
treatment response categorization on this
modality

Posttreatment MRI after TACE
PVP

AP

Nodular APHE

No “washout”

LR-TR Viable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TACE and DEB-TACE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Posttreatment after DEB-TACE

Pre

PVP

AP

“Washout”
Nodular APHE

No hyperdense ethiodized
oil (compare to TACE)

LR-TR Viable

•

Pretreatment

1 month posttreatment
after DEB-TACE

9 month posttreatment

AP

AP

AP

APHE

Thick but smooth and
nonnodular rim
enhancement

No residual enhancement

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TACE and DEB-TACE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Pretreatment

1 month posttreatment
after DEB-TACE

12 month posttreatments

AP

AP

AP

APHE

Equivocally asymmetric
rim enhancement

Unequivocally irregular rim
enhancement

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TARE
What should the radiologist know?
The embolic effect of TARE is less prominent compared to other transcatheter therapies. As a result,
tumor enhancement can persist after TARE, even in a nodular pattern on early follow-up imaging,
which may not indicate residual viable tumor. Imaging should be interpreted with caution during the
first 6 months after treatment. Tumor necrosis after TARE is caused mainly by radiation, with
delayed onset and slow time course.
Treated tumor is often stable at 1 month posttreatment, decreasing in size over several months. In
some instances, edema and hemorrhage may produce transient mild increases in apparent tumor
size early after treatment.
Necrotic tumors become nonenhancing, but can exhibit rim enhancement (inflammatory changes
caused by the treatment).
Fibrosis can develop in the treated lobe, with volume reduction and capsular retraction, as well as
compensatory hypertrophy of the contralateral hepatic lobe.
Patchy and ill-defined geographic regions of enhancement usually seen best on arterial phase can
be seen in the treated vascular territory, mimicking diffuse heterogeneous tumor, but typically
resolve over 1-5 months.

Pretreatment diffuse HCC
AP

PVP

APHE and “washout”
LR-5

1 month posttreatment after TARE
AP

Decreased APHE

PVP

“Washout”

LR-TR Equivocal

3 months posttreatment
AP

PVP

Expected posttreatment enhancement
LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TARE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)
Pretreatment
AP

Posttreatment after TARE
PVP

APHE and “washout”

AP

Nodular APHE
LR-TR Viable

LR-5

Pretreatment
AP

PVP

1 month posttreatment after TARE
PVP

AP

PVP

APHE and “washout”

Irregular enhancement early after treatment

LR-5

LR-TR Equivocal

3 months posttreatment
AP

PVP

6 months posttreatment
AP

PVP

Decreased enhancement with persistent areas
of irregular nodularity

Further decrease in degree and irregularity of
enhancement. Note isze reduction.

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: TARE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Post TARE

Pretreatment

1 month posttreatment

PVP

PVP

4 months posttreatment 11 months posttreatment
PVP

PVP

Gradual left lobar
atrophy expected
after treatment
LR-TIV

LR-TIV

Enhancement similar
to pretreatment but
only 1 mo post TARE

LR-TR Equivocal

Enhancement decrease over time

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Equivocal
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Posttreatment Imaging: TARE
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)
Pretreatment
AP

Post TARE
PVP

AP

PVP

3 months

APHE, “washout” and “capsule”
LR-5

LR-TR Equivocal

6 months

Gradually diminishing size and
arterial phase enhancement of
treated lesion as well as gradually
diminishing arterial enhancement of
adjacent liver

LR-TR Equivocal

12 months

LR-TR Equivocal

24 months

LR-TR Equivocal
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Posttreatment Imaging: XRT
What should the radiologist know?
Tumor’s response to radiation (see Table below) evolves over months and is attributable to damage
to tumor DNA, damage to tumor stroma, and activation of pro-inflammatory and reparative pathways.
• Transient increase in tumor size and/or enhancement may be seen within the first 1-3 months
(pseudo-progression) but tend to decrease thereafter.
• Reduction in tumor size may not occur for the first 3-6 months.
• Complete de-vascularization or necrosis is uncommon.

Expected imaging appearance of tumor

Early post radiation period (< 3 months)

Late post radiation period (> 6 months)

• Persistence of arterial phase hyperenhancement and washout common

• Gradual decrease in tumor size

• May transiently increase in size and/or
enhanacment (i.e. pseudo-progression)

• Gradual decrease in APHE
• May show capsule or halo on delayed phase
• Complete de-vascularization or necrosis is
uncommon
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Posttreatment Imaging: XRT
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Surrounding liver’s response to radiation (see Table below) also evolves over months and is
attributable to the onset/resolution of
• microvascular veno-occlusion (microvascular thrombosis and sinusoidal outflow obstruction) and
congestive edema (early post-treatment)
• chronic microhemorrhage and hemosiderosis (mid post-treatment)
• parenchymal fibrosis and architectural distortion (late post-treatment).
Diffuse parenchymal enhancement around treated tumor due to microvascular veno-occlusion
(early) or fibrosis (late) could mimic diffuse tumor; review of treatment planning map may help in
differentiation.
Evolving parenchymal abnormality surrounding treated tumor may confound the apparent
attenuation/signal and enhancement characteristics of the treated tumor.
Treatment-related hepatocyte damage and/or fibrosis may impair parenchymal uptake of
hepatobiliary agents, causing hypointensity of the treatmnent zone on HBP images. HBP phase
images must be interpreted with other sequences to avoid misinterpretation of treatment zone as
viable tumor.

Expected imaging appearance of surrounding liver

Early post radiation period (< 3 months)

Late post radiation period (> 6 months)

• Reactive hyperemia: APHE
• Edema: pre-contrast low CT attenuation, low
T1 signal, and high T2 signal
• Microvascular veno-occlusion: delayed liver
enhancement
• Microhemorrhage: foci of T1 shortening (high
signal) or susceptibility (low signal) on T1weighted GRE images

• Reactive hyperemia (APHE) resolves
• Fibrosis develops:
• precontrast low CT attenuatation & low T1
signal
• Progressive or delayed liver enhancement
• Evolution of microhemorrhages
• Structural changes: regional atrophy,
architectural distortion, including biliary
stricture and capsular retraction

Any post radiation period
• HBP hypointensity due to hepatocyte damage and/or fibrosis
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Posttreatment Imaging: XRT
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Image interpretation should emphasize serial imaging and trending of imaging features (i.e. using
prior study as the internal control), rather than on imaging features at a single time point.
Uptrending in tumor size and/or increasing arterial enhancement after a period of favorable
posttreatment response is concerning for recurrence.
Fiducial markers may be visible in or around treated lesion.

Pretreatment HCC
AP

PVP

3 month posttreatment after XRT
AP

PVP

APHE and “washout”

Persistent APHE and “washout”
No size reduction

LR-5

LR-TR Equivocal

6 months posttreatment
AP

PVP

Complete loss of APHE in the
background of heterogeneous postXRT liver parenchyma. No viable tumor
in liver resection specimen. Foci of
susceptibility are from fiducial markers.
LR-TR Nonviable
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Posttreatment Imaging: XRT
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Pretreatment HCC
AP

PVP

3 months posttreatment after XRT
AP

PVP

6 months posttreatment
AP

PVP

APHE and “washout”

Persistent APHE in the early post-XRT
period. Size is reduced. No “washout”.

Complete loss of APHE in treated
lesion.

LR-5

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Nonviable

Pretreatment HCC

3 months posttreatment after XRT

9 months posttreatment

AP

PVP

AP

PVP

AP

PVP

APHE, “washout” and “capsule”

Persistent APHE and washout in
treated lesion in early post-XRT period.
Mild increase in tumor size (pseudoprogression). Post-XRT parenchymal
changes bounded by dotted line.

Decreasing but persistent mild APHE in
lesion and background liver. Equivocal
for viability. Partially viable tumor was
found on liver explant specimen.

LR-5

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Equivocal
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Posttreatment Imaging: XRT
What should the radiologist know? (Cont’d)

Pretreatment TIV due to HCC
AP

DP

TIV, APHE and “washout”

4 months posttreatment after XRT
AP

DP

Slightly decreased
APHE

Hyperenhancing postXRT liver parenchyma

LR-TIV

LR-TR Equivocal

9 months posttreatment

12 months posttreatment

AP

AP

Residual parenchymal
hyperenhancement in
the XRT treatment
zone without focal
observation

A questionable new
subcentimeter
observation (arrow) at
the margin of XRT
treatment zone.

Enlarging nodular observation with APHE
compared to untreated parenchyma and
washout in the portal venous phase
compatible with marginal tumor recurrence.

LR-TR Nonviable

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Viable

24 months posttreatment
AP

PVP
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Systemic Therapy
What should the radiologist know?
Systemic therapy is usually reserved for advanced, unresectable HCC in whom surgical or
locoregional therapy is not possible or has failed. The combination of systemic therapy with
locoregional therapy may increase in use over time, and familiarity with the basics of HCC systemic
treatment is important for radiologists.
Systemic therapy for HCC can consist of conventional chemotherapy, targeted therapy,
immunotherapy, hormonal therapy and antiviral therapies.
• Conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy and hormonal agents have small or no long-term benefits.
• Targeted (molecular) therapies directed against specific molecular alterations in the
pathophysiology of HCC have shown promise. Targeted therapies aim to prevent the growth and
spread of disease by interfering in the signaling pathways for tumor progression and viability.
These agents are geared towards increased efficacy and reduced toxicity.
• Sorafenib, an oral multi-kinase inhibitor that targets both tumor cell viability and tumor
angiogenesis, has been shown to improve survival when compared to placebo.
• Immunotherapy for HCC is being investigated and is based on the use of immune checkpoint
inhibitors to harness the body’s own immune system to generate a tumor-specific response.
Radiologists should be aware of potential pitfalls in imaging interpretation after immunotherapy
and be familiar with immune-related RECIST. With immunotherapy, it is not uncommon for new
disease to be ‘uncovered’ by treatment or for existing disease to enlarge slightly before
decreasing in size. Thus, early pseudoprogression may be misinterpreted as clinical progression
if the radiologist is unaware that immunotherapy was administered or is unfamiliar with expected
changes associated with immunotherapy.
• Approval of systemic therapies is rapidly evolving, with recent additions of Lenvatinib,
Regorafenib, and Nivolumab, for example. Hormonal therapy, antiviral therapy and other
investigational therapies are beyond the scope of this chapter.
Treatment response for systemic therapy has been based mainly on RECIST and mRECIST in
clinical trial settings. Recent studies have shown that mRECIST identifies a greater number of
patients with treatment response compared to RECIST during the course of treatment.
Combination of systemic therapy and locoregional therapy, including TACE and yttrium-90, are
under active investigation in an effort to improve the outcomes of patients with unresectable or
advanced HCC.
The LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm should be used with caution in patients undergoing
locoregional therapy who are also treated concurrently with systemic therapy.
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Systemic Therapy
Expected posttreatment appearance
• Decreased tumor enhancement can occur with response even without changes in size.
Pretreatment

Posttreatment

PVP

PVP

Heterogeneous enhancement

Decreased tumor enhancement

HCC may remain unchanged in size during therapy. Increase in tumor size early after therapy
initiation may occur in the minority of patients, while decrease in tumor size is typically a late finding.
Similar to locoregional therapy, residual thick and nodular foci of arterial enhancement within HCC
after systemic therapy favors residual viable tumor.

Posttreatment on systemic therapy

Pretreatment
AP

DP

AP

DP

APHE and no “washout”

Nodular APHE without “washout”
Favors viable tumor.

LR-3

Treated by systemic therapy, probably viable

(Systemic therapy give for LR-5s
elsewhere in liver)
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Posttreatment Imaging: Systemic Therapy
Advanced diffuse HCC can be challenging to measure both pretreatment and posttreatment during
systemic therapy.
Posttreatment on systemic therapy

Pretreatment
AP

PVP

Heterogeneous APHE with Tumor in Vein

AP

PVP

Increased nonmeasurable area of APHE with
washout probably reflecting lack of response
Do not apply LR-TR criteria

The LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm was not designed for response assessment in HCC
patients undergoing systemic therapy. This patient population may have diffuse or multifocal disease,
and the changes in tumoral enhancement is often heterogeneous and challenging to measure. For
patients undergoing combined locoregional therapy with systemic therapy, the Treatment Response
Algorithm may be used with caution when the locoregional therapy effect is dominant.
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Treatment Response: Patient-Level Criteria
Overview
Several radiologic response criteria exist for patients with multifocal or metastatic HCC, with the goal
of standardizing assessment across sites for multi-center trials:
•
•
•
•

World Health Organization (WHO)
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST)
EASL
Modified RECIST (mRECIST)

EASL criteria and mRECIST take into account the cytostatic response related to many hepatic
directed therapies (i.e. the tumor size does not change, but the enhancing component decreases).
• EASL criteria correlate better with survival than size-based methods (WHO and RECIST).
The choice between WHO, RECIST, EASL and mRECIST depends on the needs of the practitioner,
department, institution, or clinical trial. While RECIST remains the predominant response criteria for
clinical trials, mRECIST is increasingly used.
The LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm is in part adapted from concepts within mRECIST and
can be applied at the patient level, but was not designed for use after systemic therapy.

Pitfalls and limitations of existing patient-level response systems
Optimal contrast phase or series to measure tumor:
• WHO and RECIST 1.1 do not provide guidance.
Measuring viable tumor in the setting of necrosis or partial response:
• EASL does not provide guidance; little correlation in literature with pathology.
• Reproducibility of measurements may be impacted by pattern of necrosis.
Assessing patient-level versus lesion-level response:
• Arterial embolic and ablation therapies are performed at staged intervals.
• Response assessment must take into account both treated and untreated disease.
• Creates complexity; definitions are lacking for time to progression and assessment of overall
response following repeat embolizations.
Optimal timing of follow-up imaging and assessment of response evolution:
• Radiotherapy and TARE may require weeks to months to achieve response.
• Tumor enhancement may decrease following initial embolization, but not reflect necrosis.
• mRECIST ignores the mechanism of action and the time-dependence of response to treatment.
Atypical lesions may not be well represented by EASL criteria and mRECIST.
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Treatment Response: Patient-Level Criteria
RECIST

Definition

EASL

Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST)

The European Association for
The Study of the Liver (EASL)

Criteria based on 1D
measurement of tumor size
regardless of enhancement
pattern.

Criteria based on 2D
measurement of enhancing
(viable) tumor.

In 2009, RECIST was revised to
RECIST version 1.1.

Developed by a panel of
international experts in 2000 to
measure response following
TACE.

mRECIST

Modified response evaluation
criteria in solid tumors (modified
RECIST)
mRECIST incorporates the
concept of viable tumor and is a
formal modification of RECIST. It
integrates the RECIST
definitions of response
categories and target lesion
selection into EASL.

2D
1D

Largest
enhancing area

1D

Nonenhancing
area

RECIST 1.1 classifies tumor
lesions at baseline as
“measurable” and “nonmeasurable” lesions.
1. Measurable lesions are
defined as those lesions that
can be accurately measured
in at least one dimension as
> 1 cm.

Concepts

2. Non-measurable lesions refer
to all other lesions, including
small lesions (longest
diameter <1cm) and truly
non-measurable lesions.
3. Up to 5 Target Lesions are
allowed (maximum of 2
lesions per organ).
4. Requires inclusion of the
enhancing rim of the target
lesion in the measurement.
5. Non-target lesions include all
other sites of disease and
should also be recorded at
baseline.

EASL defines enhancing portion
of tumor as viable and nonenhancing portions as necrotic.
1. Viable tumor: enhancing
portion on arterial phase
imaging. Two perpendicular
measurements of greatest
diameter of viable tumor are
multiplied to produce an area
of viable tumor.
2. Response: Percentage
changes in tumor area on
contrast enhanced CT or MR
imaging studies performed 4
weeks following TACE.
3. Target Lesions: No definition
of measurable disease is
provided. All viable tumor
areas are summed to give
the total tumor burden.

mRECIST uses unidimensional
measurements of the viable
component of the tumor (on CT
or MRI) in the arterial phase.
Defines target lesions and nontarget lesions.
Target lesion:
1. Can be accurately measured
in at least one dimension as
1 cm or more,
2. Is suitable for repeat
measurement and
3. Shows intratumoral arterial
enhancement on contrastenhanced CT or MRI.
Non-target lesions: All other
measurable lesions (not included
as target lesions) should be
identified as non-target lesions
and should also be recorded at
baseline.
Overall response is defined by
combining the response of target
and non-target lesions.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is a treated observation?
An observation that has been treated by locoregional therapies such as radiofrequency ablation,
percutaneous ethanol ablation, cryoablation, microwave ablation, transarterial embolization or
chemoembolization, transarterial doxorubicin-eluting bead chemoembolization, transarterial
radioembolization, and external beam radiotherapy.

What about observations treated by systemic therapy?
LI-RADS v2017 does not address systemic treatment response assessment.

How do I determine if a treated observation is nonevaluable?
A category of LR-TR Nonevaluable should be assigned if treatment response cannot be
meaningfully evaluated due to inappropriate imaging technique or inadequate imaging quality. Do
not assign a response category of nonevaluable if image quality is adequate, even if imaging
features are difficult to characterize or interpret.

What if the arterial phase is inadequate, but the portal venous phase shows unequivocal
enhancement? Is that Nonevaluable or Equivocal?
Assign a response category of LR-TR Equivocal. Consider immediate repeat imaging or, if needed
to ensure an adequate arterial phase, alternative imaging.

What is the optimal follow-up interval to assess treatment response?
Optimal follow-up intervals depend on the applied treatment, institutional guidelines, and
reimbursement constraints. In general, follow-up CT or MRI is recommended every 3 months,
although initial imaging at 1 month may be helpful after certain locoregional therapies.

Are there any pitfalls in assessing response too soon after treatment?
Treatment-related changes in parenchymal perfusion may resemble or obscure tumor enhancement,
potentially leading to false positive or false negative assessment of viability.

What should I do if I am unsure about tumor viability versus expected posttreatment change?
Categorize as LR-TR Equivocal if image quality is adequate.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Does LR-TR nonviable exclude microscopic viability?
No. LR-TR nonviable means there is no evidence of gross viable tumor, but small foci of live tumor
cells cannot be excluded by noninvasive imaging.

How do I distinguish residual tumor from new tumor adjacent to a treated observation?
In contrast to new tumor in adjacent liver, residual tumor usually arises within or at the margin of the
treated observation. No single threshold distance from the margin reliably distinguishes a new lesion
from a marginal recurrence. Use your judgment to make the distinction and apply the corresponding
LI-RADS algorithm (CT/MRI Treatment Response or Diagnostic). Example: a new observation has
features indicating de novo origin (e.g., nodule in nodule) and/or excluding metastasis from the
treated lesion (e.g., differences in fat, iron, HBP intensity): this should be considered a new tumor.

How do I assess the response of tumor in vein to treatment?
This can be challenging. Apply the LI-RADS treatment response criteria as best you can.

Do I need to assess response of each observation if the number of observations is large?
If there are a large number of treated observations with similar posttreatment imaging features and
likely representing similar response, you may assess treatment response in aggregate.

Can I apply the treatment response algorithm to cholangiocarcinoma or LR-M?
The algorithm is also designed to be applicable to observations categorized as LR-M as these
possibly represent cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) or HCC. There is limited literature for treatment
response assessment of ICC subjected to locoregional therapies. The assessment of enhancing
areas on delayed post contrast imaging is potentially helpful given that delayed enhancement is
feature commonly seen in ICC. Thus, the treatment response algorithm may be applied with caution
to observations that are pathologically proven to be ICC. The criteria for LR-TR Viable includes the
pattern of enhancement ‘similar to pretreatment’ as a criterion, which can be applied to ICC.

Can I apply the treatment response algorithm after irreversible electroporation?
There is limited literature for treatment response assessment of HCC after irreversible
electroporation (IRE). The treatment response algorithm should thus be applied with caution in these
patients, or those who undergo other recently developed locoregional therapy.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What should I apply for patients who undergo surgical resection?
Patients who undergo surgical resection with curative intent (excluding transplantation) may develop
new lesions and HCC on follow-up imaging. The LI-RADS CT/MRI Diagnostic Algorithm is
applicable to those with prior HCC, so it should be used to evaluate new lesions in the remnant liver.
However, HCC recurrences at the surgical margin can appear atypical. If an enhancing lesion on
follow-up is unequivocally at the surgical margin, the LI-RADS Treatment Response algorithm can
be applied to guide the discussion in a multidisciplinary setting. Further evidence is needed to
validate this approach.

What should I apply for patients who undergo surgical resection?
Patients who undergo surgical resection with curative intent (excluding transplantation) may develop
new lesions and HCC on follow-up imaging. The LI-RADS CT/MRI Diagnostic Algorithm is
applicable to those with prior HCC, so it should be used to evaluate new lesions in the remnant liver.
However, HCC recurrences at the surgical margin can appear atypical. If an enhancing lesion on
follow-up is unequivocally at the surgical margin, the LI-RADS Treatment Response algorithm can
be applied to guide the discussion in a multidisciplinary setting. Further evidence is needed to
validate this approach.

Should I apply the Treatment Response Algorithm for patients who undergo combined
locoregional therapy with systemic therapy?
An increasing number of patients who undergo locoregional therapy may receive concurrent or
adjuvant systemic therapy. While the LI-RADS Treatment Response Algorithm was not designed for
patients who undergo systemic therapy alone, it may be useful in assessing patients who have
combined locoregional and systemic therapy. Radiologists are advised to use the Treatment
Response Algorithm with caution, recognizing that systemic treatment can impact the posttreatment
appearances in unpredictable ways.
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LI-RADS® Treatment Response at a Glance
Pretreatment

Untreated observation
Diagnostic CT/MRI
LI-RADS® Algorithm

Diagnostic imaging for HCC
with multiphase CT, MRI, or
CEUS

Diagnostic CEUS
LI-RADS® Algorithm

if treated
Posttreatment

Treated observation
Assess treatment response
using institutional or
RECIST-type approach

Systemic
treatment
Surgical
treatment

Observation
at surgical
margin?

Diagnostic CT/MRI
LI-RADS® Algorithm

No

CT/MRI LI-RADS®
Treatment Response
Algorithm

Yes
Locoregional treatment
Locoablative
Transcatheter
External beam radiation

Locoregionally treated observation
If treatment response cannot be
evaluated due to image
degradation or omission

LR-TR Nonevaluable

Otherwise, use CT/MRI treatment response table (page 9-11)
If probably or definitely not viable

LR-TR Nonviable

If equivocally viable

LR-TR Equivocal

If probably or definitely viable

LR-TR Viable
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LI-RADS® Treatment Response Features
Viability

Presence of live tumor cells within or along the margin of a treated
lesion.
Radiologic viability is not synonymous with pathologic viability as
imaging is not sensitive to microscopic or small foci of residual
tumor.

Treatment-specific expected
enhancement

Expected temporal and spatial pattern of posttreatment
enhancement attributable to treatment-related changes in
parenchymal perfusion.
For some treatments, early posttreatment enhancement patterns
may not reliably differentiate viable from nonviable tumor. In the
early postprocedural period for such treatments, the most
appropriate response category may be LR-TR equivocal.

No lesional enhancement

Posttreatment
APHE

Absence of enhancement within or along the margin of a treated
lesion.

Nodular, mass-like, or thick and irregular APHE contained within or
along the margin of a treated lesion suggests posttreatment tumor
viability.

Posttreatment “washout”

Nodular, mass-like, or thick and irregular washout appearance
contained within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests
posttreatment tumor viability.

Posttreatment enhancement
similar to pretreatment

Nodular, mass-like, or thick and irregular enhancement similar to
pretreatment enhancement in all postcontrast phases contained
within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests
posttreatment tumor viability, even in the absence of APHE or
washout appearance.
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Staging
Introduction
Staging refers to the determination of overall tumor burden.
The purpose of staging is to predict the prognosis and to link the stage with the most appropriate
treatment.
Many staging systems exist, none of which is proven superior. In North America, staging systems
currently in use include the Radiologic T-staging system (advocated both by UNOS-OPTN and LIRADS), the BCLC staging system (advocated by the AASLD), and the TNM system (developed and
maintained by the American Joint Committee on Cancer [AJCC]).
All HCC staging systems stratify tumor stage according to the size and number of HCC nodules as
well as presence of tumor in vein (TIV, synonym: macrovascular invasion). Some systems also
assess extra-hepatic disease, either in lymph nodes or metastases. Some systems also incorporate
information of the severity of underlying liver disease and performance status.

Imaging modalities for liver tumor staging
The liver containing at least one HCC must be staged with an imaging technique that provides
complete anatomic coverage of the liver.
MDCT and MRI are the only acceptable imaging techniques for HCC tumor staging. Nevertheless,
CT and MRI have limited accuracy for this purpose, as explained below and summarized on the
Table on the next page.
• MDCT: While CT is sensitive for detection of primary tumor (sensitivity of 71-87%), the sensitivity
for detecting additional observations in multifocal HCC is lower, particularly for lesions < 2 cm.
• MRI with ECA: MR with ECA is highly sensitive for detection of additional lesions > 20 mm (100%
sensitivity) and 10-20 mm (84% sensitivity), but has low sensitivity for additional lesions <10 mm
(32%).
• MRI with gadoxetate: Addition of MRI with gadoxetate can lead to change in staging in 14-28% of
patients, affecting management in 13-19% of patients. Detection of additional HCC on MR with
gadoxetate following MDCT results in 28% decrease in rate of HCC recurrence and 35%
decrease in overall mortality.
CEUS has a limited role in HCC staging due to its inability to reliably visualize the entire liver. One
focused application of CEUS in staging is to detect tumor in vein (sensitivity and specificity up to
100%) in cases that are equivocal on CT or MRI.
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Summary of the evidence for HCC staging
Modality

MDCT

Staging
system

Staging
accuracy

Understaged

Overstaged

Reference

OPTN

47%

27%

25%

Freeman et al.,
2006

Milan Criteria

92%

8%

0%

Valls et al.,
2004

TNM staging

39%

35%

26%

Zacherl et al.,
2002

BCLC

58%

38%

4%

Burrel et al.,
2003

BCLC

80%

-

-

Choi et al.,
2009

BCLC

59%

31%

10%

Burrel et al.,
2003

OPTN

40%

31%

29%

Freeman et al.,
2006

BCLC

92%

-

-

Choi et al.,
2009

BCLC

92%

-

-

Wang et al.,
2016

MRI with ECA

MRI with
gadoxetate
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Staging Systems
Staging systems
While there are different staging systems advocated by practice guidelines, it is relatively
straightforward to convert from one to another.
Below we discuss their common features and then describe the individual staging systems used in
North America.

Features common to all systems
• Currently, in North America, imaging-based diagnosis of definite HCC is applicable only to
nodules ≥ 10 mm. Nodules < 10 mm do not contribute to imaging-based tumor staging.
Rationale:
Small lesions do not have the same specificity for imaging diagnosis of HCC as larger lesions.
• LR-4 lesions do not count toward HCC staging.
Rationale:
LR-4 observations are not recognized as HCC by OPTN for transplantation purposes.
Exceptions:
• Innumerable LR-4 lesions that in aggregate are interpreted as unequivocal multifocal HCC (stage
T4a).
• All biopsy-proven HCCs (see below) count toward intrahepatic HCC burden regardless of lesion
size or LI-RADS category.
• HCC with tumor in vein (TIV) is categorized as LR-TIV in LI-RADS and also known as
macrovascular invasion or portal or hepatic vein in other systems.
Caveat:
• Lesions that are thought to represent diffuse HCC but do not meet criteria for LR-5 or LR-TIV are
categorized LR-M and reported as “LR-M, probably represents HCC”. Radiologists should
encourage multi-disciplinary discussion for consideration of biopsy or other diagnostic workup.

Path-proven lesions
If a nodule is biopsied, and found to be malignant, the biopsy result supersedes the LI-RADS
category. See page 14-25.
Path-proven HCC contributes to HCC staging. Path-proven non-HCC malignancy (iCCA, cHCCCCA, etc.) may be staged as non-HCC, but do not contribute to HCC staging.
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Radiologic T-staging System
Radiologic T-staging System
The Radiologic T-staging system used by LI-RADS and UNOS-OPTN was developed by the
American Liver Tumor Study Group. It identifies 4 stages. The tumor stage is based on tumor size,
number, and macrovascular invasion.
Extra-hepatic disease (either lymph node or metastases) does not affect the T stage.
Radiologic T-staging system for HCC
Stage

Definition

0

No HCC

1

One HCC < 20 mm

2

One HCC ≥ 20 mm and ≤ 50 mm, OR two or three HCCs, all ≤ 30 mm

3

One HCC > 50 mm, OR two or three HCCs, at least one > 30 mm

4

4A. Four or more HCCs, regardless of size
4B. HCC + TIV

Comment specific to radiologic T-staging system: Widespread or multifocal HCC is either staged 4a
in the absence of tumor in vein or 4b in presence of tumor in vein.

T4b

T4a

Number of HCCs

≥4
T2

Node

T3

3
Distant met
2
T1
1

20 mm

30 mm

50 mm

Size of largest HCC
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BCLC Staging System
BCLC Staging System
The Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) staging system used by AASLD identifies 4 stages, which
include imaging-based tumor size, number, macro-vascular invasion, and nodal and extra-hepatic
metastases, as well as clinical criteria (according to Child-Pugh score and performance status).
BCLC staging system combines imaging criteria and clinical criteria
Stage

Imaging criteria

Clinical criteria

Very early
(0)

One HCC between 1-2 cm

-Child-Pugh A
-Performance status 0

Early
(A)

One HCC between 2 and 5 cm OR
Two or three HCCs between 1-3 cm

-Child-Pugh A-B
-Performance status 0

Intermediate
(B)

One HCC > 5 cm OR
Two or three HCCs > 3 cm OR
Four or or more HCCs of any size without tumor in vein

-Child-Pugh A-B
-Performance status 0

Advanced
(C)

Tumor in vein regardless of size or number of HCCs OR
Nodal metastases OR
Extra-hepatic metastases

-Child-Pugh A-B
-Performance status 1-2

End stage
(D)

Stage not dependent on imaging criteria

-Child-Pugh C
-Performance status 3-4

The BCLC staging system combines imaging criteria and clinical criteria.

Intermediate (B)

Portal invasion

Early (A)

Node

Number of HCCs

≥4

3
Distant met

2
Very early (0)

1

20 mm

30 mm

50 mm

Size of largest HCC
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LI-RADS and OPTN Staging
Use of LI-RADS categories for OPTN staging
Only LR-5, LR-TIV, and path-proven HCCs (and TR-viable) contribute to OPTN staging.

All LR-5 and LR-TIV observations contribute to OPTN staging except:
• 10-19 mm observation with APHE, nonperipheral WO, no TG and no enhancing “capsule”. These
are categorized LR-5, but do not contribute to OPTN staging
• LR-TIV contiguous with a targetoid parenchymal mass. This may represent a non-HCC
malignancy with macrovascular invasion. If biopsied and proven pathologically to be HCC, it then
contributes to OPTN staging (Stage T4b or OPTN Class X).

LR ≤ 4 observations (untreated or treated) do not contribute to staging.
• If they are biopsied and proven pathologically to be HCC, they then contribute to staging.

LR-M does not contribute to staging although most LR-M observations should be biopsied.
• If they are biopsied and proven pathologically to be HCC, they then contribute to staging.

TRviable
LR-5

TRviable

LR-5 LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-1
TIV
LR-2
Path
[HCC]

LR-5 LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-1
LR-5

LR-3
LR-M

Observations

TIV
LR-2
Path
[HCC]

LR-5

LR-3
LR-M

Observations that contribute to staging

* Note that 10-19 mm observation with APHE, nonperipheral WO, no TG
and no enhancing “capsule” are categorized LR-5, but do not contribute
to staging
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Management
Introduction
This chapter discusses the immediate management decisions for patients at risk for HCC who have
undergone diagnostic imaging with multiphase CT or MRI or with contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS).
Diagnostic imaging is often performed after a positive screening or surveillance test such as
ultrasound or to characterize incidentally detected observations on imaging exams done for other
purposes.
• For the distinction between screening/surveillance and diagnostic imaging see page 2-3.
• For the details about screening and surveillance see page 2-5.
• For management of patients after locoregional see page 11-6.

Multidisciplinary management teams
To understand the management implications of issuing a radiology report with a LI-RADS diagnostic
category, radiologists should recognize that they are part of a multidisciplinary team.
The integration of the radiologist within this team may be implicit (as part of routine clinical care) or
formal (as a participant in regular multidisciplinary meetings or conferences).

Relevance of LI-RADS categories to diagnostic and treatment decision making
The use of LI-RADS category codes summarizing probabilities is useful for clinical care because it
enables clear, precise, and unambiguous communication, potentially helping to guide diagnostic and
management decisions.
Each LI-RADS category was created and defined so that it would have meaningful impact on
decisions about diagnosis and treatment.
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Management Options
Management options after a diagnostic test such as CT, MRI, or CEUS
Understanding the options following a diagnostic test provides the basis for assigning a LI-RADS
category.
The potential options for next steps in diagnosis and management and their definitions are:

Return to routine surveillance
• Definition: Standard screening and surveillance modality with a standard time interval.
• Comments: Reasonable option if diagnostic imaging is of adequate quality and shows no
observations meriting further diagnostic workup.

Repeat diagnostic imaging
• Definition: Same modality and contrast agent; individualized time interval.
• Comments: Reasonable option if diagnostic imaging was inadequate due to a resolvable
technical limitation or if repeat diagnostic imaging with same modality and contrast agent is
desired to assess stability. The time interval for repeat imaging is based on clinical, imaging, and
other considerations.

Alternative diagnostic imaging method
• Definition: Different modality or different contrast agent; individualized time interval.
• Comments: Reasonable option if alternative imaging may confer a diagnostic advantage in the
radiologist’s judgment. The time interval for alternative imaging is based on clinical, imaging, and
other considerations.

Multidisciplinary discussion (MDD)
• Definition: Discussion of diagnostic (imaging-, biomarker-, tissue-based) and treatment options
with multidisciplinary input.
• Comments: Reasonable option whenever multidisciplinary input is desired.
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Management

From LI-RADS Category to Management Decisions
The LI-RADS categories were developed so that each category should have significant impact on
decisions about diagnosis and treatment. Many factors other than the imaging results influence the
final diagnosis and guide the management plan. It may help to think of this as “layers of diagnostic
thinking”, beginning with the imaging test itself and eventually arriving at a management decision
based on all factors.

The LI-RADS category assignment for an individual observation is based on the combination of
major and ancillary imaging features.
• It is not necessary for radiologists to blind themselves to other data, but the LI-RADS category
should be based on imaging features and able to stand on its own.

A clinician’s estimated probability of HCC is informed by the LI-RADS category, but it also
incorporates other factors such as circulating biomarkers and the patient’s pre-test probability of
developing or having HCC.
• Example: a radiologist may assign LR-4 based on imaging findings, but a markedly elevated
serum AFP level may permit non-invasive diagnosis of HCC with high certainty.

Decisions between basic management options do not necessarily follow directly from the LI-RADS
category, or from a clinician’s estimated probability of HCC. Rather, the ultimate management
decision follows from a clinical assessment that integrates all available medical information,
including patient comorbidities; patient preference; observation size and location; number, sizes, and
LI-RADS categories of additional observations (see below); and eligibility for liver transplantation.
• Example: a decision about whether to biopsy may be affected by risk factors such as coagulation
disorders, or whether a patient most fears a procedure or a short delay in diagnosis, or whether
biopsy confirmation of a small (< 20 mm) HCC would affect priority for liver transplantation.

As stated above, the presence of other observations can have an important influence. Most
commonly, management decisions for a given patient are governed by the most worrisome
observation(s), that is, the one(s) with the highest LI-RADS category.

Although a patient’s management does not follow directly from the LI-RADS category, the different
categories do lead to different typical management decisions.
The following pages summarize these typical management decisions. These are intended as a
general guide, not as stringent or dogmatic rules. Clinical judgment should be used to tailor actual
management decisions to individual patients.
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Management Suggestions for Untreated Observations
The following management suggestions are intended as general guidance:
Non-treated observations:
LI-RADS Dx
Category
No observation

LR-NC

Suggested Management
• Return to routine surveillance at standard time interval (usually 6 months).
• Alternative multiphasic imaging (usually ≤ 6 months).
• Repeat diagnostic imaging (suggested option in most cases if the technical
limitation leading to a non-categorizable assignment can be resolved)
(usually ≤ 3 months).
• Alternative diagnostic imaging (suggested option if imaging with alternative
modality or alternative contrast agent is reasonably likely to confer diagnostic
advantage) (usually ≤ 3 months).
• Multidisciplinary discussion (suggested option if no alternative imaging is
appropriate).

LR-1

• Return to routine surveillance at standard time interval (usually 6 months).

LR-2

• Return to routine surveillance (suggested option in most cases) at standard
time interval (usually 6 months).
• Repeat diagnostic imaging (suggested option if repeat diagnostic imaging is
considered beneficial in the radiologists’ judgment) (usually ≤ 6 months).
• MDD for individualized workup (suggested option if such discussion is likely
to be beneficial in the radiologist’s judgment).

LR-3

• Repeat diagnostic imaging in 3-6 months (suggested option in most cases).
• Alternative diagnostic imaging in 3-6 months (suggested option if imaging
with alternative modality or alternative contrast agent is reasonably likely to
confer diagnostic advantage).
• MDD for individualized workup (suggested option if such discussion is likely
to be beneficial in the radiologist’s judgment or if such discussion is required
for LR-3 by institutional guidelines).

LR-4

• MDD for individualized workup and possible treatment (suggested option in
most cases), which may include imaging, biopsy, or occasionally treatment
without biopsy.
• Repeat or alternative diagnostic imaging in ≤ 3 months.

LR-5

• MDD for staging and individualized treatment. Biopsy is not needed to
confirm the diagnosis of HCC but may be obtained in some settings (e.g., for
clinical trials requirements or molecular characterization).
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Management Suggestions for Untreated Observations
The following management suggestions are intended as general guidance:
Non-treated observations (Cont’d):
LI-RADS Dx
Category

Suggested Management

LR-M

• MDD for individualized workup and staging. Biopsy should be considered for
definitive diagnosis and individualized management informed by pathology
diagnosis.

LR-TIV

• MDD for individualized workup and staging. Biopsy should be considered if
the tumor in vein is not definitely due to HCC (see page 14-13) for
determining the etiology of tumor in vein) and/or if tumor biomarkers suggest
a non-HCC malignancy. If biopsy is obtained, then management should be
informed by the pathology diagnosis.

MDD-Multidisciplinary discussion can be a formal meeting or an informal communication between
the radiologist and the other specialists. See Chapter 9 for more information regarding assessment
of treatment response and TR categories.
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Management Suggestions for Treated Observations
The following management suggestions are intended as general guidance:
Treated observations
LI-RADS treatment
response category
LR-TR Nonevaluable
LR-TR Nonviable
LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Viable

Management Options

• Repeat diagnostic imaging in < 3 months (suggested option in most
cases).
• Alternative diagnostic imaging in < 3 months (suggested option if
imaging with alternative modality or alternative contrast agent is
reasonably likely to confer diagnostic advantage).
• Rationale for ≤ 3-month follow up: the median tumor volume doubling
time of recurrent HCCs after locoregional treatment is 82 days, thus
necessitating a shorter follow-up interval of three months.
• MDD for consensus management. Often includes retreatment.

MDD-Multidisciplinary discussion can be a formal meeting or an informal communication between
the radiologist and the other specialists. See Chapter 9 for more information regarding assessment
of treatment response and TR categories.
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Additional Considerations
Three management options merit further discussion and are described below.
• Multidisciplinary discussion (see below)
• Biopsy (see below)
• Treatment as presumptive cancer without biopsy confirmation (page 11-8)

Multidisciplinary discussion (MDD)
Although useful for optimizing individual patient management in select cases, MDD is not feasible for
every patient and every LI-RADS observation.
Multidisciplinary discussion is encouraged for all LR-4, LR-5, LR-M, and LR-TIV observations:
• For LR-4, LR-M, and LR-TIV: MDD to guide additional workup and treatment.
• For LR-5: MDD to guide treatment.
• For observations that have been biopsied: MDD to review imaging and pathology findings and
confirm imaging-pathology concordance. Depending on the pathology diagnosis, MDD may be
desired to guide treatment.
MDD may be useful for some LR-NC, LR-2, and LR-3 observations, as well as for some
observations with unusual imaging features that challenge LI-RADS categorization. Radiologists at
their discretion should suggest MDD for such observations.

Biopsy
A decision to biopsy an observation should be made in the context of MDD with consideration of all
relevant factors.
Indications for initial biopsy:
• LR-5 or LR-TIV if
• Patient is being considered for clinical trial that requires biopsy confirmation
• Histologic grading or molecular characterization is desired
• Patient has elevated CA19-9 or CEA
• Patient has extrahepatic primary malignancy
• LR-M (including targetoid observations and diffuse malignancy not meeting LR-5 criteria)
• Some LR-4
• Some LR-3
• Observation meets LR-5 imaging criteria but patient is outside the LI-RADS diagnostic population
(see Chapter 2)
Indications for repeat biopsy:
• Non-diagnostic prior biopsy
• Prior biopsy discordant with imaging, biomarkers, or other factors
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Additional Considerations
Biopsy (Cont’d)

As seen above, biopsy usually is reserved for some LR-4, LR-M, and LR-TIV observations, although
a multidisciplinary group could elect to biopsy LR-3 or LR-5 observations in special circumstances.
• Example of LR-5 that might be biopsied: cirrhotic patient with LR-5 observation and extrahepatic
primary malignancy. Metastases to cirrhotic liver are rare, so even in patients with extrahepatic
malignancy, a LR-5 is highly likely to be HCC. Nevertheless, biopsy may be performed to confirm.

Not all LR-4, LR-M, or LR-TIV observations need biopsy. Many may be managed without biopsy in
the context of MDD.
• Example of LR-4 observation that might be managed without biopsy: cirrhotic liver transplant (LT)
candidate with < 20-mm LR-4 nodule. Such a nodule, even if pathology confirmed to be HCC,
would not provide LT exception points. Since biopsy may have limited value, a multidisciplinary
group may elect to monitor the nodule’s growth with imaging until size ≥ 20 mm. At that point, the
observation may meet LR-5 criteria and, with size ≥ 20 mm, provide exception points.

Compared to other diagnostic systems that recommend biopsy for all “indeterminate lesions” (i.e.,
those that are not definitely benign and that do not meet HCC criteria), LI-RADS enables more
selective use of biopsy, potentially reducing the frequency of unnecessary biopsies.

Including consideration for biopsy in a radiology report
A radiology report should avoid any language that would compel a clinician or MD group to perform
biopsy or any invasive procedure. Nevertheless, it may be beneficial to suggest appropriate
consideration for liver biopsy.
Sample phrases that might be used are:
• “Options for diagnostic workup include ____ and possibly biopsy.”
• “The distinction between HCC and ___ in this patient cannot be determined with imaging alone. If
distinction would be helpful for patient management, biopsy may be considered.”
• “Biopsy may be necessary to distinguish between HCC and ___.”
• “…probably HCC. To establish a definite diagnosis, biopsy may be considered.”

Treatment as presumptive cancer without biopsy confirmation
With caution and in special circumstances, a multidisciplinary group may elect to treat an
observation as presumptive HCC without biopsy. Such a decision may be made if the probability of
HCC is deemed sufficiently high based on imaging and other factors, and if biopsy or additional
workup would subject the patient to unjustified risk or treatment delay.
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Management and OPTN
LI-RADS categories can be used for OPTN staging.
The following rules apply:

Only LR-5, LR-TIV, and path-proven HCCs (and TR-viable) contribute to OPTN staging.

All LR-5 and LR-TIV observations contribute to OPTN staging except:
• 10-19 mm observation with APHE, nonperipheral WO, no TG and no enhancing “capsule”. These
are categorized LR-5, but do not contribute to OPTN staging
• LR-TIV contiguous with a targetoid parenchymal mass. This may represent a non-HCC
malignancy with macrovascular invasion. If biopsied and proven pathologically to be HCC, it then
contributes to OPTN staging (Stage T4b or OPTN Class X).

LR ≤ 4 observations (untreated or treated) do not contribute to staging.
• If they are biopsied and proven pathologically to be HCC, they then contribute to staging.

LR-M does not contribute to staging although most LR-M observations should be biopsied.
• If they are biopsied and proven pathologically to be HCC, they then contribute to staging.

TRviable
LR-5

TRviable

LR-5 LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-1
TIV
LR-2
Path
[HCC]

LR-5 LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-1
LR-5

LR-3
LR-M

Observations

TIV
LR-2
Path
[HCC]

LR-5

LR-3
LR-M

Observations that contribute to staging

* Note that 10-19 mm observation with APHE, nonperipheral WO, no TG and
no enhancing “capsule” are categorized LR-5, but do not contribute to staging
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Management and OPTN
Conversion from LI-RADS Category to OPTN Class
Conversion from LI-RADS categories to OPTN classes is important for liver transplantation
candidates being considered for HCC priority points.
• Conversion applies only for LR-5 (with exclusion as below), LR-TIV due to HCC, and path-proven
HCC.
• There is no corresponding OPTN Class for LR-NC, LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, 10-19 mm LR-5 with
APHE and WO only (i.e. no TG and no enhancing “capsule”), LR-M, or LR-TIV due to non-HCC
malignancy.

The conversion can be challenging because OPTN classification sometimes applies to individual
observations and sometimes to the overall stage.
Table below summarizes the conversion:

OPTN Stage

Definition

OPTN Class

0

No HCC

None
• OPTN 5A-g if HCC has APHE and TG only

1

2

One HCC < 20 mm

One HCC ≥ 20 mm and
≤ 50 mm, OR two or three
HCCs, all ≤ 30 mm

• OPTN 5A if HCC has APHE and ≥ 2 additional
major features (WO, C, TG)
• OPTN 5A-g if HCC is 10-19 mm and has APHE
and TG only
• OPTN 5A if HCC is 10-19 mm and has APHE and
≥ 2 additional major features (WO, C, TG)
• OPTN 5B if HCC is 20-50 mm

3

4

One HCC > 50 mm, OR
two or three HCCs, at
least one > 30 mm
4A. Four or more HCCs,
regardless of size

OPTN 5X

OPTN 5X

4B. HCC + TIV
Where HCC is defined as path-proven HCC or LR-5 with exception of 10-19 mm LR-5 with APHE
and “washout” as only major feature
Imaging features are relevant only for imaging-diagnosed HCCs and not for path-proven HCCs
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Management and OPTN
Conversion from LI-RADS Category to OPTN Class (Cont’d)

Liver transplant (LT) candidate?

No

STOP:
OPTN applies only to
LT candidates

No

STOP:
OPTN applies only to
patients with HCC

Yes
At least one LR-5 or Path-HCC?
Yes

Tumor Stage 3 or 4A or 4B?

Yes

OPTN 5X

No
Convert each LR-5 observation as follows

10-19 mm APHE + WO
(no capsule or TG)

10-19 mm APHE + TG
(no capsule or WO)

No corresponding
OPTN Class

OPTN 5A-g

All other LR-5s

10-19 mm

20-50 mm

OPTN 5A

OPTN 5B

Do not convert LR-NC, LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, LR-M – no corresponding OPTN Class
LR-TIV is converted to OPTN-5X
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Management and OPTN
LI-RADS and OPTN: Reporting Considerations

All path-proven HCCs, LR-5s, LR-Ms, LR-TIVs, and should be reported with the following
information:
• Size or size of the viable tumor, if treated
• Major features used for categorizing
All path-proven HCCs and, with the exception of 10-19 mm APHE with “washout” as the only
additional major feature, all LR-5s can be converted to OPTN Classes.
LR-TIV should be reported because it is a contraindication to liver transplantation and may require
additional workup to determine the etiology (see page 14-13).
LR-M usually prompts biopsy, the results of which may affect transplant eligibility.

LR-4s should be reported.
There is high likelihood they represent HCC, and their presence may suggest multifocal HCC.

LI-RADS and OPTN: Caveats

Not all LR-5s are recognized by OPTN as Class 5:
10-19 mm observations with APHE and nonperipheral WO as the only additional major feature (i.e.
no TG and no enhancing “capsule”) are categorized LR-5. These observations do not count as
OPTN 5 and therefore do not contribute to staging.

OPTN and LI-RADS populations are not identical:
OPTN

Applies to all transplant candidates

LI-RADS
Applies only to transplant candidates meeting
eligibility criteria (see Chapter 2)

Implication: OPTN may be applied in some transplant candidates for whom LI-RADS is not
recommended due to incomplete validation of imaging for noninvasive diagnosis of HCC. This
includes pediatric patients and vascular causes of cirrhosis.
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Summary of CT/MRI LI-RADS®-Based Management
Below are suggested diagnostic options and time intervals.

Untreated observations
Multiphase CT or MRI
No
observation

Categorize each untreated observation detected

Negative

LR-NC

Return to
surveillance
in 6 months

Repeat or
alternative
diagnostic
imaging
in ≤ 3
months

LR-1

LR-2

Return to
Return to
surveillance surveillance
in 6 months in 6 months
Consider
repeat
diagnostic
imaging
in ≤ 6
months

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5

LR-M

LR-TIV

Repeat or
alternative
diagnostic
imaging
in 3-6
months

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for tailored
workup

HCC
confirmed

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for tailored
workup

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for tailored
workup

Often
includes
biopsy

May
include
biopsy

If biopsy

If biopsy

If biopsy

Pathology
diagnosis

Pathology
diagnosis

Pathology
diagnosis

May
include
biopsy

Multidisciplinary
discussion
for
consensus
management

Treated observations
Multiphase CT or MRI

Categorize each treated observation detected
LR-TR Nonevaluable

LR-TR Nonviable

LR-TR Equivocal

LR-TR Viable

Continue monitoring in ≤ 3
months with:

Continue monitoring in ≤ 3
months with:

Continue monitoring in ≤ 3
months with:

•
•

•
•

•
•

Multi-disciplinary
discussion for consensus
management

Same modality, OR
Different modality

Same modality, OR
Different modality

Same modality, OR
Different modality

Often
includes retreatment
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Abbreviations
AP

Arterial phase

DP

Delayed phase

DWI

Diffusion-weighted imaging

ECA

Extracellular agent

Gd

Gadolinium

HBA

Hepatobiliary agent

HBP

Hepatobiliary phase

IP

In-phase imaging

IV

Intravenous

MPR

Multiplanar reformations

OPTN

Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network

OP

Out-of-phase imaging

PVP

Portal venous phase

T1WI

T1-weighted imaging

T2WI

T2-weighted imaging

TP

Transitional Phase

3D

Three-Dimensional
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LI-RADS® Technique
Modalities
Both CT and MRI may be used for assigning LI-RADS diagnostic categories and/or treatment
response categories.
• Both modalities have advantages and disadvantages, and both permit noninvasive diagnosis of
HCC with high specificity if stringent criteria are applied (i.e., LR-5 criteria).
• LI-RADS does not recommend one modality over another, recognizing that the optimal modality in
a particular patient depends on multiple factors, including institutional or practice preference, and
may require individualized decisions tailored to the patient and the clinical context.
Note that CEUS can be used to assign diagnostic categories but not treatment response categories.
CEUS technique is discussed further in the CEUS Manual. It is not discussed further in this chapter.

Contrast agents and their administration
The use of intravenous (IV) contrast agents is required for assigning LI-RADS diagnostic and/or
treatment response categories. LI-RADS categories cannot be assigned on noncontrast CT or
noncontrast MRI.
• LI-RADS recommends administration of IV contrast agents using a power injector.
• In general, a weight-based dose should be used. The optimal rate of injection depends on the
modality: See page 12-17 for CT and page 12-17 for MRI.
• The bolus should be followed immediately by a saline chaser (30-40 mL) at the same injection
rate to push residual contrast material out of the IV tubing and from the peripheral veins.

Contrast agents for CT
All contrast agents used for LI-RADS categorization with CT are iodine-based low-molecular-weight
(LMW) extracellular contrast agents (ECAs).

Contrast agents for MRI
Two different types of Gd-based contrast agents may be used for LI-RADS categorization with MRI:
extracellular contrast agents (ECAs) and hepatobiliary contrast agents (HBAs).
• Both types have advantages and disadvantages. Both permit noninvasive diagnosis of HCC with
high specificity if stringent criteria are applied (i.e., LR-5 criteria).
• LI-RADS does not recommend one type of agent over another, recognizing that the optimal agent
in a particular patient depends on multiple factors, including institutional or practice preference,
and may require individualized decisions tailored to the patient and the clinical context.
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Overview
Multiphase imaging
Multiphase image acquisition at sequential time ranges (“dynamic phases”) after contrast
administration is required for assigning LI-RADS diagnostic and/or treatment response categories.
LI-RADS categories generally cannot be assigned on single-phase CT or MRI.
The dual vascular supply of liver (75% portal venous and 25% hepatic arterial) results in sequential
opacification of hepatic arteries, portal veins, and hepatic veins after injection of intravenous
contrast, as illustrated in idealized time-intensity curves below.

Note sequential
opacification of
vessels

Aorta and
hepatic arteries

Intensity
or
Attenuation

Portal veins

Hepatic veins

30 sec

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection

Different tissues and structures reach peak enhancement at different times. This allows the
acquisition of images during different time ranges or “dynamic phases” to highlight these differences.
While these phases are a continuum, they are described as distinct time ranges for simplicity and
clinical utility. See page 12-8. As described later, LI-RADS requires certain phases and suggests
others.
The phases are selected to:
• Achieve adequate lesion to background contrast AND
• Permit characterization of major features; some LR-M features; LR-TIV, ancillary imaging
features; and treatment response features.
The exact phases selected depend on the
Modality: CT (page 12-19); MRI (page 12-21) and the type of contrast agent: ECA (page 12-21),
Gadobenate dimeglumine (page 12-21), Gadoxetate disodium (page 12-21).
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Overview – Extracellular Agents
Extracellular agents distribute in the extracellular space.
The extracellular space has two components:
• The vascular space
• The interstitial space
In the liver, the vascular space is composed primarily of sinusoids, while the interstitial space is
composed mainly of the perisinusoidal space (space of Disse).

Extracellular agents are cleared slowly from the extracellular space since there is only one
elimination pathway: excretion by the kidneys via glomerular filtration.

The distribution of ECAs in the extracellular space is illustrated below:

Note gradual clearance
from extracellular space

Biliary canaliculus

Hepatocytes
Sinusoidal
(vascular)
space

Peri-sinusoidal
(interstitial) space

Endothelial
cells
1 min

2 min

4 min

8 min

16 min

Time after injection

Extracellular contrast agent

Extracellular agents do NOT distribute in the intracellular or biliary spaces.
Note absence of contrast agent in hepatocytes and biliary canaliculi at all time points in diagram
above.
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Overview – Hepatobiliary Agents
Hepatobiliary agents (HBAs) distribute initially in the extracellular space and are then taken
up by hepatocytes and excreted into the biliary system.
There are two gadolinium based HBAs:
• Gadoxetate disodium, which has high (~50%) and rapid hepatobiliary uptake and excretion.
• Gadobenate dimeglumine, which has modest (~3-5%) and slow hepatobiliary uptake and
excretion.

HBAs have dual elimination, they are excreted both by the kidneys via glomerular filtration
AND by the liver via the hepatobiliary route.

~50%

~95-97%

Gadoxetate

Gadobenate
~50%

~3-5%

For gadobenate dimeglumine:
• The amount and rate of hepatobiliary excretion is too small and slow to noticeably affect the
clearance of contrast from the extracellular space.
• Thus, enhancement of blood vessels and of lesions with large blood spaces (e.g., hemangiomas)
or interstitial spaces (e.g., fibrotic lesions) tends to decline at a similar rate as with ECAs.
For gadoxetate disodium:
• This dual elimination results in rapid clearance from the extracellular space, including the blood
and interstitium.
• Thus, enhancement of blood vessels and of lesions with large extracellular volume—large blood
spaces (e.g., hemangiomas) or interstitial spaces (e.g., fibrotic lesions)---decreases rapidly
compared to ECAs.
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Overview – Hepatobiliary Agents
HBAs may occupy one of four possible spaces, depending on agent and time after injection:
•
•
•
•

The vascular space
The interstitial space
The hepatocellular space
The biliary space

The time-dependent distribution of these HBAs in the four spaces is illustrated below:

Gadobenate dimeglumine

1 min

Modest hepatobiliary uptake & excretion
at ~ 1 hour

Biliary canaliculus

2 min

4 min

8 min

~ 1 hour

Time after injection
Note slow clearance from extracellular space, similar to ECA

Gadobenate dimeglumine

Gadoxetate disodium
Biliary canaliculus

1 min

2 min

4 min

High hepatobiliary uptake & excretion
at ~ 16 minutes

8 min

16 min

Time after injection
Note rapid clearance from extracellular space

Gadoxetate disodium
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Overview – Kinetics and Temporal Enhancement
Temporal enhancement characteristics are illustrated in the idealized time-intensity curves below

ECAs and gadobenate dimeglumine have similar kinetic properties and produce similar temporal
enhancement characteristics during the first few minutes after injection. For both, vascular
enhancement declines gradually. Due to hepatobiliary uptake, gadobenate dimeglumine causes
substantially greater liver enhancement than ECAs by 1 hour.

Aorta and
hepatic arteries

Intensity
or
Attenuation

Liver with ECA or gadobenate:
liver enhancement peaks at around
or just past 1 minute

Portal veins
Hepatic veins
Liver with gadobenate
Liver
Liver with ECA
30 sec

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection

Gadoxetate disodium has different kinetic properties and produces different temporal enhancement
characteristics than gadobenate dimeglumine or ECAs. Hepatocyte uptake begins during the first
pass, becomes noticeable by about 1-2 minutes, peaks by about 20 minutes, and persists for hours.
Vascular enhancement declines more rapidly due to dual elimination.

Aorta and hepatic arteries

Intensity

Liver with gadoxetate:
liver enhancement continues to increase
after 1 minute, peaking at about 20 minutes

Portal veins

Liver

Hepatic veins

30 sec

1 min

Vascular enhancement with
gadoxetate declines more rapidly
than with ECA or gadobenate

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection
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Overview – LI-RADS® CT/MRI Phases
Different tissues and structures reach peak enhancement at different times. This allows the
acquisition of images during different “phases”. The phases represent a continuum with gradual
change overs, but illustrated below as discrete time ranges for simplicity and clinical utility.

Contrast phases with ECAs or gadobenate
Early Late
AP AP

PVP

HBP
(gadobenate)

Delayed

Continues

Ao & HAs

Intensity
or
Attenuation

PVs
HVs

Liver

30 sec

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection

Contrast phases with gadoxetate
Early Late
AP AP

PVP

Transitional

HBP
Continues

Ao & HAs

Intensity

PVs

Liver

HVs

30 sec

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection
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Overview – LI-RADS® CT/MRI Phases
Different tissues and structures reach peak enhancement at different times. This allows the
acquisition of images during different “phases”. The phases represent a continuum with gradual
change overs, but illustrated below as discrete time ranges for simplicity and clinical utility.

Contrast phases with ECAs or gadobenate
Early Late
AP AP

PVP

Lesion with APHE:
APHE usually peaks in late AP

Ao & HAs

Intensity
or
Attenuation

HBP
(gadobenate)

Delayed

PVs
HVs

Liver

30 sec

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection

Contrast phases with gadoxetate
Early Late
AP AP

PVP

Transitional
Lesion with APHE:
APHE usually peaks in late AP

Ao & HAs

Intensity

HBP

PVs

Liver

HVs

30 sec

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

Time after injection
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Overview – LI-RADS® CT/MRI Phases
Arterial phase
(AP)

Early AP

Late AP

In LI-RADS, the arterial phase refers to the hepatic arterial phase unless
otherwise specified. The arterial phase is a postcontrast time range with the
following characteristics:
• Hepatic artery and branches are fully enhanced.
• Hepatic veins not yet enhanced by antegrade flow.
Two subtypes:
• Early AP: Subtype of AP in which portal vein is not yet enhanced.
• Late AP: Subtype of AP in which portal vein is enhanced.
Late AP is strongly preferred for HCC diagnosis and staging, because the
degree of enhancement in HCC usually is higher in the late than in the
early AP. Some HCCs may show hyperenhancement only in the late AP.

Extracellular phase
(ECP)

Postcontrast phase in which liver enhancement is attributable mainly to the
extracellular distribution of a contrast agent. Operationally, this refers to:
• PVP and DP for ECAs or gadobenate dimeglumine.
• PVP only for gadoxetate disodium.

Portal venous phase
(PVP)

Delayed phase
(DP)

Postcontrast time range with the following characteristics:
• Portal veins are fully enhanced.
• Hepatic veins are enhanced by antegrade flow.
• Liver parenchyma is at peak enhancement for ECAs.

Postcontrast phase acquired with ECAs or gadobenate after the portal
venous phase and with the following characteristics:
• Portal and hepatic veins are enhanced but less than in PVP.
• Liver parenchyma is enhanced but usually less than in PVP.
Typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection.
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Overview – LI-RADS® CT/MRI Phases
Transitional phase
(TP)

Postcontrast phase(s) acquired with gadoxetate disodium after the PVP,
before the hepatobiliary phase, and with the following characteristics:
• Liver vessels and hepatic parenchyma are of similar signal intensity.
• Both the intracellular and extracellular pools of contrast contribute
substantially to parenchymal enhancement.
Typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection of gadoxetate disodium.
Timing would vary and typically not obtained with gadobenate.

Hepatobiliary phase
(HBP)

Postcontrast phase with HBA with the following characteristics:
• Liver parenchyma is hyperintense to hepatic blood vessels.
• There may be excretion of contrast into biliary system.
Typically acquired about 20 minutes after injection for gadoxetate disodium.
If obtained with gadobenate dimeglumine, a delay of 1-3 hours is needed.
HBP is suboptimal if liver is not more intense than hepatic blood vessels.
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Overview – LI-RADS® CT/MRI Phases
CT or MRI with ECA and MRI with gadobenate dimeglumine
Pre

Late AP

PVP

Delayed

CT

MRI

MRI with gadoxetate disodium
Pre

Late AP

PVP

TP

HBP
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CT Scanner Configuration
Required CT Scanner Configuration
LI-RADS requires use of multidetector CT scanners to enable accurate HCC diagnosis and staging.
Single-slice CT cannot be used for LI-RADS diagnosis and staging.

✓

✘

Single-slice CT

Multidetector CT

Rationale
Rapid acquisitions are required to capture multiphase images.
Single-slice CT is adequate for portal venous phase imaging but, due to slow scan speed and long
acquisition time, has limited ability to scan the liver in multiple phases as required by LI-RADS.
Multidetector CT offers several advantages over single slice CT:
• Reduced gantry rotation time
• Reduced scan duration
• Ability to obtain thinner sections resulting in higher z-axis spatial resolution.
Reduced scan duration enables whole-liver coverage during a short, comfortable breath hold;
volumetric acquisitions can be repeated to enable multiphase imaging. Reduced scan duration also
decreases motion artifact, particularly in patients with ascites.
Thinner, submillimeter sections diminish partial volume averaging artifacts, which improves
sensitivity for small lesions, and allows multiplanar reformation.

Evidence
Evidence is indirect, relying on historical data.
• Studies have shown that single-slice CT has low sensitivity for detecting HCC, especially for
lesions < 2 cm.
• The advent of multi-detector technology has improved tumor detection rates.
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CT Scanner Detector Rows
Minimum number of detector rows
LI-RADS requires a minimum of 8 detector rows. Scanners with 4 or fewer rows cannot be used for
LI-RADS diagnosis and staging.

✓

✘

≤ 4-detector row CT

≥ 8-detector row CT

Rationale
Thin slices are required for adequate sensitivity for detecting observations and characterizing major
features. As summarized below, 8-row multidetector CT has higher per-lesion sensitivity for HCC
than 4-row multidetector HCC.
Additionally, increasing the number of rows from 4 to 8 to 16 to 64 or more allows whole-liver
coverage with progressively thinner sections along the z-axis, facilitating generation of isotropic data
with sub-millimeter spatial resolution. Isotropic data allow multiplanar reformations in any plane
(axial, coronal, sagittal, or arbitrary). In general, the minimum number of rows for acquiring isotropic
data is 16, although 8-row multidetector CT can produce high-quality multiplanar reformations.

Evidence
4-row multidetector CT has a reported sensitivity of 73% for detecting HCC overall.
8-row multi-detector CT has a reported sensitivity of 87% for detecting HCC overall.
Additionally, 8-row multidetector CT has a positive predictive value of 96% for detecting HCC in
patients with explant pathology reference standard.
The PPV for 4-row MDCT for HCC with explant pathology is 84.7%.
No studies have compared per-lesion sensitivity of 64-row or 16-row multidetector CT vs. 8-row
multidetector CT for detecting HCC.
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MR Scanner Field Strength
Required MR Scanner Field Strength
LI-RADS requires use of MR scanners with field strength ≥ 1.5T to enable accurate HCC diagnosis
and staging. Scanners with field strength ≤ 1.0T cannot be used for LI-RADS diagnosis and staging.

✓

✘

≤ 1.0 Tesla

≥ 1.5 Tesla

Rationale
MRI of the liver for diagnosis and staging of HCC is typically performed on higher field strength
scanners (1.5 or 3 Tesla), which is considered an acceptable minimal standard of care.
Such scanners provide
• Adequate temporal resolution for multiphase imaging AND
• Sufficient spatial and contrast resolution for evaluation of small hepatic lesions.
Generally, liver MRI performed at lower field strengths (≤ 1.0 Tesla) has lower signal-to-noise ratio
and inferior image quality.

Evidence
The recommendation for 1.5 or 3 Tesla over ≤ 1 Tesla scanners reflects widespread clinical practice
patterns and is based on the universal adoption of 1.5 and 3 Tesla scanners as standard of care for
liver imaging.
There are no comparative studies on the diagnostic performance of ≤ 1.0 Tesla vs. ≥ 1.5 Tesla
scanners for HCC diagnosis.
The accuracy for diagnosis and staging of HCC is comparable at 1.5 Tesla and 3 Tesla, although 3
Tesla provides higher lesion-to-liver contrast on dynamic contrast-enhanced images.
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MR Coil Type
Required Coil Type
LI-RADS requires use of multichannel, phased array coils. If available, a torso coil should be used in
most cases. A cardiac coil can be used if a torso coil in not available. Scans acquired with the built-in
body coil alone cannot be used for LI-RADS diagnosis and staging.

Rationale
Phased array coils have multiple coil elements designed for volumetric imaging.
Compared to body coils, multichannel phased array coils
• provide higher signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution at similar field of view.
• provide better image quality and higher contrast-to-noise ratio, while achieving faster acquisition
time, for detecting liver lesions at 1.5 Tesla.
Phased array coils with specific coil element configurations also permit parallel imaging, which can
reduce scan time and improve temporal resolution.
In general, coils with more receiver channels enable higher acceleration factors for parallel imaging
and provide improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Most state-of-the art MRI torso phased array coils
have at least 8 channels, with some having 32 or more channels.

Evidence
The recommendation for using multichannel, phased array coils reflects widespread clinical practice
patterns and is based on the universal adoption of such coils as standard of care for liver imaging.
There are no comparative studies on the diagnostic performance of MRI using the body coil versus
using a torso phased array coil for HCC diagnosis, but due to the many advantages of multichannel
phased array coils as well as their widespread acceptance as standard of care, it is doubtful that
such a study will be performed.
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Contrast Media Considerations - CT
Technical Suggestion
For CT, LI-RADS suggests use of iodinated contrast medium with:
• Concentration: 300mgI/mL or higher
• Dose: 1.5-2mL/kg body weight
• Contrast injection rate: 3mL/sec or higher
LI-RADS also suggests a saline chaser bolus (30-40 mL) at the same injection rate to follow the
contrast bolus. The saline chaser pushes residual contrast in the injection tubing and peripheral
veins.

Rationale/Evidence
Important factors that impact image quality: concentration, dose and injection rate of iodinated
contrast as well as use of a saline chaser.
Arterial enhancement and detection of APHE depend mainly on injection rate.
Hepatic parenchymal enhancement depends mainly on total iodine dose.
Concentration: Iodinated contrast medium concentrations range widely: 240-400 mgI/mL.
Concentrations ≥ 300 mgI/mL yield better HCC detection and image quality.
Patient co-morbidities decrease liver perfusion. Patients with the following conditions may benefit
from higher concentrations: reduced cardiac output, obesity, advanced cirrhosis, portal vein
thrombosis.. In cirrhosis, higher iodine concentration improves lesion to liver contrast and achieves
higher portal venous phase hepatic parenchymal attenuation.
Dose: Weight-based dosing is suggested. Larger patients with larger blood volume may have more
dilution of contrast material and lower target organ enhancement than smaller patients.
Optimal dose for liver imaging is 1.5-2 mL/kg body weight. This is equivalent to about 525-600
mgI/kg:
• 350 mgI/mL * 1.5 mL/kg = 525 mgI/Kg
• 300 mgI/mL * 2 mL/kg = 600 mgI/kg
This dose yields an absolute parenchymal enhancement of > 50 HU.
Injection rate: Injection rates > 3 mL/s improve sensitivity for detection of hypervascular HCC,
especially for small lesions.
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Contrast Media Considerations - MRI
Types of MR contrast agents
Two different types of Gd-based MR contrast agents can be used for LI-RADS categorization:
• Extracellular contrast agents (ECAs)
• Hepatobiliary contrast agents (HBAs)
Both types of agents have advantages and disadvantages, and both permit noninvasive diagnosis of
HCC with high specificity if stringent criteria are applied (i.e., LR-5 criteria).
HBAs, like ECA, yield similar enhancement characteristics on arterial and portal venous phases, but
also provide hepatobiliary phase (HBP) information. This combination of information can improve
detection of HCC..
LI-RADS does not recommend one type of agent over another, recognizing that the optimal agent
selection depends on patient, radiologist, institutional practice and other factors.

Types of MR HBAs
There are two clinically available HBAs:
• Gadoxetate disodium
• Gadobenate dimeglumine
Both agents have relatively high relaxivity compared to ECAs, which potentially permits detection of
smaller lesions.
Both agents are taken up and excreted by hepatocytes, but they differ in the degree of hepatobiliary
excretion.
• Gadoxetate disodium ~ 50%
• Gadobenate dimeglumine ~ 3-5%
Please see Chapter 13 for more information on gadoxetate and gadobenate.

Contrast agent dose and injection rate
Dose: please see package insert for manufacturer recommended dose
Contrast injection rate: 1-2 mL/sec
LI-RADS also suggests a saline chaser bolus (30-40 mL) at same injection rate to follow the contrast
bolus. The saline chaser pushes residual contrast in the injection tubing and peripheral veins.
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CT Protocol
Minimum required phases with CT
• Arterial phase (late arterial phase strongly preferred)
• Portal venous phase
• Delayed phase (typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection)
Precontrast imaging is suggested if patient has had locoregional treatment; it is optional otherwise.

Rationale for selected phases
The required phases are selected to
• accentuate lesion to background enhancement and
• permit characterization of LI-RADS major features as well as LR-M, LR-TIV, and ancillary
features.
Precontrast imaging is optional for CT in treatment-naïve patients, because it adds radiation
exposure with low incremental benefit.
Precontrast imaging is suggested in treated patients to differentiate tumor enhancement versus
intrinsic posttreatment hyperdensity from blood, proteinaceous material, or iodized oil.
AP and PVP are required for characterization of APHE, WO and enhancing “capsule”.
DP improves HCC detection and characterization, particularly for small lesions, and is more
sensitive for detection of WO and enhancing “capsule” than PVP.
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CT Protocol
Technical considerations

All multiphase
acquisitions

Slice thickness

≤ 5 mm

Bolus tracking or fixed time delay is suggested
Bolus tracking:

Arterial phase
Timing of
multiphase
sequences

• Aortic triggering is performed at L1 level, celiac axis, or
diaphragmatic hiatus.
• After threshold aortic enhancement of 100-150 HU is
reached, a scan delay of 15-30 s is suggested for late
AP acquisition.
Fixed time delay:
• 35-45 s after starting injection with rate of 3-5 mL/s

Multiplanar
reformats

Portal venous phase

60-75 s after starting injection at 3-5 mL/s, regardless of
how the arterial phase is timed

Delayed phase

2-5 min

Multiplanar reformats are recommended in the coronal and sagittal planes for
arterial and portal venous phase images.
Multiplanar reformats are optional for delayed phase images
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MRI Protocol
Minimum required phases with MRI
For MRI with all contrast agents:
• Precontrast imaging
• Arterial phase (late arterial phase strongly preferred)
• Portal venous phase
For MRI with ECA or gadobenate
• Delayed phase (typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection)
For MRI with gadoxetate
• Transitional phase (TP) (typically acquired 2 to 5 minutes after injection)
• Hepatobiliary phase (HBP) (typically acquired 20 minutes after injection)

Other required sequences
• T1-weighted out-of-phase (OP) and in-phase (IP) imaging (precontrast)
• T2-weighted imaging (pre or postcontrast) (fat suppression is optional)

Optional phases/sequences
• Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) (pre or postcontrast)
• HBP with gadobenate (typically acquired 1-3 hours after injection)

Rationale for required phases
The rationale for the required phases is similar to CT (see page 12-19) with the following differences:
• Precontrast images establish the intrinsic T1 intensity of observations, provide a baseline against
which contrast enhancement can be identified, and allow for subtraction imaging. These are
required since there is no additional exposure to ionizing radiation.
• TP aids in lesion detection and diagnostic confidence, as HCCs, LGDN and HGDN often are
hypointense in TP.
• HBP imaging improves sensitivity and specificity for HCC diagnosis (see Chapter 13).
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MRI Protocol
Rationale for other required sequences
T1-weighted OP and IP imaging (precontrast) allows for the detection of intralesional fat/iron and fat
and iron sparing, which are LI-RADS ancillary features (see Chapter 16).
T2-weighted imaging is necessary for characterization of some ancillary features (see Chapter 16);
provides information about the presence of fluid, fibrosis and iron; allows distinction between solid
and nonsolid lesions; can increase diagnostic confidence.

Rationale for optional phases/sequences
DWI improves detection of hepatic observations, and is necessary for characterization of some LR-M
and ancillary features (see Chapter 16). DWI is optional, not required, due to its inconsistent image
quality. DWI is prone to artifact/image degradation.
HBP with gadobenate is optional due to the slow and modest uptake of this agent, which requires a
long (~1-3 hour) delay and makes HBP imaging impractical.
Technical considerations

All multiphase
sequences

Timing of
multiphase
sequences

Weighting

T1 weighted

Acquisition type

3D is strongly recommended

Fat suppression

Strongly recommended

Slice thickness

≤ 5 mm

Comment

Postcontrast acquisition parameters should match
precontrast parameters to facilitate subtraction.
Optionally, the flip angle can be increased in the HBP to
enhance T1 weighting.

Arterial phase

• Bolus tracking is recommended.
• Multiarterial acquisition can have a fixed delay.

Portal venous phase

60-80 s after the start of injection at 3-5 mL/s

Delayed phase

2-5 min

Transitional phase

2-5 min

Hepatobiliary phase

~ 20 min (with gadoxetate)
~1-3 hrs (with gadobenate)
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MRI Protocol
Technical considerations (Cont’d)

T2-weighted
imaging

T1-weighted
out-of-phase
(OP) and inphase (IP)
imaging

Diffusionweighted
imaging

Acquisition type

• 2D single shot (SSFSE/HASTE) OR
• 2D fast spin echo techniques (FSE/TSE)

Fat suppression

Optional

Slice thickness

≤ 8 mm, slice gap, ≤ 2 mm

Other

Acquisition in coronal and axial planes is recommended.

Acquisition type

• Dual-phase acquisition is strongly recommended.
• OP should be acquired as the first echo.
• Both 2D and 3D acquisitions are acceptable.
• IP and OP images can be generated as part of Dixon
acquisition.

Fat suppression

None

Slice thickness

• If 2D: ≤ 8 mm, slice gap ≤ 2 mm
• If 3D: ≤ 6 mm

Acquisition type

• Single shot echoplanar imaging (SS-EPI) with > 2 bvalues (including b=0-50 and b=400-1000 s/mm2.
• Can be acquired using breath-hold, free-breathing,
respiratory-gated techniques or multiple signal
averages.

Fat suppression

N/A

Slice thickness

≤ 8 mm slice gap, ≤ 2 mm

Other

• Higher b-values can improve specificity for HCC, but
have lower SNR.
• Free breathing sequences allow for more b-values,
higher SNR and thinner sections vs breath-hold, but are
longer to acquire and more artifact prone.
• Parallel imaging is recommended to reduce artifacts.
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Subtraction Imaging
Definition
Subtraction imaging refers to post processed images generated from subtraction of precontrast from
postcontrast images.

Technical Recommendation
Subtraction imaging is suggested for liver MRI to characterize APHE and/or “washout” appearance
of intrinsically T1 hyperintense observations.
• Subtracting the precontrast from the arterial phase T1-weighted images can be used to
characterize APHE (see page 16-26)
• Subtracting the precontrast from the portal venous or, if an ECA or gadobenate is used, delayed
phase T1-weighted images can be used to characterize washout appearance (see page 16-104)
Radiologists and institutions can determine whether to generate subtractions routinely or only in
select cases when needed.
Subtraction images can usually be obtained at the scanner console by automatic subtraction of the
precontrast T1-weighted images from the postcontrast T1-weighted images.
For subtractions to be valid, precontrast and postcontrast phases must be acquired with identical
technique – including the same sequence and image-weighting parameters (e.g., TR, TE, flip angle,
and calibration settings) and be properly registered.
Coregistration can be facilitated by patient education prior to scanning and acquiring breathhold
images at relaxed end expiration.

Rationale for suggesting subtraction imaging:
• Subtraction imaging can enable characterization of APHE and washout appearance for
intrinsically T1 hyperintense lesions.
• Subtraction improves accuracy and reader confidence for assessment of tumor necrosis following
locoregional therapies by improving detection of APHE related to residual/recurrent tumor.
Rationale for not requiring subtraction imaging:
• They cannot be automatically produced on all scanners, require additional workflow steps, and
add to the number of images being transferred and stored.
• Misregistration between unenhanced and enhanced images can be a source of artifact and result
in false-positive characterization, particularly for observations at the periphery or dome of liver.
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Subtraction Imaging
• Example: Subtractions
Pre

High signal on pre

AP

PVP

DP

Assessment of APHE and WO is confounded by intrisically high T1 signal

Sub AP

Sub PVP

Sub DP

Subtractions confirm presence of APHE and DP WO
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Diffusion Weighted Imaging
Definition
Diffusion-weighted imaging refers to images in which contrast is generated mainly or largely by
differences in diffusivity between tissues.
Since the echo times required to generate diffusion-weighted images are generally intermediate to
long (i.e., ≥ 40 ms), the images are also T2 weighted.

Technical Recommendation
Diffusion-weighted imaging is suggested for liver MRI to
• improve sensitivity for HCC by detecting lesions that may be difficult to see on other sequences
• increase diagnostic confidence, and
• permit characterization of
• one ancillary feature favoring malignancy (diffusion restriction) and
• two LR-M features (targetoid appearance at DWI, marked diffusion restriction).
DWI is highly sensitive to artifacts (susceptibility, motion artifacts, etc.). Artifacts can be greatest in
the left lobe (cardiac and diaphragm motion, air in the stomach, upper and lower GI tract).
Techniques to lessen artifacts include (but are not limited to): respiratory gating, parallel imaging,
using relatively low imaging matrix.
DWI quality is similar pre- and post-contrast. Consider acquiring DWI post contrast if that would
reduce overall scanner time and/or reduce the risk of patient fatigue during dynamic contrastenhanced imaging.

Rationale for suggesting diffusion weighted imaging:
• Diffusion-weighted imaging can improve sensitivity for HCC and reader confidence, and it can
permit characterization of some ancillary and LR-M features.
Rationale for not requiring diffusion-weighted imaging:
• High-quality diffusion-weighted imaging cannot be achieved consistently on all MR scanners.
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Advanced and Emerging Techniques
Dual energy/multispectral imaging
Insufficient evidence for LI-RADS to recommend for or against the use of dual energy/multispectral
imaging.

Multiarterial phase MRI
Insufficient evidence for LI-RADS to recommend for or against the use of multiarterial phase imaging

Susceptibility-weighted MRI
Insufficient evidence for LI-RADS to recommend for or against the use of susceptibility-weighted
imaging.

Quantitative imaging techniques
Insufficient evidence for LI-RADS to recommend for or against the use of quantitative imaging
techniques/biomarkers for LI-RADS categorization.
Examples of these techniques/biomarkers include:
• Confounder-corrected chemical shift encoded MRI to quantify proton density frat fraction (PDFF)
– a measure of tissue lipid content
• Multi-echo or confounder-corrected chemical shift encoded MRI to quantify R2* – a marker of iron
content
• Magnetic resonance elastography to quantify stiffness – a marker of fibrosis
• Other:
• Perfusion analysis to quantify perfusion parameters, texture analysist to quantify texture
features, DWI volumetric analysis to quantify volumetric ADC
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Technical Recommendations for CT at a Glance
Scanner configuration

Multidetector row scanner

Detector rows

≥ 8 detector rows

Multiplanar reformations

Suggested

Slice thickness (for axial
reconstructions and, if obtained,
multiplanar reformations)

≤ 5 mm required
(2.5 – 3 mm suggested for multiplanar reformations)

Precontrast imaging

• Suggested for patients treated with locoregional therapy
• Optional otherwise

The following are the minimum required phases for both
treatment-naïve and treated patients:
Contrast-enhanced phases

• Arterial phase
• Late arterial phase strongly preferred
• Portal venous phase
• Delayed phase (2-5 minutes after initial injection of contrast)

Timing of arterial phase

Bolus tracking or fixed-time delay is suggested

Contrast considerations

•
•
•
•

≥ 300mgI/mL for a dose of 1.5-2.5 mL/kg body weight
Injection rate of ≥ 3 mL/sec
Saline chaser bolus (30-40 mL) with same injection rate
Power injector
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Technical Recommendations for MRI at a Glance
MR Scanner

1.5 or 3T

Coil type

Phased array multichannel torso coil

Multiphase 3D T1WI is required with the following phases:

Multiphase
Required
imaging

• Precontrast
• Arterial phase
• Late arterial phase strongly preferred
• Multiarterial phase imaging is optional if available
• Portal venous phase
• Delayed phase (2-5 minutes) if using ECA or gadobenate
• Transitional phase (2-5 minutes) if using gadoxetate
• Hepatobiliary phase (~20 minutes) if using gadoxetate
Fat suppression is suggested

Other

• Unenhanced T1-weighted OP and IP imaging
• T2-weighted imaging (fat suppression optional)

Suggested imaging

• DWI
• Multiplanar acquisition(s)

Optional imaging

• Hepatobiliary phase (~1-3 hours) if using gadobenate
• Quantitative imaging techniques, if available, are optional

Timing of arterial phase

Bolus tracking is suggested

Slice thickness

See pages corresponding to each phase or sequence

Contrast considerations

•
•
•
•
•

ECA or gadobenate or gadoxetate
Weight-adjusted dose
Injection rate of 1-2 mL/sec
Saline chaser bolus (30-40 mL) with same injection rate
Power injector
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Hepatobiliary Agents
Introduction
Hepatobiliary agents (HBA) are gadolinium-based intravenous contrast agents with sufficient
hepatobiliary excretion to enable hepatobiliary phase (HBP) imaging in addition to dynamic
postcontrast phases.
Two agents have sufficient hepatobiliary excretion to be considered HBA:
• Gadoxetate disodium or Gd-EOB-DTPA, a.k.a. gadoxetic acid (Eovist®, Primovist®, Bayer
Healthcare)
• Hepatobiliary excretion: approximately 50% administered dose.
• Window for HBP imaging: approximately 10 minutes - several hours (typically 15-20 minutes)
• Gadobenate dimeglumine (Multihance®, Bracco)
• Hepatobiliary excretion: approximately 5% of the administered dose.
• Window for HBP imaging: approximately 1-3 hours (typically 1 hour)
This chapter focuses on gadoxetate disodium.
• Gadoxetate disodium is a more widely used HBA for HCC imaging. It has higher hepatobiliary
excretion, a relatively short delay, and has been widely studied in the setting of HCC imaging.
• By comparison, the relatively long delay, low hepatobiliary excretion, and relative paucity of
literature evaluating gadobenate compared to gadoxetate in the setting of background liver
dysfunction make it a less frequently used HBA for HCC imaging.
Other liver-specific agents are not considered HBA by LI-RADS:
• Mangafodipir trisodium is a manganese based contrast agent that is taken up by hepatocytes and
excreted into the bile. It is no longer commercially available.
• Superparamagnetic iron oxides are taken by Kupffer cells of the liver, not hepatocytes. The T1
shortening of these agents is due iron, not gadolinium.
The enhancement of liver, observations, and other tissue in the HBP reflects many biological factors.
Key biological factors: presence and density of hepatocytes, the expression and function of uptake
and excretion transporters, the patency of the biliary system, the relative volume of the interstitial
compartment, and renal function (affects renal clearance rate). Other factors include hepatic
steatosis and iron overload, which may affect the intensity of liver on MR images.
The presence or absence of expression of transporters for HBAs and the resultant HBP
enhancement properties provide important diagnostic information for characterizing hepatic
observations. See page 13-2.
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Hepatobiliary Agents
Molecular transporters
Gadoxetate disodium uptake and excretion is mediated by three molecular transporters:
• Organic anion transporting polypeptide (OATP) B1/B3, located on the sinusoidal surface
membrane of hepatocytes, mediates uptake by hepatocytes.
• This transporter is unique to hepatocytes.
• Only liver parenchyma and liver lesions composed of functional hepatocytes take up
gadoxetate and enhance on HBP images
• Organs other than liver, lesions lacking functional hepatocytes, and lesions composed of cells
other than hepatocytes do not take up gadoxetate and do not enhance on HBP images
• Multidrug-resistance-associated protein (MRP)-2, located on the canalicular surface, mediates
excretion into the biliary system.
• MRP-3, located on the sinusoidal surface membrane, mediates excretion back into the sinusoidal
space.

Hepatocyte

Bile Duct

Bile Duct

MRP-2

OATP B1/B3

MRP-3

Gd-EOB-DTPA

Sinusoid
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Phases of Enhancement
Phases of enhancement with gadoxetate disodium

Early AP

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Gadoxetate disodium initially distributes in and enhances the vascular and interstitial (extracellular)
spaces, similar to extracellular agents during the AP and early PVP.
In normal liver, uptake of gadoxetate by hepatocytes begins as early as the first pass through the
hepatic circulation and parenchymal enhancement due to hepatocyte uptake may be visible as early
as the PVP.
Following the PVP, contrast agent is progressively taken up by hepatocytes and excreted into the
biliary system. This results in progressively increasing enhancement of the liver parenchyma and
rapid clearance from the vascular/interstitial space by both renal and hepatobiliary excretion.
• Visually, the liver parenchyma peaks in signal intensity by the HBP, and there is relatively little
remaining contrast material within the blood vessels and other organs/tissues.
The period between the PVP and HBP is the transitional phase (TP)--the distribution of contrast
transitions from predominantly extracellular to predominantly hepatobiliary.
As shown below, the phases overlap and have gradual transitions.
Extracellular

Transitional

Hepatobiliary

1-2 minutes

2-5 minutes

10-30 minutes

Time after injection
The timing of the phases varies between patients. Generally, TP and HBP are delayed in cirrhotic
patients with reduced hepatic function.
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Phases of Enhancement
Example: Phases of enhancement with ECA (top row) vs. gadoxetate (bottom row) in the same
patient

Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

10 min DP

Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

AP:
Very similar to
ECA if no
motion artifact

PVP:
HBA may
begin to enter
ICS in normal
functioning
livers

TP:
HBA in ECS
and ICS

HBP:
HBA mainly in
ICS and bile

Blood vessels
isointense to
parenchyma

Blood vessels
hypointense to
parenchyma

ECA-MRI

HBA-MRI

Abbreviations: ECS = extracellular space; ICS: intracellular space
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Transitional Phase
Transitional phase (TP)
TP is a phase after the PVP and before the HBP in which both the hepatocellular and extracellular
pools of gadoxetate contribute substantially to parenchymal enhancement.
• Typically starts 2-5 min after injection and lasts until the HBP (15-20 minutes), may be delayed in
cirrhotic patients with decreased liver function.
• Intrahepatic vessels and hepatic parenchyma are of similar intensity.

Extracellular

Transitional

Hepatobiliary

1-2 minutes

2-5 minutes

10-30 minutes

Example: Transitional phase with gadoxetate disodium
3 min TP

5 min TP

Signal of the intrahepatic vessels is similar to the parenchyma

TP applies only to HBA-enhanced MRI, not ECA-enhanced MRI or ECA-enhanced CT
• ECAs remain within the extracellular spaces and equilibrate between vascular/interstitium
(sometimes called equilibrium phase or interstitial phase).
• There is no transition to hepatocellular space
• A prolonged TP occurs with gadobenate, beginning tens of minutes after contrast injection, but
this phase is not routinely acquired with this agent
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Hepatobiliary Phase
Hepatobiliary phase
The HBP is defined by the peak of hepatic parenchymal enhancement due to transporter mediated
hepatocyte uptake of contrast material. During this phase there is excretion of contrast material by
hepatocytes into the biliary system. Since contrast material localizes to hepatocytes and bile ducts,
the phase is called hepatobiliary.
Extracellular

Transitional

Hepatobiliary

1-2 minutes

2-5 minutes

10-30 minutes

Visually, during the HBP, the following characteristics are observed:
• The hepatic parenchyma reaches peak enhancement
• The hepatic parenchyma is hyperintense to the hepatic blood vessels and spleen
• There may be excretion of contrast into the biliary system

Example: Hepatobiliary phase with gadoxetate disodium
HBP

Liver parenchyma is unequivocally
brighter than intrahepatic vessels

HBP applies only to HBA-enhanced MRI, not ECA-enhanced MRI or ECA-enhanced CT
• ECAs remain in extracellular spaces and are not take up by hepatocytes or excreted in the bile.
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Hepatobiliary Phase
HBP typically occurs about 20 minutes after injection of gadoxetate disodium, but may be as early as
10 minutes in normal liver or as late as 60 minutes in cirrhosis.
If obtained, HBP is typically acquired 1-3 hours after injection with gadobenate dimeglumine.

Example: Hepatobiliary phase with gadoxetate disodium achieved as early as 10 minutes

10 minutes

20 minutes

30 minutes

For both gadoxetate and gadobenate, the HBP is not defined primarily by the timing delay. Rather it
is characterized by the enhancement of the hepatic parenchyma and clearance of contrast from the
vasculature.
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Hepatobiliary Phase
The normal liver appears homogenously hyperintense on HBP images.
The cirrhotic liver has variable appearance on HBP images, depending on the degree of function
and the visibility, size, shape, and density of parenchymal nodules and fibrotic scars.

Example: Spectrum of hepatic parenchymal appearance in HBP

Normal liver

Hepatitis C cirrhosis

Hepatitis C cirrhosis

Wilson’s disease

PSC/PBC overlap
syndrome

Alcoholic cirrhosis with
poor liver function

Autoimmune hepatitis

Hepatitis B cirrhosis
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Hepatobiliary Phase
HBP images may be suboptimal in some patients.
• Suboptimal HBP: hepatic parenchyma is not unequivocally hyperintense relative to the
intrahepatic blood vessels.
• If suboptimal, interpretation of HBP intensity of liver observations (particularly if iso- or
hyperintense to the background) may be unreliable.

Presence of biliary excretion does not mean that HBP is adequate, as excretion can be
preserved despite poor hepatocyte uptake

⚠
Adequate HBP:
Liver is much brighter
than intrahepatic
vessels

Suboptimal HBP:
Liver is NOT much
brighter than
intrahepatic vessels

Notice biliary excretion despite suboptimal HBP

Causes of suboptimal HBP:
• Advanced cirrhosis with severe hepatic dysfunction (most common)
• Thought to reflect reduced number of functional hepatocytes or dysfunctional cellular
transport mechanisms.
• Cholestasis
• Reduced signal of liver parenchyma despite adequate uptake of HBA
• Severe iron overload: T2* shortening causes the liver to appear dark even if there is
hepatocellular uptake of HBA.
• Severe steatosis: causes signal loss of liver parenchyma due to fat-water signal interference
on out-of-phase images, fat suppression of fat-suppressed images, or both.
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Hepatobiliary Phase
Example: Adequate HBP

Normal liver

Compensated cirrhosis

*
*

✓ Liver is unequivocally brighter than intrahepatic vessels (*)

Example: Suboptimal HBP in decompensated cirrhosis

Adequate HBP on initial MRI

*

✓ Liver is unequivocally
brighter than intrahepatic
vessels (*)

Suboptimal HBP on 3-month follow-up

*

✗ Liver is NOT unequivocally
brighter than intrahepatic
vessels (*)
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Hepatobiliary Phase
Example: Suboptimal HBP in iron overload

TE=5.8 ms

TE=2.3 ms

Hepatic signal loss on longer echo
indicates iron overload

HBP

Suboptimal HBP:
Liver is DARKER
than intrahepatic vessels

Example: Suboptimal HBP in severe steatosis

IP

OP

Hepatic signal loss on OP compared to IP
indicates steatosis

HBP

Suboptimal HBP:
Liver is NOT brighter
than intrahepatic vessels
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Imaging Features Unique to Hepatobiliary Agents
Gadoxetate disodium (and to a lesser extent gadobenate) provides unique imaging features
Imaging features unique to gadoxetate (and gadobenate):

One LR-M feature:

• TP/HBP targetoid appearance (page 16-227)

Two ancillary features favoring
malignancy:

• TP hypointensity (page 16-295)
• HBP hypointensity (page 16-300)

One ancillary feature favoring benignity:

• HBP isointensity (page 16-366)

In addition to its unique imaging features, gadoxetate disodium can affect the ability to
characterize major features
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) (page 13-14)
• APHE may be more difficult to detect on HBA-MRI than ECA-MRI.
Washout appearance (page 13-15)
• Washout appearance may be more difficult to detect on HBA-MRI than ECA-MRI.
Capsule appearance (page 13-20)
• Enhancing “capsule” may be more difficult to detect on HBA-MRI than ECA-MRI.
These effects are discussed on next several pages.
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Effect of Gadoxetate on Major Features
Effect of gadoxetate on major features

Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Gadoxetate is associated with motion artifacts on AP (page 13-30), which may reduce reduce AP
quality and visibility of APHE.

Example: Motion artifact reduces sensitivity for APHE on gadoxetate disodium enhanced MRI

AP: HBA-MRI

AP: ECA-MRI 3 months prior

APHE is not well seen on HBA-MRI compared with ECA-MRI

Example: Severe motion may degrade arterial phase completely

AP: HBA-MRI

AP: CT 6 weeks later

Extensive respiratory motion artifact may degrade AP, rendering it nondiagnostic for detection of observations or APHE
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Effect of Gadoxetate on APHE
The suboptimal depiction of APHE can affect the categorization of observations.

For example: a ≥ 10 mm observations with nonrim APHE may be LR-5 (depending on other
features):

+

ECA-MRI
Size
≥ 10 mm

May be

LR-5

Cannot be

LR-5

Nonrim
APHE

If APHE is not seen, the same observation cannot be LR-5:

+

HBA-MRI
Size
≥ 10 mm

Nonrim
APHE
Not detected
on degraded
AP
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Washout”
Washout appearance applies only to PVP on HBA MRI
“Washout” should only be characterized on extracellular phase images.
For gadoxetate disodium enhanced MRI, PVP only can be used to characterize “washout”.
• TP hypointensity is not “washout” for purposes of LI-RADS categorization.

Rationale
TP hypointensity is not specific for HCC. It can be seen in any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

HCC
Non-HCC malignancy: iCCA, cHCC-CCA, metastases
Some dysplastic nodules
Some hemangiomas
Confluent fibrosis

Allowing TP hypointensity to count as “washout” may lower the specificity for HCC. Based on current
literature:
• APHE + “washout” in PVP : 93-100% specificity for HCC
• APHE + 3 min TP hypointensity: 79-95% specificity for HCC
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Washout”
Rationale (Cont’d)
TP hypointensity may be due to multiple factors: low uptake within an observation, progressive
background liver enhancement, and/or true “washout”. The idealized time-intensity curves below
illustrate this concept.

Time-intensity curves
“Washout” (WO) with ECA or gadobenate

AP

PVP

“Washout” (WO) with gadoxetate

DP

AP

PVP

WO in PVP

TP

HBP

WO in PVP
Obs
Liver
Obs

Liver
✓
WO

WO in PVP
✓
WO

WO in PVP
Liver

Liver
Obs

Obs

WO in DP

Obs
Liver
Obs

Liver
✘
No
WO

Fade, not WO
✘
No
WO

TP hypo, not WO

Obs

TP hypo, not WO

Obs
Liver

Liver

Time after injection

Time after injection

⚠

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP are used to assess “washout”
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Washout”
Rationale (Cont’d)

Rationale is illustrated below in a woman with a hepatocellular adenoma. Since this patient is not at
risk for HCC and therefore not in the LI-RADS population, this case is used for illustrative purposes.
• With ECA: the adenoma fades in the PVP and 3 minutes. It does not “wash out”
• With gadoxetate: the same adenoma is hypointense in the TP and HBP. The hypointensity is due
to reduced OATP expression compared to liver, not to “washout”

”Washout” not seen in either
PVP or 3-minute delayed phase
AP

PVP

3 min

“Washout”
MRI with
extracellular
agent

“Washout”
MRI with
gadoxetate

“Washout” not
seen

⚠

TP hypointensity

HBP hypointensity

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP are used to assess “washout”
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Washout”
Washout appearance may be difficult to detect on gadoxetate-enhanced MRI

Washout appearance may be more difficult to detect on gadoxetate disodium enhanced MRI than
ECA-MRI due to:
• Narrow temporal window for detection (PVP
only)
AP

PVP

DP

Delayed
WO

ECAMRI

TP hypo,
does not
qualify as
WO

GxMRI
AP

PVP

AP

PVP

PVP

DP

ECAMRI

GxMRI

TP

AP

WO with ECA; but no WO with HBA
AP

• Uptake of HBA by observation may match
liver, sometimes seen in PVP

PVP

TP

Delayed
WO

HBA uptake
observation
competes
with vascular
washout

WO in PVP & DP with ECA; no WO with HBA

3 min

AP

PVP

3 min

ECAMRI

ECAMRI
WO seen in DP only

WO seen in PVP and DP

GxMRI

GxMRI
No WO
in PVP

TP hypo,
not WO

WO not
seen
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Washout”
Washout appearance may be difficult to detect on gadoxetate-enhanced MRI

Lack of detection of “washout” can affect the categorization of observations.

For example: a > 10 mm observation with nonrim APHE, nonperipheral “washout”, and no other
additional major features (i.e., no threshold growth, no enhancing “capsule”) is categorized LR-5:

ECA-MRI

+
Size
> 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5

Nonperipheral
“washout”

If “washout” is not seen, the same observation would be categorized LR-3 or LR-4:

LR-3

Gx-MRI

+
Size
> 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

Nonperipheral
“washout”

LR-4

Depending on
ancillary
features

LR-5

May not be
visible on the PVP
with Gx-MRI
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Capsule”
Enhancing capsule appearance may be difficult to detect on gadoxetate-enhanced MRI
Unlike “washout”, which must be characterized in the portal venous phase, enhancing “capsule” may
be characterized in both the PVP and TP.
Although enhancing “capsule” may be characterized on either phase, this major feature may more
difficult to see with HBA-MRI than with ECA-MRI for two reasons:
• Prominent enhancement in the PVP and TP by the liver may obscure any enhancement of the
“capsule”.
• Reduced distribution of gadoxetate in the extracellular space of the “capsule” may lower the
absolute enhancement of the “capsule”.
PVP

DP

“Capsule” clearly seen

PVP

TP

“Capsule” not as clearly seen due to
greater liver enhancement and lower
“capsule” enhancement

ECA-MRI

HBA-MRI

Example: Enhancing capsule appearance detected at ECA-MRI, not HBA-MRI
“Capsule” seen

Pre

AP

PVP

2 min

5 min

ECA-MRI

HBA-MRI

“Capsule” not seen
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Effect of Gadoxetate on “Capsule”
The suboptimal depiction of enhancing “capsule” can affect the categorization of observations.

For example: a ≥ 20 mm observations with nonrim APHE, enhancing “capsule”, and no additional
major feature (i.e., no “washout”, no threshold growth) is categorized LR-5:

+

ECA-MRI
Size
≥ 20 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5
Enhancing
“capsule”

If “capsule” is not seen, the same observation would be categorized LR-4:

HBA-MRI

+
Size
≥ 20 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-4
Enhancing
“capsule”

May not be
visible
with HBA-MRI
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Possible Advantages
Gadoxetate disodium: possible advantages
Improved sensitivity for HCC
• Additional lesions may be detected on HBP images, including small HCCs and early HCCs, not
visible on any other sequence.
• HBP images provide higher contrast-to-noise ratio than other sequences, potentially increasing
lesion conspicuity. For instance, lesions detected first on HBP, may be identified in hindsight on
other sequences.
• HBP lasts several minutes, enables use of different sequence parameters than dynamic images
(rapid techniques are less important). As a result, images with high signal-to-noise ratio, contrastto-noise ratio, and spatial resolution are possible.
Improved specificity
• HBP imaging can differentiate between:
• true lesions with APHE (hypointense on HBP)
• vascular pseudolesions such as arterioportal shunts (isointense on HBP)

AP

Pre

PVP

2-5 min DP
No HBP to help differentiate lesions
and pseudolesions

ECA

?
Pre

AP

PVP

2-5 min TP

20 min HBP
Pseudolesion

HBA

?
True lesion

Additional
lesions
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Possible Advantages
Improved detection of early HCCs
• Early HCCs (eHCCs) have incomplete neoarterialization, frequently are isointense to background
liver in vascular phases, therefore cannot be reliably detected with ECA imaging.
• Since OATP expression level decreases during hepatocarcinogenesis prior to complete
neoarterialization, such HCCs may be visible first and potentially only on HBP images as
hypointense nodules.
• Importantly, differential diagnosis for HBP hypointense nodules without APHE includes highgrade dysplastic nodules, occasional low-grade dysplastic nodules, occasional large cirrhotic
nodules, and nodular areas of fibrosis, so this finding is not specific for HCC.

Cirrhotic
nodule

Low-grade High-grade
dysplastic dysplastic
nodule
nodule

Portal triads decline in
density

Early
HCC

Unpaired arteries
increase in density

Small
Progressed
HCC

Large
Progressed
HCC

Capsule may
form

Detection window

Relative
arterial flow

Detection window
Relative
OATP
expression

OATP increases in
~5% of pHCCs
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Possible Advantages
Example: detection of early HCC

Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

eHCC is seen only as a 11 mm observation without APHE or WO, but with TP and HBP hypointensity

Example: detection of hypovascular HCC
ECA-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

No observation is seen on ECA-MRI

HBA-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

A 23 mm observation without APHE or WO is seen on TP and HBP
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Possible Advantages
Example: detection of early HCC and HCC precursors
Initial gadoxetate-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

A 6 mm observation without APHE, with PVP WO and hypointensity on TP and HBP: categorized as LR-3
based on major features and upgraded to LR-4 based on AFs favoring malignancy

Follow-up gadoxetate-MRI in 2 years
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

2 years later, the observation has grown to 17 mm, and it has developed APHE. The observation is now
categorized LR-5 (10-19 mm, nonrim APHE, PVP washout appearance).
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Possible Advantages
Example: detection of minimally hypervascular HCC
CT
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

18 mm observation is very subtle on AP and DP

ECA-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

18 mm observation has subtle APHE and subtle WO on DP

Gadoxetate-MRI
Pre

AP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

The contrast-to-noise ratio between the observation and the background is highest in the TP and HBP
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Possible Advantages
Example: assess vascular pseudolesions

HCC
Pre

AP1 (30 sec)

AP2 (40 sec)

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

Perfusion alteration
HCC demonstrates APHE, PVP WO and TP/HBP hypointensity.
Perfusion alteration can be appropriately categorized as LR-1 or LR-2 given isointensity on HBP.
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Possible Advantages
Prediction of tumor differentiation
• Poorly differentiated HCCs are hypointense in the HBP (98%) more frequently than well- or
moderately-differentiated HCCs (86%).
• HCCs with HBP hyperintensity are associated with molecular features of mature hepatocytes and
with histologic features associated with more favorable outcomes.

Prediction of microvascular invasion (MVI)
• Peritumoral HBP hypointensity is associated with higher odds of MVI.

Improved selection for liver-directed treatments (TACE, RFA, resection)
• Prospective and retrospective observational studies demonstrate improved overall and
recurrence-free survival in patients selected for treatment based on CT and HBA-MRI, compared
with CT alone.

Prognostic information in liver transplantation patients
• Satellite nodules and peritumural hypointensity in the HBP of the pre-transplant MRI are
independent predictors of tumor recurrence, for patients transplanted both within and outside
Milan criteria

Prognostic information in liver resection patients
• Peritumoral HBP hypointensity is a predictor of post-resection recurrence
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Pitfalls and Practical Considerations
Quality of arterial phase may be degraded by several factors

• Bolus timing more challenging
• Low volume bolus results in a narrow peak of contrast and window for AP acquisition, harder
to capture optimal AP.
• Test bolus technique less desired option for timing due to potential for liver uptake, may limit
accurate means of bolus timing on some scanners.

AP: HBA-MRI

AP: ECA-MRI 3 months prior

AP timing is too early on Gx-MRI, and APHE is not demonstrated. Late AP with ECA-MR depicts APHE.

• Less gadolinium per dose (0.025 vs 0.1 mmol/kg)
• Lower dose of gadolinium may reduce peak arterial enhancement of lesions.

AP: gadoxetate-MRI

AP: ECA-MRI 3 months prior

APHE is less pronounced on gadoxetate-MRI compared with ECA-MRI
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Pitfalls and Practical Considerations
Quality of arterial phase may be degraded by several factors (Cont’d)

• Respiratory motion may degrade AP image quality
• Patients may experience transient self-limiting dyspnea (also known as transient severe
motion) shortly after contrast injection, around the time of AP.
• Affects 15-39% of gadoxetate-MRIs, compared with 3-10% of ECA-MRIs.
• Degradation of AP images limits assessment for APHE, a feature that is required for LR-5
categorization (page 16-19).
• Cause of motion on HBA is controversial:
• Nonallergic-like mechanism?
• Various studies report increased incidence with
• Male sex
• Higher BMI
• Higher dose of gadoxetate
• Previous episodes of transient severe motion
• Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

ECA-MRI

Gx-MRI

Compared with ECA-MRI, AP with HBA-MRI is degraded by motion artifact
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Pitfalls and Practical Considerations
Difficulty in visualization of enhancing “capsule” (page 13-20)

“Washout” can be assessed only on PVP (cannot be assessed on the TP) (page 13-15)

Possible lower sensitivity for TIV:
• Gadoxetate disodium tends to generate weak contrast between vessels and background liver
during the AP, PVP and TP, in part because low dose reduces peak arterial enhancement of
neoplastic tissue including tumor in vein.
• Early clearance of contrast from vessels may reduce conspicuity of TIV (i.e., TIV and vessels are
equally hypointense)
• All imaging methods have limited sensitivity for segmental TIV. There is not yet any high-level
evidence on the comparative performance of different methods for this purpose

Prolonged exam time:
• Despite protocol optimization, acquisition of HBP makes scan time longer compared to ECA-MRI.

Pitfalls associated with HBP
• 5-10% of HCCs are hyperintense on the HBP
Pre

AP

PVP

20 min HBP

HCC demonstrates APHE, no WO and HBP hyperintensity
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Pitfalls Associated with Hepatobiliary Phase
• HBP non-specificity
• Any lesion not composed of functioning hepatocytes may appear hypointense in HBP,
including benign entities (e.g., hemangiomas, nodular or confluent areas of fibrosis, some
atypical perfusion alterations) and non-HCC malignancies (e.g., ICCs, metastases).
AP

PVP

HBP

AP

Hemangioma

Pre

T2

OP

Focal steatosis

HBP

Carcinoid metastases

HBP

AP

Cyst
IP

PVP

PVP

HBP

Multifocal cholangiocarcinoma
HBP

IP

OP

HBP

Confluent fibrosis
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Pitfalls Associated with Hepatobiliary Phase
Pitfalls associated with hepatic dysfunction

The transitional phase may be prolonged and the hepatobiliary phase inadequate and delayed in
patients with severe hepatic dysfunction (e.g., decompensated cirrhosis).

Compensated cirrhosis

Arterial

Decompensated cirrhosis

1 min

TP
3 minutes

HBP
10 minutes

3 min

10 min

30 min

TP
10 minutes

HBP is suboptimal
even at 30 minutes

All illustrated above, the HBP is not defined primarily by the timing delay. Rather it is characterized
by the enhancement of the hepatic parenchyma and clearance of contrast from the vasculature.
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Pitfalls Associated with Hepatobiliary Phase
Pitfalls associated with hepatic dysfunction (Cont’d)

In severe hepatic dysfunction, a malignant neoplasm such as HCC may appear isointense to liver in
HBP due to diminished clearance of contrast from extracellular spaces (vascular and interstitial).
• In cases of suboptimal HBP, HBP isointensity should not be applied as an AF favoring benignity.
Pre

PVP

AP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

HCC in suboptimal HBP: 35 mm observation with APHE, WO and capsule meets criteria for LR-5. On HBP, observation is
uniformly isointense to background parenchyma. Recognition that HBP is suboptimal (parenchyma is isointense to
intrahepatic vessels) is important so that isointensity to parenchyma is not erroneously interpreted as AF of benignity.

In severe hepatic dysfunction, blood vessels and hemangiomas may appear isointense to liver.
• Due to diminished hepatobiliary excretion, gadoxetate is cleared slowly from the vascular space.
Blood vessels and lesions with large blood volumes (e.g., hemangiomas) retain contrast material
and may appear isointense to suboptimally enhanced liver.
• In cases of suboptimal HBP, HBP isointensity should not be mistaken as lesional uptake of
gadoxetate, which would indicate hepatocellular origin.
T2

Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

Hemangioma in suboptimal HBP: On AP, PVP and TP, observation demonstrates enhancement typical of hemangioma. On
HBP, observation is isointense to liver. Recognition that HBP is suboptimal (parenchyma is isointense to intrahepatic vessels)
is important so that isointensity to parenchyma is not erroneously interpreted as lesional gadoxetate uptake indicating
hepatocellular origin.
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HBP Hypointense Nodule without APHE
HBP hypointense nodule without APHE
HBP hypointense nodules without APHE (the LI-RADS preferred term) are unique to HBA-MRI,
since HBP phase imaging is not available with ECA-MRI.
A large proportion of these nodules are early HCCs and dysplastic nodules: In one retrospective
study, 74% of histology-sampled HBP-hypointense nodules without APHE were HCCs and 10%
were dysplastic nodules.
Biological basis:
• Neoarterialization becomes complete relatively late in hepatocarcinogenesis, as a nodule
transforms from early HCC to progressed HCC.
• OATP expression begins to decline early in hepatocarcinogenesis, sometimes as early as a lowgrade dysplastic nodule stage.
• As a result of decreased OATP expression and incomplete neoarterialization, LGDN, HGDN and
early HCCs may appear as HBP hypointense nodules without APHE.

HBP hypointense nodule without APHE
Cirrhotic
nodule

Low-grade High-grade
dysplastic dysplastic
nodule
nodule

Portal triads decline in
density

Early
HCC

Unpaired arteries
increase in density

Small
Progressed
HCC

Large
Progressed
HCC

Capsule may
form

Relative
arterial flow

Relative
OATP
expression
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HBP Hypointense Nodule without APHE
Example: HBP hypointense nodule without APHE progression to HCC
PVP

AP

20 min HBP

Initial
HBA-MRI

A 7 mm HBP hypointense nodule without APHE
AP

PVP

20 min HBP

New nonrim APHE

New WO

Size increase to 18 mm

9 months
follow-up
HBA-MRI

HBP hypointense nodules without APHE are at high risk of becoming HCC:
• Meta-analysis of HBP-hypointense nodules without APHE reported pooled cumulative incidence
hypervascularization rates of 18% at 1 year, 25% at 2 years, and 30% at 3 years.
• Of progressed HCCs, 29-44% were visible as HBP hypointense nodules without APHE on prior
imaging.
• 3- and 5-year recurrence-free survival rates improve if HBP-hypointense nodules without APHE
are treated at time of HCC resection.

HBP hypointense nodules without APHE are markers of increased risk of HCC development
elsewhere in liver:
• Cumulative 3-year rate of HCC development anywhere in liver (not progression of nodule) may be
as high as 22%, compared to 6% in patients with no nodules.
• Recurrence rates elsewhere in liver following RFA may be higher in patients with HBP
hypointense nodules without APHE compared with patients who lack such nodules.
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Technical Tips
Technical tips

!
• In cirrhosis with severe hepatic dysfunction, increasing delay for HBP imaging to 30 minutes or
more for gadoxetate may improve parenchymal enhancement and clearance from vasculature.
20 minutes

40 minutes

HBP quality is better at 40 minutes than 20 minutes

• However, LI-RADS does not recommend routine delay of HBP timing to 30-40 minutes in
cirrhosis.
• Delaying the acquisition does not consistently achieve adequate HBP imaging quality.
20 minutes

30 minutes

40 minutes

Increasing the delay from 20 to 30 to 40 minutes results in minimal improvement in image quality.
HBP remains inadequate at 40 minutes

• If there is reduced parenchymal signal due to iron overload consider using minimum possible
echo time.
• If there is reduced parenchymal signal due to steatosis consider using an in-phase echo time and
avoiding fat suppression.
• Consider multiple AP acquisition, dilution of gadoxetate bolus with normal saline, and reduction in
injection rate from 2 to 1 ml/second to decrease the incidence of transient motion artifact.
• When AP is nondiagnostic, repeat examination (CT or ECA-MRI) may demonstrate APHE.
• Consider ECA-MRI if gadoxetate-MRI is equivocal for “washout”.
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Frequently Asked Questions
When does portal venous phase end and transitional begin?
The progression from the PVP to the TP is gradual, without a defined demarcation point, and
depends on various patient-related factors. In general, the transitional phase is a time range in which
the blood vessels are approximately isointense to liver. In most patients with preserved liver function,
the TP occurs about 2-5 min after injection of gadoxetate although it may be delayed and prolonged
in patients with hepatic dysfunction.

Is there a TP with gadobenate dimeglumine (Multihance)?
A prolonged TP does occur with gadobenate dimeglumine, as the contrast agent slowly transitions
between being mainly extracellular and mainly hepatocellular. However, uptake of gadobenate by
hepatocytes is low and slow, the timing of the TP with gadobenate is variable, and imaging during
the TP is not routinely performed with this agent.

How do I gauge if liver enhancement is adequate during the hepatobiliary phase (HBP)?
Liver enhancement during the HBP is adequate if the parenchyma is unequivocally hyperintense
relative to hepatic blood vessels. It is suboptimal otherwise. The mechanism for suboptimal HBP
enhancement is not well understood but probably reflects reduced number of functional hepatocytes,
reduced function of cellular transporters, or competition for transporters. Pitfall: enhancement of the
bile ducts does not indicate adequate liver enhancement. See page 13-11.

If HBP is suboptimal, should I delay the acquisition or increase the flip angle?
Delaying the HBP acquisition may improve image quality in cirrhotic livers with diminished function,
but has unknown impact on diagnostic accuracy. Increasing the flip angle improves lesion-to-liver
contrast-to-noise ratio for metastases in normal livers, but has not been studied in the setting of
cirrhosis and diminished function.

If liver enhancement during the HBP is suboptimal, how do I characterize observations that
are hypointense, isointense, or hyperintense relative to liver?
If an observation is hypointense in the hepatobiliary phase, it may be characterized as such despite
suboptimal hepatobiliary phase parenchymal enhancement. However, if an observation is isointense
or hyperintense, characterization of hepatobiliary phase intensity may be unreliable.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Why is assessment of “washout” restricted to the PVP with gadoxetate disodium?
In retrospective studies, the combination of APHE + PVP “washout” had higher specificity for HCC
(98-100%) than the combination of APHE and TP hypointensity (86-95%). Thus, restricting the
definition of “washout” to the portal venous phase provides the needed high specificity of LR-5 for
HCC, while relaxing the definition of “washout” to include the TP would reduce the specificity.
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Considerations Before Issuing a LI-RADS® Report
Use your judgment and common sense
If a patient has multiple observations:
• Decide whether to report observations individually, in aggregate, or as a combination of both, with
the goal of communicating your findings and impression most clearly.
Tailor your recommendations to your patient.
• Page 11-4 provides general guidance for imaging workup options, but note that optimal
management may vary depending on the observation or patient.

Is any observation path-proven to your knowledge?
If an observation has been biopsied and there is no uncertainty about the path diagnosis (i.e., the
path diagnosis is a malignant entity such as HCC or the path diagnosis is a non-hepatocellular
benign entity such as hemangioma), report the path diagnosis rather than the LI-RADS category.
If an observation has been biopsied but there is either uncertainty about the path diagnosis or the
path diagnosis is a potential HCC precursor (i.e. regenerative or dysplastic nodule), report the LIRADS category and the path diagnosis together. Rationale: reporting both may alert referrer to
possible false-negative biopsy results and/or need for close follow-up to detect progression.

Is there widespread malignancy?
If yes, report a limited number of observations. Detailed description of innumerable abnormalities is
burdensome for the radiologist and the reader of the report, is generally not necessary for patient’s
care, and may actually reduce the reader’s understanding of the extent of the disease.

Is there tumor in vein?
If yes, report the likely etiology. Most LR-TIV observations are HCC but some may be iCCA, cHCCCCA, or other non-HCC malignancies.

Is your patient a liver transplant candidate?
If yes, the LI-RADS category needs to be converted to OPTN Class by the radiologist or transplant
team. The conversion is straightforward if the following are reported: size, major features, and
number of LR-5 observations, and path-proven HCCs – or the viable tumor size if treated. For more
advanced disease, report the presence of nodal or distant metastasis and LR-TIV observations.
Also, report LR-M observations as these may affect transplant eligibility.

Avoid language that compels biopsy or other invasive procedure. See page 14-19.
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Report Elements
Key concepts
Use of standardized reporting is strongly encouraged for consistency across interpreters and to
enable clear communication. See pages 14-22 and 14-23 for sample reporting templates.
LI-RADS is most useful when imaging reports provide standardized information to guide clinical
management (see Chapter 11). The guidelines below provide a minimum level of reporting detail for
liver observations in patients at risk for developing HCC.
The level of detail used for a reporting template should be adapted according to the preferences and
needs of individual radiologists, practices, institutions, and referrers.

Report elements
Reports should be structured according to the typical requirements of the issuing practice or
institution, and typically include the following report elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Clinical indication/history (below)
Comparison exams (page 14-3)
Technique (page 14-3)
Findings (page 14-4)
Impression (page 14-18)

Order of report elements may be modified according to institutional preference.

Clinical indication/history
If available, include the following information in indication/report history:
• Risk factors for HCC
• Presence of cirrhosis
• Chronic HBV even if no cirrhosis
• Current or prior HCC

⚠ Do not apply LI-RADS if risk factors for HCC are absent.
If risk factors are likely present but not established, you
may apply LI-RADS conditionally.

• Etiology(ies) of liver disease
• HCV, HBV, EtOH, NASH, etc.

⚠ Do not apply LI-RADS if cirrhosis is due congenital
hepatic fibrosis or to a vascular disorder.

• Treatment history
• Dates and types

"Type of treatment and time interval since treatment
affects treatment response assessment.

• Pathology
• Dates and results

⚠ Do not assign LI-RADS category if observation is path
proven to be a benign lesion of non-hepatocellular origin
or a malignancy (see page 14-25).
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Report Elements
Comparison exams
List relevant comparison exams.
If possible, provide the following information for each exam:
• Exam modality
• Type of contrast agent if relevant
• Date

Technique
Indicate contrast agent type (extracellular, gadoxetate) and dose (usually in mL).
• Optional: Indicate some or all of the following according to personal or institutional preference:
injection rate, volume and rate of saline flush, scan delay to arterial phase, timing method.
Verify the exam is technically adequate. Indicate if any of the following technical requirement is not
met:
• Exam meets minimum LI-RADS technical recommendations, including acquisition of all required
phases and sequences (see Chapter 12).
• There is at least one set of images in the late arterial phase (see Chapter 12).
• The entire liver is included on all acquired precontrast and contrast-enhanced phases.
Report if subtractions were used to asses APHE or “washout”.
• Example: “Subtractions were used in determining the presence of washout appearance”
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Report Elements
Findings
Describe the background liver, including:
•
•
•
•

Liver surface nodularity
Steatosis
Siderosis
Postsurgical changes if patient has had prior hepatectomy or liver transplant

Optional: Indicate some or all of the following according to personal or institutional preference:
• Parenchymal heterogeneity
• Presence of cirrhotic nodules
• Other morphological alterations characteristic of cirrhosis such as segmental or lobar
atrophy/hypertrophy, posterior hepatic notching, anterolateral flattening, fissure widening
See Chapter 4.

Describe the hepatic vasculature, including:
• Hepatic arterial anatomic variants (if pertinent). See page 3-8.
• Portal venous and hepatic venous patency
• If vessels are occluded, indicate involved vessels, type of occlusion (bland thrombosis or tumor
in vein), and presence of cavernous transformation.
• Patency of arterial and venous anastomoses if post transplant

Describe the biliary system, including:
• Relevant biliary findings such as focal or diffuse ductal dilation, causes of ductal dilation if
discernible, and gallbladder abnormalities
• Patency of biliary anastomoses if post transplant
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Report Elements
Findings (Cont’d)

Describe extrahepatic findings, for example:
• Extrahepatic manifestations of cirrhosis:
• Portosystemic shunts
• Esophageal, gastric, splenorenal (“spontaneous splenorenal shunt”), and body wall varices
are particularly important
• Ascites
• Splenomegaly
• Gamna-Gandy bodies
• Extrahepatic metastases, if applicable, including visualized portions of:
•
•
•
•

Lungs
Bones
Adrenals
Peritoneum / Retroperitoneum

• Other clinically significant extrahepatic findings
• Splenic artery aneurysms are common

Describe hepatic observations
Hepatics observation should be described in the manner that conveys the greatest clarity.
Depending on the number, extent, and LI-RADS category of individual observations, this may be
best accomplished by reporting:
• Observations individually
• Observations in aggregate
• A combination of the two
These concepts are explained and illustrated in the next several pages.
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Widespread Malignancy
Widespread malignancy
Malignancy is considered widespread when numerous focal or diffuse observations are seen that in
aggregate are interpreted as definitely malignant.

When malignant disease appears widespread throughout the entire liver, only a limited number of
hepatic observations should be described since detailed description of individual abnormalities is
burdensome for the radiologist and the reader of the report, is generally not necessary for patient’s
care, and may actually reduce the reader’s understanding of the extent of the disease.

The description of widespread disease should include the distribution of the observations
(segments involved) as well as more detailed description of a limited number of individual
observations:
• Report the size and features of the one or two largest, highest-categorized, untreated
observations (see page 14-10):
• e.g., LR-TIV, LR-5, LR-M
• If the highest category of any individual observation is LR-4, report the size and features of the
one or two largest LR-4 observations.
• Report the size and features of the one or two largest, viable, treated observations.

Additionally, report:
• Extrahepatic extension or metastases if present.
• Overall change from prior examination(s), if applicable.
• Other findings that should be routinely reported such as the presence or absence of bland venous
thrombosis.
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Widespread Malignancy
Example: Widespread malignancy

AP

PVP

DP

Sample report
Findings:
Focal hepatic observations:
Numerous hepatic masses involve the right hepatic lobe, consistent with widespread malignancy,
not specific for HCC.
The largest hepatic mass, located in segments VIII, measures 73 mm (image #348, series 301).
Most of the masses demonstrate rim arterial phase hyperenhancement, many demonstrate
peripheral “washout”, some with delayed central enhancement, LR-M, most likely represents iCCA,
cHCC-CCA, or HCC with atypical features.
Impression:
Widespread malignancy (LR-M, most likely represents iCCA, cHCC-CCA, or HCC with atypical
features), involving the right hepatic lobe.

The above is a sample report meant as a guidance. The report elements, order of report elements, terminology, and other
details should be customized to match institutional preference.
Note that LI-RADS measurements are given in mm, but each institution should utilize units according to local standards
and use them consistently.
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Tumor in Vein, Malignancy not Widespread
If tumor in vein is present in the absence of widespread disease:
• Specify the distribution and extent of tumor in vein as well as change from prior examination(s), if
applicable.
• Indicate in the report the most likely etiology:

LR-TIV

If contiguous with targetoid mass

“LR-TIV, may be due to non-HCC malignancy”

If contiguous with LR-5 mass

“LR-TIV, definitely due to HCC”

Otherwise

“LR-TIV, probably due to HCC”

Observations in addition to the tumor in vein
• Observations in addition to the tumor in vein should be reported in aggregate.
• One or two representative observations may be reported individually. See page 14-10 for the
instructions on reporting of individual observations.
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Tumor in Vein, Malignancy not Widespread
Example: Tumor in vein, malignancy not widespread
AP

PVP

DP

Sample report: template A
Observation #1 –
There is an expansile, ill-defined, mass without arterial phase hyperenhancement involving the left
portal vein and its peripheral branches, extending into the portal vein confluence. This is associated
with a 75-mm LR-5 parenchymal mass involving segments II, III and IV (series 3, image 76), with
nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement, washout appearance, and no capsule appearance.
LR-TIV, definitely due to HCC.

Sample report: template B
Observation #: 1
Location: Segments II, III, IV
Size: 75 mm (image # 76, series 3)
Tumor in vein: Yes; involves the entire left portal vein
LR-M features: None
Nonrim AP hyperenhancement: Yes
Threshold growth: N/A
Nonperipheral washout appearance: Yes
Enhancing capsule appearance: No
Ancillary features:
Favoring benignity: None
Favoring malignancy: None
LI-RADS v2018 Category: LR-TIV (Tumor in vein), definitely due to HCC

The above is a sample report meant as a guidance. The report elements, order of report elements, terminology, and other
details should be customized to match institutional preference.
Note that LI-RADS measurements are given in mm, but each institution should utilize units according to local standards
and use them consistently.
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Untreated Observations Reported Individually
Individual observations, malignancy not widespread, tumor in vein absent
In the absence of widespread malignancy and tumor in vein, observations should be reported
individually and/or in aggregate as explained below:

Individual observation reporting
Report observations individually as needed to ensure clear communication of the information
needed for tailored clinical management.
In general, up to five observations should be reported individually, but there may be exceptions:
• Example: If multiple treated observations have varying treatment responses or if multiple
observations have developed during longitudinal follow up, it may be necessary to report more
than 5 observations individually.
In selecting the observations to be reported individually, the following hierarchy usually should be
used, from highest to lowest priority (see diagram below):
•
•
•
•

LR-5, LR-M, LR-TR, LR-NC, path-proven malignancy
LR-4, especially if new, or if there has been a change in category from prior exam, or large
LR-3, especially if new, or if there has been a change in category from prior exam, or large
LR-1 and LR-2 observations, especially if observation was considered positive or suspicious on a
prior screening or single-phase exam of if previously reported as LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5
Report observations individually as needed to ensure clear communication of
the information needed for tailored clinical management
Highest priority

LR-5

LR-M

LR-TR

LR-NC

Pathmalignant

LR-4
LR-3
LR-1/2

Lowest priority
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Untreated Observations Reported Individually
Aggregate reporting
Additional LR-5, LR-M, LR-TR, LR-4, and LR-3 observations may be reported in aggregate.

Optional reporting
LR-1 and LR-2 observations may be reported at radiologist’s discretion, and may be reported in
aggregate.
• Exception: LR-1 and LR-2 observations previously reported as LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5 should be
reported individually

Observation identifiers
Individually reported observations should be assigned unique identifiers. Identifiers should remain
consistent from report to report to facilitate communication about longitudinal change.
• For example, if an observation is labeled “Observation 2” at first description, it should be
described as “Observation 2” on all future reports.
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Untreated Observations Reported Individually
Untreated observations reported individually
For each untreated observation reported individually, use LI-RADS terminology. Report at a
minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observation identifier
Size (maximal long-axis dimension) and the series and image number on which it was measured
Location of observations in the liver by Couinaud segment(s)
Major features contributing to LI-RADS categorization
Ancillary features if applicable
LR-M features if applicable
If subtractions were used for feature characterization
LI-RADS category, unless observation has a definitive pathological diagnosis (see below)

If the observation is categorized LR-M, also report:
• The most probable etiology for each LR-M observation (see page 14-13).
• Rationale: this information may influence management, including the need and urgency for
biopsy.

If the observation is categorized LR-NC, also report:
• Which imaging features could not be characterized and why.
• Recommendations for repeat or alternative imaging (see Chapter 11) including technical
suggestions (if appropriate) for enabling more reliable assessment.

If the observation has a definitive pathological diagnosis
If an observation has been biopsied and there is no uncertainty about the path diagnosis (i.e., the
path diagnosis is a malignant entity such as HCC or the path diagnosis is a non-hepatocellular
benign entity such as hemangioma), report the path diagnosis rather than the LI-RADS category.
If an observation has been biopsied but there is either uncertainty about the path diagnosis or the
path diagnosis is a potential HCC precursor (i.e. regenerative or dysplastic nodule), report the LIRADS category and the path diagnosis together.
• Rationale: reporting both may alert referrer to possible false-negative biopsy results and/or need
for close follow-up to detect progression.
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LR-M Reporting
The differential diagnosis of LR-M includes
• More common: HCC with atypical imaging features, iCCA, cHCC-CCA
• Less common: other primary or metastatic malignancies, benign entities such as sclerosing
hemangiomas and abscesses
If possible, radiologists should indicate in their report the most probable etiology for each LR-M
observation, as this information may influence management, including the need and urgency for
biopsy.
The algorithm below provides imaging-based guidance for determining and reporting the most
probable etiology among the more common causes. Elevations in circulating tumor biomarkers such
as AFP and CA 19-9, if available, can also refine the differential diagnosis (see Core FAQs page 39).

LR-M

If infiltrative appearance

“Probably represents HCC”

If there is at least one imaging feature suggesting hepatocellular origin
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

⚠

Fat in mass
Iron in mass
Blood products in mass
Nodule in nodule architecture
Mosaic architecture
Nonenhancing capsule appearance
Intrinsic T1 hyperintensity
HBP hyperintensity > liver (if HBP is adequate)

“May represent HCC with atypical
features or cHCC-CCA”

If targetoid

“Most likely represents iCCA, cHCCCCA, or HCC with atypical features”

Otherwise

“Etiology uncertain”

Algorithm above is not exhaustive. It addresses only the more common diagnostic
considerations encountered in at-risk patients.
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Treated Observations Reported Individually
Treated observations reported individually
For each treated observation reported individually, use LI-RADS terminology. Report at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observation identifier
Treatment response category
Size of enhancing component, if applicable
If subtractions were used for feature characterization
Location of observations in the liver by Couinaud segment(s)
If known:
• Pretreatment LI-RADS category if not path proven, pretreatment pathology diagnosis otherwise
• Pretreatment size
• Treatment(s) and date(s)

Examples:
• LR-TR Nonviable (pretreatment LR-5, 22 mm)
• LR-TR Viable 20 mm (pretreatment LR-5, 32 mm)
• LR-TR Equivocal 15 mm, (pretreatment path-proven HCC, 21 mm)If the observation is
categorized LR-NC, also report:
Rationale: Reporting both posttreatment and pretreatment tumor sizes allows the referring clinician
to estimate treatment response at a glance.

If the observation is categorized LR-TR Nonevaluable, also report:
• Which imaging features could not be characterized and why
• Recommendations for repeat or alternative imaging (see Chapter 11) including technical
suggestions (if appropriate) for enabling more reliable assessment.

See page 9-10 for how to assign a treatment response category and page 9-13 for how to measure
the enhancing component.
See Chapter 9 for expected radiological changes following locoregional treatments.
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Untreated Observations Reported Individually
Example: LR-5
AP

PVP

DP

DWI

Sample report: template A
Observation #1 – There is a 22-mm observation in segment VI (series 3, image 29) with nonrim
arterial phase hyperenhancement, nonperipheral washout appearance, and enhancing capsule
appearance. Ancillary features include mildly restricted diffusion. LR-5.

Sample report: template B
Observation #: 1
Location: Segment VI
Size: 21 x 21 mm (image # 29, series 3)
Tumor in Vein: No
LR-M Features: None
Nonrim AP hyperenhancement: Yes
Threshold growth: N/A
Nonperipheral washout appearance: Yes
Enhancing capsule appearance: Yes
Ancillary features:
Favoring benignity: None
Favoring malignancy: Mildly restricted diffusion
LI-RADS v2018 Category: LR-5 (Definite HCC)

The above are sample reports meant as a guidance. The report elements, order of report elements, terminology, and other
details should be customized to match institutional preference.
Note that LI-RADS measurements are shown in mm, but each institution should utilize units according to local standards
and use them consistently.
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Untreated Observations Reported Individually
Example: LR-NC
AP

Pre

DWI

PVP

HBP

Sample report
Findings:
Liver: Nodular contour consistent with the provided history of cirrhosis.
Focal hepatic observations:
Evaluation for focal observations is limited by moderate to severe motion artifact on several image
series, most notably in the arterial phase. There is a 20-mm observation in hepatic segment VIII
(image #89, series #1301) that demonstrates restricted diffusion and HBP hypointensity. This
observation is not reliably characterized in the arterial or portal venous phase due to motion. LR-NC,
but suspicious for HCC given size and ancillary features above.
Impression:
Observation 1: 20-mm observation in hepatic segment VIII, LR-NC, but suspicious for HCC.
Recommend alternative imaging with multiphase CT as soon as reasonably possible.

The above is a sample report meant as a guidance. The report elements, order of report elements, terminology, and other
details should be customized to match institutional preference.
Note that LI-RADS measurements are shown in mm, but each institution should utilize units according to local standards
and use them consistently.
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Treated Observations Reported Individually
Example: LR-TR Viable
Pre

AP

PVP

Sample report: template A
Observation 1 – There is an observation in segment V/VIII (series 4, image 96), previously treated
with RF ablation (pretreatment category LR-5, 18 mm). There is a focal masslike area of
hyperenhancement and washout arising from the posterior margin of the observation (23 mm, series
4 image 99). LR-TR Viable, 23 mm (Pretreatment LR-5, 18 mm).

Sample report: template B
Observation #: 1
Treatment modality: RF ablation
Location: Segment V/VIII (image # 99, series 4)
Pretreatment category: LR-5
Pretreatment size: 18 mm
Enhancement in a nodular, mass-like or thick irregular pattern: Yes
Size of enhancing component: 23 mm
Enhancement characteristics:
• Arterial phase hyperenhancement: Yes
• Washout appearance: Yes
• Other: N/A
Category: LR-TR Viable, 23 mm (Pretreatment LR-5, 18 mm)

The above are sample reports meant as a guidance. The report elements, order of report elements,
terminology, and other details should be customized to match institutional preference.
Note that LI-RADS measurements are shown in mm, but each institution should utilize units according to local
standards and use them consistently.
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Impression
Impression

State if exam does not meet minimum LI-RADS technical recommendations. For example,
state if one or more required phases incompletely covered the liver or was not obtained.

State if there is widespread malignancy throughout liver. If so, summarize distribution of
involvement and interim change.

Summarize
• LR-TR observation(s): include location(s), response categories, size(s) of enhancing
components, and interim change.
• Path-proven observation(s): include path diagnosis, location(s), size(s) and interim change.
• LR-TIV observation(s): include likely etiology (see page 14-8), extent, and interim change.
• LR-M observation(s): include likely etiology (see page 14-13), location(s), size(s) and interim
change
• LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5 observations:
• Include number of such observations: one, two, three, four, five, “more than five”.
• Include location(s), size(s), and interim change.

LI-RADS observations of same category:
These may be summarized in aggregate in Impression.
Example: Three LR-4 observations (15, 18, 22 mm), unchanged since prior.

LR-1 and LR-2 observations:
Report individually in Impression if they were suspicious nodules on antecedent ultrasound or if they
were LR-4, -5, or -M on prior. Otherwise, LR-1 and LR-2 observations may be omitted or
summarized in aggregate at radiologist’s discretion.

Recommend appropriate imaging follow-up, including modality and interval
Tailor your recommendations to your patient. Page 11-4 provides general guidance for imaging
workup options, noting that optimal management may vary depending on the observation or patient.
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Optional Reporting Elements
The radiologic T-stage
• In some practices, it is considered appropriate to summarize the radiologic T-stage to guide
patient management, particularly with regard to eligibility for transplantation
• See page 10-4 for discussion on radiologic staging.

Treatment recommendations
• Depending on local practice patterns, recommendations for locoablative therapies may be
appropriate in the radiology report, or may be reserved for the multidisciplinary setting.
• See page 11-13 for management options.

In general, avoid a recommendation for biopsy
Biopsy decisions should usually be made in a multidisciplinary setting. However, it may be beneficial
to suggest appropriate consideration for liver biopsy. Sample phrases that might be used are:
• “Options for diagnostic workup include ____ and possibly biopsy.”
• “The distinction between HCC and ___ in this patient cannot be determined with imaging alone. If
distinction would be helpful for patient management, biopsy may be considered.”
• “Biopsy may be necessary to distinguish between HCC and ___.”
• “…probably HCC. To establish a definite diagnosis, biopsy may be considered.”
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CT/MRI LI-RADS® v2018 Reporting
Untreated
observation
No observation

LR-NC

Reporting requirement
Should be reported in
Impression.

“There are no reportable LI-RADS
observations.”

Must be reported in
Impression.

Provide causative technical limitations
or artifacts, and work-up suggestions.

Summarize in aggregate OR
LR-1
LR-2

Report in Impression if: was
suspicious nodule on the
antecedent ultrasound or was
LR-4, -5, or -M on prior.

LR-3

Report in Impression if: no
higher category observations
or was LR-4, LR-5, or LR-M on
prior.

LR-4
LR-5
LR-M
LR-TIV
Treated
observation
LR-TR Nonevaluable

LR-TR Nonviable

Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.
May summarize in aggregate
for clarity.
Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.
Reporting requirement
Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.

Must be reported in Findings
and Impression.

LR-TR Equivocal
LR-TR Viable

Recommended report content

May summarize in aggregate
for clarity.

Provide category range and
approximate number of observations.
If downgrading from prior exam, provide
rationale.

Provide major features, growth, and
contributory ancillary features. Indicate
relevant change since prior.
Provide major features, growth,
contributory ancillary & other features.
Indicate relevant change since prior.
If LR-M, indicate likely etiology.
Indicate likely etiology (HCC, non-HCC,
unsure); describe vessel(s) involved.
Recommended report content
Provide causative technical limitations
or artifacts, and work-up suggestions.
Provide pretreatment category and size,
current response category.
For LR-TR Viable or Equivocal: Report
viable tumor size (or range if in
aggregate), criteria for viability, and
change since prior.

All reported observations should include
• Identifier: sequential number or other unique identifier, keep fixed on all exams.
• Location information: series and image number on which size is measured. If possible, also
save key images on PACS.
Note: if observation is a path-proven malignancy or is a benign lesion of non-hepatocellular origin,
report pathology diagnosis rather than LI-RADS category. See page 14-25.
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Sample Report Template
Procedure: [MRI Abdomen with and without contrast – (date)]
Indication: [Underlying liver disease, surveillance for hepatocellular carcinoma, history of treatment]
Comparison: [Include modality, presence/absence of contrast material on prior, and date]
Technique: [Precontrast and dynamic postcontrast MR imaging of the abdomen was performed.]
[MRCP was also performed.] Examination [meets LI-RADS technical recommendations.] [is
compromised by the following factor(s): ().]
Intravenous contrast agent: [type]
Volume: [] mL
Rate: [] mL/sec
[Premedication/adverse events:]
Findings:
Liver: [morphology and signal intensity, diffuse findings.]
Focal hepatic observations:
{[Observation 1 – [Features relevant to categorization]. LR-[category]]
[Observation 1 – [Features relevant to categorization]. LR-[category]]
[Observation 1 – [Features relevant to categorization]. LR-[category]]}
Hepatic vasculature: [potentially relevant anatomic variants, patency]
Biliary system: []
Extrahepatic findings: [none, splenomegaly, collaterals, ascites]
[Other organs, findings, etc.:]
Impression:
Hepatic findings:
[Summary of LI-RADS observations; or LI-RADS negative.]
[Additional liver findings as above.]
Extrahepatic findings:
[None]
_______________
LI-RADS M = Probably or definitely malignant, not HCC specific
LI-RADS TIV = Tumor in vein
LI-RADS 5 = Definitely hepatocellular carcinoma
LI-RADS 4 = Probably hepatocellular carcinoma
LI-RADS 3 = Intermediate probability of malignancy
LI-RADS 2 = Probably benign
LI-RADS 1 = Definitely benign
LI-RADS NC = Noncategorizable
NOTE: LI-RADS categories should be interpreted in the context of other available data, such as biomarkers and the
patient’s prior probability of developing or having hepatocellular carcinoma. The LI-RADS / OPTN classification of liver
lesions has been adopted to standardize CT and MRI scan reporting in patients at risk for hepatocellular carcinoma. The
imaging criteria for “definite hepatocellular carcinoma” are concordant for the LI-RADS and OPTN systems. LI-RADS
criteria and documentation are available online at https://www.acr.org/Quality-Safety/Resources/LIRADS. This report
utilizes LI-RADS version 2017.
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Sample Report Template
Individual untreated LI-RADS observation
Sample template A
Observation [#] – A [size] [mm/cm] observation in segment [Couinaud segment] (series [#], image
[#]), with [no] arterial phase hyperenhancement, [no] washout appearance, and [no] capsule
appearance. Ancillary features include: [none / list positive ancillary features]. LR-[category].

Sample template B
Observation #: 1/2/3/4/5
Location: Segment I/II/III/IVa/IVb/V/VI/VII/VIII
Size: [] x [] [mm/cm] (image # [], series [])
Tumor in Vein: [No/Yes (describe the involved vessels)]
LR-M Features: [None/List all that apply]
Nonrim AP hyperenhancement: [Yes/No]
Threshold growth: [Yes/No/Not applicable]
Nonperipheral washout appearance: [Yes/No]
Enhancing capsule appearance: [Yes/No]
Ancillary features:
Favoring benignity: [None/List all that apply]
Favoring malignancy: [None/List all that apply]
LI-RADS v2018 Category: [NC/1/2/3/4/5/TIV/M]
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Sample Report Template
Individual treated LI-RADS observation
Sample template A
Observation [#] - There is an observation in segment [Couinaud segment[ (series [#], image [#]),
previously treated with [locoregional treatment modality] (pretreatment size [#] mm/cm, pretreatment
category LR-[pretreatment category]). There is [a focal masslike area of thick, irregular rind with] [no]
hyperenhancement [and/or no] washout [describe location] ([#] [mm/cm], series [#] image [#]). LRTR [Viable/Equivocal] ([#] [mm/cm]) (Pretreatment [LR1/2/3/4/5/M/TIV/Path-proven, [size] [mm/cm])
OR
Observation [#] - There is an observation in segment [Couinaud segment[ (series [#], image [#]),
previously treated with [locoregional treatment modality] (pretreatment size [#] [mm/cm],
pretreatment category LR-[pretreatment category]). There is [no associated enhancement/expected
post-treatment change including thin peripheral rim enhancement]. LR-TR Nonviable (Pretreatment
[LR1/2/3/4/5/M/TIV/Path-proven, [size] [mm/cm])

Sample template B
Observation #: 1/2/3/4/5
Treatment modality: []
Location: Segment I/II/III/IVa/IVb/V/VI/VII/VIII (image # [], series [])
Pretreatment category: []
Pretreatment size: [] [mm/cm]
Enhancement in a nodular, mass-like or thick irregular pattern: [Yes/No/Equivocal]
Size of enhancing component: [ [] [mm/cm] / N/A]
Enhancement characteristics:
• Arterial phase hyperenhancement: [Yes/No/Equivocal]
• Washout appearance: [Yes/No/Equivocal]
• Other: [Enhancement similar to pretreatment/NA]
Category: LR-TR [Nonviable/Equivocal/Viable] [size] [mm/cm] (Pretreatment
[LR1/2/3/4/5/M/TIV/Path-proven, [size] [mm/cm])

Note: For treated observations, report size of enhancing component as explained in Treatment
Response Chapter (see page 9-13).
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Frequently Asked Questions
How many observations should I report individually?
Use your judgment in deciding how many observations to report individually, in aggregate, or as a
combination of both. Use the method that conveys your clinically relevant findings and impression in
the clearest manner.

What should I report if I see no concerning observations?
LR-1 and LR-2 observations can be reported in aggregate in the Findings. The Impression should
convey a simple summary statement such as “no LI-RADS observations suspicious for malignancy”.

How should I report a treated observation?
Report the current response category and current tumor viable size if appropriate. Also, whenever
possible, report the pretreatment LI-RADS category (or path diagnosis), and the pretreatment size.

For example:

• LR-TR Nonviable, (pretreatment LR-5, 22 mm)
• LR-TR Viable 20 mm, (pretreatment, LR-5, 32 mm)
• LR-TR Equivocal 15 mm, (pretreatment path-proven HCC, 21 mm)

Any special reporting considerations for transplant candidates with HCC?
A standard CT/MRI LI-RADS report contains the needed information for transplant candidates with
HCC: number and size of LR-5 observations and path-proven HCCs, or their viable tumor sizes if
treated by a locoregional therapy. List major features for each LR-5 observation. Also report LR-M
and LR-TIV observations, as these may affect pretransplant workup and transplant eligibility.

⚠

10-19 mm observations with APHE and WO and no TG or “capsule” should be reported but
they do not contribute to OPTN staging.

What should I report if an observation is biopsied and has a path-proven diagnosis?
This depends on the path diagnosis:
• If malignant or if benign of non-hepatocellular origin (e.g., hemangioma): report observation’s path
diagnosis, clinically relevant imaging features, and change since prior: e.g., ”path-proven
hemangioma, stable in size and other imaging features since prior.”
• If benign of hepatocellular origin (e.g., regenerative or dysplastic nodule): report observation’s LIRADS category and pathology diagnosis, imaging features, and change since prior: e.g., “LR-4
with path diagnosis of dysplastic nodule, has new APHE and interval growth from 12 to 16 mm.”
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Frequently Asked Questions
What if the path diagnosis is discordant with the LI-RADS category?
Indicate in your report there is discordance, providing the LI-RADS category and the path diagnosis.
Explain briefly why this represents a discordance. Consider multidisciplinary discussion with
consensus review of the histology, imaging, and other clinical data to adjudicate the discordance.

If I am not supposed to assign a LI-RADS category for path-proven observations, why am I
supposed to report their imaging features and change since prior?
Radiologists should continue to characterize major features and key ancillary features for biopsyproven observations as changes in these features may be clinically relevant. Examples: “Pathproven cholangiocarcinoma with interval growth, based on imaging, from 22 mm to 28 mm” or
“Path-proven HCC with interval development, based on imaging, of tumor in vein”.

Can you provide an example of how to report an 18-mm observation which meets criteria for
LR-4 and on pathology was a high-grade dysplastic nodule?
18-mm LR-4 (Probable HCC), biopsy on (insert date) suggested a high grade dysplastic nodule;
describe change/lack of change in size and imaging features since prior.

Can you provide an example of how to report a 22-mm observation which meets criteria for
LR-4 and on pathology was a iCCA?
22-mm path-proven iCCA; describe change/lack of change in size and imaging features since prior.
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Benign Entities
Introduction
Many benign entities may occur in patients with cirrhosis.
• These may be related to the underlying cirrhosis (e.g. regenerative nodules, vascular shunts,
confluent fibrosis) or be incidental non-hepatocellular lesions (e.g., cysts, hemangiomas) that
predate cirrhosis.
LI-RADS v2018 does not provide strict imaging criteria for diagnosis of benign entities. Rather, it
relies on radiologists’ prior knowledge of the typical imaging appearances of various benign lesions.
The presence of underlying cirrhosis may alter the typical imaging appearance of benign lesions due
to compressive effects of adjacent fibrosis/regeneration and perfusional changes related to portal
hypertension, intrahepatic portosystemic shunts, diminished portal flow, and compensatory increase
in arterial flow.
If, in the radiologist’s judgment, the imaging features of an observation are:
• Diagnostic with 100% certainty of a benign entity : LR-1 category is assigned
• Suggestive but not diagnostic with 100% certainty of a benign entity: LR-2 category is assigned
Otherwise, a category of LR-1 or LR-2 cannot be assigned; the LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm should
be applied to assign the appropriate category (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table)

This Chapter discusses the following benign entities that may be identified in the livers of patients at
high risk for HCC and that usually should be categorized LR-1 or LR-2:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cyst (page 15-2)
Hemangioma (page 15-4)
Perfusion alteration (page 15-11)
Hepatic fat deposition (page 15-14)
Focal fat sparing (page 15-16)
Confluent fibrosis (page 15-18)
Hypertrophic pseudomass (page 15-21)
Focal scar (page 15-23)
Vascular anomaly (page 15-25)
Distinctive nodule without malignant imaging features (LR-2) (page 15-26)
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Cyst
RADLEX ID: RID3890
Definition
Fluid-filled closed cavity lined by benign epithelium.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent cysts should be categorized LR-1, e.g., cysts with
typical imaging features and large enough to characterize.
• Observations thought to probably represent cysts should be categorized LR-2, e.g., cysts with
mildly atypical features or low density lesions too small to characterize at CT.
• Observations that are indeterminate for cysts versus HCC should be categorized according LIRADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
• Well-defined, round/oval, sometimes with smooth lobulations
• Single or multiple
• On CT:
• Fluid attenuation (< 20 HU)
• No enhancement (∆ < 20 HU)
• On MRI:
• Markedly hyperintense on T2w
• Hypointense on T1w
• No enhancement

Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

Well-defined observation demonstrating fluid attenuation and no
enhancement
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Cyst
RADLEX ID: RID3890
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Example: MRI
T2

Pre

AP

PVP

Well-defined observation demonstrating markedly high signal on T2w and no enhancement

Comments
Most cysts are easily recognized, cause no diagnostic confusion, and do not require reporting.
Radiologists may choose at their discretion to report cyst(s).
The two most common cysts in the liver are
• hepatic cysts
• cystic biliary hamartomas.
Peribiliary cysts are rare cysts associated with advanced cirrhosis and caused by cystic dilatation of
the extramural glands in the periductal connective tissue. They parallel the bile ducts, and they may
be misinterpreted as dilated bile ducts.
T2

Peribiliary cysts: Clusters of tiny cysts distributed
along the intrahepatic bile ducts

Hepatic cysts, cystic biliary hamartomas, and peribiliary cysts do not communicate with the bile
ducts.
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Definition
Benign tumor consisting of vascular channels lined by endothelial cells.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent hemangiomas should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent hemangiomas should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for hemangiomas versus HCC should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
• Peripheral discontinuous puddles of enhancement in arterial phase with progressive central
expansion and coalescence of puddles in PVP and DP without “washout”. Intensity of
enhancement approximately parallels blood pool (e.g. adjacent vessels). Hence, enhancement:
• persists on CT (although may be difficult to ascertain, see pitfalls below)
• persists on ECA-MRI
• declines over time compared to the liver on gadoxetate-MRI (see pitfalls below)
• Sharply demarcated, markedly hyperintense on T2w images
• ADC lower than cysts but higher than liver: ADC overlaps with malignant lesions
• No fat, no blood products, no capsule
• In cirrhotic liver: no growth; instead, may involute over time

Typical hemangioma: CT
IP

AP

Early peripheral
nodular
enhancement

PVP

DP

Progressive central expansion and
coalescence of puddles in PVP and DP
Enhancement parallels that of vessels
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Typical hemangioma: MRI-ECA
T2

Well-defined, lobulated

Pre

Low signal

AP

PVP

DP

Progressive central expansion and coalescence of puddles in PVP and DP

High signal

Enhancement parallels that of vessels

Typical hemangioma: MRI-ECA vs MRI-Gx

MRI-ECA
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min DP

15 min delay

Progressive central expansion and coalescence of puddles over time
Intensity of enhancement approximately parallels blood pool and therefore persists through the phases

MRI-Gx
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

Progressive central expansion and coalescence of puddles over time
Intensity of enhancement approximately parallels blood pool and therefore declines over time compared to the liver
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Pitfalls and practical considerations
Hemangiomas are seen less frequently in cirrhotic than in non-cirrhotic livers.
In patients with advanced cirrhosis, hemangiomas may be difficult to diagnose confidently at CT and
MRI. Comparison to prior studies when cirrhosis was less advanced may be helpful, as the
hemangioma may have had more characteristic features previously.

Sclerosing hemangioma
Cirrhosis tends to alter the appearance of hemangiomas so that hemangiomas in cirrhosis may lack
the typical features described on page 15-4. Instead, hemangiomas in cirrhosis may become fibrotic
and involute over time (“sclerosing hemangioma”) manifesting the following unusual features:
•
•
•
•

Rim APHE (attributed to coalescence of once peripheral, discontinuous puddles)
Slow incomplete progressive central expansion and coalescence of puddles
Mild rather than marked T2 hyperintensity (attributed to fibrosis)
Poorly demarcated rather than sharply demarcated on T2w images (attributed to fibrosis inside
and out the lesion)
• Liver surface retraction if peripherally located (attributed to “desmoplastic” effect from intralesional
fibrosis)
• Enhancement less than that of blood pool
Owing to rim APHE and other features, sclerosing hemangiomas may resemble iCCA or other nonHCC malignancies and be categorized LR-M.
• Key differentiating feature:
• Sclerosis hemangiomas may involute over months to years. Hence, size reduction over time
strongly favors sclerosing hemangioma and may permit LR-2 categorization.
• As a corollary, growth strongly favors iCCA or other non-HCC malignancy and should prompt
LR-M categorization. Growth of small iCCA may take many months to observe.
• Other clues:
• Sclerosing hemangiomas tend not to have markedly restricted diffusion and do not show
peripheral washout.
• Hence, marked diffusion restriction (especially if targetoid) and peripheral washout strongly
favors iCCA or other non-HCC malignancy and should prompt LR-M categorization.
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Pitfalls and practical considerations (Cont’d)

Sclerosing hemangioma: MRI and CT
Initial MRI
T2

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Progressive expansion of the enhancing components

Mild rather than
marked T2 hyperintensity

5 years later
AP

PVP
Capsular retraction

Follow-up CT

Decrease in size, subtle enhancement
New adjacent capsular retraction

Sclerosing hemangioma: MRI (path-proven)
T2

Mild T2
hyperintensity

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

Delayed, slow and incomplete progressive central expansion and
coalescence of puddles
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Pitfalls and practical considerations (cont’d)

Rapidly enhancing (“flash-filling”) hemangioma
•
•
•
•

Usually small
Enhance uniformly and strongly on AP
Degree of enhancement follows that of the intrahepatic vessels
Associated with arterioportal shunting – manifests as wedge shaped area or rounded halo of
enhancement in surrounding parenchyma. The area of AP shunting fades to isoenhancement in
the postarterial phases.

Rapidly enhancing hemangioma: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Peripheral shunting

Rapidly enhancing hemangioma: MRI
T2

Pre

AP

PVP

DP
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Pitfalls and practical considerations (Cont’d)

Enhancement parallels blood pool – May be difficult to ascertain on CT:
• Blood vessels fade to isoattenuation in the delayed phases.
• Hence hemangiomas also fade to isoattenuation, which may cause diagnostic confusion.
• However, hemangiomas never wash out to become hypoattenuating on CT.

Enhancement parallels blood pool – May be difficult to ascertain on gadoxetate-MRI:
• Assessment depends on degree of liver function/dysfunction and uptake of gadoxetate.
• In a normal liver and cirrhotic liver with preserved hepatocellular function, blood vessels gradually
darken and become increasingly hypointense relative to liver from the TP to the HBP.
Hemangiomas follow the same intensity and may appear to washout relative to the liver
(“pseudowashout”).
• In markedly cirrhotic liver with reduced hepatocellular function, blood vessels may fade to
isointensity rather than becoming hypointense. In this setting, hemangiomas also fade to
isointensity, potentially causing diagnostic confusion.
Vessels become isointense
Pre

AP

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

On AP, PVP and TP, the enhancement is typical of hemangioma. On HBP, the hemangioma is isointense to liver, as
are the intrahepatic vessels.
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Hemangioma
RADLEX ID: RID3969
Pitfalls and practical considerations (Cont’d)

Diffusion-weighted imaging
• Appearance on DWI and ADC values do not reliably differentiate hemangiomas from malignant
lesions.
• Hemangiomas may have variable signal on DWI depending on b-value, T2-shine through, and
intrinsic ADCs of the hemangioma and background liver.
• In general, hemangiomas tend to be bright on moderately and even heavily diffusion-weighted
sequences, mainly due to T2 shine through, but this can be misinterpreted as restricted diffusion.
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Perfusion Alteration
RADLEX ID: RID39473
Definition
Change from the usual blood supply in the liver parenchyma.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent perfusion alteration should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent perfusion alteration should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for perfusion alteration versus HCC should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
• Perfusion alterations, also known as areas of transient hepatic enhancement difference (THED)
typically show, relative to liver:
• Hyperenhancement in the arterial phase
• Isoenhancement in the portal venous phase and delayed phase
• Isoattenuation at unenhanced CT and isointensity at T2w, DW, and unenhanced T1w MRI
• Perfusion alterations/THEDs may have variable morphologies (wedge-shaped, rounded) and
distributions (diffuse, lobar, segmental, peri-tumoral, subcapsular, patchy).
• Perfusion alterations/THEDs are not masses. Hence they exert no mass effect and they preserve
the underlying hepatic parenchyma. When visible, traversing vessels are undistorted.
• Multiplanar images may help correctly characterize observations as perfusion alterations by
showing undistorted vessels, preserved hepatic architecture, and wedge shape.

Example: CT
Pre

Isodensity on Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Wedge-shaped area of Fading to isoenhancement on PVP and DP
enhancement on AP
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Perfusion Alteration
RADLEX ID: RID39473
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Example: Gadoxetate-MRI
Pre

Isointensity on Pre

Early AP

Late AP

Wedge-shaped area of
enhancement on AP, with
central undistorted vessels

PVP

5 min TP

20 min HBP

Isoenhancement on PV, TP and HBP

Pitfalls and practical considerations
While perfusion alterations/THEDs characteristically are isoattenuating at unenhanced CT and
isointense at T1w and T2w MRI, they occasionally show abnormalities on unenhanced imaging and
delayed imaging and may not be truly “transient.” These abnormalities include:
• Mild hypoattenuation at CT or mild T1 hypointensity and T2 hyperintensity at MRI (attributed to
parenchymal edema)
• Focal changes in hepatic fat content (attributed to altered oxygen and nutrient supply)
Imaging features that, if present, favor perfusion alterations/THEDs over HCCs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isoenhancement to liver in PVP and DP
Undistorted vessels traversing the observation
Preserved hepatic architecture
Absence of mass effect
Elongated shape (e.g., along orientation of shunt vessel)
Isoattenuation at unenhanced CT and isointensity at T2w, DW, and unenhanced T1w MRI

< 20mm nodule-like areas of hyperenhancement visible only in the AP are known as nodular arterial
phase hyperenhancement (NAPHs).
• NAPHs usually represent either perfusion alterations or small non-malignant masses (e.g., FNHlike lesion, dysplastic nodule), and rarely small HCC. See page 15-30.
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Perfusion Alteration
RADLEX ID: RID39473
Comments
Perfusion alterations may be caused by several mechanisms:
• Hypervascular tumor may induce regional arterial hyperemia.
• Arterioportal shunting may be present (due to cirrhosis, benign or malignant tumor, or arterioportal
fistula). The shunting causes increased arterial flow to the territory supplied by the portal
vein/venule.
• A macroscopic fistula usually causes a wedge-shaped perfusion alteration due to shunting.
• Many arterioportal shunts in cirrhosis are due to tiny arterioportal communications in the
microcirculation. These microcirculatory shunts may cause small perfusion alterations, often
nodule-like in configuration.
• Portal hypoperfusion may be present due to portal vein obstruction, portal vein invasion, or
regional elevation in sinusoidal pressure. Portal hypoperfusion causes compensatory increase in
arterial flow (hepatic arterial buffer response).
• Anomalous (non-portal) venous inflow may be present. Compared to portal veins, these
anomalous veins have a shorter circulatory path from aorta to liver and are fully enhanced in the
hepatic arterial phase.
While the area of the perfusion alteration/THED is benign, perfusion alterations may be caused by
HCC or other malignant neoplasms via various mechanisms (regional hyperemia, trans-tumoral
arterioportal shunting, portal vein obstruction/invasion). Hence, perfusion alterations/THEDs should
be scrutinized for presence of underlying malignancy.
• In the setting of a geographic or triangular perfusion alteration, look carefully at the apex of the
perfusion alteration for evidence of a small mass or portal vein obstruction.
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Hepatic Fat Deposition
RADLEX ID: RID39455
Definition
Presence of excess lipid within hepatic parenchyma. May be diffuse or focal.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent hepatic fat deposition should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent hepatic fat deposition should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for hepatic fat deposition versus intra-lesional fat should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
MRI is more sensitive and specific for detection of hepatic fat deposition than CT.
At MRI, hepatic fat deposition may be diagnosed if the liver, in whole or in part, shows signal loss on
out-of-phase (OP) compared to in-phase (IP) gradient-echo.
At CT, hepatic fat deposition may be diagnosed if the attenuation of the liver, in whole or in part,
measures:
• ≤ 40 Hounsfield units (HU) on unenhanced or enhanced images OR
• ≥ 10 HU lower than that of spleen on enhanced images
On contrast-enhanced images, focal hepatic fat deposition may appear as an area of darker
signal/attenuation than surrounding liver.
Hepatic fat deposition may be diffuse, focal, or multi-focal.
Diffuse hepatic fat deposition affects a large area of the liver (entire liver, lobe, or segment) and may
have a homogeneous distribution or a heterogeneous distribution (patchy, perivascular, subcapsular,
multi-segmental).
Focal hepatic fat deposition affects a small area of the liver (subsegmental) and usually has a
geographic shape. Less commonly it has a rounded shape. It usually occurs in specific areas (e.g.,
adjacent to the porta hepatis, gallbladder fossa, falciform ligament, and ligamentum venosum).
If there are multiple areas of focal hepatic fat deposition, the term multifocal fat deposition applies.
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Hepatic Fat Deposition
RADLEX ID: RID39455
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Example: CT

Pre

PVP

Wedge-shaped area of decreased attenuation

MRI Example:

IP

OP

Pitfalls and practical considerations
Hepatic fat deposition may overlap in imaging appearance with solitary or multiple fat-containing
masses or with diffuse HCC.
Imaging features that favor hepatic fat deposition over fat in mass include:
•
•
•
•

Observation is not a mass (see page 7-5)
Presence of undistorted vessels traversing observation
Geographic rather than round shape
Presence of attenuation or signal abnormality that does not change relative to background liver
over all phases of contrast enhancement (i.e., isoenhancement to liver in all phases)

Multiplanar images may help differentiate hepatic fat deposition from fat in mass by
showing undistorted vessels traversing the affected areas, geographic shape, and absence
of mass effect.
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Focal Fat Sparing
RADLEX ID: RID39456
Definition
Lack of lipid or relative lack of lipid within portion of otherwise fatty hepatic parenchyma.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent hepatic fat sparing should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent hepatic fat sparing should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for hepatic fat sparing versus HCC should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
MRI is more sensitive and specific for detection of hepatic fat sparing than CT.
At MRI, hepatic fat sparing may be diagnosed if:
• The liver shows signal loss on out-of-phase (OP) compared to in-phase (IP) gradient echo images
(i.e., liver is fatty) AND
• One or more portions of the liver show less signal loss than the rest of the liver on OP compared
to IP images (i.e., portions of liver are less fatty).
At CT, hepatic fat sparing may be diagnosed if:
• The attenuation of the liver measures ≤ 40HU (on unenhanced or enhanced images) or ≥ 10 HU
less than spleen (on unenhanced images)(i.e., liver is fatty) AND
• Portion(s) of liver are hyperattenuating relative to rest of liver (i.e., portions of liver are less fatty).
Focal fat sparing usually occurs in similar areas as focal fat deposition (e.g., adjacent to porta
hepatis, gallbladder fossa, falciform ligament and ligamentum venosum). In diffusely fatty liver, it
may occur around the margin of a mass or in an area affected by a perfusion alteration.

Example: CT

Noncontrast CT

Subcapsular areas of higher
attenuation, typical for areas of
focal fat sparing

Diffusely low attenuation
(< 40 HU), typical of steatosis
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Focal Fat Sparing
RADLEX ID: RID39456
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Example: MRI
IP

OP
Area of no signal loss on
OP compared with IP,
typical of focal fat sparing

Signal loss in the liver on OP compared with IP, typical of
steatosis

Pitfalls and practical considerations
Focal hepatic fat sparing may overlap in imaging appearance with expansile masses (solitary or
multiple).
Imaging features that favor focal hepatic fat sparing over expansile mass include:
•
•
•
•

Observation is not a mass
Presence of undistorted vessels traversing the observation
Geographic rather than round shape
Presence of attenuation or signal abnormality that does not change relative to background liver
over all phases of contrast enhancement (i.e., isoenhancement to liver in all phases)

Multiplanar images (source or reformatted) may help correctly characterize observations as hepatic
fat sparing by showing undistorted vessels traversing the spared areas, geographic shape, and
absence of mass effect.
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Confluent Fibrosis
RADLEX ID: RID39441
Definition
Macroscopically evident benign process of scarring in the liver parenchyma.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent confluent fibrosis should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent confluent fibrosis should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for confluent fibrosis versus HCC should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
Confluent fibrosis typically has the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Band-like, wedge-like, or geographic shape
Straight or concave borders
Radiates from portal hilum to contact liver surface
Peripherally located
Often involves central segments (IV, V, or VIII)
Associated with parenchymal volume loss and liver surface retraction; the volume loss often
progresses on follow-up studies
Unenhanced CT
• Hypoattenuating (high water content)
Unenhanced MRI
• T1 hypointense (high water content)
• T2 hyperintense (high water content)
• DW hyperintense (due at least in part to T2 shine through)
Hypo- or isoenhancing in the arterial phase
CT and MRI with extracellular contrast agent (ECA):
• Increasing enhancement in portal venous and delayed phases (large interstitial spaces)
MRI with gadoxetate:
• Some enhancement in portal venous phase
• Iso- or slightly hypointense to the parenchyma on TP
• Hypointense to the parenchyma on HBP (not composed of hepatocytes)

Multiplanar images may help to depict the characteristic morphology: band-like or wedge-like shape;
straight or concave borders.
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Confluent Fibrosis
RADLEX ID: RID39441
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Capsular retraction

Example: CT
Pre

AP

Wedge-shaped,
peripheral,
hypodense on pre

PVP

No enhancement on AP

DP

Increasing enhancement on PVP and DP

Example: MRI-ECA
T2

Pre

AP

PVP

Low signal on T1W

No enhancement on AP

5 min DP

Capsular retraction

Wedge-shaped,
peripheral, T2 bright

Example: MRI-Gx
T2

Wedge-shaped,
peripheral, T2 bright

Increasing enhancement on PVP and DP

Capsular retraction
Pre

AP

PVP

5 min TP

20 min HBP

No enhancement on No enhancement on Iso to parenchyma Hypo to parenchyma
AP
PVP
on TP
on HBP 15-19
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Confluent Fibrosis
RADLEX ID: RID39441
Pitfalls and practical considerations

While confluent fibrosis typically is arterial phase hypo- or isoenhancing, it may be arterial phase
hyperenhancing. Characteristic morphology and location usually permit the interpretation and LIRADS categorization as LR-1 or LR-2.
Confluent fibrosis may overlap in imaging appearance with HCC.
• Features that favor confluent fibrosis:
• Band-like or wedge-like shape with straight or concave borders (rather than round shape)
• Liver surface retraction
• Increasing enhancement
• Features that favor HCC:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rounded shape
Diffuse arterial phase hyperenhancement
Nonperipheral washout appearance
Enhancing capsule appearance
Nonenhancing capsule appearance
Fat in mass
Presence of intra-lesional or peri-lesional hemorrhage (blood products)

Confluent fibrosis may overlap in imaging appearance with iCCA
• Features that favor confluent fibrosis:
• Band-like or wedge-like shape with straight or concave borders
• Extension from portal hilus to contact liver surface
• Homogeneous delayed enhancement
• Features that favor iCCA:
• Rounded shape
• Any LR-M feature

Comment
Confluent fibrosis is more common in PSC, secondary biliary cirrhosis, and alcoholic liver disease
than in viral liver disease.
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Hypertrophic Pseudomass
RADLEX ID: RID39459
Definition
Hypertrophic area of liver that is surrounded by atrophic, fibrotic liver parenchyma and may at
imaging have a bulging appearance.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent hypertrophic pseudomasses should be categorized
LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent hypertrophic pseudomasses should be categorized
LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for hypertrophic pseudomasses versus HCC should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
In comparison to surrounding more fibrotic liver, hypertrophic pseudomasses usually are:
• Mildly T1 hyperintense
• Mildly T2 hypointense
• Hypoenhanced in the delayed phase
In the setting of underlying fatty liver disease (e.g., alcoholic or non-alcoholic fatty liver disease),
hypertrophic pseudomasses may have greater fat deposition than surrounding liver since the
hypertrophic pseudomass is less fibrotic and therefore potentially more steatotic.

Example:
T2

Pre

AP

PVP

DP
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Hypertrophic Pseudomass
RADLEX ID: RID39459
Pitfalls and practical considerations
Hypertrophic pseudomasses need to be differentiated from expansile masses.
Imaging features that favor hypertrophic pseudomass over expansile mass:
• Preserved hepatic architecture
• Presence of undistorted vessels
Multiplanar images (source or reformatted) may help correctly characterize observations as
hypertrophic pseudomasses by showing preserved hepatic architecture and undistorted vessels.

Comment
Hypertrophic pseudomasses are seen more frequently in certain etiologies of cirrhosis (PSC, BuddChiari syndrome, alcoholic liver disease) and cirrhosis complicated by chronic portal vein occlusion.
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Focal Scar
RADLEX ID: RID39453
Definition
Macroscopically visible scar limited to a small area or volume of the hepatic parenchyma.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent focal scars should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent focal scars should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for focal scars versus HCC should be categorized according
LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
Focal scars typically have the following features:
• Small
• Linear, band-like or wedge-like in shape
• Peripherally located
• Associated with focal, mild liver surface retraction
• Unenhanced CT
• Hypoattenuating
• Unenhanced MRI
• T1 hypointense
• T2 hyperintense
• DW hyperintense (due at least in part to T2 shine-through)
• Enhancement pattern:
• Hypo- or isoenhancing in the arterial phase
• Increasing enhancement in portal venous and delayed phases (if extra-cellular contrast agent
is administered).
Multiplanar images may help to depict the characteristic linear, band-like, or wedge-like shape.
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Focal Scar
RADLEX ID: RID39453
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Example
T1

T2

AP

PVP

DP

Multiple focal scars surround nodular areas of less fibrotic parenchyma. Arrow points at one of the scars.

Pitfalls and practical considerations
While focal scars typically are arterial phase hypo- or isoenhancing, they may be arterial phase
hyperenhancing. Characteristic morphology and location usually permit correct interpretation and
appropriate LI-RADS categorization as, depending on level of confidence, LR-1 or LR-2.
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Vascular Anomaly
RADLEX ID: RID39485
Definition
Focal vascular abnormality.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent vascular anomalies should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent vascular anomalies should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for vascular anomalies versus HCC should be
categorized according LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
Most vascular anomalies are easily recognized, cause no diagnostic confusion, and do not require
LI-RADS categorization. Radiologists may choose at their discretion to assign a LI-RADS category
to a vascular anomaly.
Examples of vascular anomalies that may be categorized as LR-1 or LR-2 depending on level of
certainty:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aneurysm (CT, MR)
Varix
Prominent vessel along liver surface
Cavernoma
Arterioportal or arteriovenous fistula
Shunt vessel
Vascular malformation

Example
T1

T2

AP

PVP

DP

A rounded observation (arrow) connects a branch of right portal vein to a branch of right hepatic vein, consistent with
portovenous shunt.
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Distinctive Nodule without Malignant Features
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Solid nodule < 20 mm, distinctive in imaging appearance compared to background nodules AND
with no major feature of HCC, no feature of LR-M, and no ancillary feature of malignancy.

Categorization
• Distinctive nodules without malignant features should be categorized LR-2.

Typical imaging features
MRI
•
•
•
•
•

T1 hyperintense
T2 hypointense
Siderotic
HBP hyperintense
Any combination of above

Size < 20 mm
No APHE, WO, capsule, or growth
No feature of LR-M (see page 16-2)
No ancillary feature of malignancy (see page 16-1)

CT
• Intrinsically hypoattenuating
• Intrinsically hyperattenuating

Example: CT

Pre

13-mm
hyperattenuating nodule

AP

PVP

DP

No APHE, WO or “capsule”
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Distinctive Nodule without Malignant Features
RADLEX ID: N/A
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Example: MRI
T2

Pre

Low signal on T2w
Size: 9mm

High signal on T1w

AP

PVP

No APHE, WO or “capsule”

HBP

Mildly high signal on
HBP
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Distinctive Nodule without Malignant Features
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls and practical considerations
Distinctive nodules ≥ 20 mm should be categorized LR-3.
• In the absence of ancillary features favoring benignity, they should not be categorized LR-2.

Observations with features suggestive of focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) or hepatocellular adenoma
(HCA) usually should be categorized LR-3. With caution, they may be categorized LR-2. They
should not be categorized LR-1.
• Rationale: these are diagnoses of exclusion in patients at risk for HCC

In general, a distinctive solid nodule should not be categorized LR-1.
• Rationale: malignancy cannot be excluded with complete certainty.

Any of the following preclude categorization of a solid distinctive nodule as LR-2:
•
•
•
•

Size ≥ 20 mm
Any major feature of HCC
Any LR-M feature
Any ancillary feature favoring malignancy

Size
≥ 20 mm

Major
features
LR-2
distinctive nodule

AFs
AF
favoring
malignancy

LR-M
features

Any of above
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Categorization of Distinctive Nodules
< 20 mm and without Major Features or LR-M features
Distinctive nodule < 20 mm:
• No APHE, “washout”, “capsule”, or threshold growth
• No feature of LR-M
Examples

No AF of
malignancy

≥ 1 AF of
malignancy
AND
≥ 1 AF of
benignity

≥ 1 AF of
malignancy
AND
No AF of
benignity

Comments

LR-2

•
•
•
•
•

LR-2

Nodule with both
• Fat in mass more than
liver (AF of malignancy)
AND
• Spontaneous size
reduction (AF of benignity)

The presence of
conflicting AFs precludes
category adjustment.

LR-3

Nodule with ONE OR
MORE of the following:
• Fat in mass, more than
liver
• T2 hyperintensity
• Diffusion restriction
• HBP hypointensity

The presence of one or
more AF of malignancy
excludes LR-2
categorization and places
the nodule in top left cell
of the CT/MRI Diagnostic
table – i.e., LR-3.

Siderotic nodule
T1 hyperintense nodule
T2 hypointense nodule
DWI hypointense nodule
HBP hyperintense nodule

This is a LR-2 distinctive
nodule without malignant
features.

AF = ancillary feature

CT/MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Observation size (mm)

No APHE

Nonrim APHE

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

Count additional major features:

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

• Nonperipheral “washout”
• Enhancing “capsule”
• Threshold growth

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4
LR-5

LR-5

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5
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Nodule-like Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (NAPH)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Nodule-like area or focus of arterial phase hyperenhancement < 10 mm, detected at contrastenhanced CT or MRI and occult on other phases and sequences.

Differential diagnosis
Most NAPHs are benign vascular pseudolesions caused by arterioportal shunts in the hepatic
microcirculation.
• Although most arterioportal shunts manifest as geographic or wedge-shaped peripheral foci of
arterial phase hyperenhancement, they sometimes have a rounded shape and manifest as
NAPHs.
• Arterioportal shunts may vary in apparent size depending on timing of the arterial phase, dose
and injection rate of contrast material, slice obliquity, and other factors. For these reasons,
arterioportal shunts may appear larger on one exam than on a prior, potentially causing
misinterpretation as “growth” and diagnostic confusion.
• Uncommonly, NAPHs are small arterialized nodules that happen to be occult on other phases and
sequences due to small size and/or fortuitous isointensity/isoattenuation.
• The differential diagnosis for these small arterialized nodules include malignant neoplasms (HCC,
iCCA, cHCC-CCA, etc.), dysplastic nodules, and rapidly enhancing hemangiomas.
• Although the above entities are true masses, small size complicates interpretation of this feature.
Differentiation of nodule-like arterioportal shunts from small arterialized true nodules can be difficult
on routine CT or MRI. In such cases, consider further evaluation with hepatobiliary phase MRI and/or
CEUS.

Typical imaging features
•
•
•
•

< 10 mm
Rounded or oval (nodule-like)
Nonrim APHE
Occult on other phases and sequences
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Nodule-like Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (NAPH)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Categorization

NAPHs < 5 mm should be categorized LR-2.
• Rationale: most tiny NAPHs are benign vascular pseudolesions

NAPHs ≥ 5 mm and < 10 mm should be categorized LR-3.
• The category may be downgraded to LR-2 if there are ancillary features favoring benignity
(e.g., size reduction, size stability for ≥ 2 years, HBP isointensity) OR
• Upgraded by one category if the NAPH appears unequivocally larger on current than prior
exam.

NAPH:
• Nodule-like area of APHE < 10 mm
• Occult on other phases and sequences
Visible
on other phase
or sequence

< 5 mm

5-9 mm

Not
NAPH

Categorize using
decision tree and diagnostic table

LR-2

≥ 1 AF
favoring benignity
(e.g., size reduction,
size stability ≥ 2 y,
HBP isointensity)

Downgrade
(optional)

LR-2

Unequivocally larger

Upgrade
(optional)

LR-4

LR-3
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Nodule-like Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (NAPH)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Example: CT
AP

PVP

9-mm nodular area of enhancement is seen on AP only (arrow), without
corresponding abnormality PVP. This NAPH is categorized LR-3.

Example: MRI x 2
Pre

AP

PVP

T2

20 min HBP

8 mm

8-mm nodular area of enhancement is seen on AP only (arrow), without corresponding signal abnormality on any
other sequence. This NAPH is categorized LR-3; if HBP isointensity (AF of benignity) is applied, the observation is
categorized LR-2.

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

6 mm

6-mm nodular area of enhancement is seen on AP only (arrow), without corresponding signal
abnormality on any other sequence. This NAPH is categorized LR-3; if HBP isointensity (AF of
benignity) is applied, the observation is categorized LR-2.
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Liver Abscess
RADLEX ID: RID39455
Definition
Purulent collection in the liver parenchyma resulting from bacterial, fungal, or parasitic infection.

Categorization
• Observations thought to definitely represent a liver abscess should be categorized LR-1.
• Observations thought to probably represent a liver abscess should be categorized LR-2.
• Observations that are indeterminate for a liver abscess should be categorized according LI-RADS
diagnostic algorithm (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).

Typical imaging features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rounded or irregular cystic lesion(s), often with clustered appearance
Presence of rim and septations
Rim and septations show progressive enhancement
Lack of internal enhancement
Lack of solid components
Surrounding parenchymal edema and/or hyperemia

Example: MR

Pre

Adjacent hyperemia

AP

PVP

Rim APHE

DP

T2W

Mild T2 hyperintensity
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Liver Abscess
RADLEX ID: RID39455
Typical imaging features (Cont’d)

Pitfalls and practical considerations
Features atypical for abscess: delayed central enhancement, solid components, peripheral washout,
markedly restricted diffusion.
Abscesses may have high signal on DWI in part due to T2 shine through but rarely have markedly
restricted diffusion.
Rarely, an abscess may have solid-appearing phlegmonous components, making imaging-based
differentiation from malignancy difficult. Such abscesses may be categorized LR-M.
mimicking
⚠ Rim APHE,
neoplasm
Pre

components
⚠ Phlegmonous
mimicking solid tissue

AP

to correct
" Cluediagnosis:

PVP

DP

T2W

Clustered appearance of
irregular collections

mimicking
⚠ Rim APHE,
neoplasm
AP

components
⚠ Phlegmonous
mimicking solid tissue
PVP

DP

to correct
" Clues
diagnosis:
• Surrounding
parenchymal edema

• Clustered appearance
of irregular collections
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Introduction
This chapter reviews LI-RADS imaging features and how they are used to assign categories.
The chapter begins with a discussion of basic concepts and then provides systematic description of all
LI-RADS imaging features, which are classified as follows:
•
•
•
•

Major features
Ancillary features
LR-M features
TIV features

These classes of features are summarized briefly below and on the next page.

Major features
• These are used to assign LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5 categories to observations reflecting their relative
probability of being HCC (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).
• Similar to other diagnostic systems, LI-RADS relies exclusively on major features for
categorizing observations as LR-5.
• List of major features:
•
•
•
•
•

Nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Nonperipheral washout appearance
Enhancing capsule appearance
Size
Threshold growth

Ancillary features
• These are used optionally at the radiologist’s discretion to adjust category (for LR-1, LR-2,
LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5 observations), increase diagnostic confidence, or detect observations difficult
to visualize on other sequences.
• Ancillary features are subdivided into those favoring malignancy in general, favoring HCC in
particular, or favoring benignity.
• Ancillary features favoring malignancy in general or HCC in particular can be used to upgrade
LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 by one category to to LR-2, LR-3, or LR-4 respectively. They cannot be
used to upgrade LR-4 to LR-5.
• Ancillary features favoring benignity can be used to downgrade LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5 by
one category to to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, or LR-4 respectively.
• List of ancillary features: see page 16-254, 16-308 and 16-336.
16-1
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Introduction
LR-M features
• These are used to assign a category of LR-M. They indicate a high probability of malignancy but
are not specific for HCC.
• LR-M observations have a substantial possibility of being a malignancy other than HCC.
• There are two types of LR-M features:
• Targetoid LR-M features
• Targetoid dynamic enhancement: rim APHE, peripheral washout appearance, delayed
central enhancement
• Targetoid appearance on DWI
• Targetoid appearance on TP and/or HBP
• Nontargetoid LR-M features
•
•
•
•

Infiltrative appearance
Marked diffusion restriction
Necrosis or severe ischemia
Other feature that in radiologist’s judgment suggests non-HCC malignancy (specify in
report).

TIV features
• The most important TIV feature is enhancing soft tissue in vein. This feature is necessary and
sufficient to categorize an observation as LR-TIV. A parenchymal mass may or may not be seen.
• Several other features suggest the possibility of TIV, but do not establish its diagnosis. If present,
such features should prompt the radiologist to scrutinize the vein for enhancing sift tissue.
• Examples of suggestive features: occluded vein with ill-defined walls, occluded vein with
restricted diffusion, occluded or obscured vein in contiguity with malignant parenchymal mass,
heterogeneous vein enhancement not attributable to artifact

Comment
• Many other imaging features are commonly used in describing hepatic observations, but they are
not applied formally in assigning or adjusting LI-RADS categories and therefore not defined in the
LI-RADS v2018 manual.
• Examples include but are not limited to: CT hypoattenuatation, isoattenuation, hyperattenuation;
T1 hypointensity, isointensity, or hyperintensity; T2 isointensity or mild hypointensity; HBP
hyperintensity.
16-2
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Basic Concepts
Imaging features are like building blocks
Just like building blocks are used to create buildings, imaging features are used to assign LI-RADS
categories. With few exceptions (see below), individual imaging features by themselves do not
suffice to assign LI-RADS categories. Instead, multiple imaging features usually are needed.

HE
AP
≥1
0m

m

“C
ap
su
le”

ut”
“Washo

APHE

≥ 10 mm

“Capsule”

“Washout”

=

LR-5

Exceptions: by themselves, some imaging features suffice to assign a LI-RADS category
Imaging features that by themselves suffice to assign a LI-RADS category
• Enhancing soft tissue within lumen of vein

By itself, suffices to assign LR-TIV

•
•
•
•
•

By itself, each of these suffices to assign LR-M

Rim APHE
Peripheral “washout”
Delayed central enhancement
Targetoid appearance on DWI
Targetoid appearance in HBP

• Spontaneous disappearance

By itself, this feature suffices to assign LR-1

Some imaging features are required to assign a LI-RADS category
Another concept is that some imaging features are required for assigning LI-RADS categories that
reflect 100% certainty (i.e., LR-5 and LR-TIV):
• Enhancing soft tissue within lumen of vein

Required for LR-TIV

• Nonrim APHE
• Size ≥ 10 mm

Required for LR-5

Some of these concepts are illustrated on the next two pages
16-3
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Basic Concepts
Various imaging features may be required, additional, or sufficient for assigning LR-5, LR-M,
or LR-TIV categories, respectively. (See Chapter 8 for discussion of categories).
Feature

Nonrim APHE

Category

LR-5

Size ≥ 10 mm

Comments

Required

✓

Only observations with both
of these features can be
categorized LR-5.

These features are
additional for LR-5.

Nonperipheral WO

Threshold growth

Both of these features are
required for LR-5.

LR-5

Additional

+

Enhancing “capsule”

Observations with nonrim
APHE and size ≥ 10 mm
(required features) can be
categorized LR-5 if there
are additional features.

Rim APHE

Peripheral WO
Delayed central
enhancement

LR-M

Sufficient

!

These features are
sufficient for LR-M.
Observations with any of
these features are
categorized LR-M.

Target restriction

Target HBP

Enhancing soft
tissue in vein

Required & sufficient
LR-TIV

✓!

This feature is required and
sufficient for LR-TIV.
16-4
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Basic Concepts
By itself, each imaging feature provides a differential diagnosis, not a unique diagnosis, in
high-risk patients. Examples are provided below for some LI-RADS features.

Feature

Differential diagnosis in high-risk patient
for each feature by itself

Nonrim APHE

HCC, cHCC-CCA, small iCCA, dysplastic nodule,
arterioportal shunt, rapidly enhancing hemangioma

Size ≥ 10 mm

Nonspecific

Enhancing “capsule”

HCC, cHCC-CCA, abscess

Nonperipheral “washout”

HCC, cHCC-CCA, small iCCA, dysplastic nodule

Threshold growth

HCC, cHCC-CCA, iCCA, other non-HCC malignancy

Rim APHE

Atypical HCC, iCCA, cHCC-CCA, other non-HCC
malignancy, abscess

Peripheral “washout”

Atypical HCC, iCCA, cHCC-CCA, other non-HCC
malignancy

Delayed central
enhancement

Atypical HCC, iCCA, cHCC-CCA, other non-HCC
malignancy, inflammatory pseudotumor

Target restriction

Atypical HCC, iCCA, cHCC-CCA, other non-HCC
malignancy, abscess

Target HBP

Atypical HCC, iCCA, cHCC-CCA, other non-HCC
malignancy

Enhancing soft tissue in
vein

Common: HCC
Uncommon: iCCA, cHCC-CCA

16-5
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Basic Concepts: Major Features
Overview
LI-RADS uses major features to assign LR-3, LR-4, and LR-5 categories to observations reflecting
their relative probability of being HCC (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table) in high-risk patients. For more
information on LI-RADS categories, see Chapter 8.

Two key concepts
No individual major feature provides 100% positive predictive value (PPV) for HCC.
Although no individual feature provides 100% PPV for HCC, the major features in appropriate
combination do provide 100% PPV (LR-5 criteria) in high-risk patients.
Benign

In high-risk patients
!

⚠
No individual feature provides
100% PPV for HCC.

Increasing
PPV for
malignancy
in high-risk
patients

Size ≥ 10 mm
Nonrim APHE

The right
combination
of major
imaging
features
provides
100% PPV
for HCC
(LR-5
criteria)

Enhancing “capsule”

Figure illustrates for
each major imaging
feature its relative
positive predictive
value (PPV) for
malignancy (y-axis)
and for
hepatocellular origin
(x-axis) in patients
with cirrhosis or
chronic HBV

Nonperipheral “washout”

Threshold growth

100%
non-hepatocellular

LR-5
hepatocellular
100%

Increasing PPV for hepatocellular origin in high-risk patients
Threshold growth has the highest PPV for
malignancy but is neutral regarding cellular origin.

Nonperipheral “washout” has relatively high
PPV for malignancy and hepatocellular origin

16-6
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Basic Concepts: Major Features
A third key concept
LI-RADS criteria do NOT apply in general population.
• Explanation:
• In the general population, the pretest probability of HCC is so low that an observation meeting
imaging criteria for HCC may not be HCC but rather an atypical manifestation of another entity.
• For more information on the LI-RADS population, see Chapter 2.

Benign

In general population
Size ≥ 10 mm
Nonrim APHE
Enhancing “capsule”

Increasing
PPV for
malignancy
in high-risk
patients

Figure illustrates
that LI-RADS major
features and criteria
should NOT be
applied in the
general population.

Nonperipheral “washout”

NOT LR-5

Threshold growth

⚠
In general population,
no individual feature or combination of features
provides 100% PPV for HCC.

100%

Thus, there is no “LR-5” in the general population

non-hepatocellular

hepatocellular
100%

Increasing PPV for hepatocellular origin in high-risk patients

16-7
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Basic Concepts: LR-M Features
Overview
While HCC is the most common malignancy in cirrhosis, patients with cirrhosis are at higher risk
than the general population for other primary malignancies, such as iCCA and cHCC-CCA.
Furthermore, although metastases are rare in cirrhosis, they can occur. Thus, the differential
diagnosis of malignant neoplasms in cirrhosis includes HCC, iCCA, cHCC-CCA, and uncommonly,
other tumors. See Chapter 5 for more information on malignancy in cirrhosis.
LI-RADS uses LR-M features to categorize observations with a high probability of being malignant
and a substantial possibility of being a malignancy other than HCC.
Based on emerging evidence:
• About 60% of LR-M observations are non-HCC malignancies. Thus, most LR-M observations are
malignant neoplasms other than HCC.
• About 1/3 of LR-M observations are HCC with atypical imaging features. Thus, LR-M does not
exclude HCC.
• About 5% of LR-M observations are benign. Thus, LR-M indicates high but not 100% certainty of
malignancy.
For more information on the LR-M category, see page 8-14.
LR-M features are divided into targetoid LR-M features and non-targetoid LR-M features
Targetoid LR-M
features

These are family of imaging features characteristic of non-HCC
malignancies and atypical of HCC.
• These features include rim APHE (page 16-38), peripheral “washout”
(page 16-125), delayed central enhancement (page 16-221), targetoid
appearance in transitional and/or hepatobiliary phase (page 16-227),
targetoid diffusion restriction (page 16-234).
• They are thought to reflect peripheral arterialization and hypercellularity
in conjunction with central fibrosis or ischemia.

Nontargetoid LR-M
features

These are an assortment of imaging features characteristic of malignancy.
Unlike targetoid LR-M features, they are commonly seen in HCCs
(especially aggressive or poorly differentiated HCCs) as well as non-HCC
malignancies such as iCCA.
• These features include marked diffusion restriction (page 16-241),
infiltrative appearance (page 16-241), necrosis or severe ischemia
(page 16-241).
16-8
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Basic Concepts: LR-M Features
Each targetoid LR-M feature, by itself, is sufficient for LR-M categorization:
Presence of at least one LR-M feature should prompt LR-M categorization, regardless of other
features.
Rationale:
• These features are characteristic of non-HCC malignancy and atypical of HCC.
Exceptions:
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If there is definite tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If the observation is thought to be an abscess (see page 16-50), categorize as LR-1 or LR-2
depending on confidence level.

Nonpath-proven observation with at least one targetoid feature

if tumor in vein

LR-TIV

if observation is an abscess (page 16-50)

depending on
confidence level

otherwise

or

LR-2

LR-M

LR-TIV

LR-1
+
≥ 1 targetoid
feature

LR-1

AFs

Any combination of other
imaging features

LR-2

LR-M

If definite
enhancing soft
tissue in vein

If definite or
probable abscess

If NOT abscess
and NO enhancing
soft tissue in vein

16-9
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Basic Concepts: LR-M Features
Each nontargetoid LR-M feature, by itself, is sufficient for LR-M categorization:
Presence of at least one LR-M feature should prompt LR-M categorization, regardless of other
features.
Rationale:
• Nontargetoid LR-M features are highly suggestive of malignancy but are not specific for any
particular tumor type, being commonly encountered in aggressive or poorly differentiated HCCs,
as well as in non-HCC malignancies.
• Since they indicate high probability of malignancy but are not specific for HCC, they should
prompt LR-M categorization.
Exceptions:
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If the observation meets LR-5 criteria, categorize as LR-5.
• Rationale: since the features are commonly encountered in aggressive or poorly differentiated
HCC, their presence does not override LR-5 categorization.
• Thus, an observation meeting LR-5 criteria and having one or more of these features can be
interpreted as definite HCC.
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.

Nonpath-proven observation with at least one nontargetoid feature

if meets LR-5 criteria

if tumor in vein

otherwise

LR-5

LR-TIV

LR-M

16-10
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Basic Concepts: LR-TIV Features
Overview
Tumor in vein refers to the unequivocal invasion by a malignant neoplasm into a major vein (portal,
hepatic, cava, or combination). In high-risk patients, the most common cause of vascular invasion is
HCC, although iCCA, cHCC-CCA, and rarely other malignancies may invade veins.
The recognition of tumor in vein is important. It reveals that the tumor is biologically aggressive, has
accessed the blood stream, and has probably metastasized outside the liver. For these reasons,
tumor in vein indicates a poor prognosis, narrows the number of treatment options, and is a
contraindication to liver transplant.
LI-RADS uses LR-TIV features to categorize observations with tumor in vein.

There are two types of LR-TIV features:
• Enhancing soft tissue in vein
• Features suggestive of tumor in vein

Enhancing soft tissue in vein
The unequivocal presence of enhancing soft tissue in a vein is necessary and sufficient to categorize
an observation as LR-TIV.
Any observation with this feature should be categorized LR-TIV, regardless of the presence or
absence or any other feature and regardless of visualization of a parenchymal mass.
See page 16-243 for more information.

Features suggestive of tumor in vein
These features suggest the possibility of TIV, but do not establish its diagnosis. If present, such
features should prompt the radiologist to scrutinize the vein for enhancing soft tissue.
• Examples:
•
•
•
•

Occluded vein with ill-defined walls
Occluded vein with restricted diffusion
Occluded or obscured vein in contiguity with malignant parenchymal mass
Heterogeneous vein enhancement not attributable to artifact

See page 16-249 for more information.
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AFs

Basic Concepts: Ancillary Features

Overview
As discussed earlier, LI-RADS uses major features to assign categories to observations reflecting
their relative probability of being HCC (See CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).
Similar to the approach used by other diagnostic systems, LI-RADS relies exclusively on major
features for categorizing observations as LR-5. Ancillary features are unique to LI-RADS.
They may be applied optionally at the user’s discretion to:
• Adjust category of LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5 observations
• Increase diagnostic confidence
• Detect observations difficult to visualize on other sequences

If applied to adjust category they should be applied following standard rules
• See page 16-14.

They should not be used to adjust the category of LR-M or LR-TIV observations
• Caveat: if incompatible with the assigned category, ancillary features can prompt the radiologist to
reevaluate.
• Example: if a LR-M observation is unequivocally smaller than on a prior exam, the radiologist
should question the original category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process,
and consider other categories.

In LI-RADS v2018, ancillary features are divided into:
Favoring malignancy:
• These can be used to upgrade LR-1, LR-2, L-3 by one category to LR-2, LR-3, or LR-4,
respectively. They cannot be used to upgrade LR-4 to LR-5.
• These are subdivided into those that
• favor malignancy in general (page 16-254)
• those that favor HCC in particular (page 16-308)
Favoring benignity (page 16-336):
• These can be used to downgrade LR-2, L-3, LR-4, or LR-5 by one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3,
or LR-4, respectively.
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Basic Concepts: Ancillary Features
The applicability of ancillary features depends on the imaging method:

Some features are applicable to CT, MRI with extracellular agents, and
MRI with hepatobiliary agents.
Some features are applicable only to MRI with extracellular agents and
MRI with hepatobiliary agents.

See pages 16-254,
16-308, 16-336.

Some features are applicable only to MRI with hepatobiliary agents.

The application of ancillary features is optional in the current version of LI-RADS.
Versions of LI-RADS prior to v2017 and v2018 mandated the application of ancillary features.
However, there is currently a lack of scientific data supporting the mandatory use of ancillary
features.
Moreover, LI-RADS recognizes that mandating use of AFs may contribute to the perceived
complexity of LI-RADS and may discourage its adoption.
To encourage adoption of LI-RADS and since the use of LI-RADS without ancillary features is
preferable to not using LI-RADS at all, LI-RADS has made ancillary features optional.
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Basic Concepts: Ancillary Features
If ancillary features (AFs) are applied to adjust category, the rules below should be followed:
• AFs may be used to adjust the category of LR-1, LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5 observations.
• AFs do not exclude LR-M or LR-TIV, and they should not not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV
to a different category.
• Caveat: if incompatible with the assigned category, ancillary features can prompt the
radiologist to reevaluate.
• AFs may be used to upgrade or downgrade by one category only, even when multiple concordant
AFs are present (i.e. all favoring malignancy or all favoring benignity) .
• If AFs favoring both malignancy and benignity are present, the category should be left unchanged.
• AFs cannot be used to upgrade LR-4 to LR-5.
• Absence of ancillary features favoring malignancy cannot be used to downgrade the category.
• Absence of ancillary features favoring benignity cannot be used to upgrade the category.

≥ 1 AF favoring malignancy: upgrade by 1 category, up to LR-4
(Absence of these AFs cannot be used to downgrade the category)

⚠
✘

LR-1

LR-2

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5

≥ 1 AF favoring benignity: downgrade by 1 category
(Absence of these AFs cannot be used to upgrade the category)
If ≥ 1 AF favoring malignancy and ≥ 1 AF favoring benignity: do not adjust category

⚠
• AFs cannot be used to upgrade LR-4 to LR-5.
• If unsure that an ancillary feature is present, characterize as absent.
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Basic Concepts:
General rule for characterizing any feature when there is
uncertainty
If unsure that a feature is present à characterize that feature as absent

Unsure if present?
Characterize
as present
Characterize
as absent

Rationale:
LI-RADS requires certainty about the presence of features to help ensure their specificity
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Imaging Features - Format
Definition
This section provides definition of the feature
Synonyms
This section includes synonyms used in the literature for the feature
Terminology
This section provides rationale for the preferred term
Applicable modalities
This section lists modalities on which the feature can be assessed
Type of feature
This section lists the type of feature
Effect on categorization
This section describes how presence of the feature affects the categorization.
Biological basis
This section describes biological basis for the feature
Summary of evidence
This section summarizes the literature supporting the use of the feature
Characterization
This section provides illustrations of the feature, including schematic and cases
If unsure
This section explains how to characterize features when there is uncertainty
• General rule for characterizing any feature when there is uncertainty – see page 16-15.
Pitfalls & practical considerations
This section discusses the potential pitfalls and solutions for characterization of the feature
References
This section lists the relevant references
16-16
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE) & its Subtypes
Feature
APHE

Definition

Page

Enhancement in arterial phase unequivocally greater in whole or in part than
liver. Enhancing part must be brighter than liver in arterial phase.

16-18

APHE may be rim or nonrim (see below).

APHE Subtypes
Rim APHE

Spatially defined subtype of APHE in which APHE is most pronounced in
observation periphery. Rim of enhancement in the arterial phase must be
continuous but need not be complete.

16-38

Rim APHE is a targetoid LR-M feature. By itself, rim APHE suffices for LR-M
categorization. Thus, all untreated observations with rim APHE should be
categorized LR-M, with 3 exceptions.
Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path-proven nonhepatocellular benign entity or malignant
neoplasm, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If observation is an abscess, categorize as LR-1 or LR-2
Rim APHE is not required for LR-M categorization. Thus, some observations
can be categorized LR-M even if they lack rim APHE.

Nonrim
APHE

Spatially defined subtype of APHE in which APHE is NOT most pronounced
in observation periphery. Enhancement can be diffuse and homogeneous,
diffuse and heterogeneous, scattered, nodule-in-nodule, or mosaic.

16-66

Nonrim APHE is required for LR-5 categorization. The absence of APHE
excludes LR-5 categorization. Only observations with APHE can be
categorized LR-5.
By itself, nonrim APHE does not suffice for LR-5 categorization. Thus,
observations with nonrim APHE can be categorized LR-5 only in
combination with other features. See CT/MRI Diagnostic Table.

Caveat
Peripheral nodular discontinuous enhancement does not fit simply into above classification.
This enhancement type suggests hemangioma. If arterial phase images show peripheral
discontinuous nodular areas of enhancement, look for other features of hemangioma.

16-63
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Definition
Enhancement in arterial phase unequivocally greater in whole or in part than liver. Enhancing part
must be brighter than liver in arterial phase.
APHE has two subtypes:
• Rim APHE: page 16-38
• Nonrim APHE: page 16-66

Synonyms
Arterial hypervascularity, hypervascularity in arterial phase, increased contrast enhancement in
hepatic arterial phase, increased contrast enhancement in late hepatic arterial
phase, hypervascularity, high attenuation area in arterial phase, contrast uptake in arterial phase,
wash in

Terminology
The term APHE is preferred since “APHE” is
• Modality independent
• A descriptor of observation appearance that makes no assumptions (which may be false or
simplistic) about underlying physiology, such as vascularity
Depending on context, LI-RADS may use the term APHE to refer to APHE generically or, for
simplicity, to refer specifically to nonrim APHE (the more common APHE subtype).

Applicable imaging methods
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Depends on spatial subtype of APHE:
• Rim APHE: targetoid LR-M feature, sufficient for LR-M, excludes LR-5 (page 16-9)
• Nonrim APHE: major feature of HCC, required for LR-5 (page 16-67)
• Caveat: Peripheral discontinuous nodular enhancement (page 16-63).
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Effect on categorization

APHE is required for LR-5.
Only observations with APHE can be categorized LR-5. As a corollary, the absence of APHE
precludes LR-5 categorization.
Pre

Arterial Phase

No
APHE

LR-5

APHE is not sufficient for LR-5.
Observations with nonrim APHE can be other than LR-5.
For example, observations with nonrim APHE can be
• LR-1 or LR-2 (if definitely or probably benign)
• LR-M (if LR-M criteria met)
• LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on size and additional
major features)

LR-1
LR-2

Pre

Arterial Phase

LR-3
Nonrim
APHE

If definitely
or probably
benign

LR-4
LR-5

LR-M

Depending
on size and
additional
major
features

If LR-M
criteria met
16-19
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Rim APHE is sufficient for LR-M.
By itself, rim APHE is enough for LR-M. Thus, all untreated observations with rim APHE are LR-M,
regardless of other imaging features.
Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If observation is an abscess, categorize as LR-1 or LR-2 depending on confidence level
Pre

Arterial Phase

LR-M
can be categorized LR-M based on rim APHE
alone, regardless of other features
Rim APHE

Rim APHE is not required for LR-M.
Observations without rim APHE can be LR-M if other LR-M features are present (see page 16-9).
Example: Observation with peripheral “washout” and HBP targetoid pattern but not rim APHE
Arterial Phase

PVP

3 min TP

20 min HBP

LR-M

Nonrim
APHE

Peripheral
“washout”

3-minute
central
enhancement

Targetoid
HBP
pattern

can be categorized LR-M based
on other features, despite
absence of rim APHE
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Caveat: If you see peripheral nodular enhancement, look for other features of hemangioma,
such as
• Expansion and coalescence of initially peripheral enhancing areas
• Paralleling of blood pool
• Marked T2 hyperintensity (if MRI)

MRI with gadoxetate disodium in 63-year-old patient with well-compensated HCV cirrhosis

Expansion and coalesce of initially
peripheral enhancing areas
Peripheral
discontinuous
nodular
enhancement?

Parallels blood pool
(compare to hepatic vein [HV])

HV

HV

Arterial Phase

PVP

3 min TP

Marked T2 hyperintensity

HV

20 min HBP

LR-1

T2W SSFSE

LR-2

can be categorized
LR-1 or LR-2 depending on
confidence level
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Biological basis
APHE has many mechanisms
• Formation of tumor arteries (neoangiogenesis). See Chapter 6.
• The distribution of tumor arteries may be
• Diffuse: most HCCs, some small iCCAs (< 20 mm)
• Peripheral: most iCCAs
• Presence of large feeding arteries and arterioles in nonmalignant lesions

With these
mechanisms, APHE
occurs in mass itself

• Some dysplastic nodules
• Uncommon in cirrhosis: hemangiomas
• Rare in cirrhosis: FNH, HCA
• Arterioportal shunting, which in turn may have many causes
• Microscopic connections between hepatic arterioles and portal venules
• Portal vein obstruction by extrinsic mass, intraluminal tumor, or bland
thrombus: causes compensatory increase in arterial flow (hepatic
arterial buffer response)
• Arterioportal fistula (e.g., after a liver biopsy) = a direct connection
between an artery and portal vein in the same portal triad)
• Third inflow (nonportal venous inflow, e.g., veins in peribiliary plexus)
• Hyperemia due to inflammation (e.g., around inflamed bile ducts and/or
abscess, or adjacent to inflamed gall bladder)
• Siphon effect = increased arterial flow to entire vascular territory supplied
by one or more arteries recruited by a tumor

With these
mechanisms, APHE
occurs
• In liver
parenchyma
• Around or adjacent
to a mass
• Not in mass itself

For more information on
• Rim APHE: see page 16-39.
• Nonrim APHE: see page 16-70.

Summary of evidence
For rim APHE: see page 16-40.
For nonrim APHE: see page 16-72.
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization
Rim APHE and nonrim APHE are mutually exclusive subtypes of APHE
• If APHE is most pronounced in observation periphery, characterize as rim APHE, NOT nonrim
APHE.
For more information on characterization of
• Rim APHE, see page 16-41.
• Nonrim APHE, see page 16-73.

Characterize on arterial phase images. Late arterial phase images are usually more reliable for
detecting APHE than early arterial phase images. See page 16-32.
APHE is present if BOTH of the following are met:
• Observation in whole or in part enhances more than liver in arterial phase a
AND
• Enhancing part is brighter than liver in arterial phase
Pre

AP

AP-Pre Subtraction

✓

✓

Enhances more
than liver

Brighter
than liver

APHE
✓

✓

✓

✘

Does not enhance
more than liver

✓

Enhances more
than liver

Not
APHE
✘

Not brighter
than liver

a

To assess enhancement relative to liver, compare to precontrast image if available (precontrast
imaging is mandatory for MRI, optional for CT; see Chapter 12.
For observations that are T1 hyperintense precontrast, use of AP – Pre subtractions can help. See
page 16-26 for use of subtractions.
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

APHE may be in whole or in part:
APHE in Whole
Pre

AP

✓

APHE in Part

AP-Pre Subtraction

Brighter
than liver

✓

✓

Pre

AP

✓

Enhances
more than
liver

AP-Pre Subtraction

Brighter
than liver

✓

✓

✓

Enhances
more than
liver

✓

Rim APHE may be compete or incomplete
Rim APHE, Incomplete

Rim APHE, Complete
Pre

AP

AP-Pre Subtraction

✓

✓

✓

Complete
rim
brighter
than liver

✓

Complete
rim
enhances
more than
liver

Pre

AP

AP-Pre Subtraction

✓

✓

✓

Partial
rim
brighter
than liver

✓

Partial
rim
enhances
more than
liver

There is no minimum number of pixels to gauge whether APHE is present or if it is rim or
nonrim.
• Rather, its presence and subtype must be unequivocal in the radiologist’s judgment
• Rationale: there is no scientific data to guide an optimal threshold. Any imposed threshold would
be arbitrary
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

APHE may be in whole:
Pre

AP

AP – Annotated

MRI
85 mm
observation
Entire observation
enhances

APHE may be in part:
Pre

AP

AP – Annotated

MRI
33 mm
observation

Enhancing part of
observation
(red fill)

CT
82 mm
observation
Entire observation
(yellow outline)

CT
56 mm
observation
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

Use of subtractions to characterize APHE
For enhancing observations that are hyperintense precontrast, assessment of APHE can
be challenging. For such observations and with care, subtractions (subs) may be used to
assess APHE if and only if the precontrast images and the AP images are co-registered
AND acquired with identical technique.
With caution, subtractions may be used to characterize APHE when AP/pre images are
misregistered if amount of misregistration is small relative to region(s) being assessed
for APHE.
See page 12-24 for definition of and instructions for performing subtractions.

Interpretation of subtractions
Step 1.
Verify co-registration for each observation. If images for a particular observation are not coregistered, be cautious in using subtractions to characterize APHE for that observation.
Step 2.
Compare brightness of observation relative to liver on (AP − Pre) sub. Unequivocal brightness of
observation relative to liver the sub is interpreted as APHE.

Pre

AP

AP − Pre Sub

✓

✓

Brighter than liver = APHE

✘

Not brighter than liver = No APHE

Brighter
than liver
Brighter than liver
precontrast

✓

✘

Not brighter than liver = No APHE. AP-Pre subtractions not necessary
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont'd)

Interpretation of subtractions (Cont’d)

Examples: MRI
Pre

AP

AP − Pre Sub
✓ definitely
brighter
than adjacent
liver

✓ definitely
brighter than
adjacent liver =
APHE

✓ part definitely
brighter
than adjacent
liver

✓ part definitely
brighter
than adjacent
liver

✓ definitely
brighter
than adjacent
liver

✘ NOT definitely
brighter than
adjacent liver =
No APHE

Brighter
than liver
precontrast

✘ NOT definitely brighter than adjacent liver = No APHE
Subtractions not necessary
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

Subtraction concepts can be illustrated with time-intensity curves
Graphs on left illustrate idealized time-intensity curves of observation (obs) and background liver
from time of contrast material injection through arterial phase.
Graphs on right illustrate same time-intensity curves after subtraction from Pre (baseline) intensity.
On subtractions, obs and liver start with zero intensity because their baseline signal was subtracted.

Precontrast hypointense observation (obs) with APHE
Time-Intensity Curves

Baseline-Subtracted Time-Intensity Curves

Arterial Phase
✓ Obs brighter
than liver in AP

Intensity

Arterial Phase
Obs

✓ Obs enhances
more than liver in
(AP − Pre) sub

Obs
Liver

Liver

Precontrast hyperintense observation (obs) with APHE
✓ Obs brighter
than liver in AP

✓ Obs enhances
more than liver in
(AP − Pre) sub

Obs

Obs

Intensity

Liver

Liver

Precontrast hyperintense observation (obs) with No APHE
✓ Obs brighter
than liver in AP

Intensity

✘ Obs does NOT
enhance more than liver
in (AP − Pre) sub

Obs

Obs

Liver

Time after injection

Liver

Time after injection
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

The interpretation of APHE depends on whether early arterial, late arterial, or both early and
late arterial phase images are acquired.
Although LI-RADS recommends late arterial phase imaging, this phase of the arterial phase is not
always achievable. Hence, radiologists should determine in each exam what arterial phase(s) was
acquired and characterize APHE accordingly.
The Table below summarizes the interpretation of APHE, depending on whether early arterial phase,
late arterial phase, or both early and late arterial phase images are acquired.
Early Arterial Phase

Late Arterial Phase

Interpretation

APHE present

APHE present

APHE

APHE present

APHE not present

APHE

APHE present

Not acquired

APHE

APHE not present

APHE present

APHE

APHE not present

APHE not present

APHE not present

Not acquired

Not acquired

APHE present

Not acquired

APHE not present

Not acquired

Not acquired

No APHE
Not able to characterize
APHE
No APHE
Not able to characterize

Summary of rules in Table above:
• If APHE is detected in any arterial phase à characterize APHE as present
• If no arterial phase is acquired à APHE is noncharacterizable
• If no APHE is detected on early arterial phase images and late arterial phase is not acquired,
APHE is noncharacterizable
• If no APHE is detected and and late arterial phase is acquired à characterize APHE as absent
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

Why it is important to recognize when APHE is noncharacterizable
MRI with extracellular contrast agent in 82-year-old man with compensated cirrhosis. There is a 1 cm
observation in segment 4 (T1 hypointense, mildly T2 hyperintense). Arterial phase is too early, which
makes APHE noncharacterizable. Observation was categorized LR-3.
MRI with extracellular agent
Pre

Arterial Phase

1 cm observation, APHE not seen,
but arterial phase is too early

PVP

T2 SSFSE

mild T2 hyperintensity
18 months later
infiltrative appearance
tumor in vein

observation is now a large mass

Pre

3-min Delayed

Arterial Phase

PVP

3-min TP

T2 SSFSE

MRI with gadoxetate disodium
Patient was lost to follow up for 18 months. He returned with a large HCC with tumor in vein and
infiltrative appearance, as seen on MRI with gadoxetate disodium. Recognition on first MRI that
arterial phase was too early might have communicated a more urgent need for a repeat study, which
could have increased chance of an earlier follow-up with potential to detect HCC sooner.
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Characterization (Cont’d)

If unsure
If unsure about APHE vs no APHE, characterize as no APHE
• Rationale: LI-RADS imaging features are characterized as present only if there is certainty
If unsure about rim APHE vs nonrim APHE, characterize as rim APHE
• Rationale: provides low threshold for alerting referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy

Example: APHE vs no APHE, characterize as no APHE
Pre

AP

APHE?

APHE

APHE?

No APHE?

Example: rim APHE vs nonrim APHE, characterize as rim APHE

Pre

AP

Rim APHE?

Rim APHE

Nonrim APHE?
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Pitfalls & practical considerations

APHE associated with HCC and other malignant neoplasms is usually seen more reliably on late AP
than early AP images. Sometimes it is seen only on late AP images. For this reason, LI-RADS
recommends that AP images be acquired in the late AP.

APHE seen ONLY in late AP

APHE seen MORE EASILY in late AP

Pre

Early AP

✓

Late AP

Pre

✓

✗

Arterial Phase
Obs

✓ Obs shows
mild APHE in
early AP AND
marked APHE
late AP

Pre

Liver

Early AP

Late AP

Early AP

Late AP

✓ APHE
barely seen

✓ APHE
Seen easily

Early AP

Late AP

✓

Arterial Phase
Obs

✓ Obs shows
APHE in late
AP ONLY

Pre

Liver

Early AP

Late AP

Early AP

Late AP

✗ APHE
not seen

✓ APHE
seen
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Not all HCCs show APHE.

Absence of detectable APHE may reflect
• Arterial phase mistiming
• True APHE may be missed due to arterial phase mistiming. For example, the absence of
detectable APHE on early AP images does not exclude the presence of APHE (see page 1632).
• Incomplete neoarterialization
• Usually seen in early, very well-differentiated HCCs.
• Conversion from aerobic to anaeorbic glycolysis due to insufficient perfusion.
• Usually seen in poorly differentiated HCCs with infiltrative appearance.

Examples of HCCs without true APHE include:
•
•
•
•

Early HCCs
Very steatotic HCCs
Poorly differentiated HCCs (pd HCC) with infiltrative appearance
Some expansile, progressed (overtly malignant) HCCs
Early HCC
Pre

AP

✗ No APHE

!

Steatotic HCC
Non-contrast CT

MRI: Pre

✗ No APHE

Poorly differentiated HCC
MRI: AP

Pre

AP

✗ No APHE

Hence, while APHE (nonrim APHE, in particular) is required for LR-5 categorization, the
absence of APHE does not exclude HCC.
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Although APHE is usually most conspicuous in the late arterial phase, it is occasionally more
conspicuous in the early arterial phase (i.e., earlier than expected) or in the nominal portal venous
phase (i.e., later than expected), depending on exact timing of each phase, altered systemic,
splanchnic and hepatic blood flow in cirrhosis, and tumor biology.

APHE more conspicuous in early AP
Pre

Early AP

Late AP

APHE

Corona,
not APHE

APHE more conspicuous in nominal PVP
Pre

Nominal AP

Nominal PVP

APHE not
yet seen

APHE seen

Since it is well established that APHE is usually more conspicuous in the late arterial phase than the
early AP, it is assumed that the late AP is better than the early AP for differentiating rim APHE from
nonrim APHE.
However, this assumption has not been proven in clinical studies.

As stated on page 16-18, APHE requires BOTH greater enhancement AND greater brightness than
liver in the arterial phase.
Observations that are darker than liver precontrast and enhance to become isointense or
isoattenuating in the arterial phase do not have APHE by definition, since they fail to meet the
second requirement.
The requirement for greater brightness than liver, not just greater enhancement, is intended to
reduce false-positive diagnoses of HCC.
It is based on expert opinion as the literature is unclear on this issue.
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

⚠

Compared with other MR agents, gadoxetate disodium is less likely to depict APHE due to
lower gadolinium dose and higher frequency of respiratory motion-induced image
degradation in the arterial phase. See Chapter 13.

"

Since lesions that are hypointense precontrast and isointense in the arterial phase may be
HCC, consider reimaging with a different modality such as CEUS or multi-arterial phase
MRI, both of which reduce the risk of arterial phase mistiming.

"

There is no minimum size for application of APHE, rather its presence should be
unequivocal in judgment of the radiologist.

Do: Compare degree of enhancement and arterial-phase brightness relative to liver
Pre

AP

APHE
MRI
14 mm
observation

Enhances more than liver AND is brighter than liver in AP
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Do not: Characterize hypo (pre) à iso (AP) as APHE

Pre

AP
NOT brighter than liver in AP

CT
15 mm
observation

APHE
CT
19 mm
observation

CT
34 mm
observation

May: With caution use subtractions at MRI if observation is intrinsically T1 hyperintense (make sure
pre/post images are registered and have same calibration) (page 16-26)
Do: Include in your report if subtractions were necessary to characterize APHE.
May: Use subtractions with caution to characterize APHE when pre/AP images are misregistered if
degree of spatial misregistration is small relative to regions(s) being assessed for enhancement.
⚠ Caution: Do not use subtractions to characterize APHE if observation is hypointense or
isointense compared to liver precontrast
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Arterial Phase Hyperenhancement (APHE)
RADLEX ID: RID43355
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Other pitfalls and practical considerations related to rim APHE, nonrim APHE and nodular
discontinuous APHE are discussed in subsequent sections.

References
For rim APHE: see page 16-60.
For nonrim APHE: see page 16-81.
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Spatially defined subtype of APHE in which APHE is most pronounced in periphery of observation.
Rim of enhancement in the arterial phase must be continuous but need not be complete. It may be
so smooth or irregular.

Synonyms
Peripheral APHE, ring APHE, targetoid APHE, APHE in target pattern, rim enhancement

Terminology
The term rim APHE is preferred as it is clear, unambiguous, and commonly used in the radiology
literature.

Applicable methods
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Targetoid LR-M feature

Effect on categorization

Rim APHE is sufficient for LR-M. See page 16-9.
By itself, it is enough for LR-M.
Thus, all untreated observations with rim APHE are LR-M, regardless of other imaging features.
• Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If observation is an abscess, categorize as LR-1 or LR-2 depending on confidence level
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont'd)

Rim APHE is sufficient for LR-M. See page 16-9.
Nonpath-proven observation with rim APHE

if tumor in vein

if observation is an abscess

LR-TIV
depending on
confidence level

LR-1

otherwise

or

LR-2

LR-M

Rim APHE is not required for LR-M. See page 16-9.
Observations without rim APHE can be LR-M if other LR-M features are present.
• Example: Observation with peripheral “washout” and HBP targetoid pattern but not rim APHE.

Biological basis
Rim APHE reflects neovascularity concentrated mainly in the tumor periphery. It frequently occurs in
conjunction with relatively reduced central perfusion, which can lead to central fibrosis, ischemia,
and/or necrosis.
This spatial subtype of APHE is characteristic of iCCA and other non-HCC malignancies. It is not
characteristic of HCC, which tends to have neovascularity that is diffuse rather than concentrated in
the tumor periphery.
Peripheral “washout” is a manifestation of targetoid appearance, a constellation of LR-M features
with similar biological basis and often co-existing in the same observation. This family includes rim
APHE, peripheral “washout”, delayed central enhancement, targetoid restriction, and targetoid
appearance in TP and/or HBP images. See page 16-205.
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Summary of evidence
In single-center retrospective studies, rim APHE was seen in
• 50-84% of iCCA
• 54% of cHCC-CCAs
• 14-17% of HCCs.
Most of these studies were in mixed populations including patients without underlying chronic liver
disease, limiting their generalizability to the LI-RADS diagnostic target population.
Note that rim APHE does not exclude HCC (see Pitfalls, page 16-47).
Rim APHE occurs in association with other targetoid LR-M features since it is thought to reflect the
same underlying pathology: peripheral arterialization and hypercellularity in conjunction with central
fibrosis and ischemia. The frequency and diagnostic accuracy of rim APHE in the absence of other
targetoid LR-M features is unknown.
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
See page 16-18 for general concepts about APHE and page 16-26 for use of subtractions.
Characterize rim APHE on arterial phase images. Late arterial phase images are thought to be more
reliable for characterizing any type of APHE, including rim APHE, than early arterial phase images
(see page 16-32), but the ability of late vs. early AP images to detect rim APHE in particular and to
differentiate rim APHE from nonrim APHE has not been compared in research studies.
Rim APHE is present if in the arterial phase BOTH of the following are met:
• The observation rim enhances more and is brighter than liver AND
• The observation rim enhances more and is brighter than rest of observation

The enhancement of the rim is continuous, unlike the discontinuous nodular enhancement
characteristic of a hemangioma, but need not be complete.

!

The rest of the observation may enhance in the arterial phase but the degree of is less than
the rim.
The rim APHE may be thin or thick, smooth or irregular.
Pre

AP

Thin, complete rim APHE

Thick, complete rim APHE
Rim is brighter and enhances more than
liver and than rest of observation
Thick, incomplete rim APHE

Rim and rest of observation enhance
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)
Pre

Examples: CT

AP

Peripheral rim of arterial
hyperenhancement

Examples: MRI
Pre

Early AP

Late AP

Peripheral rim of arterial
hyperenhancement
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

If unsure
If unsure about rim APHE vs no APHE, characterize as no APHE
• Rationale: LI-RADS imaging features are characterized as present only if there is certainty
If unsure about rim APHE vs nonrim APHE, characterize as rim APHE
• Rationale: provides low threshold for alerting referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy

Example: rim APHE vs no APHE, characterize as no APHE

Rim APHE?

Rim APHE

No APHE?

Example: rim APHE vs nonrim APHE, characterize as rim APHE

Pre

AP

Rim APHE?

Rim APHE

Nonrim APHE?
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
See page 16-32 for general APHE pitfalls & practical considerations.

Small iCCA (< 3 cm) may have nonrim APHE, complicating their differentiation from HCC.

Example: path-proven iCCA with nonrim APHE, 61-yo man with chronic HBV
Pre

AP

CT
16 mm

iCCA

Resection

MRI
16 mm
(same patient
as above)

Diffuse APHE. NOT rim APHE

Example: path-proven iCCA with nonrim APHE, 67-yo man with chronic HBV
Pre

AP
iCCA

MRI
18 mm

Resection

Diffuse APHE, NOT rim APHE

⚠

Small iCCAs may be indistinguishable from HCCs in the arterial phase, with both types
of malignant neoplasms having nonrim APHE
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Small iCCA (< 3 cm) may have an atypical appearance, having nonrim APHE rather than rim APHE,
complicating their differentiation from HCC.

Clues to differentiation for small masses with nonrim APHE thought to be malignant

!

• Favoring HCC (if present): T1 hyperintensity, fat in mass, “capsule” (enhancing and/or
nonenhancing). Observations with any of these features usually should be categorized
LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5.
• Favoring iCCA (if present): other targetoid LR-M features (delayed central enhancement,
peripheral WO, targetoid appearance (DWI, transitional phase, HBP). Observations with
any of these features usually must be categorized LR-M.

Small mass with nonrim APHE thought to be malignant: favoring HCC
T1 hyperintensity
T1w OP

Fat in mass

T1w IP

T1w OP

“Capsule”

T1w IP

AP

DP

Small mass with nonrim APHE thought to be malignant: favoring iCCA
Delayed central enhancement and/or peripheral WO
Pre

AP

PVP

Targetoid appearance
DWI

TP

HBP
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Observations with rim APHE may have areas of internal enhancement as well as peripheral
enhancement. These areas do not enhance as much as the rim.

Note internal areas of
enhancement. These
do not enhance as
much as the rim

Rim APHE

Some observations other than iCCAs and cHCC-CCAs may have rim APHE:
• HCCs with any of the following characteristics
•
•
•
•

steatosis (e.g., steatohepatitic HCC)
blood products (e.g., hemorrhagic HCC)
fibrosis (e.g., scirrhous HCC)
necrosis (e.g., poorly differentiated HCC)

• Sclerosing hemangiomas
• Abscesses and other inflammatory lesions
• Necrotic HCCs
• Treated observations
• Ringlike perfusion alterations

The above pitfalls are discussed and illustrated in the pages that follow.
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

HCCs with any of the following characteristics may have rim APHE:
Pre

AP

Pre
OP

AP

IP

• steatosis (steatohepatitic HCC)

Fatty
(signal loss
on OP)
Fatty (attenuation
-13 HU)
Pre

AP

Pre

AP

Pre

AP

Pre

AP

• blood products
(hemorrhagic
HCC)

• necrosis (poorly
differentiated
HCC)

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

• fibrosis
(scirrhous HCC)
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Metastases, sarcomas and lymphomas may have rim APHE

Pre

AP

• Metastasis

Colon metastasis

Pre

AP

• Sarcoma

Spindle cell sarcoma

Pre

• Lymphoma

AP

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Sclerosing hemangiomas may have rim APHE

• Hemangiomas in the cirrhotic liver tend to fibrose (sclerosing hemangiomas) and may have
unusual imaging such as continuous peripheral rim enhancement. This may cause diagnostic
confusion and prompt LR-M categorization.
• ! In such cases, recognizing other features of hemangioma may permit LR-1 or LR-2
categorization, depending on confidence level. See figure below.

Arterial Phase

PVP

3-min Delay

5-min Delayed

Continuous peripheral
APHE may suggest LR-M.
Note some nodular-like
areas along the rim,
possibly reflecting
peripheral “puddles”.
Look for other features
of hemangioma
(labeled !)
! Expansion & coalescence of enhancing areas, parallels blood pool

! Non-impeded diffusion with ADC lesion > ADC liver

! Sharply defined
and hyperintense
on SSFSE

T2 SSFSE

!

DWI, b = 50

DWI, b = 600

ADC

If available, comparison to old studies may help: sclerosing hemangiomas tend to involute
and become smaller over time while malignant lesions tend to grow.
See Hemangiomas, page 15-4 for more information.
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Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Abscesses and other inflammatory lesions may have rim APHE.

• These typically have thin enhancing walls, septations of variable thickness, but no solid nodules.
Internal contents do not enhance and usually are markedly T2 hyperintense.

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

T2W

Rim-like enhancement
on AP, mimicking rim
APHE

Adjacent hyperemia

• Rarely, an abscess may have solid-appearing phlegmonous components. Thus, imaging-based
differentiation from abscess can be difficult.
Rim-like enhancement on
AP, mimicking rim APHE
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

T2W

Phlegmonous components mimicking
solid tissue
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Treated observations may have rim APHE.

Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

Thin rim of peripheral enhancement on AP surrounding an
observation is an expected post-TACE finding but may mimic
rim APHE

Example: MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

T2W

Thin rim of peripheral enhancement on AP surrounding an observation is an
expected post-TACE finding but may mimic rim APHE

!

Rim APHE is expected finding after many locoregional therapies (Chapter 9)

⚠

Do not misinterpret posttreatment rim enhancement as a feature of LR-M.
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Perfusion alterations may have rim APHE.
• Rarely, a perfusion alteration may have a rim configuration and be mistaken for a mass

Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Rim APHE

Fade

Isoattenuatation

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Rim APHE

Fade

Isointensity

Faint hypointensity

Example: MRI
Pre

T2W

DW, b=800

For observations with rim APHE, features that suggest
perfusion alteration rather a true mass include

!

• isoattenuation or isointensity on precontrast and
postarterial extracellular phase images
• isointensity or faint hyperintensity on T2W and DW images
• isointensity or faint hypointensity on HBP images
• undistorted vessels
Faint hyperintensity
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Some enhancement patterns may mimic rim APHE:
• Peripheral discontinuous nodular enhancement of hemangiomas
• Corona enhancement
• Enhancing “capsule”

The above pitfalls are discussed and illustrated in the pages that follow.
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Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

The peripheral discontinuous nodular enhancement of hemangiomas may resemble rim APHE.

Pre

AP

Peripheral discontinuous APHE
may resemble rim APHE

• If unsure about rim APHE vs. nodular discontinuous APHE, look for other features of
hemangioma (e.g. enlarging “puddles” of enhancement paralleling blood pool, marked T2
hyperintensity, relatively unimpeded diffusion).

Same patient as above
AP

PVP

DP

Puddles expand, coalesce,
and parallel the blood pool

T2W

Marked T2 hyperintensity
Sharply demarcated

DWI, b=0

DWI, b=600

ADC

Relatively unimpeded diffusion;
Note relatively high signal on ADC

Peripheral discontinuous APHE may resemble rim APHE

• If still unsure, categorize as LR-3.
• Rationale: avoid categorizing atypical hemangiomas as LR-M
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Corona enhancement (see page 16-265) may resemble rim APHE.

• Corona enhancement is a transient zone of perilesional enhancement thought to represent the
venous drainage area of malignant tumors such as HCC.
• It may involve the tumor “capsule” (if present) as well as the peri-tumoral parenchyma.
• The corona around the tumor may resemble rim APHE if images are acquired at a a time point in
which the observation has “washed out” but the corona enhancement is still present.
• The distinction between rim APHE and corona can be difficult.

• Distinction (see examples on the next page):
• Corona enhancement occurs in the liver parenchyma, not the lesion itself, whereas rim
enhancement is part of the lesion.
• Corona enhancement tends to blend into the surrounding liver, whereas true rim enhancement
is more distinct.
• Being a flow phenomenon, the corona enhancement area usually is occult on unenhanced
images, whereas being part of the tumor, the enhancing rim may be visible on other images.
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Corona

Enhancement in the Enhancement blends
adjacent parenchyma with adjacent liver

Transient
phenomenon

Rim APHE

Enhancement on the
Enhancement is
edge of the
distinct from adjacent
observation, not in
liver, does not blend
adjacent liver
into it
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Enhancing “capsule” (see page 16-187) may resemble rim APHE.

• Distinction:
• “Capsule” enhancement usually begins after the arterial phase and peaks in the PVP, DP, or
TP, whereas by rim APHE usually peaks in the arterial phase and then appears to wash out on
postarterial phases (peripheral “washout”).
• “Capsule” is smooth, well defined, and uniform, whereas rim APHE may be thick, irregular and
less sharply defined.

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Enhancing
“capsule”

Peripheral rim of enhancement that peaks in PVP and DP

Rim APHE

Rim APHE: Peripheral rim of enhancement that peaks in AP
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Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

The peripheral rim of a malignant neoplasm may be irregular and/or incomplete. If so, the rim APHE
may be mistaken for the peripeheral discontinuous nodular enhancement of hemangioma. Whether
complete or incomplete, rim APHE should not be confused with the peripheral discontinuous nodular
enhancement characteristic of classic hemangiomas.

Cholangiocarcinoma with irregular incomplete rim APHE

AP
Irregular, incomplete rim
APHE.
As illustrated in this case,
rim APHE may have
variable thickness.
The irregularity may
resemble the
discontinuous puddling of
hemangioma

PVP

! Unlike hemangioma, the mass
is poorly demarcated on delayed
images, especially superior margin

3-min Delayed

! Unlike hemangioma,
the mass obstructs bile
ducts

Aorta

! Unlike hemangioma “puddles”, this
enhancing area does not follow blood pool
(compare to Aorta)

Aorta

! Unlike hemangioma
“puddles”, this nodular area
does not expand

Hemangioma with peripheral discontinuous enhancement

AP

PVP

3-min Delayed

Discontinuous puddles on
AP

Hemangioma is welldemarcated on delayed
images
Enhancing puddles coalesce and follow
blood pool
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Although late arterial phase images are thought to be more reliable for characterizing any type of
APHE, including rim APHE, than early arterial phase images (see page 16-32), the ability of late vs.
early AP images to detect rim APHE in particular and to differentiate rim APHE from nonrim APHE
has not been compared in research studies.

⚠

Compared with other MR agents, gadoxetate disodium is less likely to depict nonrim
APHE.

"

Subtractions are sometimes useful for characterizing rim APHE. See page 16-26 for
discussion of subtractions.

"

There is no minimum size for application of rim APHE. As stated before rim APHE need
not be complete. However, its presence should be unequivocal in judgment of radiologist.
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Peripheral Discontinuous Nodular
Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID43319
Characterization
Characterize on two or more contrast-enhanced phases of images. More than one phase is needed
to verify the characteristic temporal pattern.
Peripheral nodular enhancement is present if ALL of the following:
• There are peripheral nodular areas of enhancement AND
• The areas of enhancement expand on postarterial phases AND
• The areas of enhancement approximately parallel the blood pool in brightness on all phases
Radiologists should use their judgement in selecting the appropriate vessel(s) that represent the
blood pool in each phase.
Depending on the phase, the duration of the contrast bolus, the exact timing of imaging relative to
the end of the bolus, the presence of flow-related artifacts, and other factors, appropriate vessel(s)
may include the aorta, portal vein(s), hepatic vein(s), or IVC.

Peripheral discontinuous nodular enhancement: the “nodules” of enhancement should expand and
parallel the blood pool.
Extracellular agent or gadobenate
AP

PVP

blood pool

DP

blood pool

blood pool

With ECA, the blood pool remains brighter than liver, so the enhancing areas
of the hemangioma remain brighter, too.
Gadoxetate
AP

blood pool

PVP

blood pool

TP

HBP

blood pool

As the nodular areas of
enhancement expand on
postarterial phase images,
they approximately parallel
the blood pool in brightness.

blood pool

With gadoxetate disodium, the blood pool becomes darker than liver, so the
enhancing areas of the hemangioma become darker, too
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Peripheral Discontinuous Nodular Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID43319
Characterization (Cont'd)

Example: MRI with ECA
Pre

Arterial Phase

PVP

3 min DP
Giant (> 5 cm)
hemangioma in
noncirrhotic liver
As the nodular areas of
enhancement expand
on postarterial phase
images, they
approximately parallel
the blood pool in
brightness.
With ECA, the blood
pool remains brighter
than liver, so the
enhancing areas of the
hemangioma remain
brighter, too

5 min

10 min

15 min

20 min

PVP

3 min DP

Example: MRI with gadoxetate disodium
Pre

Arterial Phase

Giant (> 5 cm)
hemangioma in
noncirrhotic liver
As the nodular areas of
enhancement expand
on postarterial phase
images, they
approximately parallel
the blood pool in
brightness.
With gadoxetate
disodium, the blood
pool becomes darker
than liver, so the
enhancing areas of the
hemangioma become
darker, too

5 min

10 min

15 min

20 min
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Peripheral Discontinuous Nodular Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID43319

⚠

"

Caution: Peripheral nodularity with central necrosis may resemble peripheral discontinuous
nodular enhancement and cause diagnostic confusion and errors
• Some malignant tumors have peripheral nodules. These nodules may resemble the
peripheral enhancing puddles of hemangiomas.

• Clue to correct diagnosis: being solid tissue rather than blood spaces, the peripheral
nodules in a malignant tumor do not
• expand progressively
• parallel the blood pool

Peripheral tumor nodules do not expand or parallel the blood pool in each postarterial phase
Extracellular agent or gadobenate
AP

Matches
arteries

PVP

DP

Does not match vessels,
does not expand

Unlike the peripheral discontinuous
pattern of hemangiomas, the
peripheral tumor nodules do not
expand and do not match the blood
pool in enhancement on postarterial
phase images

Gadoxetate
AP

Matches
arteries

PVP

TP

HBP

Does not match vessels, does not expand

Peripheral nodules
enhance in AP

Example: MRI
AP

Peripheral nodules “wash out”,
do not expand

3-min DP

HCC with peripheral nodules,
not to mistaken for hemangioma
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Spatially defined subtype of APHE in which APHE is NOT most pronounced in periphery of
observation. APHE may have a range of appearances such as diffuse and homogeneous (uniform),
diffuse and heterogeneous, scattered (patchy, spotty), nodule-in-nodule, or mosaic.

Synonyms
Arterial hypervascularity, hypervascularity in arterial phase, increased contrast enhancement in
hepatic arterial phase, increased contrast enhancement in late hepatic arterial phase,
hypervascularity, high attenuation area in arterial phase, contrast uptake in arterial phase, wash in.

Terminology
The term nonrim APHE is preferred since “nonrim APHE” is
• modality independent
• a descriptor of observation appearance that makes no assumptions (which may be false or
simplistic) about underlying physiology, such as vascularity
Additionally, the term nonrim APHE is clear, unambiguous, and the logical counterpart to the other
spatial subtype (rim APHE).
The term nonrim APHE is not used commonly in the radiology literature, however. For simplicity and
to keep jargon to a minimum, the general term “APHE” may be used instead of the more specific
term “nonrim APHE” if its usage in this way is unambiguous.

Applicable imaging methods
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Major feature of HCC, required for LR-5
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Nonrim APHE is required for LR-5.
Only observations with nonrim APHE can be categorized LR-5.
As a corollary, the absence of nonrim APHE precludes LR-5 categorization.

Pre

No
nonrim
APHE

Arterial Phase

LR-5
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Nonrim APHE is not sufficient for LR-5.
Observations with nonrim APHE can be other than LR-5.
For example, observations with nonrim APHE can be
•
•
•
•

LR-TIV (if enhancing soft tissue in vein)
LR-1 or LR-2 (if definitely or probably benign)
LR-M (if LR-M criteria met)
LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on size and additional major features)

LR-TIV

LR-1
Pre

Arterial Phase

Nonrim
APHE

LR-2

If enhancing
tissue in vein

If definitely or
probably
benign

LR-3
LR-4

Depending on
size and
additional
major features

LR-5

LR-M

If LR-M criteria
met

Nonrim APHE is not specific for HCC
Although nonrim APHE is a major feature of and required for LR-5 categorization, it is not by itself
specific for HCC. As shown above, observations with nonrim APHE can span the entire spectrum of
LI-RADS categories depending on other features.
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

APHE is not sufficient for LR-5 (Cont’d)

Example: CT
25 mm observation with nonrim APHE. Observation has no additional features of HCC (i.e., no
“washout”, no “capsule”). Threshold growth is not applicable (no prior exams). Without additional
major features of HCC, observation cannot be categorized LR-5, despite presence of APHE.
Instead, it is categorized LR-4. As illustrated in this case, APHE does not suffice for LR-5.
AP

PVP

3-min DP

LR-5

≥ 20-mm APHE with NO additional major feature
Example: MR
22 mm observation with nonrim APHE. No additional features of HCC (i.e., no “washout”, no
“capsule”). Threshold growth not applicable no prior exams). Without additional major features of
HCC, observation cannot be categorized LR-5, despite presence of APHE. In this case, observation
was interpreted as LR-2 probable nodular perfusion alteration due to AP shunting (clues to this
categorization: occult in TP, HBP; nonmasslike appearance on arterial phase multiplanar reformats
[not shown]). Follow-up imaging 6 months later showed spontaneous disappearance, confirming
diagnosis of benign perfusion alteration. As illustrated in this case, APHE does not suffice for LR-5.
AP

PVP

3-min TP

LR-5

≥ 20-mm APHE with NO additional major feature
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Biological basis
Nonrim APHE reflects neovascularity distributed throughout the entire tumor and not just
concentrated in the tumor periphery. As hepatocellular nodules evolve to form HCC, the dual blood
supply from the arterial and portal circulations gradually diminishes while unpaired neoarteries are
formed (neoangiogenesis). Eventually, the arterial supply from the unpaired neoarteries exceeds the
arterial supply to the background liver. Generally, these arteries supply the whole tumor, not just the
tumor periphery, although the distribution may be heterogeneous.

The unpaired arteries that form during hepatocarcinogenesis are distributed throughout and
supply the whole tumor.
Cirrhotic
nodule

Low-grade
dysplastic
nodule

High-grade
dysplastic
nodule

Early
HCC

Small progressed Large progressed
HCC
HCC

As portal triads decline in density …
… unpaired arteries increase in density. Notice
these are distributed throughout entire tumor and
not concentrated in the periphery

If the tumor architecture is nodule-in-nodule or mosaic, these vessels preferentially supply
the more progressed (more malignant, less differentiated) components.
More progressed components
(Typically have higher concentration or density of arteries)

Less progressed components
(Typically have lower concentration or density of arteries)
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis (Cont’d)

In most HCCs, the intranodular arteries are too small to be seen on CT or MRI.

In some HCCs, however, the internal arteries are unusually large and can be seen.
These arteries tend to be irregular.
Intratumoral pseudoaneurysms may be evident.

Example 1: CT

Example 2: CT

Arterial Phase

Arterial Phase

30-mm MIP

60-mm MIP
Pseudoaneurysm

Multiple irregular
internal arteries

Multiple irregular
internal arteries

Tumor boundary

Tumor boundary

Example: MRI

Multiple irregular
internal arteries
Multiple
perfusion
alterations
Tumor boundary
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Summary of evidence
Nonrim APHE is the most sensitive dynamic contrast enhancement feature for diagnosis of
progressed (overtly malignant) HCC.
APHE has reported sensitivities ranging from 65-96% for progressed HCC in at-risk patients. The
sensitivity is lower for early HCCs due to incomplete neovascularization in these well-differentiated
tumors.
Nonrim APHE by itself lacks specificity for HCC (ranging from 62 to 97%), as this feature can be
present in benign entities (e.g. hemangiomas and perfusion anomalies), premalignant lesions such
as dysplastic nodules, and even small non-HCC malignancies such as iCCAs and cHCC-CCAs.
However, it can diagnose HCC with 100% PPV in the appropriate population, if applied stringently in
conjunction with additional major features (e.g., washout appearance, capsule appearance).
For these reasons, nonrim APHE is included in all diagnostic imaging algorithms as a major criterion
for HCC. Although most algorithms do not specify “nonrim APHE” in particular, it is implied.

Comment
Although there is scientific evidence supporting APHE as a major feature of HCC, there is little
evidence to inform its exact definition, as the literature has been unclear on this issue. Thus, the LIRADS definition of APHE was developed mainly on expert opinion. In particular, in the current LIRADS definition, the following enhancement pattern does NOT qualify as APHE: dark (pre) à iso
(arterial phase)

dark (pre) à iso (arterial phase) is NOT APHE

Pre

Darker than liver

AP

APHE

Same brightness as liver

Research is needed to validate the LI-RADS definition or inform its refinement.
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RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on arterial phase images. Late arterial phase images are usually more reliable for
detecting APHE than early arterial phase images.
See page 16-18 for general concepts about APHE and page 16-26 for use of subtractions.
Nonrim APHE is present if ALL of the following are met:
• Observation in whole or in part enhances more than liver in arterial phase
AND
• Enhancing part is brighter than liver in arterial phase
AND
• Enhancement is not confined to the rim

!

Nonrim APHE can be diffuse and homogeneous, diffuse and heterogeneous (nonuniform),
scattered (patchy, spotty), nodule-in-nodule, or mosaic.

Pre

AP

Diffuse, homogeneous

Diffuse, heterogeneous
Any of these spatial patterns qualifies as APHE so
long as the enhancement is unequivocal.

Scattered (patchy, spotty)

There is no minimum size for application of APHE,
rather its presence should be unequivocal in
judgment of radiologist.
These patterns have variable specificity for HCC.
See page 16-76 and 16-77.

Nodule in nodule

Mosaic
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Characterization (Cont’d)

Nonrim APHE should not be confused with rim APHE.

Rim enhancement is continuous and most
pronounced along periphery. By itself, this suffices
to categorize an observation as LR-M.

Rim

Rim APHE

Rim APHE

Caveat: Peripheral discontinuous nodular enhancement is a special case.

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Peripheral nodular
discontinuous

AP

PVP

Peripheral discontinuous
nodular enhancement that
expands on postarterial
phases while paralleling the
blood pool in brightness is
diagnostic of hemangioma.

3-min Delayed

Discontinuous puddles on
AP
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont'd)

Five patterns of nonrim APHE have variable specificity for HCC
Below they are listed in order of specificity from least specific (top) to most specific (bottom)

Differential diagnosis in high-risk patients
of diffuse homogeneous APHE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Pre

Small HCC
Small iCCA
Small cHCC-CCA
Small other non-HCC malignancies
Dysplastic nodule
Rapidly enhancing hemangioma
Perfusion alteration due to AP shunt or other cause

AP
Less specific for HCC

Diffuse, homogeneous

Diffuse, heterogeneous

Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Nodule in nodule

Mosaic
More specific for HCC

Differential diagnosis in high-risk patients
of mosaic APHE
•
•

Progressed HCC
Atypical:
• iCCA
• cHCC-CCA
• Other non-HCC malignancies
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)
Pre

Examples: CT

AP

Nonrim APHE:
Homogeneous

Nonrim APHE:
Heterogeneous

Nonrim APHE:
Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Nonrim APHE:
Nodule-in-nodule

Nonrim APHE:
Mosaic
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)
Pre

Examples: MRI

AP

Nonrim APHE:
Homogeneous

Nonrim APHE:
Heterogeneous

Nonrim APHE:
Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Nonrim APHE:
Nodule-in-nodule

Nonrim APHE:
Mosaic
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

If unsure
If unsure about nonrim APHE vs. no APHE: characterize as no APHE
• Rationale: LI-RADS imaging features are characterized as present only if there is certainty
If unsure about rim APHE vs nonrim APHE, characterize as rim APHE
• Rationale: provides low threshold for alerting referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy

Example: nonrim APHE vs no APHE, characterize as no APHE

Nonrim APHE?

APHE

No APHE?

Example: rim APHE vs nonrim APHE, characterize as rim APHE

Pre

AP

Rim APHE?

Rim APHE

Nonrim APHE?
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations

Not all HCCs have any APHE.

Some HCCs have rim APHE, rather than nonrim APHE.
Example: MRI
Pre

Arterial Phase

PVP

Path-proven atypical
HCC with rim APHE
This was categorized
LR-M based on rim
APHE. Biopsy
indicated HCC

As illustrated in this case, some HCCs can have rim APHE. See page 16-47 for more information.

Nonrim APHE is not specific for HCC and can be seen in a wide spectrum of other observations:
•
•
•
•

Hemangiomas
Perfusion alterations
Dysplastic nodules
Small non-HCC malignancies

As stated on page 16-18, APHE requires BOTH greater enhancement AND greater brightness than
liver in the arterial phase. Observations that are darker than liver precontrast and enhance to
become isointense or isoattenuating in the arterial phase do not have APHE by definition, since they
fail to meet the second requirement. The requirement for greater brightness than liver, not just
greater enhancement, is intended to reduce false-positive diagnoses of HCC. It is based on expert
opinion as the literature is unclear on this issue.

Compared with other MR agents, gadoxetate disodium is less likely to depict nonrim APHE. See
page 13-13.
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Although nonrim APHE is usually most conspicuous in the late AP, it is occasionally more
conspicuous in the early AP (i.e., earlier than expected) or PVP (i.e., later than expected). See page
16-34).

There is no minimum size for application of nonrim APHE, rather its presence should be unequivocal
in the radiologist’s judgment.

!

Subtractions are sometimes useful for characterizing nonrim APHE. See page 16-26 for
discussion of subtractions.
Some HCCs have irregular internal arteries visible on CT and MRI. If a mass has irregular
internal arteries visible on CT and MRI, scrutinize the mass for APHE around the arteries.

Pre

AP

AP – annotated

Scrutinize images
for APHE

Internal arteries

APHE around internal artery
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Nonrim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”) & its Subtypes
Feature
“Washout”

Definition
Visually assessed temporal reduction in enhancement in whole or in
part relative to composite liver tissue from earlier to later phase
resulting in hypoenhancement in the postarterial extracellular phase.

Page
16-84

“Washout” may be peripheral or nonperipheral (see below).
“Washout” subtypes
Peripheral
‘Washout”

Spatially defined subtype of “washout” (WO) in which apparent
washout is most pronounced in observation periphery.

16-125

Peripheral WO is a targetoid LR-M feature. By itself, peripheral
“washout” is enough for LR-M categorization. Thus, all untreated
observations with peripheral “washout” should be categorized LR-M,
with 2 exceptions.
Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path-proven malignant neoplasm or path-proven
nonhepatocellular benign entity, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS
category.
Peripheral WO is not required for LR-M categorization. Thus,
observations can be categorized LR-M even if lacking peripheral WO.

Nonperipheral
“Washout”

Spatially defined subtype of WO in which apparent washout is NOT
most pronounced in observation periphery. WO can be diffuse and
homogeneous, diffuse and heterogeneous (nonuniform), scattered
(patchy, spotty), nodule-in-nodule, or mosaic. The area(s) of WO needs
to enhance in earlier phases but need not show APHE.

16-138

Nonperipheral WO is a major additional feature of HCC, but it is not
required for LR-5 categorization. Thus, observations can be
categorized LR-5 even if lacking rim APHE.
By itself, nonperipheral WO is not enough for LR-5 categorization.
Thus, observations with nonperipheral WO can be categorized LR-5
only in combination with other features. See CT/MRI Diagnostic Table.

Caveats and practical considerations
With ECA: combination of PVP & DP more sensitive than PVP alone for detecting WO

16-119

With gadoxetate: WO must be characterized in the PVP, not the transitional phase

16-120
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Definition
Visually assessed temporal reduction in enhancement in whole or in part relative to composite liver
tissue from earlier to later phase resulting in hypoenhancement in the postarterial extracellular
phase, i.e.:
• For ECA and gadobenate: hypoenhancement in PVP, DP, or both
• For gadoxetate: hypoenhancement in PVP only. Hypointensity in TP or HBP does not qualify as
“washout”. See page 16-98.
“Washout” has two subtypes:
• Peripheral “washout”: page 16-125
• Nonperipheral “washout”: page 16-138

Synonyms
Washout; venous/portal venous/delayed/late phase hypoenhancement, hypoattenuation, or
hypointensity; deenhancement

Terminology
For CT and MRI, the term washout appearance or “washout” is preferred because
• It is modality independent
• the visually assessed temporal reduction in enhancement relative to liver may be due to
progressive liver enhancement rather than observation deenhancement. That is, it may not
represent true washout.
Depending on context, LI-RADS may use the term “washout” to refer to “washout” generically or, for
simplicity, to refer specifically to nonperipheral “washout” (the more common “washout” subtype).
Note: The terminology is different for CEUS, where the use of quotation marks around washout is
unnecessary. See CEUS LI-RADS (pending).

Applicable imaging methods
CT, MRI
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Type of feature
For CT and MRI, depends on spatial subtype:
• Peripheral “washout”: feature of non-HCC malignancy, sufficient for LR-M, excludes LR-5.
• See page 16-9.
• Nonperipheral “washout”: major feature for HCC, but neither required nor sufficient for LR-5.
• See page 16-139.
Note:
For CEUS, the type of feature depends on the time of onset and degree of washout, not its spatial
subtype. See CEUS LI-RADS (pending).

Effect on categorization
Depends on the spatial subtype of “washout”, as illustrated in next few pages.
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Peripheral “washout” is sufficient for LR-M.
By itself, peripheral “washout” is enough for LR-M. Thus, all untreated observations with peripheral
“washout” are LR-M, regardless of other imaging features.
• Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path-proven malignant neoplasm or path-proven nonhepatocellular benign
entity, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
Postarterial
extracellular phase

Arterial phase

Peripheral “washout”:
note that periphery becomes
hypointense relative to liver

LR-M
can be categorized LR-M based on peripheral
“washout” alone, regardless of other features

Peripheral “washout” is not required for LR-M.
Observations without peripheral “washout” can be LR-M if other LR-M features are present (see
page 16-9). Example: rim APHE and delayed central enhancement but not peripheral “washout”
Postarterial extracellular phase
Arterial phase

1 min

2 min

4 min

Delayed central
enhancement

LR-M
can be categorized LR-M based
on other features, despite
absence of peripheral “washout”
Rim APHE

NO peripheral “washout”:
note that periphery fades but does not become hypointense relative to liver
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Nonperipheral “washout” is a major feature of HCC.
• In combination with other features, nonperipheral “washout” allows LR-5 categorization. However,
it is neither sufficient nor required for LR-5.

Nonperipheral “washout” is not sufficient for LR-5.
• Observations with nonperipheral “washout” can be other than LR-5. For example, observations
with nonperipheral “washout” can be:
• LR-TIV (if enhancing soft tissue in vein)
• LR-M (if LR-M features are present on other images)
• LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on size and additional major features)
Postarterial extracellular phase
1 min

Pre

Two
observations
(labeled 1, 2)
are intrinsically
T1 bright

LR-1

LR-2

“Washout” excludes
LR-1 and LR-2

3 min

5 min

“Washout”:
observations become progressively darker compared to liver

LR-TIV

If enhancing tissue
in vein

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5

Depending on size and additional
major features

LR-M

If LR-M
criteria met
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Nonperipheral “washout” excludes LR-1 and LR-2.

!

• Observations with “washout” must be categorized LR-3 or higher (see prior page)
• One exception: at radiologist’s discretion, an LR-3 observation with “washout” can be
downgraded to LR-2 by ancillary features favoring benignity

Nonperipheral “washout” is not required for LR-5.
• Observations without “washout” can be LR-5.
• For example, a ≥ 20-mm observation with APHE and “capsule” but without “washout” is LR-5.
See CT/MRI Diagnostic Table.
Arterial Phase

PVP

3 min DP

enhancing “capsule”
(i.e., rim around lesion is
unequivocally brighter than fibrosis
around background nodules)

23 mm
LR-5

can be categorized LR-5 based
on other features, despite lacking
nonperipheral “washout”
Nonrim APHE

NO “washout”
(lesion inside is not darker than composite liver outside)

“Capsules” can create
the false perception of
“washout”. To verify the
absence of “washout”,
the lesion “capsule”
from the 12 o’clock to
the 7 o’clock position
was removed
electronically.
Images electronically altered for illustrative
purposes
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Biological basis
For peripheral “washout”: see page 16-127.
For nonperipheral “washout”: see page 16-143.

Summary of evidence
For peripheral “washout”: see page 16-127.
For nonperipheral “washout”: see page 16-144.
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization
Peripheral “washout” and nonperipheral “washout” are mutually exclusive subtypes.
• If “washout” is most pronounced in observation periphery, characterize as peripheral “washout”,
NOT nonperipheral “washout”. For more information on characterization of
• Peripheral “washout”, see page 16-128.
• Nonperipheral “washout”, see page 16-145.

Characterize by comparing postarterial extracellular phase images:
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both. DP images may be more sensitive for characterizing
“washout” than PVP using these agents. See page 16-119.
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. “Washout” cannot be characterized on TP or HBA using this agent.
See page 16-120.
Washout appearance is present if BOTH of the following are met:
• The observation enhances to at least some degree: completely nonenhancing observations (e.g.,
cysts) cannot be characterized as having “washout”. See page 16-111.
AND
• Be darker than liver in the postarterial extracellular phase source images or (postarterial
extracellular phase – precontrast) subtraction images (see page 16-104 for use of subtractions).
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

!

Note that APHE is not required. Peripheral “washout” can occur even in absence of
APHE so long as observation enhances to some degree.

Pre

AP

Postarterial ECP

✓

✓

Enhances
(compare to pre)

“Washout”
✓

Darker than liver in the
postarterial phase
✓

!
Note that “washout” can occur even in absence of APHE
Pre

AP

✓

Not
“Washout”
✘

Postarterial ECP
Enhances
(compare to pre)

Does not enhance
on any phase
(compare to pre)

✘

Not darker than liver in
the postarterial phase

✘
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” may be in whole or in part:

“Washout” in Whole
AP

PVP

“Washout” in Part
DP

AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”
in whole in PVP

“Washout”
in part in PVP

“Washout”
in part in DP

“Washout”
in whole in DP

Peripheral “washout” may be compete or incomplete
Peripheral “washout”, Complete

AP

PVP

DP

Peripheral “washout”, Incomplete

Peripheral
“washout”
in PVP,
complete

AP

PVP

DP

Peripheral
“washout”
in DP,
complete

Peripheral
“washout”
in PVP,
incomplete
Peripheral
“washout”
in DP

There is no minimum number of pixels to gauge whether “washout” is present or if it is
peripheral or nonperipheral.
• Rather, its presence and subtype must be unequivocal in the radiologist’s judgment
• Rationale: there is no scientific data to guide an optimal threshold. Any imposed threshold would
be arbitrary
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” may be in whole:
AP

Postarterial ECP

ECP – Annotated

CT
27 mm
observation
Entire observation
appears to wash
out

“Washout” may be in part:
AP

Postarterial ECP

ECP – Annotated

Part of
observation
showing
“washout”
(blue fill)

CT
31 mm
observation
Entire observation
(yellow outline)

MRI
20 mm
observation

Part of
observation
showing
“washout”
(blue fill)

Entire observation
(yellow outline)

CT
22 mm
observation

Part of
observation
showing
“washout”
(blue fill)

Entire observation
(yellow outline)
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

The part with “washout” may overlap completely with the part with APHE
AP

Postarterial ECP

ECP – Annotated

Part with washout
and part with
APHE overlap
completely

MRI, CT
23 mm
observation

The part with “washout” may overlap somewhat with the part with APHE
AP

Postarterial ECP

ECP – Annotated

Part with APHE

MRI, CT
29 mm
observation

Partial overlap

Part with
“washout”

The part with “washout” may not overlap at all with the part with APHE

AP

Postarterial ECP

ECP – Annotated
NO overlap

MRI, CT
33 mm
observation
Part with APHE
Part with
“washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

The part with WO must enhance to some degree in earlier phases but need not show APHE.
Pre

AP

Postarterial ECP

“Washout”

Observation enhances to some degree
although not enough to qualify as APHE

Hypo in ECP

Visual reduction in enhancement

As a corollary, observations without any enhancement (e.g., cysts) cannot have WO
Pre

AP

Postarterial ECP

“Washout”

NO enhancement

Hypo in ECP

Subtractions
generated for illustrative
purposes. Observation
is “black” on AP–Pre
and on ECP–Pre
subtractions, confirming
lack of enhancement on
any phase
AP – Pre Sub

Postarterial ECP – Pre Sub

No enhancement in any phase
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” should be characterized on extracellular phase images.
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both.
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. Hypointensity in TP or HBP does not qualify as “washout”.

Rationale is illustrated by example below: 24 mm right-lobe mass with APHE.
With extracellular agent, mass is isointense in PVP and 3-min DP (i.e., mass shows fade, not
“washout”)
With gadoxetate, same mass is isointense in PVP but hypointense in TP and HBP due to gadoxetate
uptake by the parenchyma. Since mass has no “washout” in any phase with extracellular agent, the
TP and HBP hypointensity should not be interpreted as “washout.”
”Washout” not seen in either
PVP or 3-minute delayed phase
AP

PVP

3 min

“Washout”
MRI with
extracellular
agent

“Washout”
MRI with
gadoxetate

“Washout” not
seen

⚠

TP hypointensity

HBP hypointensity

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP are used to assess “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” should be characterized on extracellular phase images.
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. Hypointensity in TP or HBP does not qualify as “washout”.

Evidence
• TP hypointensity is not specific for HCC, and can be due to low OATP expression and/or high
background liver enhancement, not “washout”.
• Based on the current literature
• APHE + “washout” in PVP : 93-100% specificity for HCC
• APHE + 3 min TP hypointensity: 79-95% specificity for HCC
• DDx for TP hypointensity
•
•
•
•
•

HCC
Non-HCC malignancy: iCCA, cHCC-CCA, other
Some dysplastic nodules
Some hemangiomas
Confluent fibrosis
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” should be characterized on extracellular phase images.
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. Hypointensity in TP or HBP does not qualify as “washout”.

Time-intensity curves illustrating why transitional phase hypointensity ≠ “washout”.
The time-intensity curves below show three observations (obs) without “washout” as characterized
using ECA or gadobenate:
• Obs with APHE and fade
• Obs with APHE and parallels blood pool (e.g., hemangioma)
• Obs without APHE and near isoenhancement in all phases
Despite absence of “washout” with ECA or gadobenate, each observation appears hypointense to
liver in the transitional phase on gadoxetate-enhanced MRI due to intracellular uptake of the agent
by liver parenchyma, which causes the liver to be hyperenhanced.

Time-intensity curves
ECA or gadobenate dimeglumine
AP
Obs with
APHE & fade

PVP

AP

DP

Obs

Obs

Liver
Obs with
APHE,
parallels
blood pool
(e.g, HG)

Gadoxetate

Fade, not WO

Obs

Liver

Parallels blood pool,
not WO
Obs

PVP

TP
Liver

TP hypo, not WO

Same observation
in same liver
with gadoxetate

Obs

Liver

TP hypo, not WO

Liver

Obs without
APHE

Obs
Liver
Isoenhancement, not WO

TP hypo, not WO

TP hypointensity of tumor is due to
hyperenhancement of liver, not ”washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” should be characterized on extracellular phase images:
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. Hypointensity in TP or HBP does not qualify as “washout”.

Time-intensity curves illustrating appropriate characterization of “washout”
“Washout” (WO) with ECA or gadobenate

AP

PVP

“Washout” (WO) with gadoxetate

DP

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

WO in PVP

WO in PVP
Obs
Liver
Obs

Liver
✓
WO

WO in PVP
✓
WO

WO in PVP
Liver

Liver
Obs

Obs

WO in DP

Obs
Liver
Obs

Liver
✘
No
WO

Fade, not WO
✘
No
WO

TP hypo, not WO

Obs

TP hypo, not WO

Obs
Liver

Liver

Time after injection

Time after injection

⚠

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP are used to assess “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” should be characterized on extracellular phase images:
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. Hypointensity in TP or HBP does not qualify as “washout”.

Schematic diagrams illustrating appropriate characterization of “washout”

“Washout” (WO) with ECA or gadobenate
AP

PVP

“Washout” (WO) with gadoxetate

DP

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

WO in
PVP

WO
WO in
PVP
WO
WO
in DP
Not
WO

Not
WO

“Fade” to
isointensity
, not WO

⚠

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP can be used to assess
“washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

“Washout” and fade are not the same.
• Washout results in postarterial phase hypoenhancement
• Fade results in postarterial phase isoenhancement

Example: CT

AP

PVP

3-min DP

“Washout”
Observation is hypoenhanced
relative to liver in DP

Fade
Observation is isoenhanced relative
to liver in DP

Example: MRI

AP

PVP

3-min DP

“Washout”
Observation is hypoenhanced
relative to liver in DP

Fade
Observation is isoenhanced relative
to liver in DP
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

Compare attenuation or intensity of observation to adjacent liver parenchyma
If the liver parenchyma visually consists of both nodules and fibrosis, then compare to composite
liver tissue (i.e., a visual average of the nodules and fibrosis).
• Rationale:
• There is no scientific evidence that comparison to background nodules in particular (as
opposed to composite liver tissue) meaningfully improves specificity for HCC.
• But requiring comparison to background nodules would increase interpretation complexity,
may reduce sensitivity for HCC, and may increase reader variability.

“Washout” (WO) with ECA or gadobenate

AP

PVP

“Washout” (WO) with gadoxetate

DP

AP
Compare to
composite
liver tissue

PVP

TP
Compare to
composite
liver tissue

WO

WO
Compare to
composite
liver tissue
✘No
WO

Compare to
composite
liver tissue

Compare to
composite
liver tissue

✘No
WO

Compare to
composite
liver tissue

⚠

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP can be used to
assess “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

Background nodules and fibrosis are sometimes visible at MRI. If so, compare observation to
composite liver tissue
AP

PVP

3 min

Compare to composite liver tissue
(visual average of nodules and fibrosis)

Annotated

Compare to composite liver tissue
(visual average of nodules and fibrosis)

Background nodules and fibrosis are rarely discernible on CT, so “washout” assessment
tends to be simpler.
AP

PVP

3 min

Compare to adjacent liver.
Note that fibrosis and nodules are not discernible
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

Use of subtraction images
For enhancing observations that are hyperintense on precontrast and in the postarterial
extracellular phase (ECP), assessment of washout appearance can be challenging. For
such observations and with care, subtraction images (subs) may be used to assess
washout appearance if and only if the precontrast images and the postarterial ECP
images are adequately co-registered AND acquired with identical technique.
With caution, subtractions may be used to characterize “washout” when ECP/pre images
are misregistered if amount of misregistration is small relative to region(s) being
assessed for “washout”.
See page 12-24 for definition of and instructions for performing subtractions.

Interpretation
Step 1. Verify co-registration for each observation. If images for a particular observation are not coregistered, be cautious in using subtractions to characterize “washout” for that observation.
Step 2. Verify that the observation enhances unequivocally in the arterial phases. Although APHE is
not required to apply subtractions, some degree of enhancement must be present.
Step 3. Compare intensity of observation relative to liver on (ECP−Pre) sub. Unequivocal
hypointensity of observation relative to liver on the sub is interpreted as “washout”.

Pre

AP

ECP

(ECP−Pre) Sub

Darker than liver in ECP = “Washout”
Pre-ECP subtractions not necessary to confirm
Enhancing
observation
that is brighter
than liver
precontrast and
in the ECP

?

?

Brighter than liver in
ECP
Is there “washout”?
Pre-ECP subtractions
may help.

Darker than liver on
ECP-Pre sub =
“Washout”

✘

Not darker than liver
on ECP-Pre sub =
No “washout”

AP images are not used in creating “washout” subs but they should be reviewed to confirm that observation enhances
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont’d)

Use of subtractions (Cont’d)
Time-intensity curves (TICs) below illustrate use of subtractions to characterize “washout” of
observation (obs) that is brighter than liver precontrast
TICs
Extracellular agents
or
gadobenate
dimeglumine

AP
✓ WO
subs not
required

AP

PVP

DP

Liver
Obs
WO on subtractions

Obs

Liver

Liver
WO not discernible

Obs
Obs

No WO on subtractions
Obs
Liver

WO not discernible
AP

✓ WO
subs
required

DP

Obs
WO on source images

✘ No
WO
subs
confirm

✓ WO
subs not
required

PVP

Liver

✓ WO
subs
required

Gadoxetate
disodium

Subtraction TICs

PVP

TP

AP

PVP

TP

Liver
Liver

Obs
WO in PVP on source images
Liver

Obs
WO in PVP on subtractions
Liver

Obs
WO in PVP not discernible

Obs

Obs

✘ No
WO
subs
confirm

Liver

No WO in PVP on subtractions
Liver

No WO in
Time after injection

⚠

Obs
Time after injection

• “Washout” must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP can be used to assess “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont'd)

Subtractions

ECP – Pre subtractions may be used to characterize WO if observation is intrinsically T1
hyperintense and images are co-registered

Pre

AP

ECP

ECP – Pre Sub

“Washout”

[MR,CT]
XX mm

With caution, the ECP – Pre subtractions may be used to characterize WO if observation is
intrinsically T1 hyperintense and images are imperfectly registered co-registered
Pre

AP

ECP

ECP – Pre Sub

“Washout”

Note subtraction artifacts due to imperfect
registration

AP images are not used in creating “washout” subs but they should be reviewed to confirm that observation enhances
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Characterization (Cont'd)

If unsure
If unsure about “washout” vs no “washout”, do not characterize as “washout”
• Rationale: LI-RADS imaging features are characterized as present only if there is certainty
If unsure about peripheral “washout” vs nonperipheral “washout”, characterize as peripheral
“washout”
• Rationale: provides low threshold for alerting referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy

Example: “washout” vs no “washout” , characterize as no “washout”
AP

PVP

“Washout”?

“Washout”

No “washout”?

Example: peripheral “washout” vs nonperipheral “washout”, characterize as peripheral “washout”

AP

PVP

Peripheral
“washout”?

Peripheral “washout”

Nonperipheral
“washout”?
Peripheral WO vs. nonperipheral WO?
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations

For CT with extracellular agents

Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à hypo (PVP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

APHE

Hypo in PVP

Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à hypo (DP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

APHE

Hypo in DP

Do: Characterize iso (AP) à hypo (PVP) and/or hypo (DP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

Hypo in PVP

Hypo in DP
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

For MRI with extracellular agents or gadobenate

Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à hypo (PVP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

Hypo in PVP

Hypo in PVP

Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à hypo (DP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

APHE

Hypo in DP

Do: Characterize iso (AP) à hypo (PVP) and/or hypo (DP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

Hypo in DP

Hypo in DP
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

For MRI with gadoxetate disodium

Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à hypo (PVP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

TP

“Washout”

Hypo in PVP

Do NOT: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à hypo (TP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

TP

“Washout”

Hypo in TP

Do: Characterize iso (AP) à hypo (PVP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

TP

“Washout”

Iso

Hypo in PVP:
“washout”

Hypo in TP:
ancillary feature, not “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

For extracellular agents or gadobenate

Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à hyper (PVP) à iso (DP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

APHE

Iso

Iso in DP

Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à iso (DP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

“Washout”

APHE

Iso

Isp in PVP

Iso

Isp in DP

Do not: Characterize hypo (AP) à hypo (PVP) à hypo (DP) as “washout”
AP

hypo

PVP

hypo

DP

hypo

“Washout”

[MR,CT]
XX mm
hypo in AP

hypo in PVP

hypo in DP
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

For gadoxetate disodium

Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à iso (TP) à iso (HBP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

TP

HBP

“Washout”

APHE

Iso

Iso in PVP

Iso

Iso in TP and HBP

Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à hyper (PVP) à iso (TP) à hypo (HBP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

TP

HBP

“Washout”

APHE

hyper

Iso

hypo

[MR]
XX mm
Iso in TP

Hypo in HBP

Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à hypo (TP) à hypo (HBP) as “washout”
AP

PVP

TP

HBP

“Washout”

[MR]
XX mm
Hypo in TP

Hypo in HBP
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

“Washout” pitfalls are divided into three categories:
• Optical illusion pitfalls
• Misinterpretation pitfalls
• Detection pitfalls

Optical illusion pitfalls refer to the false visual perception of “washout” when there is no
actual washout.
The false perception of “washout” may be due to:
• Enhancing fibrosis, page 16-116
• Enhancing “capsule”, page 16-115

Misinterpretation pitfalls refer to the misinterpretation of intrinsic hypointensity as
“washout”.
For example, fat or iron in an observation may create the appearance of WO on MRI when there is
none because such observations tend to be dark.

Detection pitfalls refers to situations in which “washout” is present but difficult to recognize.
Difficulties in recognizing “washout” may be due to:
• Technical factors
• Modality: Washout appearance may be more difficult to detect on CT than MRI due to the
greater soft tissue contrast sensitivity of MRI. Page 16-118
• Phase: Washout appearance may be more difficult to detect in PVP than in DP. Some HCCs
appear to wash out only in the DP. Page 16-119
• Contrast agent: Washout appearance may be more difficult to detect on gadoxetate-MRI than
extracellular agent-MRI. Page 16-120
• Appearance of background liver. “Washout” may be difficult to recognize if the background liver is
darker than normal.
• This may occur if the liver is steatotic (CT or MRI) or iron overloaded (MRI). Page 16-121
• Intrinsic brightness of the observation. Washout may be difficult to recognize if the observation is
intrinsically bright, i.e., hyperattenuating (CT) or T1 hyperintense (MRI). Page 16-123
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Optical illusion pitfalls

Washout appearance may be falsely perceived due to
• Enhancing confluent fibrosis
• Enhancing “capsule”

AP
No
“washout”

ECP

Observation not hypoenhanced compared to composite liver

enhancing “capsule”
Observation may be perceived as hypoenhanced compared
to composite liver due to enhancing “capsule”
Possible
optical illusion
of “washout”
confluent fibrosis partially
surrounds the observation
Observation may be perceived as hypoenhanced compared
to composite liver if the observation is surrounded by
enhancing confluent fibrosis
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Optical illusion pitfalls

Do not: characterize as “washout” if the perceived “washout” is plausibly an optical illusion related to
observation “capsule”
Pre

Early AP

Late AP

PVP

DP
Enhancing “capsule”
creates perception of
“washout”

Unaltered
MR images

No “washout”.
After electronic removal
of enhancing “capsule”,
mass is invisible (i.e.,
isointense to liver)

“Capsule” on
PVP and DP
removed
electronically
Electronically altered

Pre

AP

PVP

Enhancing “capsule”
creates perception of
“washout”

Unaltered
CT images

No “washout”.
After electronic removal
of enhancing “capsule”,
mass is invisible (i.e.,
isodense to liver)

“Capsule” on
PVP and DP
removed
electronically
Electronically
altered
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Optical illusion pitfalls

Do not: characterize as “washout” if the perceived “washout” is plausibly an optical illusion related to
periobservation confluent fibrosis

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Confluent fibrosis

Area of normal
parenchyma surrounded
by hyperenhancing
confluent fibrosis may be
misinterpreted as WO
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Misinterpretation pitfalls

Observations with intrinsic hypointensity may be dark relative to liver in the postarterial ECP, which
could be misinterpreted as “washout”.
• This misinterpretation is more common on MRI and may be due to the presence within the
observation of
• fat, which causes signal loss on out-of-phase or fat-suppressed images
• iron, which causes signal loss of gradient recalled echo images with longer echo times (TEs)

AP

ECP

No
“washout”

Observation not hypoenhanced
compared to composite liver on inphase images

OP

OP
IP

IP
Observation may appear
hypoenhanced on OP images due to
intra-lesional fat, which causes signal
loss of observation on OP image.

Fatty observation:
Possible
misinterpretation of
hypointensity due to
fat as “washout”

Fat
suppressed

Fat
suppressed
No FS

No FS

Observation may appear
hypoenhanced on OP images due to
intra-lesional fat, which causes signal
loss of observation on OP image.

Siderotic
observation:
Possible
misinterpretation of
hypointensity due to
iron as “washout”

OP
(short TE)

IP
(long TE)

OP
(short TE)

IP
(long TE)
Observation may appear
hypoenhanced on IP (longer TE)
images due to intra-lesional iron,
which causes signal loss of
observation on IP (longer TE) image.
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Detection pitfalls
Technical factors/modality: Washout appearance may be more difficult to see on CT than MRI due to
the greater soft tissue contrast sensitivity of MRI.

AP

ECP

CT

WO not seen

MRI

Pre

WO seen due to greater soft
tissue contrast sensitivity of MRI

AP

PVP

DP
CT: WO not discernible

CT

LR-4

MRI: WO discernible
(compare to composite
liver)
MRI

LR-5

!
Tip: Consider MRI if CT is equivocal for “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Detection pitfalls
Technical factors/phase: Washout appearance (WO) may be more difficult to detect in PVP than in
DP. Some HCCs appear to wash out only in the DP.
• WO more difficult to see in PVP than DP
AP

PVP

• WO visible only in the DP

DP

AP

PVP

DP

✓ WO obvious in DP

✓ WO obvious in DP

Liver

AP

Obs

Obs

✓ WO difficult to see in PVP

AP

Liver
✓ WO not visible in PVP

Time after injection

Time after injection

Schematic representation

Schematic representation

PVP

DP

✓

✓

WO present
but difficult to see

WO
obvious

PVP

DP

✓ WO
barely seen

AP

PVP
✗

AP

✓ WO
Seen easily

DP
✓

WO not
present

WO
obvious

PVP

DP

✗ WO
not seen

✓ WO
seen

!
Tip: LI-RADS recommends routine DP imaging, not just PVP, when using ECA or gadobenate
(see Chapter 12).
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Detection pitfalls
Technical factors/contrast agent: Washout appearance may be more difficult to detect on
gadoxetate-MRI than extracellular agent-MRI due to:
• stringent requirement that “washout” with
gadoxetate must occur in or even before PVP
AP

PVP

DP

AP

Delayed
WO

ECAMRI

AP

PVP

TP

PVP

DP

GxMRI
AP

WO in DP with ECA; no WO with Gx
AP

PVP

ECAMRI

TP hypo,
does not
qualify as
WO

GxMRI

• hepatocellular uptake of Gx by observation
matching liver, sometimes seen in PVP

PVP

TP

Delayed
WO

Gx uptake by
observation
competes
with vascular
washout

WO in PVP & DP with ECA; no WO with Gx

3 min

AP

PVP

3 min

ECAMRI

ECAMRI
WO seen in DP only

WO seen in PVP and DP

GxMRI

GxMRI
No WO
in PVP

TP hypo,
not WO

WO not
seen

!
Tip: Consider ECA-MRI if gadoxetate-MRI is equivocal for “washout”
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Detection pitfalls
Washout appearance may be difficult to detect if:
• Background liver is darker than normal
• steatosis (CT or MRI)
• iron overload (MRI)

AP

• Observation is intrinsically bright

PVP

• hyperattenuating (CT)
• T1 hyperintense (MRI)

DP

Liver has normal intrinsic
brightness

Observation with APHE and WO
WO discernible
Pre

AP

PVP

Liver darker than normal

AP

PVP

DP

Observation intrinsically bright

AP

DP

Observation curve
stays the same

PVP
DP
Observation curve
shifted up

Liver curve
stays the same

Liver curve
shifted down
WO not discernible
Pre

AP

PVP

WO not discernible
DP

Pre

AP

PVP

DP

!
Tip: Consider subtraction to characterize “washout” in these situations. Page 16-104
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Detection pitfalls
Washout appearance may be difficult to detect if background liver is darker than normal
• Steatosis (CT or MRI)
• Iron overload (MRI)

OP TE 2.2 ms

IP TE 4.3 ms

Signal loss in liver on longer TE
due to Fe overload
(T2* shortening)

Pre

Parenchyma has low signal on
Pre due to Fe à
observation appears hyper
relative to liver

AP

PVP

DP

Observation remains visually hyper to liver on AP, PVP and DP:
no visible WO

!
AP - Pre

Perform subtractions

PVP - Pre

DP - Pre

Subtractions

Sub confirms
APHE

Sub confirms DP
WO
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Detection pitfalls
Washout appearance may be difficult to detect if observation is intrinsically bright precontrast
• Hyperattenuating (CT)
• T1 hyperintense (MRI)

Pre

Observation is is
intrinsically
hyperintense
relative to liver

AP

PVP

DP

Observation is visually hyperintense to liver on AP and is iso on PVP and DP:
no visible WO

!
AP - Pre

Perform subtractions

PVP - Pre

DP - Pre

Subtractions

Sub confirms
APHE

Subs confirm PVP WO and DP WO
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Washout Appearance (“Washout”)
RADLEX ID: RID39486
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

With MRI with any contrast agent:
May: With caution use subtractions to characterize “washout” at MRI if observation is intrinsically T1
hyperintense and has APHE. See page 16-104.
Do: Report if subtractions were used to asses “washout”
• State: “subtractions were used in determining the presence of washout appearance”

With extracellular agents and gadobenate:

!

The combination of PVP and DP is more sensitive than PVP alone for detecting “washout”.
Hence, LI-RADS recommends routine DP imaging, not just PVP, when using ECA or
gadobenate. See Chapter 12.

With gadoxetate disodium:

⚠

Hypointensity in transitional or hepatobiliary phase does not qualify as “washout”.
See page 16-96.

Do: Compare observation to composite liver tissue (visual average of nodules and fibrosis) on
postarterial extracellular phase images. See page 16-103.
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Definition
Spatially defined subtype of “washout” in which apparent washout is most pronounced in periphery
of observation.

Synonyms
Peripheral washout; venous/portal venous/delayed/late phase peripheral hypoenhancement,
peripheral hypoattenuation, or hypointensity; peripheral deenhancement

Terminology
The term peripheral washout appearance or peripheral “washout” is preferred for the reasons
mentioned earlier. See page 16-84.
Peripheral hypointensity in TP or HBP should not be termed peripheral “washout” but instead TP or
HBP targetoid appearance. See page 16-227.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)
Peripheral “washout” occurs only with small molecular weight contrast agents such as those used in
CT and MRI; it does not occur with the blood pool agents used in CEUS. For CEUS, all washout is
nonperipheral. See CEUS Manual (pending).

Type of feature
Targetoid LR-M feature
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Effect on categorization

Peripheral “washout” is sufficient for LR-M. See page 16-9.
By itself, it is enough for LR-M categorization.
Thus, all untreated observations with peripheral “washout” are LR-M, regardless of other imaging
features.
• Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.

Nonpath-proven observation with peripheral “washout”

if tumor in vein

LR-TIV

otherwise

LR-M

Peripheral “washout” is not required for LR-M. See page 16-9.
Observations without peripheral “washout” can be LR-M if other LR-M features are present.
• Example: Observation with rim APHE and delayed central enhancement but not peripheral
“washout”
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Biological basis
The peripheral area in a large (≥ 2 cm) mass-forming intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA) is
hypercellular with compact tumor glands and small extracellular volume, leading to rapid “washout”
of injected contrast material.
In contrast, the center of a large iCCA is composed mainly of loose connective tissue with abundant
intercellular matrix and large extracellular volume, leading to delayed retention of small-molecular
weight contrast material such as used for CT or MRI.
Thus, when using small-molecular weight contrast material, the apparent washout may be most
pronounced in and potentially visible only in the periphery. The center, conversely, tends to show
delayed enhancement.
(Peripheral “washout” does not occur with blood pool agents such as those used in CEUS. The
bubbles/particles are too large to extravasate from the vascular space into the interstitium of the
tumor center. Instead, the bubbles/particles wash out rapidly from the entire tumor – the center as
well as the periphery. See CEUS Manual (Pending).
Peripheral “washout” is characteristic of iCCA and other non-HCC malignancies, but not of HCC,
which tends to have “washout” unconfined to the tumor periphery. See Chapter 5.
Peripheral “washout” is a manifestation of targetoid appearance, a constellation of LR-M features
with similar biological basis and often co-existing in the same observation. This constellation
includes rim APHE, peripheral “washout”, delayed central enhancement, targetoid restriction, and
targetoid appearance in TP and/or HBP images. See page 16-205.

Summary of evidence
Peripheral “washout” is commonly seen in large (≥ 2 cm) iCCAs. This feature has been shown to
help differentiate large iCCA from large HCC. Differentiation of small iCCA from small HCC remains
difficult.
Peripheral “washout” occurs in association with other targetoid LR-M features since it is thought to
reflect the same underlying pathology: peripheral arterialization and hypercellularity in conjunction
with central fibrosis and ischemia. The frequency and diagnostic accuracy of peripheral “washout” in
the absence of other targetoid LR-M features is unknown.
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Characterization
Characterize by comparing postarterial extracellular phase images:
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both. DP images may be more sensitive for characterizing
“washout” than PVP using these agents. See page 16-119.
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. “Washout” cannot be characterized on TP or HBA using this agent.
See page 16-96.
See page 16-90 for general concepts about “washout” and page 16-104 for use of subtractions.
Peripheral washout appearance is present if BOTH of the following are met:
• The observation enhances to at least some degree: completely nonenhancing observations (e.g.,
cysts) cannot be characterized as having “washout”.
AND
• The observation periphery is darker than liver and darker than observation center in the
postarterial extracellular phase source images or (postarterial extracellular phase – precontrast)
subtraction images.

!

• Note that APHE is not required. Peripheral “washout” can occur even in absence of
APHE so long as observation enhances to some degree.

Extracellular agent or gadobenate
AP

PVP

Gadoxetate

DP

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Peripheral
WO in DP
Peripheral
WO in PVP

Peripheral
WO in PVP

⚠

Peripheral hypointensity,
not peripheral WO

• Peripheral WO must be assessed in PVP
• Neither TP nor HBP can be used to assess
peripheral WO
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT

AP

PVP
Peripheral WO

Example: ECA-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Peripheral WO

Example: Gx-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Peripheral WO

Targetoid on TP

Targetoid on HBP
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Characterization (Cont’d)

If unsure
If unsure about peripheral WO vs no WO, characterize as no WO
• Rationale: LI-RADS imaging features are characterized as present only if there is certainty
If unsure about peripheral WO vs nonperipheral WO, characterize as peripheral WO
• Rationale: provides low threshold for alerting referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy

Example: peripheral WO vs no WO, characterize as no WO

Peripheral WO?

“Washout”

No WO?

Example: peripheral WO vs nonperipheral WO, characterize as nonperipheral WO

AP

PVP

Peripheral
WO?

Peripheral WO

Nonperipheral
WO?
Peripheral WO vs. nonperipheral WO?
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Pitfalls & practical considerations
See page 16-108 for general “washout” pitfalls, which include optical illusion pitfalls,
misinterpretation pitfalls, and detection pitfalls.
Some lesions may appear to wash out more in their center than in their periphery in the postarterial
ECP. While this pattern (central “washout” and peripheral delayed enhancement) arguably could be
described as “targetoid”, it is not peripheral “washout” and it is not a feature of LR-M.
Abscesses have a concentric structure and may manifest rim APHE and/or targetoid diffusion
restriction. However, abscesses do not show peripheral “washout” since the rim of the abscess
cavity is composed of fibrous or granulation tissue that progressively enhances. Thus, unlike some
targetoid features (rim APHE, targetoid restriction), peripheral “washout” excludes abscess from
consideration.
The distinction between peripheral and nonperipheral washout is not always straightforward. If
unsure, characterize as peripheral washout. See page 16-130.
Small iCCA (< 3 cm) may not have peripheral “washout”, instead having nonperipheral “washout”,
complicating their differentiation from HCC. Discussed on page 16-132.
Some HCCs may have peripheral “washout”. Discussed on page 16-133.
Peripheral “washout” should be differentiated from a nonenhancing capsule. Discussed on page 16134.
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Pitfalls & practical considerations

Small iCCA (< 3 cm) may not have peripheral WO, instead having nonperipheral WO, complicating
their differentiation from HCC.

Example: path-proven iCCA with nonrim APHE and nonperipheral WO, 61-yo man with chronic HBV

Pre

AP

CT
16 mm

iCCA

Resection

MRI
16 mm
(same patient
as above)

Diffuse APHE
NOT rim APHE

⚠

Diffuse APHE
NOT rim APHE

Small iCCAs may be indistinguishable from HCCs in postarterial ECP, with both types
of malignant neoplasms having nonperipheral WO
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Some HCCs may have peripheral WO

Example (CT): HCC with peripheral WO
AP

PVP

PVP – Annotated

Resection

Path-proven
HCC

Peripheral WO

Example (MRI): Scirrhous HCC with peripheral WO
AP

PVP

PVP – Annotated

Resection

Path-proven
HCC

Peripheral WO
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Peripheral “washout” should be differentiated from a nonenhancing capsule:
• Peripheral “washout” is assessed in the extracellular phase
• Nonenhancing “capsule” is usually assessed on noncontrast images or hepatobiliary phase after
gadoxetate administration. Rarely, a nonenhancing “capsule” is visible in the extracellular phase
as a dark (i.e., nonenhancing) rim.

Peripheral “washout” with ECA

Pre

AP

PVP

Peripheral WO

Nonenhancing “capsule” with ECA

Pre

AP

PVP

Nonenhancing “capsule”
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont'd)

Peripheral “washout” should be differentiated from a nonenhancing capsule (cont’d):
• Peripheral “washout” is assessed in the extracellular phase
• Nonenhancing “capsule” is usually assessed on noncontrast images or hepatobiliary phase after
gadoxetate administration. Rarely, a nonenhancing “capsule” is visible in the extracellular phase
as a dark (i.e., nonenhancing) rim.

Peripheral “washout” with gadoxetate disodium

Pre

AP

PVP

Peripheral WO

TP

Targetoid on TP

HBP

Targetoid on HBP

Nonenhancing “capsule” with with gadoxetate disodium

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

“Capsule” is hypointense to liver on all phases. This called nonenhancing “caspule”
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Using extracellular agents or gadobenate:
Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à peripheral hypo (PVP) and/or hypo (DP) as peripheral “washout”
Do: Characterize iso (AP) à peripheral hypo (PVP) and/or peripheral hypo (DP) as peripheral
“washout”

Using gadoxetate:
Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à peripheral hypo (PVP) as peripheral “washout”
Do: Characterize iso (AP) à peripheral hypo (PVP) as peripheral “washout”
Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à peripheral hypo (TP or HBP) as peripheral
“washout”. This is TP or HBP targetoid appearance.
Do not: Characterize iso (AP) à iso (PVP) à peripheral hypo (TP or HBP) as peripheral “washout”.
This is TP or HBP targetoid appearance.

⚠

Peripheral hypointensity in transitional or hepatobiliary phase does not qualify as peripheral
“washout”. This is considered TP or HBP targetoid appearance.
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Spatially defined subtype of “washout” in which apparent washout is not most pronounced in the
periphery of the observation. The “washout” may have a range of appearances such as diffuse and
homogeneous, diffuse and heterogeneous, focal, scattered (patchy, spotty), nodule-in-nodule, or
mosaic.

Synonyms
Washout; venous/portal venous/delayed/late phase hypoenhancement, hypoattenuation, or
hypointensity; deenhancement

Terminology
The term nonperipheral washout appearance or nonperipheral “washout”’ is preferred for the
reasons mentioned earlier. See page 16-84.
For CEUS, all washout is nonperipheral. See CEUS Manual (pending).
Additionally, the term nonperipheral “washout” is clear, unambiguous, and the logical counterpart to
the other spatial subtype (peripheral “washout”).
The term nonperipheral “washout” is used only rarely in the radiology literature, however. For
simplicity and to keep jargon to a minimum, the general term “washout” may be used instead of the
more specific term nonperipheral “washout” if its usage in this way is unambiguous.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents), CEUS

Type of feature
Major feature for HCC, but is neither required nor sufficient for LR-5. See page 16-139.
For discussion of washout on CEUS, See CEUS Manual (pending).
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Nonperipheral “washout” is a major feature of HCC
In combination with two other major features (nonrim APHE, size ≥ 10 mm), observations with
nonperipheral “washout” can (and usually should) be categorized LR-5. However, nonperipheral
“washout” is neither required nor sufficient for LR-5:

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5
Nonperipheral
WO

Nonperipheral “washout” is not required for LR-5.
Observations without nonperipheral “washout” can be LR-5. For example, the following observations
are categorized LR-5 despite lacking ”washout”:

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
≥ 20 mm

+
Threshold
growth

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5
Nonperipheral
WO

+
Enhancing
capsule

LR-5
Nonperipheral
WO
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Nonperipheral “washout” is a major feature of HCC
In combination with two other major features (nonrim APHE, size ≥ 10 mm), observations with
nonperipheral “washout” can (and usually should) be categorized LR-5. However, nonperipheral
“washout” is neither required nor sufficient for LR-5.
AP

PVP

DP

LR-5

Nonperipheral “washout” is not required for LR-5.
Observations without nonperipheral “washout” can be LR-5. For example, the following observations
are categorized LR-5 despite lacking ”washout”
AP

PVP

AP 3 months prior

LR-5

29 mm

8 mm

✓TG, ✗ “washout”
AP

PVP

DP

LR-5

✓Enhancing ”capsule”, ✗ “washout”
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont'd)

Nonperipheral “washout” is not sufficient for LR-5.
Observations with nonperipheral “washout” can be other than LR-5.
For example, observations with nonperipheral “washout”
• LR-TIV (if enhancing soft tissue in vein)
• LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on size and additional major features)
• LR-M (if LR-M criteria met)
LR-TIV

If enhancing
soft tissue in
vein

ECP
LR-3
Nonperipheral
WO

LR-4

Depending on
size and
additional
major features

LR-5

LR-M

If LR-M criteria
met

Nonperipheral “washout” excludes LR-1 and LR-2.
The presence of “washout” excludes LR-1 or LR-2 categorization from consideration.
• One exception: rarely, an LR-3 observation with “washout” can be downgraded to LR-2 by
ancillary features favoring benignity such as ≥ 2-year stability or spontaneous size reduction.
ECP

Nonperipheral
WO

LR-1
LR-2
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont'd)

Observations with nonperipheral “washout” usually are categorized
• LR-M if there are other LR-M features
• LR-3, LR-4, or LR-5 otherwise.
See CT/MRI Diagnostic
Table

Exceptions
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS
category.

Untreated observation with nonperipheral “washout”

if tumor in vein

LR-TIV

if any LR-M feature is present (e.g., rim APHE)

LR-M

LR-3
otherwise

CT/MRI
Diagnostic Table

LR-4
LR-5
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
The biological basis of washout appearance is not well understood.
Multiple overlapping factors are presumed to contribute to true washout, including the following:
• Early venous drainage from observation
• Reduced portal venous blood supply to observation relative to portal venous supply to liver
• Hypercellularity of observation (i.e., reduced extracellular space)
Progressive enhancement of background liver due to increased extracellular space (e.g., abundant
fibrosis) also may contribute to the appearance of washout although this does not reflect true
washout.
Additionally, there are important pitfalls that can mimic true washout:
• Hypoattenuation/hypointensity of observation relative to liver:
• Lesions with high fat content (CT, MRI out of phase, MRI with fat suppression)
• Lesions with high iron content (MRI)
• So-called hypovascular lesions that hypoenhance relative to liver on all phases
• Illusion of “washout” due to presence of enhancing “capsule” or surrounding enhancing confluent
fibrosis
Thus, the visually assessed temporal reduction in enhancement relative to liver may be caused by
factors other than true washout.

Factors presumed to contribute to washout appearance
Hypercellularity
(i.e., reduced extracellular space)

Early
venous drainage
Progressive
liver enhancement
Reduced
portal venous blood supply
Washout
appearance
Pitfalls/Mimics
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Summary of evidence
When used as a stand-alone criterion, ”washout” has wide ranging specificity (62-100%); however,
when used in combination with APHE, “washout” has very high specificity (95-100%) in studies
published since 2005.
For these reasons, “washout” is a major criterion of HCC in most imaging algorithms.
In the 2018 version of LI-RADS, “washout” is a higher ranked major feature than ”capsule”.
Hence,
• the combination of APHE and “washout” permits LR-5 categorization for observations as small as
10 mm, even if other additional major features are absent BUT
• the combination of APHE and “capsule” requires observations to be at least 20 mm, unless other
additional major features are present.
The rationale for making “washout” a higher ranked major feature than “capsule” is that “washout”
has been validated more extensively and it provides greater inter-reader reliability. Additionally, this
maintains harmony with the AASLD guidelines, which ranks “washout” more highly.

Comment: Although there is scientific evidence supporting “washout” as a major feature of HCC,
there is little evidence to inform its exact definition, as the literature has been unclear on this issue.
Thus, the LI-RADS definition of “washout” was developed mainly on expert opinion and the inferred
meaning from published papers. In particular, in the current LI-RADS definition, “washout” should be
assessed by comparing observations to composite liver tissue, i.e., a visual average of background
nodules and fibrosis. Based on this definition, the following would qualify as “washout"
AP

WO

ECP
Observation is darker than background
composite liver tissue but not darker
than background nodules. In this case,
the background fibrosis is thick and
brightly enhanced.

… but the following would not:
AP

ECP

Observation is not darker than
background composite liver tissue or
darker than background nodules. In this
case, the background fibrosis is thin
and minimally enhanced. The
background nodules are the same as in
example above.

WO

Research is needed to validate the LI-RADS definition or inform its refinement.
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize by comparing postarterial extracellular phase images:
• For ECA and gadobenate: PVP, DP, or both. DP images may be more sensitive for characterizing
“washout” than PVP using these agents. See page 16-118.
• For gadoxetate: PVP only. “Washout” cannot be characterized on TP or HBA using this agent.
See page 16-96.
See page 16-90 for general concepts about “washout” and page 16-104 for use of subtractions.
Nonperipheral washout appearance is present if BOTH of the following are met:
• The observation enhances to at least some degree: completely nonenhancing observations (e.g.,
cysts) cannot be characterized as having “washout”.
• Note that APHE is not required. “Washout” can occur even in absence of APHE so long as
observation enhances to some degree.
AND
• At least part of the observation is darker than liver in the postarterial extracellular phase source
images or (postarterial extracellular phase – precontrast) subtraction images
AND
• The dark part is not confined to the periphery

!

• Note that APHE is not required. Peripheral “washout” can occur even in absence of
APHE so long as observation enhances to some degree.
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

!

Nonperipheral “washout” can be diffuse and homogeneous, diffuse and heterogeneous,
scattered (patchy, spotty), nodule-in-nodule, mosaic.

Pre

ECP

Diffuse, homogeneous

Diffuse, heterogeneous

Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Nodule in nodule

Any of these spatial patterns qualifies as
“washout” so long as the “washout” is
unequivocal.
There is no minimum size for application of
“washout”, rather its presence should be
unequivocal in judgment of radiologist.
These patterns have variable specificity for HCC.
See next page (page 16-147).

Mosaic
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont'd)

Five patterns of nonperipheral “washout” have variable specificity for HCC
Below they are listed in order of specificity from least specific (top) to most specific (bottom)
Differential diagnosis in high-risk patients
of diffuse homogeneous “washout”
•
•
•
•
•

Pre

Small HCC
Small iCCA
Small combined HCC-cholangiocarcinoma
Small other non-HCC malignancies
Dysplastic nodule

ECP
Less specific for HCC

Diffuse, homogeneous

Diffuse, heterogeneous

Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Nodule in nodule

Mosaic
More specific for HCC

Differential diagnosis in high-risk patients
of mosaic “washout”
•
•

Progressed HCC
Atypical:
• iCCA
• Combined HCC-cholangiocarcinoma
• Other non-HCC malignancies
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont'd)

Examples: CT

AP

ECP

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Diffuse, homogeneous

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Diffuse, heterogeneous

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Observation boundary
drawn for clarity

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Nodule in nodule

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Mosaic
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Examples: MRI

AP

ECP

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Diffuse, homogeneous

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Diffuse, heterogeneous

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Scattered (patchy, spotty)

Observation boundary
drawn for clarity

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Nodule in nodule

Nonperipheral “washout”:
Mosaic
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

If unsure
If unsure about nonperipheral WO vs no WO, characterize as no WO
• Rationale: LI-RADS imaging features are characterized as present only if there is certainty
If unsure about peripheral WO vs nonperipheral WO, characterize as peripheral WO
• Rationale: provides low threshold for alerting referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy

Example: peripheral WO vs nonperipheral WO, characterize as nonperipheral WO
AP

PVP

Peripheral
WO?

Peripheral WO

Nonperipheral
WO?
Peripheral WO vs. nonperipheral WO?
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
See page 16-108 for general “washout” pitfalls, which include optical illusion pitfalls,
misinterpretation pitfalls, and detection pitfalls. Some specific examples are listed below.
• An enhancing “capsule” may produce the false perception or optical illusion of “washout”, when
“washout” is absent as confirmed by objective measurements. See page 16-115.
• Fat or iron (MRI) in an observation may create the appearance of “washout” when there is none.
See page 16-117.
• “Washout” may be difficult to assess if the liver is darker than normal, due to steatosis (CT or
MRI) or iron overload (MRI). See page 16-121. Subtraction images may help. See page 16-104.

Although nonperipheral “washout” is a major feature for HCC, its characterization is subjective and
prone to inconsistency both within and between readers.

The presence of nonperipheral “washout” may be subtle. If subtle but unequivocal, then characterize
as present.

There is no minimum size for application of nonperipheral “washout”, rather its presence should be
unequivocal in the radiologist’s judgment.

Not all HCCs have “washout”.

Some HCCs have peripheral “washout”, rather than nonperipheral “washout”
Example: MRI
AP

PVP

DP

Path-proven atypical
HCC with peripheral
“washout”
This was categorized
LR-M based on
peripheral “washout”.
Biopsy indicated HCC
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Nonperipheral “washout” APHE is not specific for HCC and can be seen in a wide spectrum of other
observations:
• atypical perfusion alterations
• dysplastic nodules
• small non-HCC malignancies
In particular, small iCCA (< 3 cm) may show nonperipheral “washout” (instead of their more typical
peripheral “washout”), complicating their differentiation from HCC. See page 16-132.

The distinction between peripheral and nonperipheral “washout” is not always straightforward. If
unsure, characterize as peripheral washout to maintain specificity of LR-5 for HCC. See page 16150.

As stated on page 16-138, nonperipheral “washout” requires BOTH temporal reduction in
enhancement AND darkness compared to liver in the postarterial extracellular phase. Observations
that hyperenhance in the arterial phase and then become isointense or isoattenuating in the
postarterial extracellular phase do not have “washout”, since they fail to meet the second
requirement. Such observations are said to “fade”.

To assess “washout”, the enhancement of the observation should be compared to that of the
adjacent liver parenchyma.
If the liver parenchyma visually consists of both nodules and fibrosis, then enhancement of the
observation should be compared to that of the composite liver tissue (i.e., a visual average of the
nodules and fibrosis). See page 16-103.

“Washout” can be in whole or in part. See page 16-93.
The part with “washout” must enhance to some degree in earlier phases but does not need to show
APHE and does not need to correspond to the part with APHE:
• The part with “washout” may overlap completely with the part with APHE. See page 16-94.
• The part with “washout” may overlap somewhat with the part with APHE. See page 16-94.
• The part with “washout” may not overlap at all with the part with APHE. See page 16-94.
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Using extracellular agents or gadobenate (see page 16-108, 16-109, 16-111):
Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à hypo (PVP) and/or hypo (DP) as “washout”
Do: Characterize iso (AP) à hypo (PVP) and/or hypo (DP) as “washout”
Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à hyper (PVP) à iso (DP) as “washout”
Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à iso (DP) as “washout” (this is termed “fade”)

!

The combination of PVP and DP is more sensitive than PVP alone for detecting “washout”.
Hence, LI-RADS recommends routine DP imaging, not just PVP, when using ECA or
gadobenate

Using gadoxetate (see page 16-110, 16-112):
Do: Characterize hyper (AP) à hypo (PVP) as “washout”
Do: Characterize iso (AP) à hypo (PVP) as “washout”
Do not: Characterize hyper (AP) à iso (PVP) à hypo (TP or HBP) as “washout”
Do not: Characterize iso (AP) à iso (PVP) à hypo (TP or HBP) as “washout”

⚠

Hypointensity in transitional or hepatobiliary phase does not qualify as “washout”.
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Gadoxetate-enhanced MRI presents many challenges in assessing “washout”.
• Neither TP hypointensity nor HBP hypointensity are considered “washout”.
• “Washout” should be assessed only during PVP, prior to TP and HBP.
• In individuals with normal hepatic function, brisk hepatocellular uptake of gadoxetate can cause
substantial enhancement of the liver as early as the PVP; therefore, in at risk patients with
relatively preserved hepatic function, hepatocyte uptake in the PVP potentially could result in a
“pseudo-washout appearance”.
• Hypointensity in the TP and/or HBP can be occur in non-hepatocellular lesions (metastases,
hemangiomas, cholangiocarcinomas) due to lack of transporter expression in combination with
strong enhancement of the liver parenchyma. Because they are not specific for HCC, TP and
HBP hypointensity are ancillary features favoring malignancy, not major features of HCC.
• “Washout” may be difficult to detect in HCCs that express OATP.
• Intracellular gadoxetate uptake by such HCCs in the PVP may counteract the effect of
“washout” on signal intensity.
• Due to their OATP expression, these HCCs tend to be hyperintense in the HBP.
• A LR-5 category may be assignable depending on size and presence of APHE, threshold
growth, and enhancing “capsule”.
• Ancillary features favoring malignancy are additional clues to the diagnosis but do not by
themselves allow LR-5 categorization.
• Compared with other MR agents, gadoxetate disodium is less likely to depict nonperipheral
“washout”. See page 16-120.
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Nonperipheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: N/A
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RADLEX ID: N/A
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Largest outer-edge-to-outer-edge dimension of an observation

Synonyms
Diameter, dimension, long axis

Terminology
The term “size” is preferred over “diameter” as it is applicable to observations with shape other than
spherical.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Size is a stratifier that determines the number and combination of imaging features required for
assigning LI-RADS categories assigned using the LI-RADS diagnostic table.
LI-RADS v2018 relies on two size thresholds:
• < 10 mm vs ≥ 10 mm
• < 20 mm vs ≥ 20 mm
Size ≥ 20 mm also precludes a solid distinctive nodule from being categorized LR-2. See page 1526.
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Size ≥ 10 mm is a major feature of HCC.
• In combination with two other major features, observations with size ≥ 10 mm can be categorized
LR-5.
• These two combinations are:
• Nonrim APHE + nonperipheral WO, OR
• Nonrim APHE + threshold growth

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Nonperipheral
WO

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5
Size
≥ 10 mm

+
Threshold
growth

LR-5
Size
≥ 10 mm

Size ≥ 10mm is required for LR-5.
• Only observations 10 mm or larger can be categorized LR-5. As a corollary, size <10mm
precludes LR-5 categorization.

AP

9 mm

PVP

LR-5
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Size ≥ 10 mm is not sufficient for LR-5.
• Observations ≥ 10mm can be other than LR-5.
• For example, observations ≥ 10 mm can be
•
•
•
•

LR-TIV (if enhancing soft tissue in vein)
LR-1 or LR-2 (if definitely or probably benign)
LR-M (if LR-M criteria met)
LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on exact size and major features)

LR-TIV

LR-1
LR-2

If definite enhancing soft
tissue in vein

If definitely or probably
benign

LR-3
Size
≥ 10 mm

LR-4

Depending on exact size
and major features

LR-5

LR-M

If LR-M criteria met
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Compared to size < 20 mm, size ≥ 20 mm can increase the category from LR-4 to LR-5 or from
LR-3 to LR-4, depending on the presence of APHE, as explained below:
• For observations with nonrim APHE: size ≥ 20 mm allows observations with enhancing “capsule”
as the only additional major feature to be categorized LR-5. Otherwise, they are categorized LR-4.

LR-4
Size
< 20 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Enhancing
“capsule”
as the ONLY
additional major
feature

LR-5
Size
≥ 20 mm

• For observations with no APHE: size ≥ 20 mm allows observations with only one additional major
feature to be categorized LR-4. Otherwise, they are categorized LR-3.

LR-3
OR

+
APHE

Size
< 20 mm

+
OR

LR-4
Size
≥ 20 mm

Exactly ONE
additional major
feature
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
Size is an important imaging and biological feature of all observations, benign and malignant. In atrisk patients, the probability of HCC increases with size.
Pathology studies have shown that nodules < 10 mm in the cirrhotic liver are rarely malignant, with
most being regenerative or dysplastic. Imaging observations < 10 mm are even less likely to be
malignant since many of them are not true lesions at all, but rather vascular pseudolesions
attributable to arterioportal shunts and other perfusion alterations. Hence, LI-RADS imposes a
minimum 10 mm threshold for LR-5 categorization.
By comparison, a substantial proportion of observations ≥ 10 mm are malignant. Therefore, size ≥ 10
mm raises the probability of malignancy, allowing the definitive diagnosis of HCC to be made
noninvasively by imaging, although stringent criteria must be applied to achieve high specificity.
Observations ≥ 20 mm are even more likely to be malignant, allowing the allowing the definitive
diagnosis of HCC to be made noninvasively by imaging with slightly less stringent criteria.
In addition to its utility as a stratifier of HCC probability, size has a prognostic implications for
predicting survival, and impacts the management decisions, including liver transplant eligibility.

Summary of evidence
Multiple studies have shown that size impacts imaging performance for the noninvasive diagnosis for
HCC, as summarized by a meta-analysis published in 2018:
Size

Modality

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

CT

48

69

MRI with ECA

69

46

CT

64

88

MRI with ECA

70

87

CT

79

90

MRI with ECA

88

87

< 10 mm

10 – 19 mm

≥ 20 mm

Reference: Roberts LR, Sirlin CB, Zaiem F, Almasri J, Prokop LJ, Heimbach JK, Murad MH,
Mohammed K. Imaging for the diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma: A systematic review and
meta-analysis. Hepatology. 2018 Jan;67(1):401-421.
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
• Size should be measured on an image in which the observation’s margins are sharp, with no
anatomic distortion.
• Size sometimes is measured best on coronal or sagittal images.
• “Capsule”, if present, should be included in the measurement.
• Avoid measuring size on arterial phase if the observation margins are clearly visible on any other
phase or sequence since including corona enhancement or other periobservation enhancement
on arterial phase may cause size overestimation.

Outer edgeouter edge

Include
capsule

Longest
axis

Entire
observation

Outer
nodule

Exclude
perfusion
alteration

Non-arterial
phase

Inner edgeinner edge

Exclude
capsule

Shortest
axis

Part of
observation

Inner
nodule

Include
perfusion
alteration

Arterial
phase

✓

✘
Do not measure in AP if
margins are clearly
visible on other images

If unsure
Keep in mind:
• 10 and 20 mm thresholds stratify the assignment of LI-RADS categories (see CT/MRI Diagnostic
Table).
• 10, 20, 30 and 50 mm thresholds are important in radiologic tumor staging (see Chapter 10).
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Size should be measured in the sequence, phase, and imaging plane in which the margins are most
sharply demarcated and in which there is no anatomic distortion.

DP

DWI b=800

✓

✘

Largest dimension on
the DP = 70 mm.

Largest dimension on
DWI = 80 mm.

There is no
distortion, and the
margins are sharply
demarcated.

The size is
overestimated due to
geometric distortion.
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Size is applicable to masses only and should not be applied to pseudolesions, such as vascular
shunts.
Rationale: Conceptually, growth refers to enlargement of a mass by spreading or expansion.
Nonmass lesions like focal fat deposition may enlarge due to deposition of fat in adjacent
hepatocytes but this does not represent spreading or expansion of the previously steatotic
hepatocytes. More importantly, this provision preserves specificity for HCC by preventing attribution
of growth to nonmass benign processes such as arterial perfusion alterations which may appear
larger on one exam than on a prior due to changes in arterial phase timing or other factors. The
provision that growth only applies to masses prevents false categorization of these benign vascular
pseudolesions as LR-5.

AP: May 2009

AP: April 2018

Transient hepatic
intensity difference
(THID) measures 11
mm.

THID measures 20
mm. The change in
size is due to
difference in timing of
the images, and not
due to expansion of
abnormal cells.
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
If margins are sharply demarcated on more than one sequence or phase, measurement should not
be performed in the arterial phase (AP), as the apparent size on AP is variable, depending on the
exact timing of image acquisition.

AP

PVP

Size measured on AP
is measured as 27mm
due to summation
with corona

Size is more
accurately measured
on PVP as 23 mm

Size measured on AP
is measured as 53
mm due to
summation with
corona

Size is more
accurately measured
on PVP as 38 mm
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
If an observation is surrounded by or is contiguous with a perfusion alteration, the perfusion
alteration should not be included in the measurement.

✓

✘

Measurement
excludes perfusion
alteration

Measurement
includes perfusion
alteration

✓

✘

Measurement
excludes perfusion
alteration

Measurement
includes perfusion
alteration
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
If “capsule” is present, it should be included in the measurement.

✓

✘

Measurement
includes “capsule”

Measurement
excludes “capsule”

Measurement should extend from outer edge to outer edge.

✓

✘

Measurement
extends outer
edge to outer edge

Measurement
does not extend
outer edge to outer
edge
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Size should be measured along the largest dimension of the observation.

✓

✘

Measurement is
along the longest
axis

Measurement is
along the shortest
axis
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Size
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
For observations with nodule-in-nodule or mosaic architecture, include the entire mass in the
measurement, not just the internal nodule(s).

✓

✘

Measurement
includes the entire
observation

Measurement
includes one of the
internal nodules
only

✓

✘

Measurement
includes the entire
observation

Measurement
includes the
internal nodule
only
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RADLEX ID: N/A
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Growth and its Subtypes
Page
Feature

Growth

Definition

Unequivocal size increase of a mass (i.e., not attributable to
measurement imprecision or error, differences in technique, or
interval hemorrhage)

16-173

Applies only to masses; does not apply to non-mass lesions such
as focal fat deposition or to pseudolesions such as benign
perfusion alterations

Growth subtypes

Threshold growth

≥ 50% size increase of a mass in ≤ 6 months
• Measure on same phase, sequence, and plane on serial exams
if possible.

16-175

• Apply threshold growth only if there is a prior CT or MRI exam of
sufficient quality and appropriate technique to gauge if growth
has occurred. Do not assess threshold growth by comparing to
prior US or CEUS exams.

Subthreshold
growth

Unequivocal size increase of a mass, less than threshold growth
• Measure on same phase, sequence, and plane on serial exams
if possible.

16-259

• Apply subthreshold growth only if there is a prior CT or MRI
exam of sufficient quality and appropriate technique to gauge if
growth has occurred. Do not assess threshold growth by
comparing to prior US or CEUS exams.
• Includes an unequivocally new mass of any size compared to
any prior CT or MRI.
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Growth
RADLEX ID: RID39547
Definition
Unequivocal size increase of a mass (i.e., not attributable to measurement imprecision or error,
differences in technique, or interval hemorrhage)

Synonyms
Interval growth, progression, size increase, diameter increase

Terminology
The term growth is preferred as it is commonly used and concise.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)
For discussion of growth on CEUS, see CEUS manual.(pending)

Type of feature
Threshold growth (TG): Major feature of HCC
Subthreshold growth: Ancillary feature favoring malignancy

If unsure
If unsure that growth is present, do not categorize as growth
If unsure of TG vs subthreshold growth, characterize as subthreshold growth

Effect on categorization
Effect on characterization depends on degree of growth and presence of other imaging features. For
further discussion, see sections on threshold growth (page 16-175) and subthreshold growth (page
16-259).
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Growth
RADLEX ID: RID39547
Characterization
Threshold growth and subthreshold growth are mutually exclusive subtypes.
• If size increase of the mass is ≥ 50% in ≤ 6 months, characterize as threshold growth, NOT
subthreshold growth. See page 16-178.
For more information on characterization of
• Threshold growth, see page 16-178.
• Subthreshold growth, see page 16-261.

Pitfalls, biological basis, evidence
See sections threshold growth (page 16-175) and subthreshold growth (page 16-259).
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
Definition
Size increase of a mass by ≥ 50% in ≤ 6 months

Synonyms
Growth by 50% or more (terminology used by OPTN)

Terminology
The term “threshold growth” refers to size increase of observation beyond the above threshold and
within the specified time frame. Rationale: this threshold is used by OPTN and is based on indirect
evidence from tumor volume doubling time of untreated HCCs reported in the literature.

Applicable modalities
CT, MR (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Major feature for HCC, but is neither required nor sufficient for LR-5. See page 16-176.

Effect on categorization
Observations with TG may be categorized LR-3, LR-4, LR-5, or LR-TIV, depending on presence of
other features (see CT/MRI Diagnostic Table).
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Threshold growth is a major feature of HCC.
In combination with two other major features (nonrim APHE, size ≥ 10 mm), observations with
threshold growth can (and usually should) be categorized LR-5. However, threshold growth is
neither required nor sufficient for LR-5:

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5
Threshold
growth

Threshold growth is not required for LR-5.
Observations without threshold growth can be LR-5. For example, the following observations are
categorized LR-5 despite lacking threshold growth:

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
≥ 20 mm

Nonperipheral
WO

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5

+
Threshold
growth

LR-5

+
Enhancing
capsule

Threshold
growth
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
Effect on categorization (Cont'd)

Threshold growth is not sufficient for LR-5.
• Observations with threshold growth can be other than LR-5.
• For example, observations with threshold growth can be
• LR-TIV (if enhancing soft tissue in vein)
• LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on size and additional major features)
• LR-M (if LR-M criteria met)
LR-TIV

If enhancing
soft tissue in
vein

LR-3
LR-4
Threshold
growth

Depending on
size and
additional
major features

LR-5

LR-M

If LR-M criteria
met

Threshold growth excludes LR-2 distinctive nodule.
The presence of threshold growth excludes LR-2 distinctive nodule from consideration.

LR-2
distinctive nodule

Threshold
growth

By definition, LR-2 distinctive nodules cannot have any major feature of HCC.
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
Biological basis
Growth is an indicator of malignancy. Physiologically, tumor growth rate is an indicator of the
biological potential of a tumor and its blood supply. While benign lesions tend to remain stable or
grow slowly over time, malignant tumors grow more rapidly. Further, growth rate reflects the degree
of de-differentiation of malignant tumors, as moderately- and poorly-differentiated HCCs tend to grow
more rapidly than well-differentiated HCCs. Since all malignant tumors grow, however, growth is not
specific for HCC in particular.

Summary of evidence
• Inclusion of TG in the LI-RADS algorithm was based on biological plausibility, expert opinion, and
a desire to maintain consistency with OPTN, which recognizes “growth by 50% or more
documented on serial CT or MR images obtained ≤ 6 months apart” as a feature of HCC.
• The criteria of TG are based on data on doubling time of small HCCs, a size group for which
threshold growth is more likely to be needed for LR-5 categorization.
• HCCs < 2 cm at presentation have a mean tumor volume doubling time of around 210 days.
• Also supporting the concept of threshold growth is that growing “hypovascular” (i.e., no APHE)
nodules have a higher incidence of future “hypervascularization” (i.e., development of APHE).
• 16% of US-detected large RNs and 33% of US-detected large DNs grow by ≥ 50% during
sonographic follow-up.
• While there is a lack of prospective studies validating the diagnostic accuracy of the specified
growth threshold (≥ 50% in ≤ 6 months), biological plausibility and indirect evidence suggest that
growth is a feature of malignancy and helps differentiate HCC from benign entities.

Characterization
Assessment of TG should be performed by comparing the observation size between the current and
the prior examination. If possible, the assessment should be done using the same plane, sequence,
and phase.
Same plane, sequence, and phase
(if possible)
Prior (Comparison) Exam

≤ 6 months
earlier

Current Exam

> 50%
Size increase
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT

Initial CT

6 month follow-up CT

Size: 14mm

Size: 24mm
71% size increase
in 6 mo = TG

Example: MRI
Initial MRI

4 month follow-up MRI

Size: 12mm

Size: 20mm
67% size increase
in <6 mo = TG
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
If unsure
If unsure that TG is present, do not characterize as TG.
If unsure that growth is TG vs subthreshold growth, characterize as subthreshold growth.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
• TG is not applicable if there are no comparable prior studies.
• The observation must have been seen on a previous exam to demonstrate TG.
• Growth should be assessed on images acquired in the same plane and, if possible, the same
phase or sequence.
• If margins are sharply demarcated on more than one sequence or phase, do not measure in the
arterial phase.
• Cross modality comparison (CT vs MR) should be used with caution to assess TG.
• CEUS and US measurements cannot be used to classify growth as TG because of potential
foreshortening of the observation size.
Some dysplastic nodules may grow and potentially could meet the threshold growth criterion. These
would be categorized LR-3 or higher, depending on other features.
Cysts and hemangiomas can grow in patients without underlying liver disease, but rarely grow in
patients with cirrhosis.
While threshold growth does not completely preclude categorization of observations as LR-1 or LR2, it would be unlikely for a benign lesion such as a cyst or hemangioma to grow fast enough to meet
the definition of threshold growth.

References
Choi D, Mitchell DG, Verma SK, Bergin D, Navarro VJ, Malliah AB, et al. Hepatocellular carcinoma
with indeterminate or false-negative findings at initial MR imaging: effect on eligibility for curative
treatment initial observations. Radiology. 2007;244(3):776-83.
Furlan A, Marin D, Agnello F, Di Martino M, Di Marco V, Lagalla R, et al. Hepatocellular carcinoma
presenting at contrast-enhanced multi-detector-row computed tomography or gadolinium-enhanced
magnetic resonance imaging as a small (</=2 cm), indeterminate nodule: growth rate and optimal
interval time for imaging follow-up. J Comput Assist Tomogr. 2012;36(1):20-5.
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Threshold Growth
RADLEX ID: RID43350
References (Cont’d)
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Subthreshold Growth
RADLEX ID: N/A

See page 16-259.
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Capsule Appearance and its Subtypes
RADLEX ID:
Page
Feature

Definition

“Capsule”

Smooth, uniform, sharp border around most or all of an
observation, unequivocally thicker or more conspicuous than
fibrotic tissue around background nodules

16-184

Subtype of capsule appearance visible as an enhancing rim in
portal venous phase, delayed phase, or transitional phase.

16-187

“Capsule” subtypes

Enhancing “capsule”

Nonenhancing
“capsule”

Subtype of capsule appearance NOT visible as an enhancing
rim.

16-309

Includes smooth, uniform, sharp nonenhancing border visible in
arterial phase, portal venous phase, delayed phase, or
transitional phase. Also includes smooth, uniform, sharp border
on unenhanced CT images, unenhanced T1W images, T2W
images, T2*W images, or, if obtained, DW images, fat fraction
maps, or R2* maps.
If a border is visible on enhanced and unenhanced images,
characterize as enhancing “capsule”. See page 16-193.
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Capsule Appearance (“Capsule”)
RADLEX ID: RID39439
Definition
Smooth, uniform, sharp border around most or all of an observation, unequivocally thicker or more
conspicuous than fibrotic tissue around background nodules.
Capsule appearance or “capsule” has two subtypes:
• Enhancing “capsule”: see page 16-184.
• Nonenhancing “capsule”: see page 16-309.
If a “capsule” is visible as both an enhancing rim AND on other images as a nonenhancing rim,
characterize as enhancing “capsule”, NOT as nonenhancing “capsule”. See page 16-193.

Synonyms
Capsule, tumor capsule, pseudocapsule, fibrous capsule are synonyms for capsule appearance.
Capsular enhancement and delayed enhancing rim are synonyms for enhancing capsule
appearance, a subtype of capsule appearance.

Terminology
The term, capsule appearance or “capsule”, is preferred, as the radiologic “capsule” does not always
represent a true tumor capsule and may instead represent a pseudocapsule.
A pseudoocapsule is a radiologic term that refers to the imaging appearance of a capsule in the
absence of a true capsule at pathology.
The distinction between true tumor capsule and pseudocapsule can only be made at pathology. For
more information on pseudocapsule, see page 16-185.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Depends on “capsule” subtype:
• Enhancing “capsule”: Major feature of HCC
• Nonenhancing “capsule”: Ancillary feature favoring HCC
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Capsule Appearance (“Capsule”)
RADLEX ID: RID39439
Effect on categorization
Effect on categorization depends on “capsule” subtype and on presence of other imaging features.
Presence of “capsule” excludes LR-1 or LR-2 categorization.
• One exception: at radiologist’s discretion, an LR-3 observation with “capsule” can be downgraded
to LR-2 by ancillary features favoring benignity such as ≥ 2-year stability or spontaneous size
reduction.
For further discussion, see sections on enhancing “capsule” (page 16-188) and nonenhancing
“capsule” (page 16-309).

Biological basis
A “capsule” detected on imaging may reflect
• A true histologic tumor capsule. This is a fibrous layer around an HCC nodule elaborated by
parenchymal mesenchymal cells in response to mechanical and chemical stimuli induced by the
expanding tumor. The outer layer of a true capsule is made of prominent sinusoids.
• A pseudocapsule. This comprises a combination of perilesional sinusoids, fibrous tissue, and
compressed liver parenchyma. While it may resemble a true tumor capsule at imaging, it is not.
Pseudocapsule and true capsule cannot be distinguished on imaging.
Since capsule formation is associated with expansile tumor growth, “capsules” are characteristic
imaging features of progressed HCCs. Not all progressed HCCs are associated with tumor capsules,
however. HCCs in highly fibrotic livers are more likely to have tumor capsules than HCCs in less
fibrotic livers.
Capsule formation is rare in HCC precursor lesions which tend to have replacing rather than
expansile growth.
Capsule formation is rare in iCCAs which tend to have locally invasive growth rather than expansile
growth.
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Capsule Appearance (“Capsule”)
RADLEX ID: RID39439
Summary of evidence
For enhancing “capsule”: see page 16-191.
For nonenhancing “capsule”: see page 16-310.
If unsure
If unsure that “capsule” is present, do not characterize as “capsule”.
If unsure that “capsule” is enhancing vs. nonenhancing, characterize as nonenhancing “capsule”.

Characterization
Enhancing “capsule” and nonenhancing “capsule” are mutually exclusive subtypes.
• If a border is visible on enhanced and unenhanced images, characterize as enhancing “capsule”,
NOT nonenhancing “capsule”. See page 16-193.
For more information on characterization of
• Enhancing “capsule”, see page 16-192.
• Nonenhancing “capsule”, see page 16-310.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
A rim of HBP hyperenhancement (HBP hyperintense rim) does not qualify as “capsule”. Such rims
are not well understood but presumably reflect a layer of hepatocellular tissue around the
observation that – due to due to increased uptake, reduced excretion, or both – accumulates more
contrast agent than background liver.
For additional pitfalls & practical considerations, see sections on enhancing “capsule” (page 16-196)
and nonenhancing “capsule” (page 16-312).

References
For enhancing “capsule”, see page 16-202.
For nonenhancing “capsule”, see page 16-313.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Subtype of capsule appearance visible as enhancing rim in portal venous phase, delayed phase, or
transitional phase

Synonyms
Capsule, tumor capsule, pseudocapsule, fibrous capsule, capsular enhancement, delayed
enhancing rim

Terminology
The term, enhancing capsule appearance or enhancing “capsule”, is preferred, as the rim of
enhancement does not always represent a true tumor capsule and may instead represent
a pseudocapsule.
A pseudocapsule is a radiologic term that refers to the imaging appearance of a capsule in the
absence of a true capsule at pathology.
The distinction between true tumor capsule and pseudocapsule can only be made at pathology. For
more information on pseudocapsule, see page 16-185.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Major feature of HCC
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Enhancing “capsule” is a major feature of HCC.
In combination with other major features, observations with enhancing “capsule” can be categorized
LR-5:

+

+
Enhancing
“capsule”

Nonrim
APHE

LR-5
Size
≥ 20 mm

Nonperipheral
WO

+
Enhancing
“capsule”

+
Nonrim
APHE

+

LR-5

Size
≥ 10 mm
Threshold
growth

One or both

However, enhancing “capsule” is neither required nor sufficient for LR-5, as discussed on next two
pages.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Enhancing “capsule” is a not required for LR-5.
Depending on combination of other major features, observations without enhancing “capsule” can be
categorized LR-5.

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

Nonperipheral
WO

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-5

+
Enhancing
capsule

LR-5

+
Threshold
growth

Enhancing
capsule

Nonperipheral
WO

+
Size
≥ 10 mm

+

LR-5

+

Nonrim
APHE

Enhancing
capsule
Threshold
growth

Both
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization (Cont’d)

Enhancing “capsule” is not sufficient for LR-5.
Observations with enhancing “capsule” can be other than LR-5.
For example, observations with enhancing “capsule” can be
• LR-TIV (if there is enhancing tissue in vein)
• LR-3, LR-4, LR-5 (depending on size and additional major features)
• LR-M (if features of LR-M are present)

LR-TIV

If enhancing
soft tissue in
vein

LR-3
LR-4
Enhancing
“capsule”

Depending on
size and
additional
major features

LR-5

LR-M

If LR-M criteria
met

Enhancing “capsule” excludes LR-1 and LR-2.
The presence of “capsule” excludes LR-1 or LR-2 categorization from consideration.

LR-2
distinctive nodule

• One exception: at radiologist’s discretion, an LR-3 observation with “capsule” can be
downgraded to LR-2 by ancillary features benignity such as ≥ 2-year stability or spontaneous
size reduction.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
An enhancing “capsule” may reflect
• A true histologic tumor capsule. This is a fibrous layer around an HCC nodule elaborated by
parenchymal mesenchymal cells in response to mechanical and chemical stimuli induced by the
expanding tumor. The outer layer of a true capsule is made of prominent sinusoids.
• A pseudocapsule. This comprises a combination of perilesional sinusoids, fibrous tissue, and
compressed liver parenchyma. While it may resemble a true tumor capsule at imaging, it is not.

!

Regardless of type, the blood supply to the “capsule” is mainly from the portal venous
system. This feature, along with the presence of peripheral prominent sinusoids, explains the
delayed enhancement on portal venous, delayed, or transitional phases.

Pseudocapsule and true capsule cannot be distinguished on imaging.
Since capsule formation is associated with expansile tumor growth, “capsules” are characteristic
imaging features of progressed HCCs. Not all progressed HCCs are associated with tumor capsules,
however. HCCs in highly fibrotic livers are more likely to have tumor capsules than HCCs in less
fibrotic livers.
Capsule formation is rare in HCC precursor lesions which tend to have replacing rather than
expansile growth.
“Capsules” are uncommon in iCCAs which tend to have locally invasive growth rather than expansile
growth.

Summary of evidence
Radiology evidence:
• Single-center studies have shown that enhancing capsule appearance has high specificity (8696%) for HCC, which justifies the use of “capsule” as a major feature of HCC.
• Enhancing “capsule” has low sensitivity (42-64%) for HCC, however, in these same studies.
• Reader agreement for enhancing “capsule” tends to be fair to substantial (kappa 0.37 to 0.67;
intraclass correlation coefficient 0.84, 95% CI 0.80-0.87).
Other considerations: LI-RADS seeks to maintain concordance with OPTN, which recognizes
enhancing capsule appearance as a criterion for HCC. Note that OPTN uses the synonymous term
“delayed enhancing term” rather enhancing “capsule”.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on
• PVP or DP if an extracellular agent or gadobenate is given
• PVP or TP if gadoxetate is given
• Unlike “washout”, which must be characterized in PVP only if gadoxetate is given, enhancing
“capsule” may be characterized in PVP, TP, or both.
Enhancing “capsule” is present if BOTH:
• There is a smooth, uniform, sharp border around most or all of an observation, unequivocally
thicker or more conspicuous than fibrotic tissue around background nodules
AND
• The rim progressively enhances from the PVP to the DP or TP

ECA or Gadobenate
PVP

Delayed

Gadoxetate
PVP

TP
Thicker
than
background
fibrosis

Thicker
than
background
fibrosis

Dynamic
Sequences

Progressive
enhancement

Progressive
enhancement

The “capsule” may or may not enhance in the arterial phase.
ECA or Gadobenate
AP

PVP

Delayed
“Capsule”
without AP enhancement

Dynamic
Sequences

Does not enhance in the AP
Enhances in the AP

⚠
“Capsule”
with AP enhancement

The enhancement of the ”capsule” in
the AP potentially could be confused
with rim APHE. See Pitfalls (page
16-57) for how to distinguish
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont'd)

Enhancing “capsule” must be unequivocally thicker or more conspicuous than fibrotic tissue around
background nodules.

ECA or Gadobenate
PVP

Gadoxetate
PVP

Delayed

TP
✓ Thicker, more
conspicuous
than background
fibrosis

✓ Thicker, more
conspicuous
than background
fibrosis

Enhancing
“capsule”

PVP

PVP

Delayed
✘ Not thicker,
more
conspicuous
than background
fibrosis

Not
enhancing
“capsule”

TP

✘ Not thicker,
more
conspicuous
than background
fibrosis

If a “capsule” is visible as both an enhancing rim on PVP, DP or TP images AND as a nonenhancing
rim on other images, characterize as enhancing “capsule”, NOT as nonenhancing “capsule”.

AND
Visible as
enhancing
rim
in PVP, DP, or TP

Characterization
Visible as
nonenhancing
rim
on other images

Enhancing
“capsule”

See page 16-309 for more information on nonenhancing “capsule”.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont'd)

Example: CT

AP

PVP
Enhancing “capsule” in PVP

Example: ECA-MRI

AP

PVP

DP

Enhancing “capsule” in PVP

Enhancing “capsule” in DP
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont'd)

Example: Gx-MRI
AP

PVP

Enhancing “capsule” in PVP

TP

Enhancing “capsule” in TP

If unsure
If unsure that “capsule” is present, do not characterize as “capsule”.
If unsure that “capsule” is enhancing or nonenhancing, characterize as nonenhancing “capsule”.

Enhancing rim is not
definitely thicker than
background fibrosis
PVP

DP

Enhancing
“capsule”
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Enhancing “capsule” may be more difficult to see on gadoxetate-MRI than extracellular agent-MRI.
The reason is that the enhancement of the “capsule” may be obscured by the relatively high
enhancement of background liver in PVP and TP after gadoxetate injection. Enhancement of
background liver in PVP and DP is usually not high enough after ECA injection to obscure the
“capsule”
PVP

DP

PVP

TP

“Capsule” seen

ECA-MRI

“Capsule” not seen as easily due
to greater liver enhancement

Gx-MRI

The reduced visibility of enhancing “capsule” can lead to the following discrepancy between ECAMRI and Gx-MRI:
.
ECA-MRI

+
Size
≥ 20 mm

Gx-MRI

+
Nonrim
APHE

+
Size
≥ 20 mm

LR-5
Enhancing
“capsule”

+
Nonrim
APHE

LR-4
Enhancing
“capsule”

May be
unseen with Gx-MRI

Consider ECA-MRI if gadoxetate-MRI is equivocal for enhancing “capsule”
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Example: MRI with ECA vs. MRI with gadoxetate
Enhancing capsule appearance is seen on ECA-MRI, but not on Gx-MRI on exams performed one
month apart in same patient
”Capsule” seen
Pre

AP

PVP

2 min

5 min

ECA-MRI

Gx-MRI

“Capsule” not seen
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Enhancing “capsule” may be more difficult to see in PVP than in delayed phase. Some enhancing
“capsules” are seen only in the DP.
PVP

DP
“Capsule” is seen more
easily on DP than PVP

Enhancing “capsule” may be difficult to see with CT than MRI due to the lower contrast resolution of
CT.
CT

MRI

“Capsule” is not seen on CT

“Capsule” is seen on MRI

Enhancing “capsule” may be difficult to characterize in markedly fibrotic liver.
• Marked fibrosis and parenchymal heterogeneity may obscure “capsule”.
• Marked fibrosis and parenchymal heterogeneity may create false perception of “capsule”.
PVP
Delayed rim of enhancement
around observation: is this a
“capsule” or just background
fibrosis? Since there is
uncertainty, characterize as
no “capsule” (see page 16195).

Enhancing fibrous bands
around background nodules
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Rim APHE (see page 16-57) conceivably could be confused with enhancing “capsule”.
• Like enhancing “capsule”, rim APHE manifests as a rim of enhancement
• Differentiation is possible by looking at the temporal pattern:
• The “capsule” progressively enhances. The enhancement usually begins after the AP and
peaks in the PVP, DP, or TP. There can be faint enhancement in AP, but it never peaks in AP.
• Rim APHE has opposite pattern. It peaks in AP and then fades or “washes out” (peripheral
“washout”). It never progressively enhances.

Enhancing “capsule”
AP

PVP

Rim APHE
Delayed

AP

PVP

Delayed

No
enhancement

Fade

Faint
enhancement

WO

Rim progressively enhances
The “capsule” may show faint enhancement in AP,
but it never peaks in the AP
Enhancing “capsule”

Rim fades or “washes out”
Rim enhancement peaks in AP

Rim APHE

• Enhancing “capsule” and rim APHE also can differ in morphology. Enhancing “capsule” is
smooth, sharp, uniform. Rim APHE may be thick, irregular, less sharply defined (see page 16-57).
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Corona enhancement (see page 16-265) conceivably could be confused with enhancing “capsule”.
• Like enhancing “capsule”, corona enhancement manifests as a partly or entirely circumferential
zone of enhancement
• Differentiation is possible by looking at the temporal pattern:
• If rim enhancement increases in PVP, DP, or TP, characterize as enhancing “capsule”.
• If rim enhancement occurs in late arterial phase or early PVP and then fades, characterize
as corona enhancement.
• Enhancing “capsule” and corona enhancement also differ in morphology.
• Enhancing “capsule” is a discrete structure. It is smooth, sharp, and uniform. Enhancing
“capsule” forms the edge of the observation.
• Corona enhancement is a perfusional phenomenon, not a discrete structure. It may be thick,
tends to eccentric, is usually less well defined, and extends beyond the edge of the
observation into the adjacent parenchyma.
• Corona enhancement and enhancing “capsule” may coexist in the same observation.
• The corona enhances in the late AP or early PVP then fades. As the corona fades, the
”capsule” enhances progressively.

Pre

AP 1

Corona
begins to
enhance

AP 2

Corona is
most
pronounced

PVP

Corona
fades

“Capsule”
begins to
enhance

DP

“Capsule”
enhances
progressively
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

HBP hyperintense rim could be be mistaken for enhancing “capsule”.
• A hyperintense rim may be visible around both benign (e.g., FNH, HCA) and malignant (e.g.,
HCC, metastasis) liver masses in the hepatobiliary phase after administration of gadobenate or
gadoxetate. The HBP hyperintense rim indicates the presence of functioning hepatocytes around
the lesion, thereby excluding the possibility of a true tumor capsule, which is composed of fibrous
tissue and not hepatocytes. Since HBP hyperintense rim occurs with benign and malignant
lesions and since it excludes true tumor capsule, this imaging feature should not be characterized
as a “capsule”.
HBP

Adenoma

HBP

HCC

HBP

iCCA

Other mimics
• Peripheral granulomatous tissue after locoregional treatment may mimic “capsule”.
• Rim-enhancing abscess should be differentiated from “capsule”.

Radiologic “capsule” does not always represent a true tumor capsule.
• A radiologic “capsule” may represent a pseudocapsule comprising perilesional sinusoids, fibrous
tissue, and compressed liver parenchyma. The distinction between true tumor capsule and
pseudocapsule can only be made at pathology, but this distinction does not appear important for
diagnosing HCC or evaluating its biological behavior. In at-risk patients, enhancing “capsule” has
high PPV for HCC, regardless of whether it represents true tumor capsule or pseudocapsule.
• Cirrhosis-associated nodules are surrounded by mixed fibrous tissue which may enhance at
imaging and be mistaken for a “capsule”. Characterize as “capsule” only if rim enhancement is
unequivocally thicker or more conspicuous than the fibrous tissue around background nodules.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Multiplanar images may help demonstrate “capsule”.

Assessment of enhancing “capsule” on subtraction images is challenging due to misregistration.
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Enhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Nonenhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
See page 16-309 for nonenhancing “capsule”.
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Targetoid Appearance and its Manifestations
RADLEX ID:
Page
Feature

“Targetoid”

Definition

Target-like imaging morphology. Concentric arrangement of
internal components.

16-207

Manifestations of targetoid
Rim APHE

Spatially defined subtype of APHE in which arterial phase
enhancement is most pronounced in observation periphery

16-38

Peripheral
“Washout”

Spatially defined subtype of “washout” in which apparent washout
is most pronounced in observation periphery

16-125

Central area of progressive postarterial phase enhancement

16-221

Concentric pattern on DWI characterized by restricted diffusion in
observation periphery with less restricted diffusion in observation
center

16-234

Concentric pattern in TP or HBP characterized by moderate-tomarked hypointensity in observation periphery with milder
hypointensity in center

16-227

Delayed central
enhancement

Targetoid
restriction

Targetoid TP or
HBP appearance
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Targetoid Manifestations
RADLEX ID: N/A
The below table summarizes the sequences on which various targetoid features are seen

Early
AP

Late
AP

PVP

DP

TP

HBP

DWI

Rim APHE

+

++

—

—

—

—

—

Peripheral “washout”

—

—

+

++

—

—

—

Delayed central enhancement

—

—

+

++

—

—

—

Targetoid TP/HBP

—

—

—

—

+

+

—

Targetoid restriction

—

—

—

—

—

—

++

Feature

• “+” indicates the phase where the feature may be seen
• “++” indicates the phase where the feature is optimally seen
• Targetoid appearance may occasionally be seen on noncontrast images other than DWI, but it is
not currently included as part of targetoid manifestation.
• TP/HBP: single “+” is assigned to each one as the feature is seen equally well on both
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Target-like morphological pattern. Concentric arrangement of internal components with the following
manifestations on various phases or sequences:
•
•
•
•
•

Rim APHE (page 16-38)
Peripheral “washout” (page 16-125)
Delayed central enhancement (page 16-221)
Targetoid appearance in transitional and/or hepatobiliary phase (page 16-227)
Targetoid diffusion restriction (page 16-234)

Synonyms
Target-like, target appearance

Terminology
LI-RADS uses the term targetoid to describe a family of imaging features characteristic of non-HCC
malignancies and atypical of HCC. These features are thought to reflect peripheral arterialization
and hypercellularity in conjunction with central fibrosis or ischemia. The term “targetoid” is preferred
over “target-like”.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Family of LR-M features

Effect on categorization
Any of the targetoid manifestations are sufficient for LR-M categorization.
Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If the observation is thought to be an abscess (see page 16-50), categorize as LR-1 or LR-2
depending on confidence level.
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
Targetoid appearance is a constellation of LR-M features with similar biological basis and often coexisting in the same observation. This constellation includes rim APHE, peripheral “washout”,
delayed central enhancement, targetoid restriction, and targetoid appearance in TP and/or HBP
images.
Targetoid imaging appearance is thought to reflect the concentric pathologic structure typical of
iCCA and other non-HCC malignancies:
• cellular and vascular elements concentrated in the periphery AND
• stromal fibrosis or ischemia in the center.

Concentric pathologic structure typical of
iCCA and other non-HCC malignancies

Imaging manifestations

Rim
APHE
se
pha
l
a
i
r
Arte
phase
ellular
Extrac

Fibrosis
Ischemia

Extracellular phase

TP an
d HBP

DW

Peripheral
“washout”

Delayed central
enhancement

Targetoid
TP/HBP

I

Targetoid
restriction

By comparison, most HCCs do not have a concentric structure at pathology.
• HCCs tend to have a uniform, nodule-in-nodule, or mosaic structure.
Therefore, a concentric structure at imaging favors non-HCC malignancy.
Some HCCs do have a concentric structure, however, and have a targetoid appearance. See Pitfalls
(page 16-212).
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Summary of evidence
Emerging evidence indicates that targetoid appearance on dynamic imaging, DWI, or HBP is
• characteristic of iCCA, cHCC-CCA or other non-HCC malignancies AND
• uncharacteristic of HCC
Below is the reported frequency of each targetoid feature for HCC, iCCA, and cHCC-CCA in at-risk
patients

Rim
APHE

Peripehral
“washout”

Delayed
central
enhancement

Targetoid
TP/HBP

Targetoid
diffusion
restriction

HCC†

0-25%

1-4%

0-15%

2-36%

0-15%

iCCA

37-94%

12-31%

59-100%

42-100%

26-75%

cHCCCCA

42-59%

10-16%

33-74%

37-55%

10%

Scirrhous HCCs have higher incidence of targetoid features: rim APHE 60-80%, delayed central
enhancement 80%, targetoid on DWI 83%, targetoid on TP/HBP 0-78%
†
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize targetoid appearance on contrast-enhanced CT, contrast-enhanced MRI, diffusionweighted imaging.
Targetoid appearance is present if the observation has ONE OR MORE of the following features:
• Rim APHE (page 16-38) OR
• Peripheral “washout” (page 16-125) OR
• Delayed central enhancement (page 16-221) OR
• Targetoid appearance on TP or HBP (page 16-227) OR
• Targetoid diffusion restriction (page 16-234)

AP

PVP

DP

Targetoid features on
contrast enhanced
images with ECA
Delayed central
enhancement

Rim APHE
Peripheral “washout”

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Targetoid features on
contrast enhanced
images with gadoxetate

Targetoid appearance is
present if the observation has
one or more of these features

Rim APHE
Peripheral “washout”

low
b-value

high
b-value

TP/HBP targetoid
intensity

ADC

Targetoid
restriction

Restricted diffusion in the periphery of observation
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
If unsure
If unsure whether an observation has a targetoid appearance, characterize as targetoid.
Rationale: this prompts LR-M categorization and alerts referrer to possibility of non-HCC malignancy
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Some HCCs may have a targetoid appearance: namely, HCCs with central
•
•
•
•

steatosis (e.g., steatohepatitic HCC)
blood products (e.g., hemorrhagic HCC)
fibrosis (e.g., scirrhous HCC)
necrosis (e.g., poorly differentiated HCC)

Thus, while targetoid appearance suggests non-HCC malignancy and prompts LR-M
categorization, it does not exclude HCC.

Example: CT – Path-proven HCC with targetoid appearance

AP

PVP

DP

Rim APHE

Example: Gx-MRI – Path-proven HCC with targetoid appearance

AP

Rim APHE

PVP

HBP

Targetoid HBP

DWI B=600

Targetoid diffusion
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Small iCCAs and other non-HCC malignancies may have a uniform appearance rather than a
targetoid appearance. For example, they may have nonrim APHE and nonperipheral “washout”.
Such tumors occasionally may be miscategorized as LR-5.
AP

PVP

Pathologically-proven iCCA with nonrim APHE and nonperipheral WO
Note presence of enhancing “capsule” as well
Observation was categized as LR-5 and surgically resected
Pathology diagnosis = iCCA

Some inflammatory lesions (e.g., abscess) may have targetoid appearance.
These typically have thin enhancing walls and septations but no solid components, and they show
no delayed central enhancement. Thus, presence of solid components in a targetoid mass excludes
abscess.
AP

PVP

Rarely, a necrotic tumor may have a thin arterialized rim without visible solid components or delayed
central enhancement. In such cases, imaging-based differentiation from abscess may be difficult.
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Treated lesions may have a postprocedure rim of enhancing granulation tissue that may resemble
targetoid appearance. Thus, do not apply targetoid appearance to treated lesions.

AP

PVP

Thin rim of
enhancement is not
visible on PVP

Thin rim of
enhancement at the
periphery of the treated
cavity, often seen on
AP following
locoregional treatment
(TACE in this case)

Rarely, a centrally located inner nodule within a larger nodule (nodule-in-nodule) may have a
concentric appearance and be mistaken for a targetoid mass. Thus, apply targetoid appearance only
to masses where the targetoid appearance is the result of hypercellular/hypervascular periphery and
more fibrous center. See page 16-208.
Pre

Large inner nodule

AP

PVP

Sliver of larger outer
nodule

DP

DWI

Note no targetoid
diffusion
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Corona enhancement (see page 16-265) may resemble rim APHE. Unlike rim APHE, corona
enhancement occurs in the periobservation parenchyma, not the lesion itself.

Enhancing capsule (see page 16-187) and nonenhancing “capsule” (see page 16-309) are
concentric imaging features that conceivably could be confused with targetoid appearance.
• The thinness, uniformity, and sharpness of the “capsule” permits reliable differentiation from
targetoid appearance, which typically is not as thin and may be irregular.
• Additionally, the temporal enhancement pattern of enhancing “capsule” (enhances progressively)
is the opposite of targetoid enhancement (rim enhances in arterial phase and then fades or
appears to wash out on post-arterial phases)(see page 16-57).

For more information on pitfalls:
•
•
•
•
•

rim APHE (page 16-38)
peripheral “washout” (page 16-125)
delayed central enhancement (page 16-221)
targetoid TP/HBP appearance (page 16-231)
targetoid restriction (page 16-238)
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Targetoid
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Rim APHE
RADLEX ID: N/A
See page 16-38.
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Peripheral “Washout”
RADLEX ID: RID49817
See page 16-125.
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Delayed Central Enhancement
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Central area of progressive postarterial phase enhancement.

Synonyms
Sustained central enhancement, concentric progressive enhancement, centripetal progressive
enhancement

Terminology
The term delayed central enhancement is preferred as it is commonly used in the literature.
Additionally, this terminology does not overlap with that used to describe benign entities (such as
hemangiomas) which might display progressive enhancement.
The adjective “delayed” refers to the postarterial extracellular phases, and not to the delayed phase
in particular.
The adjective “central” refers to inner portions of the observation but is not meant to imply that the
delayed enhancement is literally in the geometric center of the observation.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI
Since “delayed” refers to the postarterial extracellular phases, and not to the the delayed phase in
particular, this feature can be assessed with any type of contrast agent:
• Using ECP or gadobenate: PVP or DP
• Using gadoxetate: PVP

Type of feature
Targetoid LR-M feature
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Delayed Central Enhancement
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Delayed central enhancement is sufficient for LR-M. See page 16-9.
By itself, it is enough for LR-M.
Thus, all untreated observations with delayed central enhancement are LR-M, regardless of other
imaging features.
• Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
Nonpath-proven observation with rim APHE

if tumor in vein

LR-TIV

otherwise

LR-M

Delayed central enhancement is not required for LR-M
Observations without delayed central enhancement can be LR-M if other LR-M features are present.

OR
Any
other targetoid
LR-M
feature

LR-M

+
Any
nontargetoid
LR-M
feature

Targetoid
TP or HBP
appearance
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Delayed Central Enhancement
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
After injection into the circulation, small molecules (such as low molecular weight contrast agents)
progressively accumulate in the fibrotic or ischemic portions of tumors. The reasons are that:
• Fibrosis has large extracellular spaces. It acts like a “sponge” that retains administered contrast
material.
• Ischemia is associated with sluggish blood flow. Once it enters the ischemic areas, administered
contrast material is slow to leave.
Cholangiocarcinomas and other non-HCC malignancies tend to be ischemic and/or fibrotic in their
centers. Therefore, the central tumor stroma enhances in a progressive/delayed pattern following
injection of contrast agents.
By comparison, the arterialized, hypercellular tumor periphery has a relatively small extracellular
compartment, is characterized by brisk blood flow, and does not trap the agent.

Summary of evidence
Single-center, retrospective studies of patients both with and without underlying risk factors for
chronic liver disease have described this enhancement pattern as a component of targetoid dynamic
enhancement associated with non-HCC malignancies.
• Delayed central enhancement has been reported in
•
•
•
•

59-100% of iCCA
33-74% of cHCC-CCA
0-15% of path-proven HCCs
80% of path-proven scirrhous HCC

Note that delayed central enhancement does not exclude HCC (see Pitfalls, page 16-226).
Delayed central enhancement occurs in association with other targetoid LR-M features since it is
thought to reflect the same underlying pathology (see page 16-208).
The frequency and diagnostic accuracy of delayed central enhancement in the absence of other
targetoid LR-M features is unknown.
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Delayed Central Enhancement
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on dynamic contrast-enhanced images, comparing postarterial extracellular phase
images with arterial phase images.
Delayed central enhancement is present if on dynamic imaging there is progressive increase in
signal intensity/attenuation relative to liver within inner portions of an observation due to
accumulation of contrast material.

Both the degree and the area of enhancement may increase on successively more delayed
phases.

!

Delayed central enhancement frequently occurs in conjunction with rim APHE but the
presence of rim APHE is not necessary. Some observations without any type of APHE have
delayed central enhancement.
The delayed central enhancement must involve inner portions of the observation but may be
eccentrically located (i.e., it may not be in the geometric center of the observation).
AP

PVP

DP

Delayed central enhancement with
rim APHE

Rim APHE

Peripheral “washout”

Delayed central
enhancement

Delayed central enhancement
without APHE

No APHE

Delayed central
enhancement

Eccentrically located delayed
“central” enhancement
Delayed central
enhancement (eccentric)

Enhancement can expand in area
and intensity
Enhancement expands in area
and increases in intensity
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Delayed Central Enhancement
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

DP 3 min

Central area of
enhancement
(eccentric)

Example: ECA-MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

DP 2 min

DP 5 min

Central area of enhancement

Example: Gx-MRI
Pre

AP

Early PVP

Late PVP

Central area of enhancement
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Delayed Central Enhancement
RADLEX ID: N/A
If unsure
If unsure between delayed central enhancement and no delayed central enhancement, characterize
as delayed central enhancement.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
May be difficult to characterize on gadoxetate-enhanced MRI due to dynamic uptake of contrast
within the liver and diminished enhancement of blood pool following the portal venous phase.
Benign lesions like hemangiomas may accumulate contrast and should be excluded by evaluating
other features (e.g. marked T2 weighted hyperintensity, peripheral nodular enhancement pattern,
enhancement paralleling blood pool on all postcontrast phases).
Abscesses have a concentric structure and may manifest rim APHE and/or targetoid diffusion
restriction. However, abscesses do not show delayed central enhancement since the purulent
material in the abscess cavity is avascular and does not enhance. Thus, unlike some targetoid
features (rim APHE, targetoid restriction), delayed central enhancement excludes abscess from
consideration.
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Targetoid TP or HBP appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Concentric pattern in TP or HBP characterized by moderate-to-marked hypointensity in observation
periphery with lesser degree of central hypointensity compared to background liver.

Synonyms
HBP/TP cloud, HBP/TP target sign/appearance

Terminology
The term “targetoid TP or HBP appearance” is preferred as it is consistent with the terminology used
by LI-RADS for the entire family of targetoid LR-M features.

Applicable modalities
MRI with gadoxetate

Type of feature
Targetoid LR-M feature
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Targetoid TP or HBP appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Targetoid TP or HBP appearance is sufficient for LR-M categorization. See page 16-9.
By itself, it is enough for LR-M.
Thus, all untreated observations with TP or HBP appearance are LR-M, regardless of other imaging
features.
• Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.

Nonpath-proven observation with targetoid or HBP appearance

if tumor in vein

LR-TIV

otherwise

LR-M

Targetoid TP or HBP appearance is not required for LR-M
Observations without targetoid TP or HBP appearance can be LR-M if other LR-M features are
present.

OR
Any
other targetoid
LR-M
feature

LR-M

+
Any
nontargetoid
LR-M
feature

Targetoid
TP or HBP
appearance
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Targetoid TP or HBP appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
The biological basis is similar to that of delayed central enhancement using extracellular agents and
gadobenate disodium (see page 16-223). Cholangiocarcinomas and other non-HCC malignancies
tend to be ischemic and/or fibrotic in their centers. Ischemic tissue (slow inflow, slow outflow) and
fibrous tissue (enlarged, watery extracellular spaces) gradually accumulate low-molecular-weight
contrast agents over the first several minutes after their intravenous injection. As a result, the
ischemic and/or fibrotic inner portions of these malignant neoplasms progressively enhance. By
comparison, the arterialized, hypercellular tumor periphery has a relatively small extracellular
compartment, is characterized by brisk blood flow, and does not trap low molecular weight agents.
For extracellular agents and gadobenate disodium, the progressive enhancement may be intense;
with only one main elimination pathway (renal), clearance from the extracellular space is slow and
the agents have a prolonged dwell time in the tumor stroma.
For gadoxetate disodium, the enhancement of the central stroma tends to be less intense; the dual
elimination pathways (renal and hepatobiliary) accelerates clearance of the agent from the
extracellular space and reduces its dwell time and concentration in the tumor stroma.

Summary of evidence
In single-center, retrospective, case-control studies in patients with or without chronic liver disease:
• Targetoid appearance on TP was reported in
• 86% of iCCA
• 17% of path-proven HCCs without APHE (“hypovascular” HCCs)
• No data is available on path-proven HCCs with APHE (“hypervascular” HCCs)
• Targetoid appearance on HBP was reported in
•
•
•
•
•

42-100% of iCCA
37-55% of cHCC-CCA
62-77% of mets
2-36% of path-proven HCC
0-78% of path-proven scirrhous HCCs

Targetoid TP or HBP appearance occurs in association with other targetoid LR-M features since it is
thought to reflect the same underlying pathology (see page 16-208).
The frequency and diagnostic accuracy of targetoid TP or HBP appearance in the absence of other
targetoid LR-M features is not well known.
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Targetoid TP or HBP appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on TP and/or HBP
Targetoid TP or HBP appearance is present if the center of the observation is mildly hyperintense
with respect to a peripheral rim of decreased signal intensity.
Targetoid TP or HBP appearance enhancement frequently occurs in conjunction with rim APHE but
rim APHE is not necessary. Observations without APHE can have targetoid TP or HBP appearance.

TP

HBP

Targetoid appearance due to trapping of gadoxetate
within extracellular stroma of tumor center

5 min TP

Central area of
relative
hyperintensity

20 min HBP

Peripheral area of
hypointensity
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Targetoid TP or HBP appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
If unsure
If unsure whether there is targetoid TP/HBP appearance, characterize this feature as absent.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Targetoid appearance on HBP should be differentiated from nonenhancing “capsule”, which is an
ancillary feature of malignancy, favoring HCC specifically (see page 16-309).
Suboptimal HBP (see page 13-9) may make assessment of this feature difficult.
Studies have suggested that targetoid appearance may be characterized more reliably on “early”
HBP (~ 10 minutes) images than on transitional (~2-5 minutes) or “standard” HBP (~20 minutes)
images.
• Plausible but unproven explanation:
• 10 minutes provides enough time for the agent to diffuse through the interstitium of the tumor
center before being cleared from the extracellular compartment.
• By comparison,
• 2-5 minutes may not be enough time for the the agent to diffuse into the tumor interstitium.
• 20 minutes may be so much time that the agent has been cleared from the extracellular
compartment by the dual renal and hepatobiliary elimination pathways.
LI-RADS does not recommend routine acquisition of 10-minute HBP images. Acquisition of such
images is optional.

TP

Early HBP
(10 minutes)

Targetoid appearance
is subtle
Contrast material has not yet
accumulated within the stroma.

Targetoid appearance
is easily seen

Standard HBP
(20 minutes)

Targetoid appearance
Is subtle
Contrast material has been cleared
from the central stroma.

If obtained
(these types of images are not required by LI-RADS)
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TP and HBP Targetoid Appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Small iCCA (< 3 cm) may not have targetoid appearance in the TP or HBP, instead having diffuse
hypointensity, complicating their differentiation from HCC.

Example: path-proven iCCA with nonrim APHE, nonperipheral WO, and diffuse hypointensity in the
TP and HBP (73-yo man with chronic HBV)
Pre

AP

iCCA

Resection

Diffuse APHE
NOT rim APHE

Diffuse APHE
NOT rim APHE

Some HCCs, especially those with fibrous stromas (e.g., scirrhous HCC) may have a targetoid
appearance in the TP or HBP

Example: path-proven scirrhous HCC with targetoid appearance in TP and HBP (61-yo man with
chronic HBV)

3 min TP

10 min HBP

20 min HBP

Scirrhous HCC

Resection
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TP and HBP Targetoid Appearance
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Abscesses have a concentric structure and may manifest rim APHE and/or targetoid diffusion
restriction. However, abscesses do not show TP and HBP targetoid appearance since the purulent
material in the abscess cavity is avascular and does not gradually accumulate contrast material.
Thus, unlike some targetoid features (rim APHE, targetoid restriction), TP and HBP targetoid
appearance excludes abscess from consideration.
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Targetoid Restriction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Concentric pattern on DWI characterized by restricted diffusion in observation periphery with
relatively less restricted diffusion in observation center

Synonyms
Peripheral restriction, DWI target sign/appearance, targetoid diffusion

Terminology
The term “targetoid restriction” is preferred as it is consistent with the terminology used by LI-RADS
for the entire family of targetoid LR-M features.

Applicable modalities
MRI with diffusion weighted imaging

Type of feature
Targetoid LR-M feature
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Targetoid Restriction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Targetoid restriction is sufficient for LR-M categorization. See page 16-9.
By itself, it is enough for LR-M.
Thus, all untreated observations with targetoid restriction are LR-M, regardless of other imaging
features.
• Exceptions:
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.

Nonpath-proven observation with targetoid restriction

if tumor in vein

LR-TIV

otherwise

LR-M

Targetoid restriction is not required for LR-M
Observations without targetoid restriction can be LR-M if other LR-M features are present.

OR
Any
other targetoid
LR-M
feature

LR-M

+
Any
nontargetoid
LR-M
feature

Targetoid
TP or HBP
appearance
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Targetoid Restriction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
Cholangiocarcinomas and other adenocarcinomas are characterized by peripheral hypercellularity
and central fibrous stroma and/or ischemia.
The highly cellular areas in the periphery tend to have greater restricted diffusion than the central
relatively acellular components, leading to a rim of bright signal intensity on DWI with a
corresponding rim of dark signal on ADC maps (i.e., relatively restricted diffusion in the periphery).

Summary of evidence
In single-center, retrospective, case-control studies in patients with or without chronic liver disease:
• Targetoid restriction has been reported in
•
•
•
•

75% of iCCA
3% of path-proven HCCs
10% of cHCC-CCA
(no data on mets)

• Targetoid restriction DWI is an independent predictor of iCCA
Targetoid restriction occurs in association with other targetoid LR-M features since it is thought to
reflect the same underlying pathology (see page 16-208).
The frequency and diagnostic accuracy of targetoid restriction in the absence of other targetoid LRM features is not well known, although one study reported that targetoid restriction is an independent
predictor of iCCA.
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Targetoid Restriction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on diffusion-weighted images if obtained and ADC maps if generated.
Targetoid restriction is present if the observation periphery
• Is hyperintense relative to observation center and to liver on DW images acquired with at least
moderate diffusion weighting (b ≥ 400 s/mm2) AND
• Has higher signal than observation center and has similar or lower signal than liver by visual
estimation on ADC map

DWI

ADC Map
3x10-3
mm2/s

blow
bhigh

0

Periphery is hyperintense
relative
to center and to liver on
high b-value DWI

Periphery has lower ADC than
center and than liver

If obtained
(DWI is not required by LI-RADS)
Example

DWI, B=800
Central area of
relative hypointensity
Peripheral area of
hyperintensity
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Targetoid Restriction
RADLEX ID: N/A
If unsure
If unsure whether there is targetoid restriction, characterize this feature as absent.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
The quality of DWI in the liver is inconsistent, especially in the liver dome (signal loss and spatial
distortion due to susceptibility at lung interface) and left lobe (signal loss due to vibrations from heart
motion). This feature may be difficult to characterize due to inconsistencies in quality of DWI.
Abscesses and hematomas may have high signal intensity along the periphery, potentially
overlapping in appearance with targetoid restriction.
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Nontargetoid LR-M Features
RADLEX ID: N/A

Definition
Features other than targetoid that prompt LR-M categorization.
These include
• Infiltrative appearance (page 16-241)
• Markedly restricted diffusion (page 16-241)
• Necrosis or severe ischemia (page 16-241)

Synonyms
Other LR-M features

Terminology
LI-RADS uses the term nontargetoid LR-M features to describe an assortment of imaging features
highly suggestive of malignancy but not specific for any particular tumor type.
The term “nontargetoid LR-M features” is preferred over “other LR-M features” since it is less
ambiguous.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Assortment of LR-M features highly suggestive of malignancy.
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Nontargetoid LR-M Features
RADLEX ID: N/A

Effect on categorization

Each nontargetoid LR-M feature, by itself, is sufficient for LR-M categorization:
Presence of at least one LR-M feature should prompt LR-M categorization, regardless of other
features.
Rationale: Non-targetoid LR-M features are highly suggestive of malignancy but are not specific for
any particular tumor type, being commonly encountered in aggressive or poorly differentiated HCCs,
as well as in non-HCC malignancies. Since they indicate high probability of malignancy but are not
specific for HCC, they should prompt LR-M categorization.
Exceptions:
• If observation is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
• If the observation meets LR-5 criteria, categorize as LR-5.
• Rationale: since the features are commonly encountered in poorly differentiated HCC, their
presence does not override LR-5 categorization. Thus, an observation meeting LR-5 criteria
and having one or more of these features can be interpreted as definite HCC.
• If there is tumor in vein, categorize as LR-TIV.

Nonpath-proven observation with at least one nontargetoid feature

if meets LR-5 criteria

if tumor in vein

otherwise

LR-5

LR-TIV

LR-M
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Nontargetoid LR-M Features
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pre

AP

PVP

DWI

Marked diffusion restriction
Intensity on DWI, not attributable solely to T2
shine-through, markedly higher than liver and
similar to or greater than spleen; and/or ADC
markedly lower than liver and similar to or lower
than spleen. Suggests a hypercellular malignant
lesion such as iCCA, metastasis, lymphoma, or
poorly differentiated HCC. Benign lesions rarely
have markedly restricted diffusion.

Marked restricted diffusion: Path-proven
neuroendocrine metastasis

Necrosis or severe ischemia
AP

Area within a solid mass which either does not
enhance at all (necrosis) or enhances very
slowly and mildly (ischemia), not attributable to
prior treatment. Suggests a poorly differentiated
neoplasm that has “outgrown” its blood supply.

PVP

Central necrosis

Pitfalls: liver abscess may mimic the appearance
of a necrotic mass.
Necrotic mass: Path-proven HCC
Infiltrative appearance
Non-circumscribed margin (indistinct transition)
thought to represent malignancy with permeative
growth. This is thought to reflect a reflect
infiltration of malignant tumor cells into liver
parenchyma, confluence of tiny nodules, or both.
This is commonly encountered in advanced,
poorly differentiated HCC but can sometimes be
seen with iCCAs, metastases, and other nonHCC malignancies.
Pitfalls: Some benign processes may have
infiltrative appearances and be misinterpreted as
malignant. Examples: focal or regional alteration
in perfusion, fat deposition, iron deposition.
Clue: these do not invade veins, obscure
vessels, or distort parenchymal architecture.

AP

No APHE

PVP

Ill-defined areas of WO

DWI

HBP

Restricted diffusion

Ill-defined low SI on HBP

Infiltrative appearance: Path-proven HCC
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Nontargetoid LR-M Features
RADLEX ID: N/A
Comment
There may be occasions when one or more features not specified above suggests a substantial
possibility of non-HCC malignancy. At the radiologist’s discretion, such observations should be
categorized LR-M. The radiologist should specify in the report the relevant imaging features.
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Enhancing Soft Tissue in Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Unequivocal presence of enhancing soft tissue in vein, regardless of presence of parenchymal mass

Synonyms
None

Terminology
Tumor in vein refers to the category LR-TIV
Enhancing soft tissue in vein refers to the imaging feature used to assign the LR-TIV category

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Feature of tumor in vein

Effect on categorization
Observations with unequivocal soft tissue in vein are categorized LR-TIV:
• Regardless of presence or appearance of parenchymal mass
• Regardless of any other imaging feature
Exception:
• If the tumor in vein is path proven, report path diagnosis, not LI-RADS category.
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Enhancing Soft Tissue in Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
Effect on categorization

Enhancing soft tissue in vein is required for LR-TIV.
Only observations with enhancing soft tissue in vein can be LR-TIV. As a corollary, the absence of
enhancing soft tissue in vein precludes LR-TIV categorization.

LR-TIV

LR-1
LR-2

Absence of enhancing
tissue excludes TIV

If definitely or probably
benign

LR-3
Enhancing soft
tissue in vein

LR-4

Depending on size and
additional major features

LR-5

LR-M

If LR-M feature(s) present
on other images

Enhancing soft tissue in vein is sufficient for LR-TIV.
Observations with enhancing soft tissue in vein are always categorized LR-TIV.

+

LR-TIV

Enhancing soft
tissue in vein
Any combination of imaging features
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Enhancing Soft Tissue in Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
HCCs and less commonly other malignant neoplasms can invade into and grow within the lumen of
veins.
HCCs tend to invade the portal veins more commonly than hepatic veins. One plausible explanation
is that the blood supplying HCCs drains into sinusoids and portal venules, not hepatic venule. Hence
malignant cells that break off from the primary tumor and invade into vessels access the portal
venules early in the course of their vascular dissemination, well before they access the lumen of
hepatic venules.
Normal blood vessels are filled with blood. The presence of enhancing soft tissue within a vein
establishes the presence of a malignant neoplasm within the lumen. Although bland thrombus can fill
the lumen, it does not enhance.

Summary of evidence
In a retrospective study of liver transplant patients, enhancement was seen in 100% of tumor in vein
cases vs 8.5% of bland thrombi. Neovascularity was seen in 58% of tumor in vein cases vs 2% of
bland thrombi.
In a retrospective study of patients with cirrhosis, HCC and portal vein occlusion, arterial
enhancement was seen in 44-75% of tumor in vein vs 5-20% of bland thrombi. Arterial enhancement
in an occluded vein has 59% sensitivity and 88% specificity for diagnosing a tumor in vein.
In a retrospective study of patients with cirrhosis and portal vein occlusion, neovascularity was seen
on CT scans in 43% of patients with tumor in vein and in 0% of patients with bland thrombosis.
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Enhancing Soft Tissue in Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on any contrast-enhanced phase.
Enhancing soft tissue in vein is present if
• There is soft tissue in the lumen of one or more veins AND
• The soft tissue unequivocally enhances

Example: CT
AP

PVP

DP

Enhancing soft tissue expanding left portal vein

Example: MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

Enhancing soft tissue expanding left portal vein
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Enhancing Soft Tissue in Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
If unsure
If unsure if there is enhancing soft tissue in vein, characterize as no enhancing tissue in vein.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Tumor in vein can be present without a parenchymal mass.
Enhancing soft tissue in vein has imperfect sensitivity. Tumor in vein tends to occur with aggressive
HCCs, which may have an infiltrative appearance with little if any APHE. Additionally, the
intraluminal tumor may become necrotic and not enhance at all.
Collateral vessels around a bland thrombus may resemble enhancing soft tissue in a vein. Do not
call enhancing soft tissue in vein if the findings plausibly represent collateral vessels around a bland
thrombus.
Acute bland thrombus can expand the vein and resemble “soft tissue”. It does not enhance,
however.
Both acute bland thrombus and tumor in vein may have hemorrhagic components, which may have
high signal on unenhanced T1W images. Subtraction images may help in assessing enhancement in
such cases.
If tumor in vein is suspected but not confirmed at CT or MRI, then expert centers may perform CEUS
for further evaluation. CEUS sometimes can establish the presence of tumor in vein when CT or MRI
is equivocal. See CUS manual.
Although the most common cause of tumor in vein is HCC, non-HCC malignancies can also invade
veins. The following is a general guide for suggesting the etiology:

LR-TIV

If contiguous with targetoid mass

may be due to non-HCC malignancy

If contiguous with LR-5 mass

definitely due to HCC

Otherwise

probably due to HCC
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Enhancing Soft Tissue in Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Imaging Features Suggestive of Tumor In Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A

Definition
Features that suggest the presence of tumor in vein but do not establish its presence.
These include
•
•
•
•

Occluded vein with ill-defined walls (page 16-250)
Occluded vein with restricted diffusion (page 16-250)
Occluded or obscured vein in contiguity with malignant parenchymal mass (page 16-250)
Heterogeneous vein enhancement not attributable to artifact (page 16-250)

Synonyms
None

Terminology
LI-RADS uses the term imaging features suggestive of tumor in vein to describe an assortment of
imaging features that suggest but lack the specificity to establish the presence of tumor in vein.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Assortment of features suggestive of tumor in vein

Effect on categorization
These features do not directly affect categorization. Instead, they prompt scrutiny for enhancing soft
tissue in vein. If unequivocally present, enhancing soft tissue in vein indicates LR-TIV categorization.
Nonpath-proven observation with at least one imaging feature suggestive of tumor in vein
Scrutinize vein for
enhancing soft tissue

if and only if
tumor in vein

LR-TIV
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Imaging Features Suggestive of Tumor In Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
Occluded vein with ill-defined walls

AP

PVP

DP

An occluded vein whose walls are poorly
demarcated without a sharp demarcation
between vein and surrounding parenchyma.
Pitfall: This is not specific for tumor in vein.
It can occur in acute bland thrombus.
Ill-defined walls

Occluded vein with restricted diffusion

T2

DWI B=800

ADC

An occluded vein with intensity on DWI, not
attributable solely to T2 shine-through,
unequivocally higher than liver and/or ADC
unequivocally lower than liver.
Pitfall: This is not specific for tumor in vein.
It can occur in acute bland thrombus.
Mildly high SI
Occluded or obscured vein in contiguity
with malignant parenchymal mass

AP

Restricted diffusion
PVP

DP

An occluded vein that contacts a LR-5, LRM, or path-proven malignant neoplasm in
the liver parenchyma.
Pitfall: This is not specific for tumor in vein.
It can occur in bland thrombus.

14 mm LR-5

Occluded vein

Heterogeneous vein enhancement not attributable to artifact
Heterogeneous enhancement in the lumen of a vein that is not attributable to flow, mixing, or other
artifact.
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Imaging Features Suggestive of Tumor In Vein
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Ancillary Imaging Features Favoring Malignancy in
General & Imaging Modalities in Which They Are Visible
Ancillary features favoring malignancy, not HCC in particular
Feature

Definition

CT

US visibility as
discrete nodule

Unenhanced US visibility as discrete nodule or mass
corresponding to CT- or MRI-detected observation

Unequivocal size increase of a mass, less than threshold
Subthreshold growth growth. See page 16-175 for definition of threshold growth.

MRI MRI
ECA HBA

+

+

+

+

+

+

Corona
enhancement

Periobservational enhancement in late arterial phase or
early PVP attributable to venous drainage from tumor

+

+

+

Fat sparing in solid
mass

Relative paucity of fat in solid mass relative to steatotic
liver OR in inner nodule relative to steatotic outer nodule

+/–

+

+

Restricted diffusion

Intensity on DWI, not attributable solely to T2 shinethrough, unequivocally higher than liver and/or ADC
unequivocally lower than liver

—

+

+

Mild-moderate T2
hyperintensity

Intensity on T2WI mildly or moderately higher than liver
and similar to or less than non-iron-overloaded spleen

—

+

+

Iron sparing in solid
mass

Paucity of iron in solid mass relative to iron-overloaded
liver OR in inner nodule relative to siderotic outer nodule

—

+

+

Transitional phase
hypointensity

Intensity in the transitional phase unequivocally less, in
whole or in part, than liver

—

—

+

Hepatobiliary phase
hypointensity

Intensity in the hepatobiliary phase unequivocally less, in
whole or in part, than liver

—

—

+

+ usually evaluable

– not evaluable

+ / – may or may not be evaluable

ADC = apparent diffusion coefficient, ECA = extracellular agent, DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging,
HBA = hepatobiliary agent, PVP = portal venous phase, T2WI = T2-weighted imaging
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US Visibility as Discrete Nodule
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
An observation visible on unenhanced US as discrete nodule or mass unequivocally corresponding
to CT- or MRI-detected observation

Synonyms
US detectability as discrete nodule, sonographic visibility as discrete nodule

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary imaging feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then US visibility as discrete nodule causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be
upgraded by one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, US visibility as discrete nodule cannot be used
to upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used
to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.

Biological basis
Visibility on US confirms that an observation is a space-occupying mass.
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US Visibility as Discrete Nodule
RADLEX ID: N/A
Summary of evidence
The diagnostic performance of US visibility as discrete nodule, in combination with major features, is
unknown.
The reported per-patient specificity of unenhanced US in a surveillance setting is 89%.
US visibility incrementally increases the probability of HCC, as demonstrated by the data below
using LI-RADS v2013 in adults with cirrhosis and :
• 96% of 10-19 mm LR-4 observations with US
visibility are HCC.
These probabilities are higher than the
corresponding probabilities associated
with observations without US visibility.

• 69% of 10-19 mm LR-3 observations with US
visibility are HCC.
• 25% of 10-19 mm LR-2 observations with US
visibility are HCC.

Characterization
Compare CT or MR images with US images, co-localizing using anatomic landmarks.
To qualify as US visibility as discrete nodule, the observation visualized on CT or MRI must
correspond unequivocally to a discrete nodule detected at US.
The US can be performed before or after the CT or MRI.
US

CT or MRI

US before CT or MRI

Co-localize

CT or MRI

US

US after CT or MRI

Co-localize
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US Visibility as Discrete Nodule
RADLEX ID: N/A
Example
11 mm observation with PVP “washout” and US visibility

Contrast-enhanced MRI, PVP

US
Co-localize

PVP “washout”

Observation visible as
discrete nodule on US

Major feature of HCC

Ancillary feature favoring
malignancy in general

LR-3

If ancillary
feature is applied

LR-4

If unsure
If unsure about US visibility as discrete nodule, do not characterize as US visibility as
discrete nodule.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Establishing unequivocal correspondence between US nodule and CT/MRI observation may be
difficult.
If an LR-3 observation is detected at CT or MRI, it may be reasonable to perform an US exam to
assess US visibility. US visibility can upgrade the category to LR-4. Additionally, if multidisciplinary
discussion leads to a decision to perform biopsy, then US can be used for guidance.
Focal fat sometimes may have a rounded shape and be misinterpreted at US as a discrete nodule.
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US Visibility as Discrete Nodule
RADLEX ID: N/A
References
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Subthreshold Growth (STG)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Unequivocal growth of a mass, less than threshold growth, i.e.,
• < 50% in ≤ 6 months
• Any unequivocal growth in > 6 months
• Unequivocally new mass of any size in any time interval

Synonyms
Subthreshold diameter increase, subthreshold size increase, growth less than threshold

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then subthreshold growth causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by one
category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, STG cannot be used to upgrade by two or more
categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV
to a different category.
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Subthreshold Growth (STG)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
Uncontrolled growth is a defining feature of malignancy: virtually all premalignant and malignant
neoplasms grow, although the rate of growth is variable, reflecting the biological potential of a tumor
and its blood supply as well as its degree of de-differentiation. By comparison, benign lesions tend to
remain stable or grow slowly over time; in the cirrhotic liver, some benign lesions such as
hemangiomas may even become smaller over time (see pages 15-6 and 16-49 for discussion of
sclerosing hemangiomas).
Since malignant neoplasms grow more frequently and rapidly than benign lesions, growth favors
malignancy. If the growth exceeds a threshold (≥ 50% growth in ≤ 6 months), it is considered
threshold growth and is a major feature of HCC. If the growth does not meet the threshold, it is
considered subthreshold and is an ancillary feature favoring malignancy.

Summary of evidence
The diagnostic performance of subthreshold growth as a standalone feature has a sensitivity of 48%
and specificity of 91% for the diagnosis of HCC a high-risk population. The incremental impact on
diagnostic performance of subthreshold growth in combination with major features is unknown.
Data on growth rates and tumor volume doubling times (TVDTs) provide partial supporting evidence:
• The growth rate of HCC in cirrhotic liver (reported upper limit of TVDT is 1.1-2.4 years) exceeds
the growth rate of hemangiomas in noncirrhotic liver. Since hemangiomas grow even more slowly
(and sometimes involute) in cirrhosis, the differential in cirrhosis is expected to be even more
pronounced.
• The growth rate of HCC precursor nodules in cirrhosis is variable, with mean TVDT varying from
90 days to over one year.
• Growth rate in low grade dysplastic nodules is lower than in high grade dysplastic nodules (46%
vs 69% size increase in 100 months, respectively).
• Growth rates in iCCA and cHCC-CCA are not well-established, as such tumors are not usually
followed by serial imaging studies.
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Subthreshold Growth (STG)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
STG should be characterized on serial CT or MR exams performed on different dates.
If possible, measure on images where observation margins are clearest and in same plane,
sequence, phase. If modalities vary over time, select a common phase or sequence.
STG applies only to masses. Do not apply STG to nonmass lesions (such as focal fat) or
pseudolesions (such as perfusion alterations)
STG is present if ALL of the following criteria are met:
• Mass is measurably larger on later than earlier exam AND
• Increase in size is not attributable to artifact, measurement error, or technique differences AND
• The growth does not meet the criterion for threshold growth
An unequivocally new mass since a prior exam also qualifies as STG.

Same plane, sequence, phase (if possible)
Prior (Comparison) Exam

Current Exam

≤ 6 months
earlier

Unequivocal size increase of mass,
<50%

> 6 months
earlier

Unequivocal size increase of mass,
any magnitude

Any prior

Unequivocally new mass
of any size
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Subthreshold Growth (STG)
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Initial CT

6 months follow-up CT

Size: 12 mm

Size: 16 mm
33% size increase in
6 months is STG

Example: MRI
Initial MRI
AP

3.5 months follow-up MRI
PVP

Size: 16 mm

AP

PVP

Size: 21 mm
31% size increase in
3.5 months is STG
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Subthreshold Growth (STG)
RADLEX ID: N/A
If unsure
If unsure about STG vs. no growth, characterize as no growth.
If unsure about STG vs. threshold growth, characterize as STG.
If unsure if observation is a mass, do not apply STG.

Pitfalls and practical considerations
Arterial phase (AP) and DWI are unreliable for measuring growth:
• AP: slight timing changes may cause substantial differences in apparent size
• DWI: spatial distortion introduces measurement error
Avoid the arterial phase and DWI for measurements if margins are clearly visible on other phases
and sequences, respectively.
Applies only to masses.
• Multiplanar images (source or reformatted) may help determine whether the observation is a
mass.
No minimum size requirement. Instead, the presence of growth must be unequivocal in radiologist's
judgment
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Subthreshold Growth (STG)
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
Definition
Peri-observational enhancement in late arterial phase or early PVP attributable to venous drainage
from tumor.

Synonyms
Corona, perilesional staining

Terminology
The term “corona enhancement” refers to a specific type of peri-observational enhancement
attributable to venous drainage. It does not refer to peri-observational enhancement attributable to
arterioportal shunting.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then corona enhancement causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by
one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, corona enhancement cannot be used to
upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to
change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
Biological basis
Proliferation of neoplastic cells leads initially to destruction of intralesional hepatic veins and later to
compression of perilesional hepatic veins. Since the physiologic pathways for venous return are
removed, tumor blood drains into the surrounding sinusoids and portal venules. If the tumor is hyper
enhancing in the arterial phase, then the blood draining the tumor will also be hyperenhancing,
leading to corona enhancement. Lagging slightly behind the peak of the tumor enhancement, the
corona is typically most pronounced in the late arterial or early portal venous phase.
Corona enhancement is not specific for HCC and can occur with any hypervascular neoplasm with
peritumoral neovascularization.

Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of corona enhancement in combination with
major features is unknown.
Based on high-temporal resolution CT hepatic arteriography and multi-arterial phase MRI, corona
enhancement can be detected in 66-89% of HCCs, and in 71% the corona is thick. Corona
enhancement is not observed in arterioportal shunts.
The frequency of corona enhancement in HCC is not known for CT and MRI performed after
intravenous contrast injection.
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
Characterization
Corona enhancement should be characterized on multiphase CT or MRI.
Corona enhancement is present if ALL of the following are met:
• Circumferential or eccentric rim of periobservation enhancement AND
• Appears in late arterial phase or early portal venous phase then fades to isoenhancement on later
phases AND
• Associated observation shows APHE
Since it is caused by venous drainage of contrast-enhanced blood form the tumor, the corona
enhancement typically lags slightly behind the tumor enhancement.

Early AP

Late AP

PVP

DP

Corona
enhancement

Circumferential, nonuniform
Lags slightly behind tumor enhancement

Discrete, uniform
Progressive enhancement

“Capsule”
Not
corona
enhancement

AP
shunting
(portal venule
occlusion)
AP
shunting
(hemangioma)

No lag,
Enhances simultaneously with tumor
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Pre

AP

Corona enhancement
in AP

Example: MRI
Pre

Early AP

Late AP

Corona enhancement
in late AP

If unsure
If unsure about corona enhancement, do not characterize as corona enhancement.
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Corona is assessed most reliably if multiple high-temporal-resolution arterial phases are acquired,
which demonstrate the characteristic temporal profile.
If only a single arterial phase is acquired, corona may not be recognized even if present.
• In early AP, for example, corona may be imperceptible as contrast material has not yet drained
from the lesion.
• In late AP, corona enhancement may blend in with the enhancement of the lesion (“summation”),
causing size overestimation.
To avoid size overestimation from summation enhancement, do not measure observation size in AP
if margins are clearly seen on other phases (see page 16-165).
Corona should be differentiated from enhancing “capsule” and periobservation AP shunting.
• Corona enhancement appears in late AP or early PVP, then fades to isoenhancement in late PVP
and DP. It may be circumferential or eccentric and it may vary in thickness and uniformity.
Confined to the parenchyma immediately adjacent to the observation, it is rarely extensive. Since
it represents venous drainage from a hypervascular tumor into the surrounding parenchyma, the
associated observation always shows APHE.
• Enhancing “capsule” shows progressive enhancement, and is usually a uniformly thick discrete
structure. The associated observation may or may not show APHE. Some observations may have
both corona enhancement and enhancing “capsule”. In such cases, the presence of corona
enhancement may be difficult to ascertain.
• Arterioportal shunting refers to the rapid flow of contrast-enhanced arterial blood into portal veins
or venules and their corresponding vascular territory(ies). Since the blood enters via the artery,
arterioportal shunts enhance in the early AP and then fade. Reflecting their territorial distribution,
they are typically geographic or wedge shaped, with straight borders. Depending on the location
and size of the shunt, they may be extensive.
The differentiation from AP shunting can be particularly difficult. The table on next page summarizes
characteristics to help differentiate corona from AP shunting.
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Table: differentiation of corona from AP shunting

Corona

AP shunting

Temporal
pattern

Enhances in late AP or early PVP, then
fades. Lags behind tumor enhancement.

Enhances in early AP, then fades. Does
not lag behind tumor enhancement.

Shape

Concentric or circumferential

Geographic or wedge

Thickness

Variable, rarely if ever extensive

Variable, may be extensive

Associated
observation

Always shows APHE

May or may not show APHE

Since seeding of daughter or satellite nodules forms in the peritumoral venous drainage area, the
corona enhancement territory is a “high-risk” area for the presence of microscopic metastases. To
reduce the risk of local recurrence after hepatectomy and locoregional treatment, it should be included
within the surgical margin and in the ablation zone, respectively.
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Corona Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39442
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Fat Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43347
Definition
Relative paucity of fat in solid mass compared to steatotic liver OR in inner nodule relative to
steatotic outer nodule.

Synonyms
Lesional fat sparing

Terminology
Fat sparing in solid mass is preferred since it emphasizes that this feature should be applied only for
solid masses.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then fat sparing in solid mass causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by
one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, fat sparing in solid mass cannot be
used to upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be
used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.

Biological basis
Paucity of fat suggests clonal expansion of dysplastic or malignant cells different from surrounding
cells. By comparison, benign cells do not proliferate clonally and tend to have similar phenotypic
properties as their neighbors.
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Fat Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43347
Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of fat sparing in a solid mass in combination with
major features is not known.
Evidence supporting this feature is indirect.
• Pathology studies have shown the progressed HCCs are rarely steatotic (exception steatohepatic
variant), whereas early HCCs and dysplastic nodules are frequently steatotic.
• Additionally, fat accumulation is exceptionally rare in cholangiocarcinoma and other non-HCC
malignancies.
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Fat Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43347
Characterization
On MRI:
Characterize on out-of-phase (OP) compared to in-phase (IP) gradient-echo images.
If obtained, can also characterize on fat-only images, OR fat-fraction maps, OR fat-suppressed
compared to otherwise similar non-fat-suppressed images (not shown in schematic below)
Fat sparing in solid mass is present if ALL of the following are met:
• The observation is a mass
AND
• the liver (or outer nodule) is steatotic as evidenced by unequivocal signal loss on OP compared to
IP OR fat signal on fat-only images, OR positive fat fraction on fat-fraction maps, OR signal loss
on fat-suppressed compared to non-fat-suppressed (not shown in schematic below)
AND
• the observation (or inner nodule) is less steatotic or nonsteatotic (less or no signal loss, lower or
no fat signal, or lower or zero fat fraction on the corresponding images or maps)

Dual-echo GRE

Fat-only image

Fat-fraction map

100%

Mass is
less steatotic
than liver

IP
OP
0%

100%

Inner nodule is
less steatotic
than outer nodule

IP
OP
0%

If obtained
(these types of images are not required by LI-RADS)
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Fat Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43347
Characterization (Cont’d)

On CT:
With caution, this feature sometimes can be characterized on CT:
Fat sparing in solid mass is present on CT if ALL of the following are met:
• The observation is a solid mass
AND
• the liver (or outer nodule) is steatotic (attenuation < 40 HU)
AND
• the observation (or inner) nodule is less steatotic or nonsteatotic (attenuation ≥ 40 HU).
CT

Mass has higher
attenuation than liver

Mass is less steatotic
than liver

Liver is steatotic (<40 HU)

Inner has higher attenuation
than outer nodule

Inner nodule is less steatotic
than outer nodule

Outer nodule is steatotic (<40 HU)
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Fat Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43347
Example: MRI
The background liver is fatty and has lower signal on OP than
IP gradient-echo images
IP

OP

Observation with no signal loss on OP compared to IP

Example: CT

The background liver is
steatotic (36 HU)

The observation is hyperdense
to parenchyma
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Fat Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43347
If unsure
If unsure about fat sparing in solid mass, do not characterize as fat sparing in a solid mass.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Applies only to solid masses. (See page 7-5).
• Do not apply to nonsolid lesions like cysts or hemangiomas.
• Multiplanar images (source or reformatted) may help determine whether the observation is a
mass.
Fat sparing in solid mass fat needs to be differentiated from hepatic fat sparing.
Imaging features that favor fat sparing in solid mass over hepatic fat sparing:
• Observation is a mass (See page 7-5).
• Enhancement differs from that of background liver in one or more postcontrast phases and the
difference is not attributed to a perfusion alteration.
Perfusional alterations can be associated with hepatic fat sparing. Do not apply fat sparing as an
ancillary feature favoring malignancy if you suspect the observation represents a perfusional
alteration and not a mass.
Any benign nonhepatocellular lesion (cyst, hemangioma, confluent fibrosis) contains less fat than
surrounding steatotic liver. Do not apply fat sparing as an ancillary feature favoring malignancy if the
lesion is thought to be one of these benign entities.
MRI is more sensitive and specific for detection of fat sparing in solid mass than CT. Apply this
feature cautiously on CT.

References
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Restricted Diffusion
RADLEX ID: RID43349
Definition
Intensity on DWI, not attributable solely to T2 shine-through, unequivocally higher than liver and/or
ADC unequivocally lower than liver

Synonyms
Impeded diffusion, diffusion restriction, high DWI signal.

Terminology
Restricted diffusion is the preferred term as it is the most commonly used term in the literature. High
DWI signal is imprecise because it may reflect T2 shine through rather reduced molecular motion.

Applicable modalities
MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then restricted diffusion causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by one
category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, restricted diffusion cannot be used to upgrade
by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to change
LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: if the restricted diffusion has a targetoid morphology, the imaging feature
should be characterized as targetoid DWI (a LR-M feature) and the observation should be
categorized LR-M. See page 16-234.
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RADLEX ID: RID43349
Biological basis
Signal intensity of a tissue on DWI depends on random motion of water molecules. Molecules
confined within small cells are more restricted in their motion than molecules confined within large
cells, which in turn are more restricted in their motion than molecules in the extracellular space.
Malignant neoplasms are associated with a high density of relatively small cells, with reduced
extracellular volume. This architecture causes reduced molecular mobility and restricted diffusion.

Summary of evidence
Studies have shown improved accuracy in HCC diagnosis when DWI is combined with contrastenhanced MRI:
• Using histology as reference, hyperintensity on DWI (b ≥ 500 s/mm2) incrementally increases the
sensitivity of APHE + “washout” for diagnosis of HCC from 60%–62% to 70%–80%.
• Using histology as reference, hyperintensity on DWI (b ≥ 500 s/mm2) incrementally increases the
accuracy of contrast-enhanced MRI for differentiating HCC from dysplastic nodule from 76% to
93%.
Hypovascular nodules that are hyperintense on DWI have a higher risk of transformation to
hypervascular HCCs (HR 7.4; 95% CI 4.3 -12.9).
There is a general trend towards higher histologic grade with increasing restricted diffusion.
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Restricted Diffusion
RADLEX ID: RID43349
Characterization
Characterize on diffusion-weighted images if obtained and ADC maps if generated.
Restricted diffusion is present if the observation
• Is hyperintense relative to liver on DW images acquired with at least moderate diffusion weighting
(b ≥ 400 s/mm2) AND
• Has similar or lower signal than liver by visual estimation on ADC map

DWI

ADC Map
3x10-3
mm2/s

blow
bhigh

Hyperintense relative
to liver on
high b-value DWI

0

Lower ADC than liver

If obtained
(DWI is not required by LI-RADS)
Example
DWI (b 800 s/mm2)

ADC map

High signal relative to liver

Low signal relative to liver
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RADLEX ID: RID43349
If unsure
If unsure about restricted diffusion, do not characterize as restricted diffusion.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
DWI is not as sensitive to HCC as it is to iCCA or liver metastases. As a result, isointensity or faint
hyperintensity on DWI does not exclude HCC.
“Restricted” diffusion may be attributable to true restriction, to hindrance, or to both. Current diffusion
weighted imaging technology does not reliably differentiate between these possibilities and the term
“restriction” is used loosely to apply to both mechanisms.
Since ADC values depend on the scanner, field strength, acquisition technique, and exponential
model, caution is advised when applying published ADC thresholds for clinical care.
When interpreting ADC maps for small (<10 mm) observations, make sure each b-value image is colocalized. Small changes in observation location between b-values can lead to gross errors in the
mapped ADC values.
High signal on DWI may represent T2 shine through rather than restricted diffusion. ADC maps can
help in the differentiation: ADC values lower than liver indicate restricted diffusion.
The morphological pattern of restriction can be important. For example, targetoid appearance on
DWI is a LR-M feature (see page 16-234).
The degree of restriction can be important. For example, marked diffusion restriction is a LR-M
feature (see page 16-241).
DWI is highly sensitive to artifacts (susceptibility, motion artifacts, etc.). Artifacts can be greatest in
the left lobe (cardiac and diaphragm motion, air in the stomach, upper and lower GI tract).
Techniques to lessen artifacts include (but are not limited to): respiratory gating, parallel imaging,
using relatively low imaging matrix.
DWI quality is similar pre- and postcontrast. Consider acquiring DWI post contrast if that would
reduce overall scanner time and/or reduce the risk of patient fatigue during dynamic contrastenhanced imaging.
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Mild-moderate T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39468
Definition
Signal intensity on T2-weighted images mildly or moderately higher than liver and similar to or less
than non-iron-overloaded spleen.

Synonyms
Slightly bright T2, mild-moderate T2 signal

Terminology
Mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity is preferred since it is consistent with general LI-RADS terminology.

Applicable modalities
MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be
upgraded by one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity cannot be
used to upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be
used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.

Biological basis
The biological basis is not well understood. T2 hyperintensity may reflect intratumoral dilated
sinusoids and edema. Signal on T2W images correlates with intra-nodular arterial flow and inversely
with intra-nodular portal venous flow, pathophysiological alterations associated with
hepatocarcinogenesis.
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RADLEX ID: RID39468
Summary of evidence
The evidence supporting mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity as an ancillary feature favoring
malignancy is indirect and inconsistent:
• 83-86% of all HCCs have T2 hyperintensity.
• 36-53% of well-differentiated HCCs have T2 hyperintensity.
• 70-85% of cHCC-CCAs have T2 hyperintensity.
• 12-68% of iCCAs have T2 hyperintensity
• 44-68% diffusely
• 24-44% peripherally
• 12-63% centrally
• 38% of histologically sampled high-grade dysplastic nodules have T2 hyperintensity
• 12% of histologically sampled low-grade dysplastic nodules have T2 hyperintensity.
• The percentage of regenerative nodules with T2 hyperintensity is unknown but is generally
assumed to be negligible.
• For differentiation of HCC without APHE from dysplastic nodule: mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity
in combination with DWI has a sensitivity of 72% and specificity of 100%.
• HCCs with higher histopathologic grade are more likely to be T2 hyperintense.
• HCC with infiltrative appearance is often T2 hyperintense, even in the absence of APHE.
• However, in a multivariate analysis, T2 hyperintensity is not an independent predictor of HCC.
T2W imaging does not meaningfully increase diagnostic accuracy for HCC because this feature is
usually seen in progressed HCCs and therefore occurs in association with other major or ancillary
features.
Although T2 hyperintensity is associated with progressed HCC, it can be seen in precursor nodules
and nodules without APHE, in which case it may have prognostic significance:
• In precursor nodules: T2 hyperintensity is associated with higher growth rates.
• In initially non-hyperenhancing nodules: T2 hyperintensity is an independent risk factor for future
hypervascularization.
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity in
combination with major features is not known.
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Mild-moderate T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39468
Characterization
Characterize on T2W images.
Mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity is present if:
• On T2-weighted sequences, the observation appears visually brighter than adjacent liver, but not
brighter than non-iron-overloaded spleen. May be well defined or ill defined.

Mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity,
well defined

Mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity,
ill defined

Spleen

Spleen

Observation is visibly brighter than liver but not brighter than spleen.
Example
T2W FSE

Signal is higher than adjacent liver,
but not higher than spleen
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Mild-moderate T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39468
If unsure
If unsure about mild-moderate T2 hyperintensity, do not characterize as mild-moderate T2
hyperintensity.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
While up to 86% of all HCCs and up to 53% of well-differentiated HCCs have T2 hyperintensity, T2
characteristics cannot reliably differentiate between small HCCs and benign nodules or between
HCC and non-HCC malignancies.
T2 hyperintensity has limited sensitivity for HCC for small HCC. Its absence does not exclude HCC.
Fat-suppressed T2W imaging may cause errors in characterizing this feature:
• It may cause true T2 hyperintensity to be missed if the observation is steatotic.
• It may cause the false perception of T2 hyperintensity if the liver is steatotic.
Hepatic iron overload may cause errors in characterizing this feature :
• It may cause the false perception of T2 hyperintensity if the liver is very dark due to iron overload.
The visibility of this feature depends on the choice of pulse sequence and acquisition parameters. In
general, it is seen more clearly on
• FSE than SSFE images and
• Moderately T2W (TE ~ 100 ms) than heavily T2W (TE ~ 200 ms) images
Although hemangiomas in the non-cirrhotic liver tend to be markedly T2 hyperintense, hemangiomas
in the cirrhotic liver may become fibrotic (fibrosing or sclerosing hemangiomas) and can appear
mildly-moderately T2 hyperintense. See page 16-49 and 15-6.
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Iron Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID39465
Definition
Paucity of iron in solid mass relative to iron-overloaded liver or in inner nodule relative to outer
siderotic nodule.

Synonyms
Lesional iron sparing, iron resistance

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular.

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then iron sparing in solid mass causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded
by one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, iron sparing in solid mass cannot be used to
upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to
change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.

Biological basis
Iron sparing suggests clonal expansion of high-grade dysplastic or malignant cells with iron
“resistance” and is associated with dedifferentiation of regenerative and dysplastic nodules.
Thus, the degree of iron accumulation within hepatocellular nodules decreased from dysplastic
nodules, to early HCC, to small progressed HCC, to large progressed HCC.
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Iron Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID39465
Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of iron sparing in a solid mass in combination
with major features is not known.
In patients with cirrhosis and background liver iron overload, 98% of iron-sparing nodules are HCCs,
and 2% are dysplastic nodules.
In patients with hemochromatosis, 67% of iron-sparing nodules are HCCs.
In patients with hemochromatosis and iron-sparing nodules on initial liver biopsy, 50% develop HCC
(mean follow-up, 7 years), compared with 8% in the control group without such nodules.

Characterization
On MRI:
Characterize on dual-echo gradient-echo or T2W images. If obtained, can also characterize on R2*
(=1/T2*) maps.
Iron sparing in solid mass is present if:
• The observation is a solid mass
AND
• The liver (or outer nodule) is iron overloaded as evidenced by unequivocal signal loss on second
echo compared to first echo OR abnormally low signal intensity on T2W images OR abnormally
high R2* value on R2* maps
AND
• The observation (or inner nodule) is less iron overloaded or non-iron overloaded (less or no signal
loss on dual-echo, higher signal on T2W, lower or no R2* elevation).
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Iron Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID39465
Characterization (Cont’d)

GRE

Mass has lower iron
concentration than
iron-overloaded
liver

T2W

R2* map

200/s

TE1
TE2
0/s

Less signal loss than liver on
second echo

Inner nodule has
lower iron
concentration than
siderotic outer
nodule

Lower signal on T2W
than liver

Lower R2*
than liver

200/s

TE1
TE2
0/s

Less signal loss than outer
nodule on second echo

Lower signal on T2W
than outer nodule

Lower R2*
than outer nodule

If obtained
(R2* maps are optional;
they are not required by LI-RADS)
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Iron Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID39465
Characterization

MRI example

Liver is iron overloaded as evidenced by substantial signal
loss on second echo of a dual-echo sequence
TE 1.3 ms

High hepatic R2* value indicates
iron overload in the liver

TE 2.6 ms

R2* Map

500/s

350/s

0/s
Observation is a solid mass (based on composite of all
imaging information, not shown) and shows iron sparing
as evidenced by less signal loss on the second echo of
the dual-echo sequence relative to liver

Observation is iron sparing as
evidenced by lower R2* than liver
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Iron Sparing in Solid Mass
RADLEX ID: RID39465
If unsure
If unsure about iron sparing in solid mass, do not characterize as iron sparing in solid mass.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Applies only to solid masses (see page 7-5).
• Do not apply to nonsolid lesions like cysts or hemangiomas.
• Multiplanar images (source or reformatted) may help determine whether the observation is a
mass.
Any benign nonhepatocellular mass (e.g., nodular or confluent fibrosis) will contain less iron than
surrounding iron-overloaded liver.
• Do not apply iron sparing as an ancillary feature favoring malignancy if the lesion is thought to be
one of these benign entities.
Iron sparing is not specific for HCC and can be seen with non-HCC malignancies and some
dysplastic nodules.
Iron sparing may be more visible on images with greater echo times due to more pronounced signal
loss of background liver (or outer nodule).

Iron sparing is more obvious with greater echo times
Observation relative to
liver

Inner nodule relative to
outer nodule

sin

ea

cr

In
g
TE
Iron sparing is more obvious on longer echoes due
to more pronounced signal loss of background liver
or outer nodule
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Transitional Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
An observation with signal intensity in the transitional phase (TP) that is unequivocally lower in
whole or in part than that of the surrounding liver.

Synonyms
Transitional phase hypoenhancement

Terminology
TP hypointensity is the preferred term as it is descriptive, unambiguous, and frequently used in the
literature.

Applicable modalities
MRI with gadoxetate

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then transitional phase hypointensity causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be
upgraded by one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, transitional phase hypointensity cannot be used
to upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used
to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: if the transitional phase hypointensity has a targetoid morphology, the
imaging feature should be characterized as targetoid transitional phase appearance (a LR-M
feature) and the observation should be categorized LR-M. See page 16-227.
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Transitional Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
After injection of extracellular agents, the liver usually reaches peak enhancement in the portal
venous phase, after which liver enhancement gradually declines as the agent is cleared from the
extracellular space by renal excretion.
After injection of gadoxetate, by comparison, the hepatic parenchyma continues to enhance
progressively after the portal venous phase due to uptake of the agent by hepatocytes. For this
reason, relative hypointensity of an observation in the transitional phase is nonspecific: it may reflect
rapid drainage of contrast material (i.e., “washout”), reduced uptake of gadoxetate compared to liver,
or both.
Although “washout” is a major feature of HCC, reduced uptake is not. It can occur in dysplastic
nodules and HCCs (dysfunctional hepatocytes) or in nonhepatocellular lesions (absence of
hepatocytes). Given this uncertainty, transitional phase hypointensity does not have the same
diagnostic significance as “washout” and does not constitute a major feature.

Summary of evidence:
TP hypointensity is an ancillary feature favoring malignancy
• TP hypointensity is reported in 47%–65% of HCCs.
• In patients at risk for HCC, the sensitivity and specificity of TP hypointensity for differentiating
benign from premalignant or malignant lesions is unknown.
• Nevertheless, TP hypointensity is an independent predictor of HCC in lesions ≤ 3cm.
TP hypointensity does not qualify as “washout”
• In single-center studies using gadoxetate-enhanced MRI: the combination of nonrim APHE +
portal venous washout or transitional phase hypointensity has lower specificity for HCC than the
combination of nonrim APHE + portal venous “washout”:
Specificity for HCC of
APHE +
PVP “washout”

APHE +
PVP washout OR TP hypointensity

Joo 2015

98%

86%

Kim 2016

93%

79%

Choi 2017

100%

95%
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Transitional Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on transitional phase images, typically acquired 2-5 minutes after gadoxetate
administration.
Transitional phase hypointensity is present if:
• The observation unequivocally has lower signal in whole or in part than liver.
Transitional phase hypointensity in whole

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Transitional phase hypointensity in part

• May manifest as inner hypointense nodule within non-hypointense outer nodule:

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Transitional phase hypointensity in inner nodule
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Transitional Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: N/A
Example

5 min delayed TP

Low signal relative to
background liver

If unsure
If unsure about TP hypointensity, do not characterize as TP hypointensity.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
The transitional phase typically occurs 2-5 minutes after injection but may extend up to 10 min after
gadoxetate injection depending on liver function. Operationally, the transitional phase is defined as
the period in which the intrahepatic vessels have about the same intensity as background liver. See
Chapter 13.
TP hypointensity is not equivalent to “washout”
• “Washout” should be assessed on postarterial extracellular phase:
• Portal venous phase if using gadoxetate
• Portal venous or delayed phase if using extracellular agent or gadobenate
TP hypointensity is not specific for HCC and can be seen in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hemangiomas
non-HCC malignancies
some dysplastic nodules
siderotic nodules
nodular or confluent fibrosis
some cases of focal fat deposition
some perfusion alterations

TP hypointensity usually occurs in conjunction with hepatobiliary phase hypointensity. Therefore,
most observations with TP hypointensity also have hepatobiliary phase hypointensity. Nevertheless,
at least one study showed that TP hypointensity is an independent predictor of HCC (see page 16296).
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Transitional Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Hepatobiliary Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49813
Definition
Intensity in the hepatobiliary phase (HBP) that is unequivocally lower in whole or in part than that of
the surrounding liver.

Synonyms
Hepatobiliary phase hypoenhancement, hepatobiliary phase “defect”

Terminology
HBP hypointensity is the preferred term as it is descriptive, unambiguous, and frequently used in the
literature.

Applicable modalities
MRI with gadoxetate

Type of feature
Ancillary feature favoring malignancy in general, not HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then hepatobiliary phase hypointensity causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be
upgraded by one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, hepatobiliary phase hypointensity cannot be
used to upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be
used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: if the hepatobiliary phase hypointensity has a targetoid morphology, the
imaging feature should be characterized as targetoid hepatbiliary phase appearance (a LR-M
feature) and the observation should be categorized LR-M. See page 16-227.
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Hepatobiliary Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49813
Biological basis
The degree of gadoxetate uptake by a given lesion depends on the expression and activity of
molecular transporters known as OATPB1/B3, which in turn is determined by the underlying
cytogenetic profile. In general, benign liver cells including hepatocytes found in regenerative nodules
have relatively preserved OATPB1/B3 expression and activity levels. During hepatocarcinogenesis,
OATPB1/B3 expression levels tend to decline, so dysplastic nodules and HCCs tend to have lower
levels. See Chapter 6.
According to a recent systematic review:
• 98% of poorly differentiated HCCs are HBP hypointense.
• 86% of well or moderately differentiated HCCs ate HBP hypointense.
• 80% of high-grade dysplastic nodules are HBP hypointense.
HBP hypointensity is not specific for dysplastic nodules or HCC, however, and can be seen in nonHCC malignancies, hemangiomas, and other entities.
• 99-100% of iCCAs are HBP hypointense, with 39% being uniformly HBP hypointense, and 4780% demonstrating a targetoid pattern.
• 100% of cHCC-CCAs are HBP hypointense, with 37% demonstrating a targetoid pattern.

Summary of evidence:
The addition of the HBP increases sensitivity by 5%–25% for the diagnosis of HCC since HBP
hypointensity occurs earlier in hepatocarcinogenesis than hyperarterialization.
• HBP hypointensity increases sensitivity for small HCCs (< 2 cm) from 65 to 87% for all HBAs.
• HBP hypointensity increases sensitivity for small HCCs (< 2 cm) from 67 to 92% for gadoxetate.
HBP hypointensity is an independent predictor of early HCC, adjusting for APHE, restricted diffusion,
and observation size.
For HBP-hypointense nodules without APHE:
• If followed, 28% (95% CI, 23-34%) will develop APHE. The cumulative incidence of APHE at 1, 2,
and 3 years is 18% (95% CI, 9-27%), 25% (95% CI, 12-38%), and 30% (95% CI, 19-42%).
• If histologically sampled, 74% are HCCs and 10% are dysplastic nodules.
For HBP-hypointense nodules occult on all other sequences:
• If followed, the cumulative incidence of APHE at 1, 2, and 3 years is 14%, 26%, and 26%.
Conversely, for HBP-hyperintense nodules without APHE:
• If followed, only 1-4% will develop APHE.
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Hepatobiliary Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49813
Characterization
Characterize on hepatobiliary phase images, typically acquired 20 minutes after gadoxetate
administration.
Hepatobiliary phase hypointensity is present if:
• The observation unequivocally has lower signal in whole or in part than liver.
Hepatobiliary phase hypointensity in
whole

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Hepatobiliary phase hypointensity in part

• May manifest as inner hypointense nodule within non-hypointense outer nodule:

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

Hepatobiliary phase hypointensity in inner
nodule
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Hepatobiliary Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49813
20 min delayed HBP

Example

Low signal relative to
the background liver

If unsure
If unsure about HBP hypointensity, do not characterize as HBP hypointensity.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
HBP hypointensity is not equivalent to “washout”.
Recognition of HBP hypointensity may be impaired if the HBP is suboptimal (see Chapter 13):
• Nodules that would normally appear hypointense relative to hyperenhancing parenchyma may
appear isointense if liver enhancement is diminished.
• The incremental value of delaying the HBP in such cases is unknown but likely to be small.
HBP hypointensity is not specific for HCC and can be seen in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hemangiomas
non-HCC malignancies
some dysplastic nodules
siderotic nodules
nodular or confluent fibrosis
some cases of focal fat deposition
some perfusion alterations

Although iCCAs lack functional hepatocytes and therefore typically demonstrate HBP hypointensity,
the pattern of hypointensity may suggest the correct diagnosis. In particular, iCCAs may manifest a
targetoid appearance in the HBP, which is a feature of LR-M (see page 16-227) and should prompt
LR-M categorization.
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Hepatobiliary Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49813
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Hepatobiliary Phase Hypointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49813
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Ancillary Imaging Features Favoring HCC in Particular &
Imaging Modalities in Which They Are Visible
Ancillary features favoring HCC in particular

CT

MRI MRI
ECA HBA

Feature

Definition

Nonenhancing
“capsule”

Capsule appearance not visible as an enhancing rim. See
page 16-187 for definition of enhancing “capsule”.

+

+

+

Nodule-in-nodule
architecture

Presence of smaller inner nodule within and having
different imaging features than larger outer nodule

+

+

+

Mosaic architecture

Presence of randomly distributed internal nodules or
compartments, usually with different imaging features

+

+

+

Fat in mass, more
than adjacent liver

Excess fat within a mass, in whole or in part, relative to
adjacent liver

+/–

+

+

Blood products in
mass

Intralesional or perilesional hemorrhage in the absence of
biopsy, trauma or intervention

+/–

+

+

+ usually evaluable

– not evaluable

+ / – may or may not be evaluable

ECA = extracellular agent, HBA = hepatobiliary agent
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Nonenhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Subtype of capsule appearance not visible as an enhancing rim.
Includes smooth, uniform, sharp nonenhancing border visible in PVP, DP, TP, or HBP.

Synonyms
There are no commonly used synonyms for this term (the literature has not consistently
distinguished nonenhancing from enhancing “capsule”).

Terminology
The terms nonenhancing capsule appearance and “capsule” (with quotation marks) are preferred
over the term nonenhancing capsule. Rationale: the radiology-pathology correlation between
nonenhancing ”capsule” and true tumor capsule has not been established.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature, favoring HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then nonenhancing “capsule” causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by
one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, nonenhancing “capsule” cannot be used to
upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to
change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: nonenhancing “capsule” may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M
category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new
category.
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Nonenhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
See enhancing “capsule”, page 16-191.

Summary of evidence
• The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of nonenhancing “capsule” in combination with
major features is not known.
• Retrospective, single-center studies have shown that histologic capsules may be visible on
unenhanced T1W, T2W, and HBP images.
• Presence of HBP hypointense rim, a type of nonenhancing “capsule”, has 76-86% sensitivity for
presence of a true histologic capsule.
• Up to 17% of all HCC have a hypointense rim in the HBP.
• Up to 75% of HCCs with HBP hyperintensity have a hypointense in the HBP.

Characterization
Characterize on
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unenhanced CT: usually hypoattenuating
AP, PVP, DP CT: must be hypoattenuating (i.e., “nonenhancing”)
Unenhanced T1W MRI: usually hypointense
T2W or DW MRI: may be hypointense or hyperintense or bilayered
Fat fraction or R2* maps (if obtained): must have no fat or R2* elevation
AP, PVP, DP, TP, or HBP T1W MRI: must be hypointense (i.e., “nonenhancing”)

Nonenhancing “capsule” is present if should be unequivocally thicker or more conspicuous than
fibrotic tissue around background nodules
HBP T1W hyperintense rim does not count as nonenhancing “capsule”.
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Nonenhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Nonhancing “capsule” is present if:
• There is a smooth, uniform, sharp border around most or all of an observation, unequivocally
thicker or more conspicuous than fibrotic tissue around background nodules on one or more of
the phases or sequences described above.
AND
• The rim does not enhance. If the rim enhances progressively, it should be characterized as
enhancing “capsule” (major feature of HCC), not as nonenhancing “capsule” (ancillary feature
favoring malignancy).
ECA or Gadobenate
AP

PVP

Delayed

Gadoxetate
AP

PVP

TP

HBP
Thicker
than
background
fibrosis

Contrastenhanced
images

No enhancement

T1W
IP

Other MR
images

T2W

DWI
Low b

OP

Usually hypointense on T1W
May appear hyperintense
on OP if observation is steatotic

!

No enhancement

Hi b

May be hyperintense
(as shown here),
hypointense, or bilayered

Unenhanced CT
images

Usually hypoattenuating
(if visible)

The rim may be visible on only or a small number of phases or sequences. It does not need
to be visible on every phase and sequence.
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Nonenhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: MRI
T1 pre

Peripheral rim of low signal on
T1

T2

Bilayered (both high and low
signal) peripheral rim on T2

HBP

Peripheral rim of low signal on
HBP

If unsure
If unsure that ”capsule" is present, do not characterize as "capsule".
If unsure that "capsule" is enhancing or nonenhancing, characterize as nonenhancing "capsule".

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Nonenhancing “capsule” and targetoid appearance on DWI or HBP may overlap in imaging
appearance. If a rim is uniformly thin, sharply demarcated, discrete structure, characterize as
nonenhancing “capsule”. If a rim is thick, non-uniform, ill-defined, and non-discrete, characterize as
targetoid appearance.
HBP hypointense “capsule” is usually imperceptible unless the observation is isointense or
hyperintense relative to liver.
Nonenhancing “capsule” is depicted more clearly with MRI than CT (MRI has greater contrast
resolution).
Similar to enhancing “capsule”, nonenhancing “capsule” suggests hepatocellular origin. If a LR-M
observation has a either type of “capsule”, reevaluate. If re-evaluation confirms the presence of LRM features as well as “capsule”, categorize as LR-M and report that the observation “may represent
HCC with atypical features or cHCC-CCA”.
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Nonenhancing “Capsule”
RADLEX ID: N/A
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Mosaic Architecture
RADLEX ID: RID39149
Definition
Presence of randomly distributed internal nodules or compartments, usually with different imaging
features.

Synonyms
Mosaic pattern, mosaic appearance.

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature, favoring HCC in particular.

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then mosaic architecture causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by one
category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, mosaic architecture cannot be used to upgrade
by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to change
LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: mosaic architecture may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M
category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new
category.
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Mosaic Architecture
RADLEX ID: RID39149
Biological basis
Mosaic architecture reflects the presence of inner nodules and compartments with varying degrees
of dedifferentiation, fatty metamorphosis, necrosis, fibrosis, cystic degeneration, and hemorrhage.
The various nodules are thought to represent clonal expansion of aberrant cells with different
molecular and histological features, potentially ranging from dysplasia to poorly differentiated
malignancy. The various nodules and compartments may differ in phenotypic and imaging features,
including signal characteristics, diffusion, fat and iron content, dynamic enhancement pattern, and
uptake of hepatobiliary agents.

Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of mosaic architecture in combination with major
features is not known. Since mosaic architecture is more commonly seen in large tumors, the
incremental impact on diagnosis of small tumors, which are more difficult to categorize, is likely to be
modest.
Small retrospective observational case series in the 1990s reported that mosaic architecture was a
common imaging feature in large HCCs > 5cm, being present in up to 65% of large HCCs.
Two recent studies examined the frequency of mosaic architecture using LI-RADS v2014 in HCC
and non-HCC malignancies:
• One study (Fraum et al) reported mosaic architecture in
• 4-23% in HCC, depending on the reader
• 0% in non-HCC, regardless of the reader
• The other study (Horvat et al) reported mosaic architecture in
• 37-65% in HCC, depending on the reader
• 0-33% in non-HCC, depending on the reader
• The variable ranges for each tumor type reported by the two studies may reflect heterogeneity in
patient populations and/or lack of reader reproducibility for characterizing mosaic architecture
(inter-reader agreement for mosaic architecture in Horvat et al was low [kappa = 0.15-0.46])
Further research is needed to better understand mosaic architecture and improve the reader
agreement for this feature in LI-RADS population.
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Mosaic Architecture
RADLEX ID: RID39149
Characterization
Characterize on any CT or MR images that depict the internal architecture of an observation.
Mosaic architecture is present if any of the following patterns are present:
• Multiple nodule-in-nodule appearance: multiple nodules of variable attenuation/intensity, size, and
enhancement features randomly distributed within a larger mass
• Multiple compartment-in-nodule appearance: multiple compartments variable
attenuation/intensity, size, and enhancement features, randomly distributed within a larger mass
• Septated solid mass: observation with internal irregular enhancing septa
• Combination of the above

Multiple
nodulein-nodule

Multiple
compartmentin-nodule

Septated
solid
mass

Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

DP

Multiple randomly distributed nodules and compartments with variable imaging features
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Mosaic Architecture
RADLEX ID: RID39149
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: MRI
Pre

AP

PVP

OP

IP

T2

Multiple randomly distributed nodules and compartments with variable imaging features

If unsure
If unsure about mosaic architecture, do not characterize as mosaic architecture.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
When measuring the size of a mosaic mass, the entire mass should be included in the
measurement, not just the internal nodules or compartments.
An observation with mosaic architecture can be categorized as LR-5 if if any part demonstrates
APHE, depending on other associated major features.
If no part demonstrates APHE, the observation cannot be categorized as LR-5.
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Mosaic Architecture
RADLEX ID: RID39149
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Nodule-in-Nodule
RADLEX ID: RID39150
Definition
Presence of smaller inner nodule within and having different imaging features than larger outer
nodule.

Synonyms
None

Terminology
While the term “mosaic architecture” may be applicable, “nodule-in-nodule” is preferred when there
is a single nodule within a larger mass.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature, favoring HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then nodule-in-nodule causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by one
category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, nodule-in-nodule cannot be used to upgrade by
two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to change LR-M
or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: nodule-in-nodule architecture may cause the radiologist to question a prior
LR-M category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new
category.
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Nodule-in-Nodule
RADLEX ID: RID39150
Biological basis
The inner nodule is thought to represent clonal expansion of cells more advanced in
hepatocarcinogenesis pathway: e.g., the inner nodule is typically progressed HCC whereas the outer
nodule is a dysplastic nodule or early HCC. As it is characteristic of hepatocarcinogenesis and does
not occur with other malignant tumors such as cholangiocarcinomas, nodule-in-nodule appearance
feature favors HCC in particular.

Summary of evidence
• The diagnostic performance of nodule-in-nodule architecture, as a standalone feature or in combination with major features is not known.
• Nodule-in-nodule can be seen in 2-36% of HCCs.
• Nodule-in-nodule has a wide range of application in practice. The inter-reader agreement is low in
single-site studies (kappa = 0.36 - 0.41).

Characterization
An inner nodule is distinct from the outer nodule, both in morpholological appearance on
unenhanced imaging and/or enhancement.

Inner nodule

Outer nodule

Features more characteristic
of progressed HCC

Features more characteristic
of precursor nodule or early HCC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APHE
“Washout”
“Capsule”
T2 hyperintensity
Diffusion restriction
Iron sparing
Fat sparing
HBP hypointensity

No APHE
No “Washout”
No “Capsule”
T2 hypointensity
No diffusion restriction
Iron accumulation
Fat accumulation
HBP isointensity
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Nodule-in-Nodule
RADLEX ID: RID39150
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Inner nodule has APHE
Pre

AP

PVP

Outer nodule has no APHE

Example: MRI
T2

Pre

AP

T2 hyperintensity

T1 hypointensity

APHE

PVP

DP

“Washout”

Inner nodule has more aggressive features than outer nodule
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Nodule-in-Nodule
RADLEX ID: RID39150
If unsure
If unsure about nodule-in-nodule, do not characterize as nodule-in-nodule.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
When measuring the size of a nodule-in-nodule observation, the entire observation should be
included in the measurement, not just the inner nodule.
An observation with nodule-in-nodule architecture can be categorized as LR-5 category if either the
inner nodule or outer demonstrates APHE, depending on size and other associated major features.
If neither the inner nor the outer nodule demonstrates APHE, the observation cannot be categorized
as LR-5.
Emerging data suggests that nodule-in-nodule may be seen in minority of non-HCC malignancies.
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Fat in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: RID39463
Definition
Increased fat within an observation, in whole or in part, relative to background liver.

Synonyms
Steatotic nodule, intralesional fat, fatty lesion, fat deposition, fatty metamorphosis, and intralesional
fatty metaplasia.

Terminology
The descriptive term “fat in mass” is preferred over the synonyms above. Rationale: more than one
mechanism may lead to fat accumulation. Thus, a descriptive term is preferred over a mechanistic
term.

Applicable modalities
CT (with caution), MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature, favoring HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then fat in mass, more than liver causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded
by one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, fat in mass, more than liver, cannot be used to
upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to
change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: fat in mass may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M category
assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new category.
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Fat in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: RID39463
Biological Basis
Intralesional fat in HCC may be a result of clonal expansion of dysplastic hepatocytes exhibiting an
anomalous fat metabolism. Additionally, the switch of the dominant blood supply from portal venous
to hepatic arterial during hepatocarcinogenesis may result in the metabolic disturbances which lead
to accumulation of fat in mass more than liver.
Fat in mass favors HCC in particular as it occurs in lesions of hepatocellular origin (e.g. dysplastic
nodules, early HCC, and some progressed HCC). Although some hepatocholangiocarcinomas may
contain fat, this feature is rare in pure cholangiocarcinomas.
Other liver masses (e.g. adenoma, angiomyolipoma, teratoma, or metastases from liposarcoma or
renal cell carcinoma) may also contain fat but are exceptionally rare in cirrhotic livers.

Summary of evidence
Fat content can be seen in 16-18% of HCCs on imaging.
Intralesional fat is most frequent in small HCCs (< 1.5 cm) and the frequency decreases with
increasing size.
Pathology literature: up to 40% of early HCCs contain fat at histology. The percentage of dysplastic
nodules and early HCCs showing fat at imaging is unknown.
The incremental contribution of fat in mass, more than liver to overall diagnostic performance is
modest because
• fat in mass cannot reliably distinguish early HCCs from high-grade dysplastic nodules
• in progressed HCCs, fat in mass often occurs in conjunction with major features that by
themselves permit LR-5 categorization
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Fat in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: RID39463
Characterization
On MRI:
Characterize on out-of-phase (OP) compared to in-phase (IP) gradient-echo images.
If obtained, can also characterize on fat-only images, OR fat-fraction maps, OR fat-suppressed
compared to otherwise similar non-fat-suppressed images (not shown in schematic below)
Fat in mass, more than liver is present if ALL of the following are met:
• The observation is a mass
AND
• The observation is steatotic in whole or in part as evidenced by unequivocal signal loss on OP
compared to IP OR fat signal on fat-only images, OR positive fat fraction on fat-fraction maps, OR
signal loss on fat-suppressed compared to non-fat-suppressed (not shown in schematic below)
AND
• The liver is less steatotic or nonsteatotic (less or no signal loss, lower or no fat signal, or lower or
zero fat fraction on the corresponding images or maps)

Dual-echo GRE

Fat-only image

Fat-fraction map

100%

Mass in whole is
more steatotic than
liver

IP
OP
0%

100%

Mass in part is
more steatotic than
liver

IP
OP
0%

If obtained
(these types of images are not required by LI-RADS)
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Fat in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: RID39463
Characterization (Cont’d)

On CT:
With caution, this feature sometimes can be characterized on CT:
Fat in solid mass is present on CT if ALL of the following are met:
• The observation is a mass
AND
• The observation in whole or in part is unequivocally steatotic (attenuation < -10 HU)
AND
• The liver is less steatotic or nonsteatotic (attenuation ≥ 40 HU).
CT

Mass is steatotic (< -10 HU)

Mass in whole is more
steatotic than liver

Liver has higher
attenuation than mass

Part of mass is steatotic (< -10 HU)

Mass in part is more
steatotic than liver

Liver has higher attenuation than
steatotic part of mass
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Fat in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: RID39463
Characterization (Cont’d)
Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

Focal area of fatty (-25 HU) attenuation within a mass relative to
background liver

Example: MRI

IP

OP

Focal areas of signal loss on OP
compared to IP within a mass relative
to background liver

If unsure
If unsure about fat in mass, do not characterize as fat in mass.
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Fat in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: RID39463
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Applies only to masses (see page 7-5).
Fat in mass fat needs to be differentiated from hepatic fat deposition.
Imaging features that favor fat in mass over hepatic fat deposition:
• Observation is a mass (see page 7-5).
• Enhancement differs from that of background liver in one or more postcontrast phases and the
difference is not attributed to a perfusion alteration.
Perfusional alterations can be associated with hepatic fat deposition. Do not apply fat in mass as an
ancillary feature favoring malignancy if you suspect the observation represents a perfusional
alteration and not a mass.
MRI is more sensitive and specific for detection of fat in mass than CT. Apply this feature cautiously
on CT. The attenuation threshold of -10 HU (see page 16-326) is arbitrary and intended to provide
high specificity for the presence of fat.
Fatty attenuation may be seen after TACE with oil emulsions or after ethanol ablation.
Fat may be seen in some cHCC-CCAs.
Fat in mass is most frequent in small HCCs (< 1.5 cm). The frequency and homogeneity of
intralesional fat decrease with increasing lesion size.
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Blood Products in Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43346
Definition
Intralesional hemorrhage in absence of biopsy, trauma, or intervention. Perilesional hemorrhage
may or may not be present.

Synonyms
Hematoma, hemorrhage, methemoglobin, hemosiderin

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT (with caution), MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature, favoring HCC in particular

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
benignity, then blood products in mass causes LR-1, LR-2, or LR-3 observations to be upgraded by
one category to LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring malignancy, blood products in mass cannot be used to
upgrade by two or more categories, cannot be used to upgrade to LR-5, and should not be used to
change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: blood products in mass may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M
category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new
category.
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Blood Products in Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43346
Biological basis
HCCs are hypervascular neoplasms prone to hemorrhage. Possible mechanisms include repetitive
minor blunt trauma to superficial lesions, rapid elevations in intratumoral pressure secondary to
thrombosis of draining veins, and rupture of fragile neoarteries within the tumor.
Other lesions prone to hemorrhage (e.g., adenomas and melanoma metastases) are exceedingly
rare in cirrhosis. Importantly, HCC precursor nodules and other primary liver cancers associated with
cirrhosis rarely hemorrhage. Thus, presence of blood products in mass favors HCC in particular.

Summary of evidence
The evidence supporting blood products in mass as an ancillary feature favoring malignancy is
indirect and complicated by the use of variable terminology in the literature.
• 16-26% of HCCs have blood products on imaging:
• 37/235 (16%) of HCCs had blood products on T2W MRI (defined as low signal intensity on
T2W images).
• 10/39 (26%) of HCCs in noncirrhotic liver had blood products on CT (defined as
hyperattenuation on unenhanced images).
• Non-HCC malignancies uncommonly have have blood products on imaging:
• Only 4/33 (12%) of cHCC-CCAs and 1/38 (3%) iCCAs have blood products on MRI (definition
not provided).
• HCCs have blood products on imaging more frequently than iCCAs:
• 11/22 (50%) of poorly differentiated HCCs but only 4/14 (29%) of iCCAs have blood products
on MRI (defined as high signal intensity on T1 in phase GRE without signal drop on OP GRE
and lack of contrast enhancement)
• Virtually no benign nodules have blood products on imaging.
• Possible exception: Infarcted regenerative nodules may have blood products on pathology,
unknown if they have blood products on imaging.
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of blood products in mass in combination with
major features is not known.
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Blood Products in Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43346
Characterization
On MRI:
Characterize on unenhanced T1W, T2W, or T2*W images and compare to contrast-enhanced
images.
Blood products in mass is present if BOTH of the following:
• There are amorphous or geographic areas of high signal on T1W images and either low (if
chronic) or high (if acute or subacute) signal on T2W images. Due to T2* shortening, there may
be signal loss on 2nd echo of a dual-gradient-echo sequence or high signal on R2* map.
AND
• These areas do not enhance post contrast injection.
Older blood products (hemosiderin) have low signal intensity on T1W, T2W, and T2*W images.
On CT:
Characterize on unenhanced images, and compare to contrast-enhanced images.
Blood products in mass is present if if BOTH of the following:
• There are amorphous areas of hyperattenuation precontrast.
AND
• These areas do not enhance after contrast injection.
MRI
T1W

CT
T2W

Unenhanced

1st echo
2nd echo

High signal on T1W

Low signal on T2W

May have signal loss on
2nd echo due to T2* shortening

Hyperattenuating on CT

May have high signal on T2W
if acute or subacute

Blood products do NOT enhance postcontrast (subtractions may help, see page 12-24).
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Blood Products in Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43346
Characterization (Cont’d)

On either MRI or CT: there may be evidence of extrahepatic hemorrhage (e.g., hemoperitoneum).

Example: CT
Pre

AP

PVP

Hemoperitoneum

Hyperdense, nonenhancing amorphous component consistent with acute/subacute hemorrhage

Example: MRI

Pre

T2

Hyperintense on T1

Mildly hyperintense on T2

AP

No enhancement

PVP

No enhancement

Nonenhancing intralesional subacute blood products
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Blood Products in Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43346
If unsure
If unsure about blood products in mass, do not characterize as blood products in mass.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Applies only to masses (see page 7-5).
Size reduction should not be used as an ancillary feature favoring benignity in observations that
reduce in size following resorption of acute bleed.
Blood products appear hyperattenuating on all phases at CT, potentially causing the misperception
of enhancement.
Assessment of enhancement on MRI in a hemorrhagic HCC may benefit from subtraction imaging
as intrinsic T1-hyperintensity of blood products may obscure APHE.
Imaging appearance depends on the acuity and size of blood products. Common imaging features
of blood products include:
•
•
•
•
•

High attenuation at unenhanced CT
Variable signal on T1W images (often high if acute or subacute, low if chronic)
Variable signal on T2W images (often low if acute, high if subacute, and low if chronic)
Restricted diffusion
Lack of enhancement

Emerging data suggests that susceptibility weighted imaging is more sensitive to blood products in
HCC than T1- or T2-weighted imaging. LI-RADS does not currently recommend routine acquisition
of susceptibility weighted imaging, however.
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Blood Products in Mass
RADLEX ID: RID43346
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LI-RADS® Ancillary Imaging Features Favoring Benignity
& Imaging Modalities in Which They Are Visible
Ancillary features favoring benignity

CT

MRI MRI
ECA HBA

Feature

Definition

Size stability ≥ 2
years

No significant change in observation size measured on
exams ≥ 2 years apart in absence of treatment

+

+

+

Size reduction

Unequivocal spontaneous decrease in size over time, not
attributable to artifact, measurement error, technique
differences, or resorption of blood products

+

+

+

Parallels blood pool
enhancement

Temporal pattern in which enhancement eventually
reaches and then matches that of blood pool

+

+

+

Undistorted vessels

Vessels traversing an observation without displacement,
deformation, or other alteration

+

+

+

Iron in mass, more
than liver

Excess iron in a mass relative to background liver

+/–

+

+

Marked T2
hyperintensity

Intensity on T2WI markedly higher than liver and similar to
bile ducts and other fluid-filled structures

—

+

+

Hepatobiliary phase
isointensity

Intensity in hepatobiliary phase nearly identical to liver

—

—

+

+ usually evaluable

– not evaluable

+ / – may or may not be evaluable

ECA = extracellular agent, HBA = hepatobiliary agent, T2WI = T2-weighted imaging
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Size Stability ≥ 2 years
RADLEX ID: RID39448
Definition
No significant change in observation size measured on exams ≥ 2 years apart in absence of
treatment.

Synonyms
Stable size, unchanged size, stable diameter, unchanged diameter

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then size stability causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations to be downgraded by
one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, size stability ≥ 2 years cannot be used to
downgrade by two or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a
different category.
There is one exception: size stability ≥ 2 years may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M
or LR-TIV category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a
new category.
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Size Stability ≥ 2 years
RADLEX ID: RID39448
Biological basis
Premalignant and malignant neoplasms tend to grow. The average doubling time of dysplastic
nodules and early HCCs is about 6 months. Therefore, in absence of treatment, some degree of
measurable growth within 2 years is expected for most pre-malignant or premalignant lesions. Since
such lesions are unlikely to remain stable for ≥ 2 years, size stability of this duration favors benignity.

Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of size stability ≥ 2 years in combination with
major features is not known. Indirect evidence and biologic plausibility suggest that size stability ≥ 2
years favors benignity.

Characterization
Characterize on CT or MR exams performed at least two years apart. If possible, measure on
images where observation margins are clearest and in same plane, sequence, phase.
Confirm absence of interim treatment.
Size stability is present if EITHER
• There is no measurable change in size OR
• A change in size is so small that the change is plausibly attributable to artifact, differences in
imaging technique, or measurement error

Prior (comparison) exam

Current exam

≥ 2 years earlier
Size
stability

No change in size
in absence of treatment
< 2 years earlier

Not
size
stability

No change in size
in absence of treatment
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Size Stability ≥ 2 years
RADLEX ID: RID39448
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Initial CT

Size 11 mm

2.5 year follow-up

Size 11 mm

Example: MR
Initial MRI

Size 12 mm

3 year follow-up

Size 12 mm

If unsure
If unsure about size stability, do not characterize as size stability.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
• Size stability should not be used as an ancillary feature favoring benignity in observations that
have undergone locoregional treatment.
• Size stability should be assessed on images obtained in the same plane and, if possible, acquired
in the same phase or sequence.
• Some premalignant and malignant lesions grow slowly. Size stability favors benignity but does not
confirm benignity with 100% certainty.
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Size Stability ≥ 2 years
RADLEX ID: RID39448
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Size Reduction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Unequivocal spontaneous decrease in size over time, not attributable to artifact, measurement error,
technique differences, or resorption of blood products.

Synonyms
Decreased size, shrinkage, regression

Terminology
The term size reduction is preferred since it is precise and clear.

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then size stability causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations to be downgraded by
one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, size reduction cannot be used to downgrade by
two or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: size reduction may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M or LR-TIV
category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new
category.
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Size Reduction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
Spontaneous size decrease is exceeding rare in malignant lesions in absence of treatment or
resorption of intratumoral hemorrhage. A published systematic review of English literature identified
only 75 cases of spontaneous HCC regression reported between 1972 and 2012.
Proposed mechanisms include
• tumor ischemia and necrosis induced by rapid growth
• immune response against tumor cells, possibly triggered by an otherwise unrelated bacterial
infection
The cause of regression is unknown in ~50% of cases.

Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of size reduction in combination with major
features is not known. Indirect evidence and biologic plausibility suggest that size reduction favors
benignity.
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Size Reduction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
Characterize on serial CT or MR exams performed on different dates. If possible, measure on
images where observation margins are clearest and in same plane, sequence, phase.
Confirm absence of interim treatment.
Size reduction is present if BOTH:
• Observation is measurably smaller on later than earlier exam AND
• Reduction in size is not attributable to artifact, measurement error, technique differences,
resorption of intralesional blood products, or interim treatment.

Prior (comparison) exam

Current exam

Any date

Size reduction

Unequivocal size decrease
in absence of treatment
If possible: measure in same plane, sequence, phase

Equivocal size decrease
(difference within measurement error)
Does not
qualify as
size reduction

Equivocal size decrease
(difference in measurements unreliable due to artifacts)

Size decrease
(attributable to resorption of intralesional blood products)
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Size Reduction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Initial CT

Size: 26 mm

Follow-up CT
7 months later

Size: 21 mm

Example: MRI
Initial MRI
T2

Follow-up MRI 8 years later
PVP

T2

Size: 11 mm

PVP

Size: 6 mm

If unsure
If unsure about size reduction, do not characterize as size reduction.
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Size Reduction
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations
Size reduction should not be used as an ancillary feature favoring benignity in observations that
become smaller due to resorption of blood products.
Size reduction should be assessed on images in the same plane and, if possible, acquired in the
same phase or sequence.
There is no minimum reduction in size for application of this feature, rather the reduction in size
should be unequivocal in judgment of the radiologist.
Need to confirm absence of interim treatment.

References
Huz JI, Melis M, Sarpel U. Spontaneous regression of hepatocellular carcinoma is most often
associated with tumour hypoxia or a systemic inflammatory response. HPB (Oxford). 2012
Aug;14(8):500-5.
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Parallels Blood Pool Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39472
Definition
Temporal pattern in which enhancement is similar to that of blood pool on all phases

Synonyms
Following signal/attenuation/brightness/enhancement of blood pool on all phases

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then parallels blood pool enhancement causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations
to be downgraded by one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, parallels blood pool enhancement cannot be used
to downgrade by two or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a
different category.
There is one exception: parallels blood pool enhancement may cause the radiologist to question a
prior LR-M category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning
a new category. In particular, the radiologist may wish to consider hemangioma or other benign
vascular lesion.
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Parallels Blood Pool Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39472
Biological basis
This temporal enhancement pattern suggests that the observation is composed mainly of vascular
spaces filled with blood. This occurs in hemangiomas (which contain abundant vascular channels
surrounded by loose fibromuscular stroma) and purely vascular lesions such as aneurysms, pseudoaneurysms, and arteriovenous fistulas.

Summary of evidence
In a retrospective study comparing small hemangiomas and small (<3 cm) hypervascular malignant
tumors:
• Enhancement similar to aortic enhancement was observed in the arterial phase in 19-32% of
hemangiomas and 0-2% of malignant tumors.
• Enhancement similar to blood pool was observed in the PVP in 43-54% of hemangiomas and 414% of malignant tumors
• The sensitivity and specificity in differentiating hemangiomas vs small hypervascular malignant
tumors were 47-53% and 95%, respectively.
The diagnostic performance of blood pool parallelism, in the absence of the characteristic
morphologic pattern of a hemangioma, is not known.
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Parallels Blood Pool Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39472
Characterization
Characterize on multiphase CT or MR images by comparing the enhancing portion(s) of the
observation to blood vessels representative of the blood pool in each phase.
In general, the following blood vessels are representative of the blood pool in each phase:
•
•
•
•

Arterial phase: aorta or hepatic artery
Portal venous phase: portal vein
2- to 5- minutes delayed phase/transitional phase: portal vein or hepatic vein
Hepatobiliary phase (hepatobiliary agents only): any vessel with little or no flow-related signal
alteration

Parallels blood pool enhancement is present if:
• Enhancement is similar to blood pool on every phase, using vessel(s) representative of the blood
pool as comparators. Note that with gadoxetate the blood pool de-enhances after portal venous
phase. Relative to liver, the blood pool becomes about isointense in transitional phase and
hypointense in HBP.
Compare to
aorta or hepatic artery
Early Arterial

Late Arterial

Compare to
PV or HV
Portal Venous

Compare to
PV or HV
Delayed

CT or MRI with
extracellular
agent or
gadobenate
dimeglumine

Compare to
any vessel
without
flow related
signal alterations

Early Arterial

Late Arterial

Portal Venous

Transitional

HBP

Blood vessels
about isointense
relative to liver

Blood vessels
hypointense
relative to liver

MRI with
gadoxetate
disodium

With gadoxetate:
blood vessels de-enhance after portal
venous phase
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Parallels Blood Pool Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39472
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT
Internal enhancement of the observation is similar in density to the blood pool on all postcontrast phases
Pre

AP

PVP

HA

DP

PV

PV

Aorta
HV

observation

Compare to
aorta and/or hepatic artery

HV

observation

observation

Compare to
PVP and/or HV

Compare to
PVP and/or HV

Example: MRI
Internal enhancement of the observation is similar in intensity to the blood pool on all postcontrast phases

Pre

AP

Late PVP

DP

Aorta

observation

HV

HV
PV

Compare to
aorta and/or hepatic artery

Compare to
PVP and/or HV

PV

Compare to
PVP and/or HV
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Parallels Blood Pool Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39472
If unsure
If unsure about enhancement that parallels blood pool, do not characterize as parallels blood pool
enhancement.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
• Since the liver has a dual blood supply and since the various vessels enhance at different times
after injection, the blood vessel(s) representative of the blood pool depend on the phase.
• In general, the aorta and hepatic artery are representative of the blood pool in the AP and the
portal vein and/or hepatic vein on subsequent phases. Due to variability in contrast dose and rate,
acquisition timing, and patient physiology, however, these are not absolute rules. Radiologists
should use their judgment in selecting the appropriate comparator vessels for each phase.
• Note that with gadoxetate the blood pool de-enhances after portal venous phase. Relative to liver,
it becomes about isointense in TP and hypointense in HBP. The progressive darkening of the
blood pool after the portal venous phase may cause diagnostic confusion.
• Enhancement that parallels blood pool is assessed subjectively. Quantitative criteria for this
pattern have not been developed.
• Most observations with this pattern can be interpreted as definite or probable hemangiomas.
• Use other features (i.e. homogeneous marked T2-hyperintensity and nodular peripheral
enhancement pattern) to confirm the diagnosis of hemangioma.
• Following gadoxetate injection, hemangiomas show hypointensity relative to surrounding
parenchyma in the TP and HBP (“pseudo-washout”) but still parallel blood pool enhancement.
In a single-center retrospective study of gadoxetate-enhanced MRI, all hepatic hemangiomas
matched the signal intensity of the portal veins on all postcontrast phases.
• Other observations with this pattern can be interpreted as definite or probable pseudo-aneurysms
or arterio-venous fistulas based on the presence of direct vascular connections.
• These lesions tend to appear markedly hypointense on motion-sensitive sequences (e.g.,
diffusion weighted imaging) due to high flow.
• Some observations with this pattern cannot be confidently diagnosed as definite or probable
hemangiomas or vascular lesions due to small size or other factors. For such observations, this
enhancement pattern is an ancillary feature favoring benignity.
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Parallels Blood Pool Enhancement
RADLEX ID: RID39472
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Undistorted Vessels
RADLEX ID: RID39484
Definition
Vessels traversing an observation without displacement, deformation, or other alteration.

Synonyms
Lack of mass effect on vessels

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT, MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then undistorted vessels causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations to be
downgraded by one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, undistorted vessels cannot be used to downgrade
by two or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: undistorted vessels may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M or
LR-TIV category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a
new category.

Biological basis
Neoplasms are space-occupying lesions and therefore are expected to displace and/or distort
parenchyma and blood vessels. Perfusion alterations, areas of fat deposition, and hypertrophic
pseudomasses are not true space-occupying processes and therefore do not distort adjacent or
traversing vessels.
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Undistorted Vessels
RADLEX ID: RID39484
Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of undistorted vessels in combination with major
features is not known. Indirect evidence and biologic plausibility suggest that undistorted vessels
favor benignity.

Characterization
Characterize on any CT or MR images that depict the course of blood vessels adjacent to or
traversing an observation. These are usually but not always contrast-enhanced images.
Undistorted vessels are present if:
• Vessels are visualized traversing an observation without displacement, compression, obscuration,
deformation, or expansion.

Diffuse
perfusion
alteration

Patchy
perfusion
alterations

Hypertrophic
Pseudomass

Undistorted
vessels

Hepatic
Fat Deposition

IP
OP

Displaced

Compressed

Obscured or
deformed

Expanded

Distorted
vessels
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Undistorted Vessels
RADLEX ID: RID39484
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: CT

AP

Hyperenhancing observation

Example: MRI

Hyperenhancing observation

Undistorted vessel

AP

Undistorted vessel

If unsure
If unsure about undistorted vessels, do not characterize as undistorted vessels.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
While undistorted vessels have not been described in expansile HCC, they may occur in diffuse
HCC and other malignant neoplasms with infiltrative appearance (e.g., lymphoma, some
metastases). Thus, undistorted vessels by themselves do not establish the diagnosis of benignity.
Multiplanar imaging (acquired or reconstructed) may help visualize the course of traversing vessels
and increase the confidence for characterizing this feature as present or absent.

References
No references have been found.
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
Definition
Excess iron in an observation relative to background liver.

Synonyms
Siderotic nodule

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
CT (with caution), MRI

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then iron in mass more than liver causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations to be
downgraded by one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, iron in mass cannot be used to downgrade by two
or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: iron in mass may cause the radiologist to question a prior LR-M or LR-TIV
category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning a new
category.
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
Biological basis
Accumulation of iron suggests clonal expansion of cells with iron avidity. The accumulation of iron is
a well-recognized histological feature of low-grade dysplastic nodules. As hepatocarcinogenesis
progresses, cells become “iron resistant” so that high-grade dysplastic nodules, early HCCs, and
progressed HCCs rarely contain any stainable iron. Additionally, iron accumulation is not a known
feature of iCCA or most non-HCC malignancies. Hence, presence of iron favors non-malignant
etiology.

Summary of evidence
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of iron in a mass in combination with major
features is not known. Indirect evidence and biologic plausibility suggest that iron in a mass favors
benignity.
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization
On MRI:
Characterize on dual-echo gradient echo or T2W images. If obtained, can also characterize on R2*
(=1/T2*) maps.
Iron in mass, more than liver is present if ALL of the following are met:
• The observation is a mass
AND
• The observation is iron overloaded as evidenced by unequivocal signal loss on second echo
compared to first echo OR markedly low signal on T2W images OR abnormally high R2* value on
R2* maps
AND
• The liver is less iron overloaded or non-iron overloaded (less or no signal loss on second echo,
higher signal on T2W, lower or no R2* value elevation).

GRE

Mass has higher
iron concentration
than liver

T2W

R2* map

500/s

TE1
TE2
0/s

More signal loss than liver on
second echo

Lower signal on T2W
than liver

Higher R2*
than liver

If obtained
(R2* maps are optional;
they are not required by LI-RADS)
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

On CT:
With caution, this feature sometimes can be characterized on CT.
Iron in mass, more than liver is present on CT if ALL of the following are met:
• The observation is a mass
AND
• The observation is unequivocally iron overloaded (attenuation > 70 HU)
AND
• The liver is less iron-overloaded or non-iron-overloaded (attenuation ≤ 70 HU).

Unenhanced CT

Mass has higher iron
concentration than liver

Mass is iron-overloaded ( > 70 HU)

Liver is not iron overloaded ( ≤ 70 HU)
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example
TE 2.3 msec

TE 4.7 msec

T2

R2* Map

250/s

215/s

Unequivocal signal loss on second echo compared to
first echo images, greater than background

Markedly low signal

0/s

High R2* value indicating
high iron content

If unsure
If unsure about iron in mass, do not characterize as iron in mass.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
T2* shortening from blood products may be mistaken for iron accumulation on T2*W sequences or
on R2* (=1/T2*) maps
On older MR scanners that utilize IP-then-OP dual-echo design, fat in mass and iron in mass both
manifest signal loss on the second echo, fat due to chemical shift of the second kind, iron due to T2*
shortening. In such situations, scrutinize non-fat-suppressed T2W images: iron-overloaded mass will
be hypointense, fatty mass will be iso or mildly hypointense.
Iron in mass may result in low signal in the TP and HBP, even in observations with preserved OATP
expression, potentially causing mischaracterization as TP or HBP hypointensity (ancillary features
favoring malignancy).
Mild T2 hypointensity may be seen in HCC and should not be confused with the marked T2
hypointensity of iron in mass. Mild T2 hypointensity in HCC has been attributed to copper
accumulation, fibrinogen deposition, or fibrosis, but the mechanism is not well understood.
While hemorrhagic HCCs may contain blood products with short T2* components, the presence of
iron is distinctly uncommon in non-hemorrhagic HCC.
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)

Development of an iron-poor inner nodule within a siderotic outer nodule suggests incident highgrade dysplastic nodule or HCC. The inner nodule is thought to represent clonal expansion of
premalignant or malignant cells with “iron resistance”.

GRE

T2W

R2* map

Inner nodule is
iron resistant

200/s

TE1
TE2
0/s

Inner nodule shows
less signal loss on second echo

Inner nodule has higher
signal on T2W

Inner nodule has
lower R2* value

If obtained
(R2* maps are optional;
they are not required by LI-RADS)

Iron-poor (-resistant) inner nodule within a siderotic outer nodule is a type of nodule-in-nodule
architecture. The inner nodule is probably a high-grade dysplastic nodule or HCC.
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Iron in Mass, More than Liver
RADLEX ID: N/A
References
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Marked T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39458
Definition
Intensity on T2WI markedly higher than liver and similar to bile ducts and other fluid-filled structures.

Synonyms
T2 bright, high T2 signal intensity, fluid signal

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
MRI (all contrast agents)

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then marked T2 hyperintensity causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations to be
downgraded by one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, marked T2 hyperintensity cannot be used to
downgrade by two or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a
different category.
There is one exception: marked T2 hyperintensity may cause the radiologist to question a prior LRM or LR-TIV category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning
a new category.

Biological basis
Homogeneous marked T2 hyperintensity is a feature of benign fluid-containing lesions (e.g. cysts
and abscesses) and of lesions composed of vascular spaces filled with blood (e.g. hemangiomas).
The presence of fluid or blood-filled vascular spaces prolongs T2 relaxation time which results in
markedly high signal on T2W images.
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Marked T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39458
Summary of evidence
In studies in patients without and with underlying liver disease, high signal on heavily T2-weighted
images has area under the curve of 0.97-0.98 for distinguishing hemangiomas from malignant solid
lesions in the liver. Sensitivity and specificity ranges are 77-99% and 71-99%, respectively.
The incremental impact on diagnostic performance of marked T2 hyperintensity in combination with
major features is not known.

Characterization
Characterize on T2W images. If obtained, characterize on heavily T2W images.
Marked T2 hyperintensity is present if
• Observation is homogeneous and markedly higher in signal than liver and than spleen, with
intensity similar to simple fluid (e.g. bile ducts) on T2W images or, if obtained, heavily T2W
images.

Marked T2 hyperintensity,
Standard T2W
TE ~100 ms

Marked T2 hyperintensity,
Heavy T2W
TE ~200 ms

Spleen

Observation is about as
intense as bile ducts
and much more intense
than spleen.

Spleen

Marked hyperintensity
may be more apparent
on heavily T2W images
If obtained
(these types of images are optional;
they are not required by LI-RADS)
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Marked T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39458
Characterization (Cont’d)

Example: Benign hemangioma with marked T2 hyperintensity
T2

AP

PVP

Bile Duct

Marked
homogeneous
hyperintensity,
similar to bile ducts

Early peripheral nodular discontinuous
progressive enhancement,
diagnostic of a hemangioma (see page 1663).

If unsure
If unsure about marked T2 hyperintensity, do not characterize as marked T2 hyperintensity.

Pitfalls & practical considerations
Some primarily cystic neoplasms (e.g. biliary cystadenocarcinoma) and necrotic tumors may have
T2 relaxation times comparable to benign cysts and manifest marked T2-hyperintensity. Thus,
marked T2 hyperintensity favors benignity but by itself does not establish benignity with certainty.
Small hypervascular metastases may have very high signal on T2W sequences and homogeneous
enhancement on arterial phase, potentially mimicking small hemangiomas. Inspection of multiphase
and, if obtained, diffusion weighted and heavily T2W images can help in the differentiation:
• Unlike hemangiomas, most metastases do not parallel blood enhancement.
• Small hypervascular metastases tend to have greater diffusion restriction than hemangiomas.
• Hemangiomas remain markedly hyperintense relative to liver on heavily T2W images with very
long TEs, whereas metastases usually do not.
Areas of necrosis in HCCs and other malignant neoplasms may have marked T2 hyperintensity, but
these usually comprise only small parts of the observation. Apply marked T2 hyperintensity as an
ancillary feature favoring benignity only if the observation is homogenously hyperintense.
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Marked T2 Hyperintensity
RADLEX ID: RID39458
Pitfalls & practical considerations (Cont’d)
Although hemangiomas in the non-cirrhotic liver tend to be markedly T2 hyperintense, hemangiomas
in the cirrhotic liver may become fibrotic (fibrosing or sclerosing hemangiomas) and can appear
mildly-moderately T2 hyperintense. See pages 16-49 and 15-6.
Cysts and hemangiomas may appear more hyperintense on heavily T2W images with very long TEs
compared to moderately T2W images with moderately long TEs. This is an optical illusion. The
absolute signal intensity is lower on longer TE sequences. The signal may appear higher because
the surrounding liver has lost more signal.

References
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Hepatobiliary Phase Isointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49814
Definition
Intensity in hepatobiliary phase (HBP) nearly identical to liver.

Synonyms
HBP isoenhancement, occult in HBP

Terminology
Not applicable

Applicable modalities
MRI with gadoxetate

Type of feature
Ancillary feature that favors benignity

Effect on categorization
If the radiologist elects to apply ancillary features and if there are no ancillary features favoring
malignancy, then hepatobiliary isointensity causes LR-2, LR-3, LR-4 or LR-5 observations to be
downgraded by one category to LR-1, LR-2, LR-3 or LR-4, respectively.
Like any other ancillary feature favoring benignity, HBP isointensity cannot be used to downgrade by
two or more categories and should not be used to change LR-M or LR-TIV to a different category.
There is one exception: hepatobiliary isointensity may cause the radiologist to question a prior LRM or LR-TIV category assignment, repeat the diagnostic algorithmic process, and consider assigning
a new category.
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Hepatobiliary Phase Isointensity
RADLEX ID: RID49814
Biological basis
Enhancement of the parenchyma on HBP reflects the balance between intracellular uptake and
biliary excretion of the hepatobiliary agent by hepatocytes. Uptake by hepatocytes is mediated via
membrane transporters known as organic anion transporting polypeptides (OATP). Biliary excretion
by hepatocytes is mediated by canalicular transporters known as multidrug resistant proteins.
In general, benign hepatocytes have relatively high expression of organic anion transporting
polypeptides, and the liver parenchyma tends to enhance fairly uniformly. By comparison, neoplastic
hepatocytes (high-grade dysplastic nodules, HCCs) tend to under express or even lack organic
anion transporting polypeptides and so appear as hypointense lesions relative to liver. Similarly,
since organic anion transporting polypeptides are found only in hepatocytes, non-HCC malignancies
lack the transporters entirely and also appear hypointense relative to liver.
Therefore, if an observation enhances uniformly and similarly to the adjacent parenchyma in the
HBP, it suggests the observation is composed of benign hepatocytes with normal hepatocellular
uptake and biliary excretion.

Summary of evidence
85-94% of nodular vascular pseudolesions demonstrate HBP isointensity. Conversely, 76% of early
HCCs and 86% of well- or moderately differentiated HCCs demonstrate HBP hypointensity.
Hepatobiliary phase isointensity in combination with major features has a sensitivity of 91%–94%
and a specificity of 93% to differentiate arterioportal shunt from HCC.
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Characterization
Characterize on HBP images. If the observation is not visible in the HBP, then determine the location
of the observation by co-localizing to the images in which it is visible.
HBP isointensity is present if BOTH of the following are met:
• On HBP, the observation is identical or nearly identical to liver in intensity (it may even be
invisible) AND
• HBP phase must be adequate (i.e. parenchyma enhances greater than intrahepatic vessels).
If the HBP is suboptimal, do not apply this feature. See Chapter 13 for assessing HBP adequacy.

Pre

AP

PVP

TP

HBP

GxMRI
GxMRI

Isointense to liver

GxMRI

Example
AP

Hyperenhancement

20 min HBP

Intensity identical to
parenchyma
(in this case, observation is
invisible in the HBP)

If unsure
If unsure about HBP isointensity, do not characterize as HBP isointensity.
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Pitfalls & practical considerations
If HBP phase is inadequate (e.g. the parenchyma does NOT have signal unequivocally higher than
the signal of the vessels), this feature is not applicable. See Chapter 13.
This feature is most useful for characterizing nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement (NAPH).
• A nodule-like area of hyperenhancement visible only in the AP is known as nodular arterial phase
hyperenhancement (NAPH). NAPHs are thought to usually represent either perfusion alterations
with a nodular configuration or small non-malignant hepatocellular nodules (e.g., hyperplastic
nodule, dysplastic nodule), and rarely small HCC.
• HBP imaging can help differentiate between possibilities:
• HBP isointensity favors perfusion alteration (arterioportal shunt) or a non-malignant
hepatocellular nodule.
• HBP hypointensity favors premalignant or malignant hepatocellular neoplasm or a
nonhepatocellular lesion.
Although homogeneous HBP isointensity is a frequent feature of vascular shunts and favors
benignity, it does not exclude a dysplastic nodule (up to 16% of high-grade dysplastic nodules are
isointense in the HBP) or small HCC (up to 5% of HCCs are isointense in the HBP). Please see
Chapter 13 for more information about HBP intensity of dysplastic nodules and HCC.

⚠

Since some HCCs can demonstrate isointensity on the HBP, use caution in applying
this feature to downgrade an LR-5 observation.

Some perfusion alterations may show faint hypointensity rather than isointensity in the HBP. This
probably reflects slight loss of function of hepatocytes exposed to greater than normal arterial flow
and lower than normal portal flow.
AP

Perfusion alteration.
Notice geographic
area of APHE around
an undistorted vessel

20 min HBP

Faint hypointensity
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